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We have completed the eighth week of the strangest Legislative Session 
ever!  We are happy to report it appears the 2021 Legislative will end on 
time April 30th.

However, Governor DeSantis and the Seminole Tribe inked a new 30 year 
gaming compact.  This will need to be approved by the Legislature.  In an 
effort to give everyone an appropriate amount of time to review the deal, 
the Legislature will come back to Tallahassee for a gambling Session May 
17.

Another positive note, the budget conference report has to be on Desks 
by Tuesday to meet the 72 hour cooling off deadline.  Florida has to have a 
balanced budget.  We are on track to do that and complete it on time.  We 
will continue to work on unresolved budget issues again this weekend.

Below are a few of the bills we are tracking for you.  Of course, things get 
crazy the last week and amendments get filed all the time.  We will be 
actively monitoring all amendments on the House and Senate floor.  We 
will email you any alerts if we see anything of concern.

We will get you a final report in a couple of weeks once everything is 
finalized.  We will update you in real time about issues that concern you 
this week.

We appreciate the opportunity to represent you in Tallahassee.  Here is to 
a much anticipated “Sine Die” and hope the 2022 Legislative Session allows 
for an open Capitol and meetings like years past!

Onward!  Cheers to the ninth and final week!

Racketeering

What fun this issue has been this Session!  The Florida Fish and Wildlife 
Commission did not want this bill amended.  Even went as far as to amend 
the House bill differently that the Senate version, but now both bills are 
identical and are in the proper form.

To simplify, the House took up the Albritton language in committee and 
now the bills are identical.  The Senate bill passed on the Senate floor and 
was sent to the House, where it passed unanimously. It has been ordered 
enrolled and will be sent to the governor for approval.

The Enrolled version of SB 776 is included for your information.

Covid Liability

A reminder COVID Liability passed this Session.  Senate Bill 72 passed both 
chambers and was sent to the Governor for approval.  The Governor signed 
the bill on April 5, 2021 and is now known as Chapter # 2021-001.
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A copy of the legislation is attached for your information.  We also attached the Governors press release on the 
signing of the bill for your information.

Legislative Review of Occupational Regulations

Senate Bill 344 is still waiting to be heard in the Senate Appropriations Committee.  After Senate Appropriations the 
bill still needs to be heard in the Senate Rules Committee.   House Bill 471 has four committees of reference and as 
of the writing of this report still had not been heard in its first committee or reference.

For those who were very concerned over this legislation, below is the bill history as of the writing of this report.

House Bill 471
General Bill by Rizo

Legislative Review of Occupational Regulations: Establishes schedule for systematic review & repeal of occupational 
regulatory programs; provides for reversion of certain unexpended funds & refund of certain unencumbered revenue 
of repealed program; preempts regulation of occupation to state if occupation’s regulatory program has been repealed 
through this act. Effective Date: upon becoming a law

01/26/21 HOUSE  Filed

02/08/21 HOUSE  Referred to Regulatory Reform Subcommittee; Children, Families & Seniors
    Subcommittee; Appropriations Committee; Commerce Committee

  HOUSE  Now in Regulatory Reform Subcommittee

Senate Bill 344
General Bill by Diaz  CS Sponsors: Governmental Oversight and Accountability

Legislative Review of Occupational Regulations; Citing this act as the “Occupational Regulation Review Act”; establishing 
a schedule for the systematic review of occupational regulatory programs, etc. Effective Date: Upon becoming a law

12/21/20 SENATE  Filed

01/11/21  SENATE  Referred to Governmental Oversight and Accountability; Appropriations; Rules

03/12/21 SENATE  On Committee agenda - Governmental Oversight and Accountability, 03/17/21,
    9:00 am, 37 S

03/17/21 SENATE  Favorable with CS by Governmental Oversight and Accountability; 5 Yeas, 0 Nays

03/19/21 SENATE  Now in Appropriations

Budget

The conference report on SB 2500 was officially filed and distributed to members at 12:06 p.m. on Tuesday, April 
27, starting the mandatory 72-hour “cooling off” period before the report can be adopted by both chambers. 
This conference report is the resulting product of the budget conference process and once signed or vetoed 
by the governor, will become the state’s budget for the 2021-22 Fiscal Year.

As explained above, the House and Senate have started the Budget Conference Process.  The budget is hosted this 
year by the Florida Senate. The final Appropriations Conference Report will have a Senate bill number, SB 2500.  
The House of Representatives will host the Budget Conference next year.  

We will update you if any issues arise in budget negotiations that might impact Florida Pest Management.  The 
House and Senate budgets did not have any issues of concern going into the conference process.

Margaret “Missy” Timmins
President
Timmins Consulting, LLC
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//  CIVIL LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RELATING TO COVID-19 

Senate Bill 72  //  Sen. Jeff Brandes  //  Referred to: Judiciary; Commerce and Tourism; 
Rules

House Bill 7  //  Rep. Lawrence McClure  //  Referred to: Civil Justice & Property Rights 
Subcommittee; Pandemics & Public Emergencies Committee; Judiciary Committee

HOUSE/SENATE BILL RELATIONSHIP: SIMILAR

Senate Bill 72: CS/SB 72 is a combination of SB 72 and SB 74, with some additional changes. SB 
72 creates civil liability protections for individuals, businesses, governmental entities, and other 
organizations against COVID-19-related claims. SB 74 provides lesser liability protections to 
health care providers, who are defined in the bill, and provides procedures for civil actions against 
them.

Liability Protections for COVID-19-Related Claims

The bill defines a COVID-19-related claim, against a person, business, or other entity, but generally 
not a health care provider, as a claim that arises from or is related to COVID-19. For claims against 
a person other than a health care provider, the bill establishes preliminary requirements that a 
plaintiff must complete before the case is allowed to proceed. A court must determine whether:

• The complaint was pled with particularity.

• A physician’s affidavit was simultaneously submitted stating that, within a reasonable 
degree of medical certainty, the physician believed that the defendant caused, through 
acts or omissions, the plaintiff’s damages, injury, or death. If the plaintiff did not meet 
these requirements, the court must dismiss the action, but the plaintiff is not barred 
from correcting the deficiencies and refiling the claim.

• The defendant made a good faith effort to substantially comply with authoritative or 
controlling health standards when the action accrued. If the court determines that 
the defendant made the requisite good faith effort, the defendant is immune from 
civil liability. If, in contrast, the court determines that the defendant did not make the 
requisite good faith effort, the action may proceed.

If a plaintiff meets these preliminary requirements, then he or she bears the burden of proving 
that the defendant did not make the good faith effort. Additionally, the plaintiff must meet the 
heightened standard of proving that the defendant’s acts or omissions were grossly negligent by 
the clear and convincing evidence standard.

Liability Protections for Health Care Providers

The liability protections for COVID-19-related claims against a health care provider mainly relate 
to claims:

• Arising from the diagnosis or treatment of a person for COVID-19;

• The provision of a novel or experimental COVID-19 treatment;

• The transmission of COVID-19; and

• The delay or cancellation of a surgery or medical procedure.
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However, a claim by a person other than a patient or resident alleging that the health care 
provider caused the person to contract COVID-19 may be pursued under the provisions of the bill 
that primarily relate to claims against persons other than a health care provider.

A COVID-19-related lawsuit against any defendant must be brought within 1 year after a cause of 
action accrues unless the cause of action occurred before the effective date of the bill. However, if 
a cause accrues before the effective date of the bill, the plaintiff has 1 year from the effective date 
of the act to bring the claim.

The bill takes effect upon becoming a law and applies retroactively. However, the bill does not 
apply in a civil action against a particular defendant if the suit is filed before the bill’s effective 
date.

Most Recent Action: Read Third Time; Passed (Vote: 83 Yeas / 31 Nays); Immediately 
Certified; Signed by Officers and presented to Governor; Approved by Governor; 
Chapter No. 2021-001

CS/House Bill 7: In the face of the COVID-19 outbreak in Florida, Governor Ron DeSantis 
declared a state of emergency and issued a series of executive orders directing Floridians to 
stay at home, with exceptions for essential services and activities. While some of the executive 
orders eventually expired or were modified, the Governor has continued to extend the state of 
emergency, with the most recent extension occurring on December 29, 2020.

As COVID-19 spread across the world, the United States, and the State of Florida, information 
about the virus evolved at a rapid pace. Official guidance came from multiple sources and 
sometimes changed on a daily basis. Business owners, schools, government leaders, religious 
organizations, and other entities scrambled to make the best decisions possible based on their 
knowledge at the time.

CS/HB 7 provides several COVID-19-related liability protections for businesses, educational 
institutions, government entities, religious organizations, and other entities. Under the bill, a 
covered entity that makes a good faith effort to substantially comply with applicable COVID-19 
guidance is immune from civil liability from a COVID-19-related civil action. The bill also provides 
that for any COVID-19-related civil action against a covered entity, a plaintiff must:

• Plead his or her complaint with particularity.

• Submit, at the time of filing suit, a physician’s affidavit confirming the physician’s 
belief that the plaintiff’s COVID-19-related injury occurred because of the defendant’s 
conduct.

• Prove, by clear and convincing evidence, that the defendant was at least grossly 
negligent.

The bill’s liability protections do not apply to a health care provider, such as a hospital, nursing 
home, assisted living facility, or other health care-related entity. The bill provides a one-year 
statute of limitations for COVID19-related claims. For a plaintiff whose cause of action has already 
accrued, the one-year period does not begin to run until the bill becomes effective. 
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Most Recent Action: Read Third Time; Passed (Vote: 83 Yeas / 31 Nays); In Messages; 
Received; Referred to Rules

Attached documents: SB 72 (Enrolled) + Staff Analysis

//  CONSUMER DATA PRIVACY 

Senate Bill 1734  //  Sen. Jennifer Bradley  //  Referred to: Commerce and Tourism; 
Appropriations; Rules

House Bill 969  //  Rep. Fiona McFarland  //  Referred to: Regulatory Reform 
Subcommittee; Civil Justice & Property Rights Subcommittee; Commerce 
Committee

HOUSE/SENATE BILL RELATIONSHIP: COMPARE

Senate Bill 1734: CS/SB 1734 creates the Florida Privacy Protection Act (Act) to grant Florida’s 
consumers the ability to share their personal information as they wish, in a way that is safe and 
that they understand and control.

The Act generally applies to businesses that collect Florida consumers’ personal information, and 
that either have a gross revenue of $25 million or more; earn 50 percent of their revenue from the 
sale or sharing of personal information; or buy, receive, sell, or share the personal information of 
50,000 or more consumers in a year.

The Act grants consumers the right to:

• Opt-out of the sale of their personal information;

• Know what personal information a business has collected about them;

• Delete their personal information;

• Correct their personal information;

• More stringently control the sale of their minor child’s personal information.

Businesses subject to the Act must give consumers notice of their privacy rights, that their 
personal information may be sold and collected, and that the consumer may opt-out of the sale of 
his or her personal information. A consumer’s opt-out would prevent the sale of his or her data 
to third-party data brokers, data profiling procedures, and targeted advertisements based on the 
consumer’s activity at more than one website. Additionally, the act requires covered businesses to 
implement data security measures to ensure the continued privacy of the personal information 
they hold.

A consumer may pursue a private civil action based on a business’ violation of the Act. The 
Florida Department of Legal Affairs also has enforcement authority pursuant to the bill.
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Most Recent Action: Placed on Special Order Calendar, 04/28/21

House Bill 969: Florida, like most states, has laws requiring businesses to disclose to consumers 
when a breach of security occurs that affects consumers personal information. In 2014, Florida 
passed the Florida Information Protection Act (FIPA) that requires commercial and government 
entities which store or maintain a Floridians’ personal information to take reasonable measures 
to protect such information and report data breaches.

The bill adds “biometric data” to the definition of “personal information” in FIPA. Thus, entities 
in possession of fingerprints, DNA, and other biological or physiological identifying information 
must take reasonable measures to protect the biometric data and report data breaches.

Due to the growth in the internet and specifically the growth in companies whose entire business 
model is the collection of personal information for the purpose of selling targeted advertising, 
many countries and states have adopted or updated their laws relating to the collection and use 
of personal information. Specifically, the European Union, and states like California, Virginia 
and Illinois, have enacted data privacy regulations to protect personal information and give 
consumers more control over how their information is used.

The bill requires certain businesses to publish a privacy policy for personal information.

The bill defines “personal information” as information that identifies, relates to, or describes 
a particular consumer or household, or is reasonably capable of being directly or indirectly 
associated or linked with, a particular consumer or household. The term does not include public 
information that is readily available to the public from government records or deidentified or 
aggregate consumer information.

The bill gives consumers certain rights related to personal information collected by a business, 
including:

• The right to access personal information collected,

• The right to delete or correct personal information, and

• The right to opt-out of the sale or sharing of personal information.

The bill requires businesses to comply with certain consumer requests and make certain 
information available on the business’s website.

The bill allows the Department of Legal Affairs to bring an action against, and collect civil 
penalties from, a business who violates these requirements. Consumers whose personal 
information is the subject of a data breach may also bring a cause of action against the business in 
certain limited circumstances. 

Most Recent Action: Read Third Time; Passed (Vote: 118 Yeas / 1 Nays); In Messages; 
Received; Referred to Rules

Attached documents: CS/CS/SB 1734 + Staff Analysis; CS/CS/CS/HB 969 + Amendments + Staff 
Analysis
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//  COMMERCIAL TELEPHONE SOLICITATION 

Senate Bill 1120  //  Sen. Audrey Gibson  //  Referred to: Commerce and Tourism; Regulated 
Industries; Rules

House Bill 857  //  Rep. Daisy Morales  //  Referred to: Regulatory Reform Subcommittee; 
Commerce Committee

Senate Bill 1682  //  Sen. Joe Gruters  //  Referred to: Commerce and Tourism; Regulated 
Industries; Rules

House Bill 1307  //  Rep. Mike Beltran  //  Referred to: Regulatory Reform Subcommittee; 
Civil Justice & Property Rights Subcommittee; Commerce Committee

Senate Bill 1120: CS/SB 1120 requires all sales telephone calls, text messages, and direct-to-
voicemail transmissions to have the receiving consumer’s prior express written consent if the 
call will be made using an automated machine to dial the recipient’s phone number or will play a 
recorded message upon connection with the recipient.

The bill creates a rebuttable presumption that a sales call made to a Florida area code is made 
either to a Florida resident or to a person in this state at the time of the call.

The bill creates a private right of action to enforce the provisions in the bill. An aggrieved party 
may petition a court to enjoin the violating party. A prevailing plaintiff may recover the greater 
sum of either their actual monetary damages or $500, plus attorney fees and costs. Additionally, a 
court may increase damages by up to three times, for a willful or knowing violation.

The bill amends the Florida Telemarketing Act to prohibit telephone sellers or salespersons from 
calling consumers outside of the hours between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. in the consumer’s time zone 
and prohibits telephone sellers or salespersons from contacting consumer on the same subject 
matter more than three times in a 24-hour period. The bill also clarifies that calls made through 
an automated dialer or recorded message are subject to the same prohibitions

Most Recent Action: Read Second Time; Amendment Adopted (826808); Read Third 
Time; Passed (Vote: 40 Yeas / 0 Nays); In Messages; Received; Referred to Calendar;  
Placed on Special Order Calendar, 04/27/21; House - Read Second Time; Placed on Third 
Reading, 04/28/21

House Bill 857: Prohibits commercial telephone seller or salesperson from using automated 
dialing or recorded messages to make certain commercial telephone solicitation phone calls; 
revises timeframe during which commercial telephone seller or salesperson may make 
commercial solicitation phone calls; prohibits commercial telephone sellers or salespersons 
from making specified number of commercial telephone solicitation phone calls to person over 
specified timeframe.

Most Recent Action: Referred to Regulatory Reform Subcommittee; Commerce 
Committee 
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Senate Bill 1682: The bill requires all sales telephone calls, text messages, and direct-to-voicemail 
transmissions to have the receiving consumer’s prior express written consent if the call will (1) 
be made using an automated machine to dial the recipient’s phone number, or (2) play a recorded 
message upon connection with the recipient.

The bill creates a rebuttable presumption that a telephonic sales call that is made to a Florida area 
code is made either to a Florida resident or to a person in this state at the time of the call.

The bill creates a private right of action to enforce violations of s. 501.059, F.S.

Most Recent Action: Favorable by Commerce and Tourism; 11 Yeas, 0 Nays

House Bill 1307: Chapter 501, part IV, the Florida Telemarketing Act (FTA), requires non-exempt 
businesses engaged in telemarketing and their salespeople to be licensed by the Florida 
Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services (DACS) before operating in Florida. The 
law prohibits telephonic sales calls that use an automated system for the selection or dialing 
of telephone numbers or the playing of a recorded message (robocall) when a connection is 
completed. However, the law allows the use of an automated telephone dialing system with live 
messages if:

• The calls are made or messages given solely in response to calls initiated by the persons 
to whom the automatic calls or live messages are directed;

• The telephone numbers selected for automatic dialing have been screened to exclude 
any telephone subscriber who is included on the department’s then-current “no sales 
solicitation calls” listing or any unlisted telephone number; or

• The calls concern goods or services that have been previously ordered or purchased.

The bill prohibits robocalls when a connection is completed to a number called without the prior 
express written consent of the called party. Such consent must include a clear and conspicuous 
disclosure informing the called party that by executing the agreement, the called party is 
agreeing to receive automated telephonic sales calls, but is not required to sign or enter into such 
an agreement as a condition of purchasing any property, goods, or services.

In addition, the bill:

• Authorizes a called party to revoke their express written consent through any 
reasonable means clearly expressing a desire to receive no further calls, texts, or 
messages.

• Clarifies that the use of an automated telephone dialing system is not prohibited if the 
calls or messages are made in response to calls “originally” initiated by the persons to 
whom the calls or messages are directed, and clarifies that repeated calls in response to 
a call originally initiated by a called party are not allowed.

• Clarifies that the use of an automated telephone dialing system is not prohibited if the 
calls concern the order, purchase, or delivery of goods or services that have previously 
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been ordered by the called party, and prohibits calls made solely because the called 
party previously conducted business with the person initiating the call.

• Removes the requirement that calls be screened by using the DACS do not call list prior 
to making calls related to goods or services previously purchased.

• Provides a rebuttable presumption that such calls made to a Florida area code are 
considered to be made to a resident of, or person in, this state.

Most Recent Action: Placed on Special Order Calendar, 04/23/21 ; Laid on Table, refer to 
CS/SB 1120

Attached documents: SB 1120 (1st Engrossed) + Staff Analysis

//  DISCRIMINATION ON THE BASIS OF PERSONAL HEALTH 
INFORMATION 

Senate Bill 364  //  Sen. Joe Gruters  //  Referred to: Commerce and Tourism; Governmental 
Oversight and Accountability; Rules

Senate Bill 364: Prohibiting business and governmental entities that require individuals to 
present driver licenses and identification cards for specified purposes from taking certain actions 
on the basis of individuals’ vaccination status and proof of immunity from any virus; prohibiting 
public accommodations from discriminating against individuals on the basis of vaccination or 
immunity status, etc.

Most Recent Action: Referred to Commerce and Tourism; Governmental Oversight and 
Accountability; Rules

Attached documents: None

//  IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE BLUE-
GREEN ALGAE TASK FORCE 

Senate Bill 1522  //  Sen. Linda Stewart  //  Referred to: Environment and Natural 
Resources; Appropriations Subcommittee on Agriculture, Environment, and 
General Government; Appropriations

House Bill 1225  //  Rep. Joy Goff-Marcil  //  Referred to: Environment, Agriculture 
& Flooding Subcommittee; Agriculture & Natural Resources Appropriations 
Subcommittee; State Affairs Committee
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HOUSE/SENATE BILL RELATIONSHIP: IDENTICAL

Senate Bill 1522: CS/SB 1522, entitled the “Implementation of Governor DeSantis’ Blue-Green 
Algae Task Force Recommendations Act,” includes legislation intended to implement the 
recommendations of the Blue-Green Algae Task Force.

The bill includes provisions that require the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to:

• Administer an onsite sewage treatment and disposal system inspection program to 
inspect systems at least once every five years, beginning on July 1, 2024.

• Assess whether certain pollution reduction projects are effectively reducing nutrient 
pollution or water use.

The bill requires basin management action plans to identify and prioritize spatially focused suites 
of projects in areas likely to yield maximum pollutant reductions.

The DEP will incur indeterminate costs relating to the implementation and administration of the 
inspection program and monitoring required under the bill.

The bill takes effect July 1, 2021

Most Recent Action: Subcommittee Recommendation: Favorable by Appropriations 
Subcommittee on Agriculture, Environment, and General Government; 11 Yeas, 0 Nays

House Bill 1225: Requires DEP to implement stormwater system inspection & monitoring 
program; requires owners of onsite sewage treatment & disposal systems to have system 
periodically inspected; requires department to administer inspection program pursuant to 
certain standards, procedures, & requirements; provides for rulemaking; provides requirements 
for basin management action plans; provides notices requirements for certain notices of intent 
to implement pollution reduction measures; provides that verification of certain programs must 
have been completed by specified date to be presumed to be in compliance with state water 
quality standards; requires DEP to provide all records promptly & in unadulterated form. 

Most Recent Action: Referred to Environment, Agriculture & Flooding Subcommittee; 
Agriculture & Natural Resources Appropriations Subcommittee; State Affairs 
Committee 

Attached documents: None

//  RACKETEERING 

Senate Bill 776  //  Sen. George Gainer  //  Referred to: Environment and Natural 
Resources; Appropriations Subcommittee on Agriculture, Environment, and 
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General Government; Appropriations

House Bill 783  //  Rep. Jenna Persons-Mulicka  //  Referred to: Environment, Agriculture 
& Flooding Subcommittee; Criminal Justice & Public Safety Subcommittee; 
Agriculture & Natural Resources Appropriations Subcommittee; State Affairs 
Committee

HOUSE/SENATE BILL RELATIONSHIP: SIMILAR

Senate Bill 776: CS/SB 776 amends the definition of “racketeering activity” in the Florida 
RICO (Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organization) Act to include violations of ch. 379, F.S., 
and Title 68, F.A.C., relating to the illegal sale, purchase, take, or possession of wild animal life, 
freshwater aquatic life, or marine life, and related crimes. Chapter 379, F.S., and Title 68, F.A.C., 
are implemented by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC). The effect 
of this change is that it will allow such unlawful acts to be prosecuted as racketeering if the 
commission of the acts constitutes racketeering. A criminal violation of the Florida RICO Act is a 
first degree felony. The Act also provides for civil remedies.

The FWC estimates the bill will have an indeterminate impact on the commission. The 
Legislature’s Office of Economic and Demographic Research preliminarily estimates that the bill 
will have a “positive insignificant” prison bed impact, meaning an increase of 10 or fewer prison 
beds. See Section V. Fiscal Impact.

Most Recent Action: In Messages; Received; Referred to Calendar; Placed on Special 
Order Calendar, 04/26/21; Read Second Time; Amendment Withdrawn (400055); Placed 
on Third Reading, 04/27/21;  Read Third Time; Passed (Vote: 116 Yeas / 0 Nays); Ordered 
enrolled

House Bill 783: Chapter 379, F.S., outlines penalties and violations for laws relating to fish and 
wildlife conservation and provides the Florida Fish and Wildlife Commission (FWC) with 
rule-making authority. Violations of fish and wildlife laws and FWC rules are organized into a 
four-level system providing penalties based on the level of offense. The penalties for violating 
FWC laws and rules range from a noncriminal civil penalty to a third degree felony, which is 
punishable by up to five years in prison and a $5,000 fine.

Sections 895.01-895.06, F.S., are also known as the “Florida RICO (Racketeering Influenced and 
Corrupt Organization) Act.” A person convicted under this section commits a first degree felony, 
which is punishable by up to 30 years in prison and a $10,000 fine. Section 895.03, F.S., provides 
that it is unlawful for any person:

• To receive, with criminal intent, any proceeds derived, directly or indirectly, from a 
pattern of racketeering activity or through the collection of an unlawful debt to use 
or invest, whether directly or indirectly, any part of such proceeds, or the proceeds 
derived from the investment or use thereof, in the acquisition of any title to, or any 
right, interest, or equity in, real property or in the establishment or operation of any 
enterprise.
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• Through a pattern of racketeering activity or through the collection of an unlawful debt, 
to acquire or maintain, directly or indirectly, any interest in or control of any enterprise 
or real property.

• Employed by, or associated with, any enterprise to conduct or participate, directly or 
indirectly, in such enterprise through a pattern of racketeering activity or the collection 
of an unlawful debt.

• To conspire or endeavor to violate any of the previously-described activity.

The trafficking of plant and animal life is one of the most profitable illegal trades in the world. 
Under current law, it is difficult to prosecute wildlife, freshwater aquatic life, and marine life 
traffickers in a manner that will disrupt the criminal enterprise and the activity associated 
therewith.

CS/CS/HB 783 amends the definition of “racketeering activity” to include violations of FWC laws 
and rules relating to the illegal sale, purchase, collection, harvest, capture, or possession of wild 
animal life, freshwater aquatic life, or marine life, and related crimes. Under the bill, any wildlife, 
freshwater aquatic life, or marine life trafficker convicted of a violation of the Florida RICO Act 
commits a first degree felony. Prosecuting such violations under the Florida RICO Act will enable 
the state to pursue asset forfeiture, which may help to undermine profitability of the underlying 
criminal enterprises. 

The bill may have an indeterminate impact on state government.

Most Recent Action: Laid on Table, Refer to CS/SB 776 

Attached documents: SB 776 (Enrolled) + Staff Analysis
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 1 

An act relating to civil liability for damages 2 

relating to COVID-19; creating s. 768.38, F.S.; 3 

providing legislative findings and intent; defining 4 

terms; specifying requirements for civil actions based 5 

on COVID-19-related claims; requiring the court to 6 

make certain determinations in such actions; providing 7 

that plaintiffs have the burden of proof in such 8 

actions; requiring plaintiffs to commence COVID-19-9 

related claims within specified timeframes; creating 10 

s. 768.381, F.S.; defining terms; providing 11 

preliminary procedures for civil actions based on 12 

COVID-19-related claims; providing the standard of 13 

proof required at trial for such claims; providing 14 

affirmative defenses; requiring COVID-19-related 15 

claims to commence within specified timeframes; 16 

providing applicability; providing construction; 17 

providing severability; providing applicability and 18 

for retroactive application; providing an effective 19 

date. 20 

 21 

WHEREAS, an outbreak of the disease known as COVID-19, 22 

which is caused by a novel coronavirus that was not previously 23 

found in humans, occurred in Hubei province, China, in late 24 

2019, and has currently been detected in more than 89 countries, 25 

including the United States, and 26 

WHEREAS, COVID-19 is a severe respiratory disease that can 27 

result in illness or death and is caused by the person-to-person 28 

spread of the novel coronavirus, and 29 
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WHEREAS, COVID-19, as a viral agent capable of causing 30 

extensive loss of life or serious disability, is deadly, and 31 

WHEREAS, the transmission of COVID-19 is a threat to human 32 

health in this state, and 33 

WHEREAS, the Secretary of the United States Department of 34 

Health and Human Services declared on January 31, 2020, that a 35 

public health emergency exists in the United States due to 36 

confirmed cases of COVID-19 in this country, and 37 

WHEREAS, on March 1, 2020, the State of Florida Department 38 

of Health, in coordination with Governor Ron DeSantis, first 39 

declared a public health emergency based on the spread of COVID-40 

19, and 41 

WHEREAS, throughout the declared state of emergency, the 42 

Governor’s executive orders included industry-specific 43 

restrictions to prevent the spread of COVID-19 based on the best 44 

information available at the time, allowing and encouraging 45 

certain businesses to continue to safely operate, and 46 

WHEREAS, a strong and vibrant economy is essential to 47 

ensure that Floridians may continue in their meaningful work and 48 

ultimately return to the quality of life they enjoyed before the 49 

COVID-19 outbreak, and 50 

WHEREAS, Floridians must be allowed to earn a living and 51 

support their families without unreasonable government 52 

intrusion, and 53 

WHEREAS, the United States Centers for Disease Control and 54 

Prevention has issued health guidance to all state and local 55 

governments and all citizens, and 56 

WHEREAS, in March 2020, the Centers for Medicare and 57 

Medicaid Services recommended the deferral of nonessential 58 
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surgeries and other procedures, and 59 

WHEREAS, the guidance from the Centers for Medicare and 60 

Medicaid Services to defer medical procedures was based in part 61 

on its recognition that the conservation of critical health care 62 

resources is essential, and 63 

WHEREAS, on March 20, 2020, the Governor issued Executive 64 

Order 20-72, which prohibited health care providers “from 65 

providing any medically unnecessary, non-urgent or non-emergency 66 

procedure or surgery which, if delayed, does not place a 67 

patient’s immediate health, safety, or well-being at risk, or 68 

will, if delayed, not contribute to the worsening of a serious 69 

or life-threatening medical condition,” and 70 

WHEREAS, on April 29, 2020, the Governor issued Executive 71 

Order 20-112, which allowed health care providers to perform 72 

procedures prohibited by the earlier order if the health care 73 

provider had adequate supplies of personal protective equipment 74 

and satisfied other conditions, and 75 

WHEREAS, medical experts have been racing to develop 76 

vaccines and to learn how COVID-19 is transmitted and how best 77 

to treat those infected with the disease, and 78 

WHEREAS, the Federal Government, along with state and local 79 

governments, has sought to slow the spread of COVID-19 through 80 

travel bans and restrictions, quarantines, lockdowns, social 81 

distancing, and the closure of businesses or limitations on 82 

business activities, including limitations on the provision of 83 

medical services, and 84 

WHEREAS, health care providers, including hospitals, 85 

doctors, nurses, and other health care facilities and workers, 86 

have struggled to acquire personal protective equipment and 87 
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other supplies to protect against the risk of COVID-19 88 

transmission and medications used in the treatment of the 89 

disease, and 90 

WHEREAS, the circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic have 91 

made it difficult or impossible for health care providers to 92 

maintain ideal levels of staffing, and 93 

WHEREAS, health care providers are essential to the 94 

residents of this state’s survival of the pandemic, and health 95 

care providers have continued to treat patients despite the 96 

potential, and still not fully known, risks of exposure to 97 

COVID-19, and 98 

WHEREAS, while many actions may seem reasonable during the 99 

pandemic, some may attempt to construe these actions differently 100 

in hindsight when calm is restored, and 101 

WHEREAS, as the pandemic continues and recovery begins, 102 

health care providers must be able to remain focused on serving 103 

the health care needs of their respective communities and not on 104 

the potential for unfounded lawsuits, and 105 

WHEREAS, the Legislature finds that it is an overpowering 106 

public necessity to enact legislation that will deter unfounded 107 

lawsuits against individuals, businesses, health care providers, 108 

and other entities based on COVID-19-related claims, while 109 

allowing meritorious claims to proceed, and 110 

WHEREAS, the Legislature finds that the unprecedented and 111 

rare nature of the COVID-19 pandemic, together with the 112 

indefinite legal environment that has followed, requires the 113 

Legislature to act swiftly and decisively, NOW, THEREFORE, 114 

 115 

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida: 116 
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 117 

Section 1. Section 768.38, Florida Statutes, is created to 118 

read: 119 

768.38 Liability protections for COVID-19-related claims.— 120 

(1) The Legislature finds that the COVID-19 outbreak in 121 

this state threatens the continued viability of certain business 122 

entities, educational institutions, governmental entities, and 123 

religious institutions that contribute to the overall well-being 124 

of this state. The threat of unknown and potentially unbounded 125 

liability to such businesses, entities, and institutions, in the 126 

wake of a pandemic that has already left many of these 127 

businesses, entities, and institutions vulnerable, has created 128 

an overpowering public necessity to provide an immediate and 129 

remedial legislative solution. Therefore, the Legislature 130 

intends for certain business entities, educational institutions, 131 

governmental entities, and religious institutions to enjoy 132 

heightened legal protections against liability as a result of 133 

the COVID-19 pandemic. The Legislature also finds that there are 134 

no alternative means to meet this public necessity, especially 135 

in light of the sudden, unprecedented nature of the COVID-19 136 

pandemic. The Legislature finds the public interest as a whole 137 

is best served by providing relief to these businesses, 138 

entities, and institutions so that they may remain viable and 139 

continue to contribute to this state. 140 

(2) As used in this section, the term: 141 

(a) “Business entity” has the same meaning as provided in 142 

s. 606.03. The term also includes a charitable organization as 143 

defined in s. 496.404 and a corporation not for profit as 144 

defined in s. 617.01401. 145 
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(b) “COVID-19-related claim” means a civil liability claim 146 

against a person, including a natural person, a business entity, 147 

an educational institution, a governmental entity, or a 148 

religious institution, which arises from or is related to COVID-149 

19, otherwise known as the novel coronavirus. The term includes 150 

any such claim for damages, injury, or death. Any such claim, no 151 

matter how denominated, is a COVID-19-related claim for purposes 152 

of this section. The term includes a claim against a health care 153 

provider only if the claim is excluded from the definition of 154 

COVID-19-related claim under s. 768.381, regardless of whether 155 

the health care provider also meets one or more of the 156 

definitions in this subsection. 157 

(c) “Educational institution” means a school, including a 158 

preschool, elementary school, middle school, junior high school, 159 

secondary school, career center, or postsecondary school, 160 

whether public or nonpublic. 161 

(d) “Governmental entity” means the state or any political 162 

subdivision thereof, including the executive, legislative, and 163 

judicial branches of government; the independent establishments 164 

of the state, counties, municipalities, districts, authorities, 165 

boards, or commissions; or any agencies that are subject to 166 

chapter 286. 167 

(e) “Health care provider” means: 168 

1. A provider as defined in s. 408.803. 169 

2. A clinical laboratory providing services in this state 170 

or services to health care providers in this state, if the 171 

clinical laboratory is certified by the Centers for Medicare and 172 

Medicaid Services under the federal Clinical Laboratory 173 

Improvement Amendments and the federal rules adopted thereunder. 174 
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3. A federally qualified health center as defined in 42 175 

U.S.C. s. 1396d(l)(2)(B), as that definition exists on the 176 

effective date of this act. 177 

4. Any site providing health care services which was 178 

established for the purpose of responding to the COVID-19 179 

pandemic pursuant to any federal or state order, declaration, or 180 

waiver. 181 

5. A health care practitioner as defined in s. 456.001. 182 

6. A health care professional licensed under part IV of 183 

chapter 468. 184 

7. A home health aide as defined in s. 400.462(15). 185 

8. A provider licensed under chapter 394 or chapter 397 and 186 

its clinical and nonclinical staff providing inpatient or 187 

outpatient services. 188 

9. A continuing care facility licensed under chapter 651. 189 

10. A pharmacy permitted under chapter 465. 190 

(f) “Religious institution” has the same meaning as 191 

provided in s. 496.404. 192 

(3) In a civil action based on a COVID-19-related claim: 193 

(a) The complaint must be pled with particularity. 194 

(b) At the same time the complaint is filed, the plaintiff 195 

must submit an affidavit signed by a physician actively licensed 196 

in this state which attests to the physician’s belief, within a 197 

reasonable degree of medical certainty, that the plaintiff’s 198 

COVID-19-related damages, injury, or death occurred as a result 199 

of the defendant’s acts or omissions. 200 

(c) The court must determine, as a matter of law, whether: 201 

1. The plaintiff complied with paragraphs (a) and (b). If 202 

the plaintiff did not comply with paragraphs (a) and (b), the 203 
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court must dismiss the action without prejudice. 204 

2. The defendant made a good faith effort to substantially 205 

comply with authoritative or controlling government-issued 206 

health standards or guidance at the time the cause of action 207 

accrued. 208 

a. During this stage of the proceeding, admissible evidence 209 

is limited to evidence tending to demonstrate whether the 210 

defendant made such a good faith effort. 211 

b. If the court determines that the defendant made such a 212 

good faith effort, the defendant is immune from civil liability. 213 

If more than one source or set of standards or guidance was 214 

authoritative or controlling at the time the cause of action 215 

accrued, the defendant’s good faith effort to substantially 216 

comply with any one of those sources or sets of standards or 217 

guidance confers such immunity from civil liability. 218 

c. If the court determines that the defendant did not make 219 

such a good faith effort, the plaintiff may proceed with the 220 

action. However, absent at least gross negligence proven by 221 

clear and convincing evidence, the defendant is not liable for 222 

any act or omission relating to a COVID-19-related claim. 223 

(d) The burden of proof is upon the plaintiff to 224 

demonstrate that the defendant did not make a good faith effort 225 

under subparagraph (c)2. 226 

(4) A plaintiff must commence a civil action for a COVID-227 

19-related claim within 1 year after the cause of action accrues 228 

or within 1 year after the effective date of this act if the 229 

cause of action accrued before the effective date of this act. 230 

Section 2. Section 768.381, Florida Statutes, is created to 231 

read: 232 
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768.381 COVID-19-related claims against health care 233 

providers.— 234 

(1) DEFINITIONS.—As used in this section, the term: 235 

(a) “Authoritative guidance” means nonbinding instructions 236 

or recommendations from a federal, state, or local governmental 237 

entity, a clinical professional organization, or another 238 

authoritative source of clinical guidance. 239 

(b) “COVID-19” means the novel coronavirus identified as 240 

SARS-CoV-2; any disease caused by SARS-CoV-2, its viral 241 

fragments, or a virus mutating therefrom; and all conditions 242 

associated with the disease which are caused by SARS-CoV-2, its 243 

viral fragments, or a virus mutating therefrom. 244 

(c) “COVID-19 emergency” means a public health emergency 245 

relating to COVID-19 which is declared by an emergency 246 

declaration of the Federal Government or an emergency order of 247 

the State Surgeon General or a state of emergency due to COVID-248 

19 declared by executive order of the Governor. 249 

(d) “COVID-19-related claim” means a civil liability claim 250 

against a health care provider which arises from the: 251 

1. Diagnosis or treatment of, or failure to diagnose or 252 

treat, a person for COVID-19; 253 

2. Provision of a novel or experimental COVID-19 treatment; 254 

3. Transmission of COVID-19; 255 

4. Delay or cancellation of a surgery or a delay or 256 

cancellation of a medical procedure, a test, or an appointment 257 

based on a health care provider’s interpretation or application 258 

of government-issued health standards or authoritative guidance 259 

specifically relating to the COVID-19 emergency; 260 

5. An act or omission with respect to an emergency medical 261 
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condition as defined in s. 395.002, and which act or omission 262 

was the result of a lack of resources directly caused by the 263 

COVID-19 pandemic; or 264 

6. The provision of treatment to a patient diagnosed with 265 

COVID-19 whose injuries were directly related to an exacerbation 266 

of the patient’s preexisting conditions by COVID-19. 267 

 268 

The term does not include a claim alleging that an act or 269 

omission by a health care provider caused a person to contract 270 

COVID-19 or a derivative claim to such claim unless the person 271 

was a resident or patient of the health care provider or a 272 

person seeking care or treatment from the health care provider. 273 

(e) “Government-issued health standards” means federal, 274 

state, or local laws, rules, regulations, or orders that 275 

describe the manner in which a health care provider must 276 

operate. 277 

(f) “Health care provider” means any of the following: 278 

1. A provider as defined in s. 408.803. 279 

2. A clinical laboratory providing services in this state 280 

or services to health care providers in this state, if the 281 

clinical laboratory is certified by the Centers for Medicare and 282 

Medicaid Services under the federal Clinical Laboratory 283 

Improvement Amendments and the federal rules adopted thereunder. 284 

3. A federally qualified health center as defined in 42 285 

U.S.C. s. 1396d(l)(2)(B), as that definition existed on the 286 

effective date of this act. 287 

4. Any site providing health care services which was 288 

established for the purpose of responding to the COVID-19 289 

pandemic pursuant to any federal or state order, declaration, or 290 
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waiver. 291 

5. A health care practitioner as defined in s. 456.001. 292 

6. A health care professional licensed under part IV of 293 

chapter 468. 294 

7. A home health aide as defined in s. 400.462(15). 295 

8. A provider licensed under chapter 394 or chapter 397 and 296 

its clinical and nonclinical staff providing inpatient or 297 

outpatient services. 298 

9. A continuing care facility licensed under chapter 651. 299 

10. A pharmacy permitted under chapter 465. 300 

(2) PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES.— 301 

(a) In any civil action against a health care provider 302 

based on a COVID-19-related claim, the complaint must be pled 303 

with particularity by alleging facts in sufficient detail to 304 

support each element of the claim. An affidavit of a physician 305 

is not required as part of the pleading. 306 

(b) If the complaint is not pled with particularity, the 307 

court must dismiss the action. 308 

(3) STANDARD OF PROOF.—A plaintiff who brings an action for 309 

a COVID-19-related claim against a health care provider must 310 

prove by the greater weight of the evidence that the health care 311 

provider was grossly negligent or engaged in intentional 312 

misconduct. 313 

(4) AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES.—If a health care provider proves 314 

by the greater weight of the evidence the existence of an 315 

affirmative defense that applies to a specific COVID-19-related 316 

claim, the health care provider has no liability for that claim. 317 

The affirmative defenses that may apply to a COVID-19-related 318 

claim against a health care provider include, in addition to any 319 
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other affirmative defenses recognized by law, the health care 320 

provider’s: 321 

(a) Substantial compliance with government-issued health 322 

standards specifically relating to COVID-19 or other relevant 323 

standards, including standards relating to the preservation or 324 

prioritization of supplies, materials, or equipment; 325 

(b) Substantial compliance with government-issued health 326 

standards specific to infectious diseases in the absence of 327 

standards specifically applicable to COVID-19; 328 

(c) Substantial compliance with government-issued health 329 

standards relating to COVID-19 or other relevant standards was 330 

not possible due to the widespread shortages of necessary 331 

supplies, materials, equipment, or personnel; 332 

(d) Substantial compliance with any applicable government-333 

issued health standards relating to COVID-19 or other relevant 334 

standards if the applicable standards were in conflict; or 335 

(e) Substantial compliance with government-issued health 336 

standards relating to COVID-19 or other relevant standards was 337 

not possible because there was insufficient time to implement 338 

the standards. 339 

(5) LIMITATIONS PERIOD.— 340 

(a) An action for a COVID-19-related claim against a health 341 

care provider which arises out of the transmission, diagnosis, 342 

or treatment of COVID-19 must commence within 1 year after the 343 

later of the date of death due to COVID-19, hospitalization 344 

related to COVID-19, or the first diagnosis of COVID-19 which 345 

forms the basis of the action. 346 

(b) An action for a COVID-19-related claim against a health 347 

care provider which does not arise out of the transmission, 348 
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diagnosis, or treatment of COVID-19, such as a claim arising out 349 

of a delayed or canceled procedure, must commence within 1 year 350 

after the cause of action accrues. 351 

(c) Notwithstanding paragraph (a) or paragraph (b), an 352 

action for a COVID-19-related claim that accrued before the 353 

effective date of this act must commence within 1 year after the 354 

effective date of this act. 355 

(6) APPLICATION PERIOD.—This section applies to claims that 356 

have accrued before the effective date of this act and within 1 357 

year after the effective date of this act. 358 

(7) INTERACTION WITH OTHER LAWS.— 359 

(a) This section does not create a new cause of action but 360 

instead applies in addition to any other applicable provisions 361 

of law, including, but not limited to, chapters 400, 429, 766, 362 

and 768. This section controls over any conflicting provision of 363 

law, but only to the extent of the conflict. 364 

(b) This section does not apply to claims governed by 365 

chapter 440. 366 

Section 3. If any provision of this act or its application 367 

to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the invalidity 368 

does not affect other provisions or applications of the act 369 

which can be given effect without the invalid provision or 370 

application, and to this end the provisions of this act are 371 

severable. 372 

Section 4. This act applies retroactively and 373 

prospectively. However, this act does not apply in a civil 374 

action against a particular named defendant which is commenced 375 

before the effective date of this act. 376 

Section 5. This act shall take effect upon becoming a law. 377 
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I. Summary: 

CS/SB 72 is a combination of SB 72 and SB 74, with some additional changes. SB 72 creates 
civil liability protections for individuals, businesses, governmental entities, and other 
organizations against COVID-19-related claims. SB 74 provides lesser liability protections to 
health care providers, who are defined in the bill, and provides procedures for civil actions 
against them.  
 
Liability Protections for COVID-19-Related Claims 
The bill defines a COVID-19-related claim, against a person, business, or other entity, but 
generally not a health care provider, as a claim that arises from or is related to COVID-19. For 
claims against a person other than a health care provider, the bill establishes preliminary 
requirements that a plaintiff must complete before the case is allowed to proceed. A court must 
determine whether:  
 The complaint was pled with particularity. 
 A physician’s affidavit was simultaneously submitted stating that, within a reasonable degree 

of medical certainty, the physician believed that the defendant caused, through acts or 
omissions, the plaintiff’s damages, injury, or death. If the plaintiff did not meet these 
requirements, the court must dismiss the action, but the plaintiff is not barred from correcting 
the deficiencies and refiling the claim. 

 The defendant made a good faith effort to substantially comply with authoritative or 
controlling health standards when the action accrued. If the court determines that the 
defendant made the requisite good faith effort, the defendant is immune from civil liability. 

REVISED:         
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If, in contrast, the court determines that the defendant did not make the requisite good faith 
effort, the action may proceed. 

 
If a plaintiff meets these preliminary requirements, then he or she bears the burden of proving 
that the defendant did not make the good faith effort. Additionally, the plaintiff must meet the 
heightened standard of proving that the defendant’s acts or omissions were grossly negligent by 
the clear and convincing evidence standard.  
 
Liability Protections for Health Care Providers 
The liability protections for COVID-19-related claims against a health care provider mainly 
relate to claims: 
 Arising from the diagnosis or treatment of a person for COVID-19;  
 The provision of a novel or experimental COVID-19 treatment;  
 The transmission of COVID-19; and  
 The delay or cancellation of a surgery or medical procedure. 
 
However, a claim by a person other than a patient or resident alleging that the health care 
provider caused the person to contract COVID-19 may be pursued under the provisions of the 
bill that primarily relate to claims against persons other than a health care provider. 
 
A COVID-19-related lawsuit against any defendant must be brought within 1 year after a cause 
of action accrues unless the cause of action occurred before the effective date of the bill. 
However, if a cause accrues before the effective date of the bill, the plaintiff has 1 year from the 
effective date of the act to bring the claim.  
 
The bill takes effect upon becoming a law and applies retroactively. However, the bill does not 
apply in a civil action against a particular defendant if the suit is filed before the bill’s effective 
date. 

II. Present Situation: 

Background 

The COVID-19 pandemic has affected the state of Florida in ways that were unimaginable one 
year ago. The toll on individuals, businesses, and the economy has been catastrophic. According 
to the Department of Health, 1,940,380 residents have tested positive for COVID-19 in the state, 
82,256 residents have been hospitalized, and 32,255 residents have died of the virus.1  
 
As the pandemic forced businesses to close, millions of Americans lost their jobs. The U.S. 
economy contracted at the greatest rate since World War II. In Florida, general revenue 
collections for Fiscal Year 2019-20 were down nearly $1.9 billion from the forecast projections 
made in January 2020. The vast majority of the loss, 84.7 percent, came from a loss of sales tax 
revenues, the largest component and category most affected by the pandemic. The Revenue 
Estimating Conference adopted a forecast for sales tax revenues in December 2020, as compared 

                                                 
1 Florida Department of Health, Division of Disease Control and Health Protection, Florida’s COVID-19 Data and 
Surveillance Dashboard, https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/96dd742462124fa0b38ddedb9b25e429 (last visited March 
14, 2021).  

https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/96dd742462124fa0b38ddedb9b25e429
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to the January 2020 forecast, that anticipates a loss to General Revenue of approximately $2 
billion in Fiscal Year 2020-21 and $1 billion in Fiscal Year 2021-22. The sales tax losses are 
attributable to a substantial loss in the tourism and recreation areas, often driven by out-of-state 
tourism, and also by reduced sales to local residents at restaurants and venues, including leisure 
activities impacted by the pandemic.2 
 
Governor DeSantis issued Executive Order No. 20-52 on March 9, 2020, declaring a state of 
emergency and issuing guidelines to halt, mitigate, or reduce the spread of the outbreak. The 
order has been extended 7times,3 most recently by Executive Order No. 21-45, issued on 
February 26, 2021. 
 
During the pandemic, government-issued health standards and guidance detailing how to best 
combat the virus have sometimes been in conflict. They sometimes changed rapidly, making 
appropriate responses difficult. Businesses and individuals often scurried to provide appropriate 
responses based upon the information they received at any given time.  
 
As businesses and entities struggle to re-open or keep their doors open, a growing concern has 
been expressed that unfounded or opportunistic lawsuits for COVID-19-related claims could 
threaten their financial survival. The concern is that time, attention, and financial resources 
diverted to respond to the lawsuits could be the difference between individuals and entities 
succeeding or failing as they attempt to emerge from the pandemic. One protection that has been 
offered is the provision of heightened legal immunity from COVID-19 claims to fend off 
meritless lawsuits and preserve scant resources. 
 
COVID-Related Lawsuits  

According to the Congressional Research Service,4 a growing number of plaintiffs have filed tort 
lawsuits in hopes of being compensated for personal injuries that resulted from alleged exposure 
to COVID-19 or from the failure of a defendant to properly treat the virus. Some examples of the 
lawsuits include: 
 
 The relatives of deceased family members, who allegedly contracted the virus in the 

workplace, have filed cases stating that the employers caused the decedents’ deaths because 
they failed to implement workplace safety measures. 
 

 Many cruise ship passengers have filed lawsuits against cruise lines alleging that the cruise 
line exposed them to the virus or caused them to contract the virus while on a cruise. 
 

                                                 
2 Executive Summary, Revenue Estimating Conference for the General Revenue Fund & Financial Outlook Statement, 
August 14, 2020, and subsequently updated. http://edr.state.fl.us/Content/conferences/generalrevenue/archives/200814gr.pdf 
(last visited Mar. 1, 2021). 
3 A state of emergency declared under the State Emergency Management Act may not last for more than 60 days unless it is 
renewed by the Governor. Section 252.36(2), F.S. 
4 The Congressional Research Service works solely for the U.S. Congress and provides policy and legal analysis to both 
members and committees of the House and Senate. It is a legislative branch agency housed within the Library of Congress. 
https://www.loc.gov/crsinfo/. 

http://edr.state.fl.us/Content/conferences/generalrevenue/archives/200814gr.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/crsinfo/
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 Plaintiffs have sued assisted living facilities and nursing homes. They allege that their 
relatives died because these entities negligently exposed their relatives to the virus or failed 
to diagnose them in a timely or appropriate manner, and then treat the symptoms. 
 

 Businesses that folded have sued their insurance companies challenging the denial of their 
coverage for claims of business interruptions. 
 

 Consumers have filed suits seeking financial reimbursement for travel, events, and season 
passes at recreational venues which were cancelled or closed because of the pandemic. 
 

 Employees have sued their employers alleging that the employer unlawfully terminated them 
because they contracted the virus. 
 

 Stockholders have sued public companies alleging that the companies violated federal 
securities laws when they did not accurately state the pandemic’s toll on the companies’ 
finances as required in mandatory disclosure statements.5 

 
The Congressional Research Service states that proponents of COVID-19 liability protections 
assert that litigation and the cost of legal fees will cripple businesses, individuals, schools, and 
non-profit organizations and deter the organizations from reopening. Proponents are concerned 
that these entities will shape their business decision-making to avoid liability. This unwillingness 
to continue or reopen businesses will delay the national economic recovery. Others believe that 
many COVID-19-realted claims “are generally meritless, and therefore serve primarily to benefit 
plaintiffs’ lawyers rather than vindicate injured person’s legal rights.”6 
 
In contrast, opponents of liability protections disagree. They maintain that organizations would 
encounter only minimal legal exposure for COVID-19 liability. The opponents also contend that 
providing a shield for defendants would harm the public by permitting defendants to commit 
negligent acts with legal protections. It would also remove any incentives for businesses to take 
precautions against the spread of the virus.7 
 
Florida Lawsuits 

It is difficult to determine how many COVID-19-related lawsuits have been filed in the state. 
Staff contacted the Office of the State Courts Administrator to ask if it could determine how 
many claims have been filed in the state courts. The office did not have that data available. One 
database estimates that 582 complaints relating to COVID-19 have been filed in Florida, but this 
data does not delineate between those which are filed in state courts versus federal courts.8 
 
Many of the claims that have been filed in the federal district courts of the state are suits against 
cruise ship lines where passengers allege that they contracted the virus while on the cruise.  

                                                 
5 Congressional Research Service, COVID-19 Liability: Tort, Workplace Safety, and Securities Law (Sept. 24, 2020), 
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46540 (last visited Mar. 1, 2021). 
6 Id. at 2. 
7 Id. at 3. 
8 Hunton Andrews Kurth LLP, COVID-19 Complaint Tracker, https://www.huntonak.com/en/covid-19-tracker.html (last 
visited Mar. 1, 2021). 

https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46540
https://www.huntonak.com/en/covid-19-tracker.html
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Legislative and Executive Responses of Other States 

At least 17 states have enacted legislation to provide civil liability immunity to individuals and 
entities from COVID-19-related claims.9 At least two additional states have issued executive 
orders to provide liability limitations.10 These laws do not reflect separate healthcare liability 
protections. To date, no similar federal legislation has been enacted, although S. 4317 was 
introduced in the Senate on July 27, 2020, and referred to committee.11 
 
In general terms, the legislation enacted by other states provides protections if a defendant acts in 
good faith to substantially comply with the applicable COVID-19 standards. The immunity does 
not apply if the defendant’s acts or omissions constitute gross negligence or willful or wanton 
misconduct. 
 
Torts: Negligence, Elements, and Standards 

A tort is a civil legal action to recover damages for a loss, injury, or death due to the conduct of 
another. Some have characterized a tort as a civil wrong, other than a claim for breach of 
contract, in which a remedy is provided through damages.12 When a plaintiff files a tort claim, he 
or she alleges that the defendant’s “negligence” caused the injury. Negligence is defined as the 
failure to use reasonable care. It means the care that a reasonably careful person would use under 
similar circumstances. According to the Florida Standard Jury Instructions, negligence means 
“doing something that a reasonably careful person would not do” in a similar situation or “failing 
to do something that a reasonably careful person would do” in a similar situation.13 
 
When a plaintiff seeks to recover damages for a personal injury and alleges that the injury was 
caused by the defendant’s negligence, the plaintiff bears the legal burden of proving that the 
defendant’s alleged action was a breach of the duty that the defendant owed to the plaintiff.14  
 
Negligence Pleadings 
To establish a claim for relief and initiate a negligence lawsuit, a plaintiff must file a 
“complaint.” The complaint must state a cause of action and contain: a short and plain statement 
establishing the court’s jurisdiction, a short and plain statement of the facts showing why the 
plaintiff is entitled to relief, and a demand for judgment for relief that the plaintiff deems himself 

                                                 
9 The states are: Alabama, Georgia, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan, Mississippi, Nevada, North Carolina, Ohio, 
Oklahoma, Oregon, South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, and Wyoming. Additional, and sometimes separate, legislation has been 
enacted by 17 states that provides medical liability limitations for health care facilities and workers. The database was current 
as of December 14, 2020. National Conference of State Legislatures, State Action on Coronavirus (COVID-19), 
https://www.ncsl.org/research/health/state-action-on-coronavirus-covid-19.aspx#db (last visited Mar. 1, 2021). 
10 Alabama Executive Order signed by Governor Kay Ivey on May 8, 2020, and Arkansas Executive Order 20-33 signed by 
Governor Asa Hutchison on June 5, 2020. 
11 Safe to Work Act, s. 4317 –116th Cong. (2020) https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/4317/actions (last 
visited Mar. 1, 2021).  
12 BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (11th ed. 2019). 
13 Fla. Std. Jury Instr. Civil 401.3, Negligence. 
14 Florida is a comparative negligence jurisdiction as provided in s. 768.81(2), F.S. In lay terms, if a plaintiff and defendant 
are both at fault, a plaintiff may still recover damages, but those damages are reduced proportionately by the degree that the 
plaintiff’s negligence caused the injury.  

https://www.ncsl.org/research/health/state-action-on-coronavirus-covid-19.aspx#db
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/4317/actions
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or herself entitled. The defendant responds with an “answer,” and provides in short and plain 
terms the defenses to each claim asserted, admitting or denying the averments in response.15 
 
Under the Florida Rules of Civil Procedure, there is a limited group of allegations that must be 
pled with “particularity.” These allegations include allegations of fraud, mistake, and a denial of 
performance or occurrence.16 
 
Four Elements of a Negligence Claim 
To establish liability, the plaintiff must prove four elements: 
Duty – That the defendant owed a duty, or obligation, of care to the plaintiff; 
Breach – That the defendant breached that duty by not conforming to the standard required; 
Causation – That the breach of the duty was the legal cause of the plaintiff’s injury; and 
Damages – That the plaintiff suffered actual harm or loss. 
 
Burden or Standard of Proof 
A “burden of proof” is the obligation a party bears to prove a material fact. The “standard of 
proof” is the level or degree to which an issue must be proved.17 The plaintiff carries the burden 
of proving, by a specific legal standard, that the defendant breached the duty that was owed to 
the plaintiff that resulted in the injury. In civil cases, two standards of proof generally apply:  
 The “greater weight of the evidence” standard, which applies most often in civil cases, or  
 The “clear and convincing evidence” standard, which applies less often, and is a higher 

standard of proof.18 
 
However, both of these standards are lower than the “reasonable doubt” standard which is used 
in criminal prosecutions.”19 Whether the greater weight standard or clear and convincing 
standard applies is determined by case law or the statutes that govern the underlying substantive 
issues.20 
 
Greater Weight of the Evidence 
The greater weight of the evidence standard of proof means “the more persuasive and convincing 
force and effect of the entire evidence in the case.”21 Some people explain the “greater weight of 
the evidence” concept to mean that, if each party’s evidence is placed on a balance scale, the side 
that dips down, even by the smallest amount, has met the burden of proof by the greater weight 
of the evidence. 
 
Clear and Convincing 
The clear and convincing standard, a higher standard of proof than a preponderance of the 
evidence, requires that the evidence be credible and the facts which the witness testifies to must 
be remembered distinctly. The witness’s testimony “must be precise and explicit and the 

                                                 
15 Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.110. 
16 Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.120(b) and (c). 
17 5 Fla. Prac. Civil Practice s. 16.1, (2020 ed.)  
18 Id. 
19 Thomas D. Sawaya, Florida Personal Injury Law and Practice with Wrongful Death Actions, s. 24:4 (2020). 
20 5 Fla. Prac. Civil Practice s. 16.1 (2020 ed.). 
21 Fla. Std. Jury Instr. 401.3, Greater Weight of the Evidence. 
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witnesses must be lacking in confusion as to the facts in issue.” The evidence must be so strong 
that it guides the trier of fact to a firm conviction, to which there is no hesitation, that the 
allegations are true.22 
 
Standards of Care and Degrees of Negligence 
Courts have developed general definitions for the degrees of negligence.  
 
Slight Negligence 
Slight negligence is generally defined to mean the failure to exercise a great amount of care.23 
 
Ordinary Negligence 
Ordinary negligence, which is also referred to as simple negligence, is the standard of care 
applied to the vast majority of negligence cases. It is characterized as the conduct that a 
reasonable and prudent person would know could possibly cause injury to a person or property.24 
 
Gross Negligence 
Gross negligence means the failure of a person to exercise slight care. Florida courts have 
defined gross negligence as the type of conduct that a “reasonably prudent person knows will 
probably and most likely result in injury to another” person.25  
 
In order for a plaintiff to succeed on a claim involving gross negligence, he or she must prove: 
 Circumstances, which, when taken together, create a clear and present danger; 
 Awareness that the danger exists; and 
 A conscious, voluntary act or omission to act, that will likely result in an injury.26, 27 
 
Tort Laws Applicable to COVID-19 Lawsuits against Health Care Providers and 
Professionals 
There is no established tort law specific to claims related to the COVID-19 pandemic. Absent 
legislative action, it will take years before the appellate courts hear and resolve the outstanding 
cases related to COVID-19 in order to develop common law principals applicable to COVID-19. 
In a case involving tuberculosis, an airborne disease, one federal trial court has found that 
“negligent transmission of a contagious disease is not actionable under Florida common law.”28 
Absent current clear directions from the courts, there are two likely theories of common law 
negligence that may be used by plaintiffs seeking damages from health care providers: premises 
liability and medical malpractice. It is also possible that a claim could be made on contract 
theory. 
 

                                                 
22 Slomowitz v. Walker, 429 So. 2d 797, 800 (Fla. 4th DCA 1983) as discussed in the Sawaya treatise, supra at note 19. 
23 Sawaya, supra at s. 2:12. 
24 Id. 
25 Id. 
26 Id. 
27 Culpable negligence is a fourth degree of negligence but is not discussed in this analysis. 
28 Quezada v. Circle K Stores, Inc., No. 204CV190FTM33DNF, 2005 WL 1633717, at 2 (M.D. Fla. July 7, 2005) 
(convenience store patron contracted tuberculosis because store employee known to have tuberculosis was allowed to work). 
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Premises Liability 
Premises liability refers to the duty of an individual or entity that owns or controls real property 
to reasonably operate and maintain such property for the safety of those who enter or remain on 
the property. There are different standards of negligence for premises liability based on the legal 
status of the injured party. However, in most cases related to health care providers, the patient or 
client or supplier is a legal invitee, so that standard is appropriate for consideration. As to an 
invitee, a landowner or possessor is liable if he/she/it: 
 Negligently failed to maintain the premises in a reasonably safe condition; or 
 Negligently failed to correct a dangerous condition about which the defendant either knew or 

should have known, by the use of reasonable care; or 
 Negligently failed to warn the claimant of a dangerous condition about which the defendant 

had, or should have had, knowledge greater than that of claimant, and, if so, such negligence 
was a legal cause of loss, injury, or damage.29 

 
Medical Negligence 
Negligence of a medical provider is the failure to use reasonable care. Reasonable care on the 
part of a physician, hospital, or health care provider is that level of care, skill, and treatment 
which, in light of all relevant surrounding circumstances, is recognized as acceptable and 
appropriate by similar and reasonably careful physicians, hospitals, or health care providers. 
Negligence on the part of a physician, hospital, or health care provider is doing something that a 
reasonably careful physician, hospital, or health care provider would not do under like 
circumstances or failing to do something that a reasonably careful physician, hospital, or health 
care provider would do under like circumstances.30 
 
Procedures for the filing and prosecution of a medical negligence claim are found in ch. 766, F.S. 
One such requirement is that the plaintiff’s attorney certify that he or she has investigated the 
claim and found a good faith belief that grounds exist for an action against each named 
defendant. A lawyer may support the good faith finding by way of a reviewing physician’s 
affidavit. The affidavit is not attached to the complaint or available in discovery.31 
 
Breach of Contract 
Breach of contract is not a tort claim. The cause of action is similar, in that the injured party must 
show duty, breach, and damages. In contract law, the parties have a relationship defined by a 
contract. The contract spells out the duties owed to one another and the potential damages 
recoverable. However, duties beyond those specifically listed in the contract may be implied 
based on industry custom, regulation, or mutual understanding of the parties. So, for instance, it 
is unlikely that a nursing home contract would say how the nursing home would deal with the 
unique challenges of COVID-19. Still, courts would likely find that a nursing home has the 
implied contractual duty to undertake commercially reasonable measures for infection control 
consistent with applicable laws and regulations, and a nursing home may be found to be in 
breach of contract for failing to do so. 
 

                                                 
29 Fla. Std. Jury Instr. 401.20 Issues On Plaintiff’s Claim — Premises Liability. 
30 Fla. Std. Jury Instr. 402.4 Medical Negligence. 
31 Section 766.104, F.S. 
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Access to Courts – Kluger v. White 

The State Constitution provides in Article 1, s. 21, the “Access to courts” section,  
 

The courts shall be open to every person for redress of any injury, and justice 
shall be administered without sale, denial or delay. 
 

Case law has demonstrated, however, that this provision is not absolute. In 1973, the Florida 
Supreme Court issued an opinion, Kluger v. White,32 a case which construed the access to courts 
provision. In broad terms, the case before the Court involved the abolition of a statute governing 
a tort action for property damage in an automobile accident case. When the Legislature abolished 
the remedy, it did not provide an alternative protection to the injured party. 
 
The Court was confronted with the issue of whether the Legislature could abolish a right of 
access to the courts. The Court determined that the Legislature may not abolish a pre-1968 
common law right or a statutory cause of action unless the Legislature provides a reasonable 
alternative to that action or unless an overpowering public necessity exists for abolishing the 
right of action. The Court applies a three-part test to determine whether a statute violates the 
access to courts provision: 
 Does the change abolish a preexisting right of access? 
 If so, whether a reasonable alternative exists to protect that preexisting right of access. 
 If no reasonable alternative exists, whether an overwhelming public necessity exists.33  

 
Restrictions on the ability to bring a lawsuit have been upheld as constitutional, but the point at 
which a restriction becomes an unconstitutional bar is not well defined. 
 
Statute of Limitations 

A statute of limitations establishes a time limit for a plaintiff to file an action, or the case will be 
barred. An action for a negligence claim must be brought within 4 years after the cause of action 
accrues.34  
 
Statutes of limitations are created to encourage a plaintiff to initiate an action while witnesses 
and evidence can be found. They also serve as a shield to protect a defendant from having to 
defend against a claim that occurred so long ago that precise memories have grown hazy.35 A 
statute of limitations begins to run when the cause of action accrues. A cause of action accrues 
when the last element constituting the cause of action occurs.36 In a personal injury action based 
on the negligent act of another, the last element occurs when the plaintiff is injured.37 
 

                                                 
32 Kluger v. White, 281 So. 2d 1 (Fla. 1973). 
33 Eller v. Shova, 630 So. 2d 537 (Fla. 1993). 
34 Section 95.11(3), F.S. 
35 35 Fla. Jur 2d Limitations and Laches s. 1 (2020). 
36 Section 95.031(1), F.S. 
37 35 Fla. Jur 2d Limitations and Laches s. 65 (2020). 
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Retroactive Application of a Statute 

Under Florida law, statutes are presumed to operate prospectively, not retroactively. In other 
words, statutes generally apply only to actions that occur on or after the effective date of the 
legislation, not before the legislation becomes effective. 
 
The Florida Supreme Court has noted that, under the rules of statutory construction, if statutes 
are to operate retroactively, the Legislature must clearly express that intent for the statute to be 
valid.38 When statutes that are expressly retroactive have been litigated and appealed, the courts 
have been asked to determine whether the statute applies to cases that were pending at the time 
the statute went into effect. The conclusion often turns on whether the statute is procedural or 
substantive. 
 
In a recent Florida Supreme Court case, the Court acknowledged that “[t]he distinction between 
substantive and procedural law is neither simple nor certain.”39 The Court further acknowledged 
that their previous pronouncements regarding the retroactivity of procedural laws have been less 
than precise and have been unclear.40  
 
Courts, however, have invalidated the retroactive application of a statute if the statute impairs 
vested rights, creates new obligations, or imposes new penalties.41 Still, in other cases, the courts 
have permitted statutes to be applied retroactively if they do not create new, or take away, vested 
rights, but only operate to further a remedy or confirm rights that already exist.42  
 
In a case challenging the application of an increase in the standard of proof from a 
preponderance of the evidence to the clear and convincing evidence standard after the plaintiff 
had filed a complaint, the court concluded that the statute could apply retroactively.43 The 
Florida Supreme Court has noted that burden of proof requirements are procedural and may be 
abrogated retroactively because litigants do not have a vested right in a method of procedure.44 
The Court also permitted retroactive application of a statute that altered the plaintiff’s burden of 
proof.45 

III. Effect of Proposed Changes: 

CS/SB 72 provides heightened liability protections against COVID-19-related claims due to the 
threat of unknown and potentially unbounded liability claims that may arise from the pandemic. 
The protections are extended widely to all persons, businesses, or other entities, including 
healthcare providers. 
 

                                                 
38 Walker & LaBerge, Inc., v. Halligan, 344 So. 2d 239 (Fla. 1977).  
39 Love v. State, 286 So. 3d 177, 183 (Fla. 2019) quoting Caple v. Tuttle’s Design-Build, Inc., 753 So. 2d 49, 53 (Fa. 2000). 
40 Love at 184. 
41 R.A.M. of South Florida, Inc. v. WCI Communities, Inc., 869 So. 2d 1210 (Fla 2004). 
42 Ziccardi v. Strother, 570 So. 2d 1319 (Fla. 1990). 
43 Stein v.Miller Industries, Inc., 564 So. 2d 539 (Fla. 4th DCA 1990). 
44 Walker & LaBerge, Inc. v. Halligan, 344 So. 2d 239, 243 (Fla. 1977). 
45 Love, supra. 
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WHEREAS Clauses 

According to the “Whereas Clauses” the State continues to operate under a declared state of 
emergency, but one in which Floridians must be allowed to earn a living and support their 
families, and one in which businesses are encouraged to operate safely and contribute to the 
state’s success, well-being, and economic recovery. Because the Legislature recognizes the 
significant risks that businesses, entities, institutions, and health care providers accept to provide 
services to the public during the pandemic, the Legislature is willing to extend protections to 
alleviate liability concerns, while continuing to provide for the public health. The final clause 
notes that the Legislature finds that the unprecedented nature of the COVID-19 pandemic, and 
the indefinite legal environment that has followed, require swift and decisive action. 
 
Legislative Findings 

According to the legislative findings, the creation of heightened legal protections is necessary to 
reduce the threat of unlimited liability and legal exposure for businesses, educational institutions, 
governmental entities, and religious institutions as they seek to recover and contribute to the 
well-being of the state. The legislative findings conclude that there are no alternative means to 
meet this public necessity of providing legal protections caused by the sudden and unprecedented 
nature of the COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, the public interest, as a whole, is best served by 
providing relief to these entities so that they may remain viable and contribute to the economic 
recovery of the state. 
 
Legislative findings have a unique place in case law. The Florida Supreme Court has determined 
that they are to be given great weight. In the case of University of Miami v. Echarte, the Court 
stated that “legislative determinations of public purpose and facts are presumed correct and 
entitled to deference, unless clearly erroneous.”46 The Court reflected on the Kluger decision and 
referred to its test. The Court also examined whether the Legislature expressly found that no 
alternative or less onerous method existed, thereby establishing a necessary requirement. 
 
Section 1 - Pursuing a COVID-19-Related Claim 

A COVID-19-related Claim Defined and Who is Protected Under the Bill 
A COVID-19-related claim is defined as a civil liability claim for damages, injury, or death that 
arises from, or is related to, COVID-19.47 The bill provides protections for any civil liability 
claim against a person,48 a natural person, business entity, including certain charitable 
organizations and non-profits, a public or non-public educational institution, a governmental 
entity, or a religious institution. The bill extensively defines what or who a health care provider 

                                                 
46 University of Miami v. Echarte, 618 So. 2d 189, 196 (Fla. 1993). 
47 A “COVID-19-related claim” is defined as” a civil liability claim against a person, including a natural person, a business 
entity, an educational institution, a governmental entity, or a religious institution which arises from or is related to COVID-
19, otherwise known as the novel coronavirus. The term includes any such claim for damages, injury, or death. Any such 
claim, no matter how denominated, is a COVID-19 related claim for purposes of this section. The term does not include a 
claim against a healthcare provider, regardless of whether the healthcare provider meets one or more of the definitions in this 
subsection.” 
48 A “person” is broadly defined in the statutes to include individuals, children, firms, associations, joint adventures, 
partnerships, estates, trusts, business trusts, syndicates, fiduciaries, corporations, and all other groups or combinations. 
Section 1.01(3), F.S. 
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is and includes healthcare providers in the liability protections established by the bill. The bill 
also provides definitions for an educational institution, governmental entity, and a religious 
institution. 
 
Preliminary Procedures for a Plaintiff 
The bill requires two preliminary steps from a plaintiff. In each civil action for a COVID-19-
related claim, a plaintiff must: 
 Set forth the pleadings with particularity; and 
 Provide, at the same time that the complaint is filed, an affidavit signed by a physician, 

stating that the plaintiff’s COVID-19-related claim for damages, injury, or death was caused 
by the defendant’s acts or omissions. The physician who submits an affidavit must be 
actively licensed in the state. Additionally, the physician must state that it is his or her belief, 
within a reasonable degree of medical certainty, that the plaintiff’s COVID-related damages, 
injury, or death occurred as a result of the defendant’s acts or omissions. 

 
These preliminary procedures are similar to the pre-suit investigation requirements for a claimant 
filing a medical malpractice claim. According to s. 766.104(1), F.S., the attorney filing the action 
must make a reasonable investigation to determine that there are grounds for a good-faith belief 
that negligence has occurred in the care or treatment of the claimant. The complaint or initial 
pleading must contain a certificate of counsel stating that a reasonable investigation supported 
the belief that there are grounds for an action against the defendant. Good faith may be 
demonstrated if the claimant or counsel has received a written opinion from an expert that there 
appears to be evidence of medical negligence. If the court determines that the certificate was not 
made in good faith and that there is no justiciable issue presented against the health care 
provider, the court must award attorney fees and taxable costs against the claimant’s counsel and 
must submit the matter to The Florida Bar for disciplinary review against the attorney. 
 
The Court’s Responsibilities 

Before a trial may proceed, a court must determine whether: 
 The plaintiff submitted a complaint that was pled with particularity; and 
 The physician’s affidavit complied with the necessary requirements. 
 
If the plaintiff did not meet these two requirements, the court must dismiss the case without 
prejudice, meaning that the plaintiff is not prohibited from correcting deficiencies and refiling 
the claim. 
 
The court must also determine whether a defendant made a good faith effort to substantially 
comply with authoritative or controlling government-issued health standards or guidance at the 
time that the cause of action accrued. At this stage of the proceeding, the only admissible 
evidence is limited to evidence pertinent to whether the defendant made a good faith effort to 
comply with the health standards of guidance. If more than one source or set of standards or 
guidance was authoritative or controlling when the cause of action accrued, a defendant’s good 
faith effort to substantially comply with any one of those sources or sets of standards or guidance 
confers immunity from civil liability. 
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If the court decides that the defendant met the good faith compliance burden, the defendant is 
immune from civil liability and the proceeding ends. However, if the court determines that the 
defendant did not make a good faith effort, the plaintiff may proceed. In order to prevail, the 
plaintiff must demonstrate that the defendant acted with at least gross negligence which is proven 
by clear and convincing evidence. If these two burdens are not met, the defendant will not be 
held liable for an act or omission pertaining to a COVID-19-related claim. The plaintiff bears the 
burden of proving that the defendant did not make a good faith effort to substantially comply 
with the authoritative or controlling government-issued health standards or guidance that were in 
place at the time the action accrued. 
 
The Plaintiff’s Burden to Prove Gross Negligence by the Clear and Convincing Standard 

As discussed above in the “Present Situation,” gross negligence is defined as the type of conduct 
that a reasonably prudent person knows will probably and most likely result in an injury to 
another person. Under this standard, a plaintiff will need to prove that the defendant’s conduct 
was grossly negligent, meaning that the likelihood of injury to another person was known by the 
defendant to be imminent. 
 
The plaintiff will need to demonstrate gross negligence by the “clear and convincing” standard of 
evidence. This is applied less often in civil cases and is a higher standard of proof than the 
greater weight of the evidence standard. To meet this standard, the plaintiff must provide 
evidence that is credible, that is remembered distinctly by the witness, and must be so strong that 
the trier of fact has a firm conviction, without hesitation, that the allegations are true.  
 
Taken together, a plaintiff has high burdens to prevail in a COVID-19-related claim. 
 
Statute of Limitations 

The bill requires a plaintiff to bring a civil action within 1 year after the cause of action accrues. 
Generally, a negligence action must be brought within 4 years after a cause of action accrues. 
Therefore, this bill reduces the amount of time that a plaintiff has to bring an action. If, however, 
the cause of action accrues before the effective date of the bill, which is the date it becomes law, 
the plaintiff has one year from the effective date of the bill to bring a claim. While this could be a 
reduction in the amount of time that a plaintiff has to bring a COVID-19-related claim, there is 
precedent for this. Court opinions have held that a reduction in the statute of limitations is not 
unconstitutional if the claimant is given a reasonable amount of time to file the action.49 
  
Section 2 – COVID-19-Realted Claims Against Health Care Providers 

The liability protections for health care providers in the bill are significant, but the protections 
are not as strong as those for other persons, businesses, and individuals. 
 
As provided in the bill, a plaintiff generally must prove a COVID-19-related claim against a 
health care provider by showing by the greater weight of the evidence that the health care 
provider engaged in gross negligence or intentional misconduct. As defined, a COVID-19 related 

                                                 
49 Foley v. Morris, 339 So. 2d 215 (Fla. 1976). 
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claim against a health care provider, to which the liability protections apply, mainly relate to 
claims: 
 
 Arising from the diagnosis or treatment of a person for COVID-19,  
 The provision of a novel or experimental COVID-19 treatment,  
 The transmission of COVID-19, and  
 The delay or cancellation of a surgery or medical procedure. 
 
The procedures for claims against a health care provider differ from claims against other types of 
defendants in several ways. Claims against a health care provider need not be supported by an 
affidavit by a physician indicating that the defendant’s actions caused the plaintiff’s damages. 
There is no presuit immunity hearing. Additionally, claims need not be proven by clear and 
convincing evidence. 
 
The bill also species several affirmative defenses that apply to a COVID-19-related claim against 
a health care provider. An affirmative defense is a defendant’s assertion of facts and arguments 
that, if true, will defeat the plaintiff’s claim. The defendant bears the burden of proving an 
affirmative defense. The affirmative defenses included in the bill mainly relate to a health care 
provider’s substantial compliance with or reliance upon government issued-health standards. The 
affirmative defenses also relate to the impossibility of compliance with government-issued 
standards due to shortages of supplies, materials, equipment, and personnel and the defenses also 
relate to the impossibility of compliance due to the time necessary to implement new standards.  
 
Although section 2 of the bill generally does not provide the same level of liability protections to 
a health care provider as those provided to others under section 1, some claims against a health 
care provider are subject to the heightened protections. Claims subject to the heightened 
protections include claims by a person who is not a patient or resident of a health care provider 
alleging that the health care provider caused the person to contract COVID-19.  
 
Retroactive Application 

This act takes effect upon becoming a law and applies retroactively. The bill applies retroactively 
to actions filed after the effective date of the bill even if the action accrued before the effective 
date. The bill, however, does not apply to a claim that is filed against a particularly named 
defendant before the effective date of the bill. 

IV. Constitutional Issues: 

A. Municipality/County Mandates Restrictions: 

None. 

B. Public Records/Open Meetings Issues: 

None. 
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C. Trust Funds Restrictions: 

None. 

D. State Tax or Fee Increases: 

None. 

E. Other Constitutional Issues: 

None identified. 

V. Fiscal Impact Statement: 

A. Tax/Fee Issues: 

None. 

B. Private Sector Impact: 

The Florida Bar submitted a brief response on the Agency Bill Analysis Request form 
and stated that it had not identified any fiscal impact with the proposed legislation. The 
response also stated that The Florida Bar would not be providing an analysis for the bill 
and does not have an official legislative position for the proposed legislation.50 

C. Government Sector Impact: 

The Office of the State Courts Administrator states that the bill’s impact on the judicial 
workload cannot be quantified with data that is currently available. The analysis stated, 
however, that the bill is not anticipated to create a significant increase to the judicial 
workload. The analysis did note that the Rules of Civil Procedure and jury instructions 
might need to be reviewed and revised to make certain that they accommodate the new 
procedures created in the bill. The analysis also stated that the additional requirements for 
plaintiffs could result in fewer COVID-19-related cases being filed, possibly reducing 
revenues from civil filing fees, but there is not enough information to accurately 
determine this.51 

VI. Technical Deficiencies: 

None. 

VII. Related Issues: 

None. 

                                                 
50 The Florida Bar, SB 72 Analysis, (Jan. 12, 2021) (on file with the Senate Committee on Commerce and Tourism). 
51 Office of the State Courts Administrator, 2021 Judicial Impact Statement, SB 72 (Jan. 21, 2021) 
http://abar.laspbs.state.fl.us/ABAR/Attachment.aspx?ID=31076 (last visited Mar. 1, 2021). 

http://abar.laspbs.state.fl.us/ABAR/Attachment.aspx?ID=31076
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VIII. Statutes Affected: 

This bill creates the following sections of the Florida Statutes: s. 768.38 and s. 768.381.  

IX. Additional Information: 

A. Committee Substitute – Statement of Substantial Changes: 
(Summarizing differences between the Committee Substitute and the prior version of the bill.) 

CS by Rules on March 11, 2021: 
The committee substitute differs from the underlying bill by adding provisions based on 
SB 74 to establish liability protections and procedures for COVID-19 related claims 
against health care providers.  
 
With respect to claims against a person other than a health care provider, the committee 
substitute provides that the defendant is immune from liability if he or she substantially 
complied with any source or set of standards or guidance that was authoritative or 
controlling at the time the cause of action accrued. 

B. Amendments: 

None. 

This Senate Bill Analysis does not reflect the intent or official position of the bill’s introducer or the Florida Senate. 
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A bill to be entitled 1 

An act relating to consumer data privacy; creating s. 2 

501.172, F.S.; providing a short title; creating s. 3 

501.173, F.S.; providing a purpose; creating s. 4 

501.174, F.S.; defining terms; creating s. 501.1745, 5 

F.S.; requiring certain businesses that collect 6 

consumer personal information to provide certain 7 

information to the consumer; requiring such 8 

collection, use, retention, and sharing of such 9 

information to meet certain requirements; requiring 10 

such businesses to implement reasonable security 11 

procedures and practices; requiring such businesses to 12 

enter into an agreement with service providers under 13 

certain circumstances; prohibiting a business from 14 

processing certain sensitive consumer data under 15 

certain circumstances; creating s. 501.175, F.S.; 16 

providing that consumers have the right to direct 17 

certain businesses not to sell their personal 18 

information; providing construction; requiring such 19 

businesses to notify consumers of such right; 20 

requiring businesses to comply with such a request 21 

under certain circumstances; prohibiting businesses 22 

from selling the personal information of consumers 23 

younger than a specified age without express 24 

authorization from the consumer or the consumer’s 25 

parent or guardian under certain circumstances; 26 

providing that a business that willfully disregards a 27 

consumer’s age is deemed to have actual knowledge of 28 

the consumer’s age; requiring certain businesses to 29 
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provide a specified link on their home page for 30 

consumers to opt out; providing requirements for 31 

businesses to comply with a consumer’s opt-out 32 

request; providing that consumers have the right to 33 

submit a verified request for businesses to delete or 34 

correct personal information the businesses have 35 

collected about the consumers; providing construction; 36 

providing that consumers may authorize other persons 37 

to opt out of the sale of the consumer’s personal 38 

information on the consumer’s behalf; requiring 39 

businesses to establish designated addresses through 40 

which consumers may submit verified requests; 41 

specifying requirements for consumers’ verified 42 

requests and businesses’ responses; requiring 43 

businesses to comply with previous consumer requests 44 

without requiring additional information from the 45 

consumer, under certain circumstances; requiring 46 

businesses to provide certain notices to consumers; 47 

authorizing businesses to charge consumers a 48 

reasonable fee for manifestly unfounded or excessive 49 

requests, or to refuse to complete a request under 50 

certain circumstances; providing that business and 51 

service providers are not liable for certain actions; 52 

providing that a consumer’s rights and the obligations 53 

of a business may not adversely affect the rights and 54 

freedoms of other consumers; creating s. 501.176, 55 

F.S.; providing applicability; providing exceptions; 56 

creating s. 501.177, F.S.; authorizing the Department 57 

of Legal Affairs to adopt rules and to bring 58 
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appropriate legal proceedings for violations under 59 

certain circumstances; providing that businesses must 60 

have a specified timeframe to cure any violations; 61 

providing civil remedies; providing civil penalties 62 

for unintentional and intentional violations; 63 

providing enhanced penalties for certain violations; 64 

providing an effective date. 65 

  66 

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida: 67 

 68 

Section 1. Section 501.172, Florida Statutes, is created to 69 

read: 70 

501.172 Short title.—This act may be cited as the “Florida 71 

Privacy Protection Act.” 72 

Section 2. Section 501.173, Florida Statutes, is created to 73 

read: 74 

501.173 Purpose.—This act shall be construed liberally in 75 

recognition that privacy is an important right, and consumers in 76 

this state should have the ability to share their personal 77 

information as they wish, in a way that is safe and that they 78 

understand and control. 79 

Section 3. Section 501.174, Florida Statutes, is created to 80 

read: 81 

501.174 Definitions.—As used in ss. 501.172-501.177, unless 82 

the context otherwise requires, the term: 83 

(1) “Advertising and marketing” means a communication by a 84 

business or a person acting on behalf of the business through 85 

any medium intended to induce a consumer to obtain goods, 86 

services, or employment. 87 
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(2) “Aggregate consumer information” means information that 88 

relates to a group or category of consumers, from which 89 

individual consumer identities have been removed, which is not 90 

linked or reasonably linkable to any consumer or household, 91 

including through a device. The term does not include one or 92 

more individual consumer records that have been de-identified. 93 

(3) “Biometric information” means an individual’s 94 

physiological, biological, or behavioral characteristics, 95 

including an individual’s deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), which can 96 

be used, singly or in combination with each other or with other 97 

identifying data, to establish individual identity. The term 98 

includes, but is not limited to, imagery of the iris, retina, 99 

fingerprint, face, hand, or palm; vein patterns; voice 100 

recordings from which an identifier template, such as a 101 

faceprint, a minutiae template, or a voice print, can be 102 

extracted; keystroke patterns or rhythms; gait patterns or 103 

rhythms; and sleep, health, or exercise data that contain 104 

identifying information. 105 

(4) “Business” means: 106 

(a) A sole proprietorship, a partnership, a limited 107 

liability company, a corporation, or an association or any other 108 

legal entity that meets the following requirements: 109 

1. Is organized or operated for the profit or financial 110 

benefit of its shareholders or owners; 111 

2. Does business in this state; 112 

3. Collects personal information about consumers, or is the 113 

entity on behalf of which such information is collected; 114 

4. Determines the purposes and means of processing personal 115 

information about consumers, alone or jointly with others; and 116 
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5. Satisfies either of the following thresholds: 117 

a. Annually buys, sells, or shares the personal information 118 

of 100,000 or more consumers, households, or devices. 119 

b. Derives 50 percent or more of its global annual revenues 120 

from selling or sharing personal information about consumers. 121 

(b) An entity that controls or is controlled by a business 122 

and that shares common branding with the business. As used in 123 

this paragraph, the term: 124 

1. “Common branding” means a shared name, service mark, or 125 

trademark that the average consumer would understand to mean 126 

that two or more entities are commonly owned. 127 

2. “Control” means: 128 

a. Ownership of, or the power to vote, more than 50 percent 129 

of the outstanding shares of any class of voting security of a 130 

business; 131 

b. Control in any manner over the election of a majority of 132 

the directors, or of individuals exercising similar functions; 133 

or 134 

c. The power to exercise a controlling influence over the 135 

management of a company. 136 

(c) A joint venture or partnership composed of businesses 137 

in which each business has at least a 40 percent interest. For 138 

the purposes of this act, the joint venture or partnership, and 139 

each business that comprises the joint venture or partnership, 140 

must be considered a separate, single business, except that 141 

personal information in the possession of each business and 142 

disclosed to the joint venture or partnership may not be shared 143 

with the other business. A joint venture does not include a 144 

third party that operates, hosts, or manages a website or an 145 
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online service on behalf of a business or processes information 146 

on behalf of a business. 147 

(5) “Business purpose” means the use of personal 148 

information for the business’ operational or other notice-given 149 

purposes or for the service provider’s operational purposes, 150 

provided that the use of the personal information is reasonably 151 

necessary to achieve, and proportionate to the benefit of 152 

achieving, the purpose for which the personal information was 153 

collected or processed or for another purpose that is compatible 154 

with the context in which the personal information was 155 

collected. The term includes all of the following: 156 

(a) Auditing related to counting ad impressions of unique 157 

visitors and verifying positioning and the quality of ad 158 

impressions, and auditing compliance with this specification and 159 

other standards. 160 

(b) Helping to ensure security and integrity to the extent 161 

that the use of the consumer’s personal information is 162 

reasonably necessary for these purposes and proportionate to the 163 

benefit of its use for these purposes. 164 

(c) Debugging to identify and repair errors that impair 165 

existing intended functionality. 166 

(d) Short-term, transient use, including, but not limited 167 

to, nonpersonalized advertising shown as part of a consumer’s 168 

current interaction with the business, provided that the 169 

consumer’s personal information is not disclosed to a third 170 

party and is not used to build a profile of the consumer or to 171 

otherwise alter the consumer’s experience outside his or her 172 

current interaction with the business. 173 

(e) Performing services on behalf of the business, 174 
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including maintaining or servicing accounts, providing customer 175 

service, processing or fulfilling orders and transactions, 176 

verifying customer information, processing payments, or 177 

providing financing, analytic services, storage, or similar 178 

services on behalf of the business. 179 

(f) Providing advertising and marketing services, not 180 

including targeted advertising, to the consumer provided that, 181 

for the purpose of advertising and marketing, a service provider 182 

may not combine the personal information of consumers who opt 183 

out which the service provider receives from, or on behalf of, 184 

the business with personal information that the service provider 185 

receives from, or on behalf of, another person or persons or 186 

collects from its own interaction with consumers. 187 

(g) Undertaking internal research for technological 188 

development and demonstration. 189 

(h) Undertaking activities to verify or maintain the 190 

quality or safety of a service or device that is owned, 191 

manufactured, manufactured for, or controlled by the business, 192 

and to improve, upgrade, or enhance the service or device that 193 

is owned, manufactured, manufactured for, or controlled by the 194 

business. 195 

(6) “Categories” or “category” means the items of personal 196 

identifying information specified as being included as personal 197 

information under subsection (18). 198 

(7) “Collects,” “collected,” or “collection” means buying, 199 

renting, gathering, obtaining, receiving, or accessing by any 200 

means any personal information pertaining to a consumer. The 201 

term includes receiving information from the consumer, either 202 

actively or passively, or by observing the consumer’s behavior. 203 
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(8) “Commercial purposes” means to advance a person’s 204 

commercial or economic interests, such as by inducing another 205 

person to buy, rent, lease, join, subscribe to, provide, or 206 

exchange products, goods, property, information, or services or 207 

enabling or effecting, directly or indirectly, a commercial 208 

transaction. The term does not include engaging in speech that 209 

state or federal courts have recognized as noncommercial speech, 210 

including political speech and journalism. 211 

(9) “Consumer” means a natural person, however identified, 212 

including identification by a unique identifier, who is in this 213 

state for other than a temporary or transitory purpose. The term 214 

does not include any other natural person who is a nonresident. 215 

(10) “De-identified” means information: 216 

(a) That cannot reasonably identify, relate to, describe, 217 

be associated with, or be linked directly or indirectly to a 218 

particular consumer or device; 219 

(b) Containing data that the business has taken reasonable 220 

measures to ensure could not be reidentified; 221 

(c) Containing data that the business publicly commits to 222 

maintain and use in a de-identified fashion and that it does not 223 

attempt to reidentify; and 224 

(d) Containing data that the business contractually 225 

prohibits downstream recipients from attempting to reidentify. 226 

(11) “Designated request address” means an electronic mail 227 

address, a toll-free telephone number, or a website established 228 

by a business through which a consumer may submit a verified 229 

request to the business. 230 

(12) “Device” means a physical object capable of directly 231 

or indirectly connecting to the Internet. 232 
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(13) “Home page” means the introductory page of an Internet 233 

website and any Internet web page where personal information is 234 

collected. In the case of an online service, such as a mobile 235 

application, the term means the application’s platform page or 236 

download page; a link within the application, such as from the 237 

application configuration, “about,” “information,” or settings 238 

page; and any other location that allows consumers to review the 239 

notices required by this act, at any time, including, but not 240 

limited to, before downloading the application. 241 

(14) “Household” means a person or group of persons living 242 

together or sharing living quarters who are or are not related. 243 

(15) “Intentional interaction” or “intentionally 244 

interacting” means the consumer intends to interact with or 245 

disclose personal information to a person through one or more 246 

deliberate interactions, including visiting the person’s website 247 

or purchasing a good or service from the person. The term does 248 

not include hovering over, muting, pausing, or closing a given 249 

piece of content. 250 

(16) “Nonpersonalized advertising” means advertising and 251 

marketing that is based solely on a consumer’s personal 252 

information derived from the consumer’s current interaction with 253 

the business, with the exception of the consumer’s precise 254 

geolocation. 255 

(17) “Person” means an individual, a proprietorship, a 256 

firm, a partnership, a joint venture, a syndicate, a business 257 

trust, a company, a corporation, a limited liability company, an 258 

association, a committee, and any other organization or group of 259 

persons acting in concert. 260 

(18) “Personal information” means information that 261 
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identifies, relates to, describes, is reasonably capable of 262 

being associated with, or could reasonably be linked, directly 263 

or indirectly, with a particular consumer or household. 264 

(a) The term includes, but is not limited to, all of the 265 

following items of personal identifying information about a 266 

consumer collected and maintained by a person or business: 267 

1. A first and last name. 268 

2. A home or other physical address that includes the name 269 

of a street and the name of a city or town. 270 

3. An electronic mail address. 271 

4. A telephone number. 272 

5. A social security number. 273 

6. An identifier such as an alias, a unique personal 274 

identifier, an online identifier, an Internet protocol address, 275 

an account name, a driver license number, a passport number, or 276 

other similar identifiers. 277 

7. Biometric information, such as DNA or fingerprints or 278 

any other biometric information collected by a business about a 279 

consumer without the consumer’s knowledge. 280 

8. Internet or other electronic network activity 281 

information, including, but not limited to, browsing history, 282 

search history, and information regarding a consumer’s 283 

interaction with a website, an application, or an advertisement. 284 

9. Audio, electronic, visual, thermal, olfactory, 285 

geolocation, or similar information. 286 

10. Professional or employment-related information. 287 

11. Education information, defined as only information that 288 

is not publicly available. 289 

12. Inferences drawn from any information specified in this 290 
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paragraph which can create a profile about a consumer reflecting 291 

the consumer’s preferences, characteristics, psychological 292 

trends, predispositions, behavior, attitudes, intelligence, 293 

abilities, and aptitudes. 294 

13. Any other information that may serve as a probabilistic 295 

identifier concerning a consumer which is collected from the 296 

consumer through a website, an online service, or some other 297 

means by the business and maintained by the business in 298 

combination with an identifier in a form that, when used 299 

together with the information, identifies the consumer. 300 

14. Characteristics of protected classifications under 301 

state or federal law. 302 

15. Commercial information, including records of personal 303 

property; products or services purchased, obtained, or 304 

considered; or other purchasing or consuming histories or 305 

tendencies. 306 

16. Geolocation data. 307 

(b) The term does not include: 308 

1. Information about a consumer obtained from public 309 

records, including information that is lawfully made available 310 

from federal, state, or local governmental records; information 311 

that a business has a reasonable basis to believe is lawfully 312 

made available to the general public by the consumer or from 313 

widely distributed media; or lawfully obtained, truthful 314 

information that is a matter of public concern. 315 

2. Consumer information that is de-identified or aggregate 316 

consumer information that relates to a group or category of 317 

consumers from which individual consumer identities have been 318 

removed. 319 
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(19) “Probabilistic identifier” means the identification of 320 

a consumer or a device to a degree of certainty more probable 321 

than not, based on any categories of personal information 322 

included in or similar to the items of personal identifying 323 

information specified in subsection (18). 324 

(20) “Processing” means any operation or set of operations 325 

performed on personal information or on sets of personal 326 

information, whether or not by automated means. 327 

(21) “Profiling” means any form of automated processing 328 

performed on personal data to evaluate, analyze, or predict 329 

personal aspects related to an identified or identifiable 330 

natural person’s economic situation, health, personal 331 

preferences, interests, reliability, behavior, location, or 332 

movements. 333 

(22) “Security and integrity” means the ability of a: 334 

(a) Network or information system to detect security 335 

incidents that compromise the availability, authenticity, 336 

integrity, and confidentiality of stored or transmitted personal 337 

information. 338 

(b) Business to detect security incidents; to resist 339 

malicious, deceptive, fraudulent, or illegal actions; and to 340 

help prosecute those responsible for such actions. 341 

(c) Business to ensure the physical safety of natural 342 

persons. 343 

(23) “Sell” means to sell, rent, release, disclose, 344 

disseminate, make available, transfer, or otherwise communicate 345 

orally, in writing, or by electronic or other means a consumer’s 346 

personal information by a business to another business or a 347 

third party for monetary or other valuable consideration. The 348 
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term does not include: 349 

(a) The disclosure by a business, for a business purpose, 350 

of a consumer’s personal information to another business or 351 

third-party entity that processes the information for the 352 

business; or 353 

(b) The disclosure by a business, for the purpose of 354 

providing a product or service requested or approved by a 355 

consumer, of the consumer’s personal information to another 356 

business or third-party entity. 357 

(24) “Service provider” means a person who processes 358 

personal information on behalf of a business to whom the 359 

business discloses a consumer’s personal information for a 360 

business purpose pursuant to a written or electronic contract if 361 

the contract prohibits the person from: 362 

(a) Selling the information; 363 

(b) Retaining, using, or disclosing the personal 364 

information for any purpose other than the business purposes 365 

specified in the contract, including a prohibition on retaining, 366 

using, or disclosing the personal information for a commercial 367 

purpose other than the business purposes specified in the 368 

contract with the business; 369 

(c) Combining the personal information that the service 370 

provider receives from or on behalf of the business with 371 

personal information that the service provider receives from or 372 

on behalf of another person or persons or collects from its own 373 

interaction with consumers, provided that the service provider 374 

may combine personal information to perform a business purpose; 375 

and 376 

(d) Retaining, using, or disclosing the information outside 377 
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of the direct business relationship between the service provider 378 

and the business. 379 

(25) “Targeted advertising” means displaying an 380 

advertisement to a consumer when the advertisement is selected 381 

based on personal data obtained from a consumer’s activities 382 

over time and across businesses, websites, or online 383 

applications other than the business, website, or online 384 

application with which the consumer is intentionally 385 

interacting, to predict such consumer’s preferences or 386 

interests. The term does not include nonpersonalized 387 

advertising. 388 

(26) “Third party” means a person who is not any of the 389 

following: 390 

(a) The business with which the consumer intentionally 391 

interacts which collects personal information from the consumer 392 

as part of the consumer’s current interaction with the business. 393 

(b) A service provider to the business. 394 

(27) “Unique identifier” or “unique personal identifier” 395 

means a persistent identifier that can be used to recognize a 396 

consumer, a family, or a device linked to a consumer or family 397 

over time and across different services, including, but not 398 

limited to, a device identifier; an Internet protocol address; 399 

cookies, beacons, pixel tags, mobile ad identifiers, or similar 400 

technology; a customer number, unique pseudonym, or user alias; 401 

telephone numbers; or other forms of persistent or probabilistic 402 

identifiers that can be used to identify a particular consumer 403 

or device that is linked to a consumer or family. For purposes 404 

of this subsection, the term “family” means a custodial parent 405 

or guardian and any minor children of which the parent or 406 
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guardian has custody. 407 

(28) “Verified request” means a request submitted by a 408 

consumer, by a consumer on behalf of the consumer’s minor child, 409 

or by a natural person or a person registered with the Secretary 410 

of State, who is authorized by the consumer to act on the 411 

consumer’s behalf, to a business for which the business can 412 

reasonably verify the authenticity of the request. 413 

Section 4. Section 501.1745, Florida Statutes, is created 414 

to read: 415 

501.1745 General duties of businesses that collect personal 416 

information.— 417 

(1)(a) A business that controls the collection of a 418 

consumer’s personal information that will be used for any 419 

purpose other than a business purpose, at or before the point of 420 

collection, shall inform consumers of all of the following: 421 

1. The purposes for which each category of personal 422 

information is collected or used and whether that information is 423 

sold. A business may not collect additional categories of 424 

personal information, or use collected personal information for 425 

additional purposes that are incompatible with the disclosed 426 

purpose for which the personal information was collected, 427 

without providing the consumer with notice consistent with this 428 

section. 429 

2. The length of time the business intends to retain each 430 

category of personal information or, if that is not possible, 431 

the criteria used to determine such period, provided that a 432 

business may not retain a consumer’s personal information for 433 

each disclosed purpose for which the personal information was 434 

collected for longer than is reasonably necessary for that 435 
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disclosed purpose. 436 

(b) A business that collects personal information about, 437 

but not directly from, consumers may provide the required 438 

information on its Internet home page or in its online privacy 439 

policy. 440 

(2) A business’ collection, use, retention, and sharing of 441 

a consumer’s personal information must be reasonably necessary 442 

to achieve, and proportionate to the benefit of achieving, the 443 

purposes for which the personal information was collected or 444 

processed, and such information may not be further processed in 445 

a manner that is incompatible with those purposes. 446 

(3) A business that collects a consumer’s personal 447 

information shall implement reasonable security procedures and 448 

practices appropriate to the nature of the personal information 449 

to protect the personal information from unauthorized or illegal 450 

access, destruction, use, modification, or disclosure. 451 

(4) A business that collects a consumer’s personal 452 

information and discloses it to a service provider for a 453 

business purpose shall enter into an agreement with such service 454 

provider which obligates the service provider to comply with 455 

applicable obligations under this act and to provide the same 456 

level of privacy protection as is required by this act. If a 457 

service provider engages any other person to assist it in 458 

processing personal information for a business purpose on behalf 459 

of the business, or if any other person engaged by the service 460 

provider engages another person to assist in processing personal 461 

information for that business purpose, the provider or person 462 

must notify the business of that engagement, and the engagement 463 

must be pursuant to a written contract that includes the 464 
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prohibitions described in s. 501.174(24) and a certification 465 

made by the person receiving the personal information that he or 466 

she understands the restrictions under this act and will comply 467 

with them. 468 

(5) A business may not process sensitive data concerning a 469 

consumer without obtaining the consumer’s consent or, in the 470 

case of the processing of sensitive data concerning a known 471 

child, without processing such data in accordance with the 472 

federal Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act, 15 U.S.C. s. 473 

6501 et. seq. 474 

Section 5. Section 501.175, Florida Statutes, is created to 475 

read: 476 

501.175 Use of personal information; third parties; other 477 

rights.— 478 

(1)(a) A consumer has the right, at any time, to direct a 479 

business that sells personal information about the consumer not 480 

to sell the consumer’s personal information. This right may be 481 

referred to as the right to opt out of the sale. 482 

(b) As part of the right to opt out of the sale of his or 483 

her personal information, a consumer has the right, at any time, 484 

to opt out of the processing of the consumer’s personal data for 485 

purposes of targeted advertising or profiling. However, this 486 

paragraph may not be construed to prohibit the business that 487 

collected the consumer’s personal information from: 488 

1. Offering a different price, rate, level, quality, or 489 

selection of goods or services to a consumer, including offering 490 

goods or services for no fee, if the consumer has opted out of 491 

targeted advertising or the sale of his or her personal 492 

information; or 493 
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2. Offering a loyalty, reward, premium feature, discount, 494 

or club card program. 495 

(c) A business that charges or offers a different price, 496 

rate, level, quality, or selection of goods or services to a 497 

consumer who has opted out of targeted advertising or the sale 498 

of his or her personal information, or that offers goods or 499 

services for no fee, shall ensure that such charge or offer is: 500 

1. Reasonably related to the value provided to the business 501 

by the consumer’s data; and 502 

2. Not unjust, unreasonable, coercive, or usurious. 503 

(2) A business that sells consumers’ personal information 504 

shall provide notice to consumers that the information may be 505 

sold and that consumers have the right to opt out of the sale of 506 

their personal information. 507 

(3) A business that sells consumer information and that has 508 

received direction from a consumer not to sell the consumer’s 509 

personal information or, in the case of a minor consumer’s 510 

personal information, has not received consent to sell the minor 511 

consumer’s personal information, is prohibited from selling the 512 

consumer’s personal information after the business receives the 513 

consumer’s direction, unless the consumer subsequently provides 514 

express authorization for the sale of the consumer’s personal 515 

information. A business that is able to authenticate the 516 

consumer, for example, by the consumer logging in, or that uses 517 

some other unique identifier for the consumer, must comply with 518 

any privacy preferences the consumer previously directed. The 519 

business may not require the consumer to declare privacy 520 

preferences every time the consumer visits the business’ website 521 

or uses the business’ online services. 522 
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(4)(a) Notwithstanding subsection (1), a business may not 523 

sell the personal information of consumers if the business has 524 

actual knowledge that the consumer is younger than 16 years of 525 

age, unless: 526 

1. The consumer, in the case of consumers between 13 and 16 527 

years of age, has affirmatively authorized the sale of the 528 

consumer’s personal information; or 529 

2. The consumer’s parent or guardian, in the case of 530 

consumers who are younger than 13 years of age, has 531 

affirmatively authorized the sale of the consumer’s personal 532 

information. 533 

(b) This right may be referred to as the right to opt in. 534 

(c) A business that willfully disregards the consumer’s age 535 

is deemed to have actual knowledge of the consumer’s age. 536 

(d) A business that complies with the verifiable parental 537 

consent requirements of the Children’s Online Privacy Protection 538 

Act, 15 U.S.C. s. 6501 et seq., shall be deemed compliant with 539 

any obligation to obtain parental consent. 540 

(5) A business that is required to comply with this section 541 

shall, in a form that is reasonably accessible to consumers, do 542 

all of the following: 543 

(a) Provide a clear and conspicuous link on the business’ 544 

Internet home page, titled “Do Not Sell My Personal 545 

Information,” to a web page that enables a consumer or a person 546 

authorized by the consumer to opt out of the sale of the 547 

consumer’s personal information. A business may not require a 548 

consumer to create an account in order to direct the business 549 

not to sell the consumer’s information. 550 

(b) Ensure that all individuals responsible for handling 551 
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consumer inquiries about the business’ privacy practices or the 552 

business’ compliance with this section are informed of all 553 

requirements of this section and how to direct consumers to 554 

exercise their rights. 555 

(c) For consumers who exercise their right to opt out of 556 

the sale of their personal information, refrain from selling 557 

personal information the business collected about the consumer 558 

as soon as reasonably possible but no longer than 2 business 559 

days after receiving the request to opt out. 560 

(d) For consumers who have opted out of the sale of their 561 

personal information, respect the consumer’s decision to opt out 562 

for at least 12 months before requesting that the consumer 563 

authorize the sale of the consumer’s personal information. 564 

(e) Use any personal information collected from the 565 

consumer in connection with the submission of the consumer’s 566 

opt-out request solely for the purposes of complying with the 567 

opt-out request. 568 

(f) Ensure that consumers have the right to submit a 569 

verified request for certain information from a business, 570 

including the categories of sources from which the consumer’s 571 

personal information was collected, the specific items of 572 

personal information it has collected about the consumer, and 573 

the categories of any third parties to whom the personal 574 

information was sold. 575 

(6) Consumers have the right to submit a verified request 576 

that personal information that has been collected from the 577 

consumer be deleted. A business shall notify a third party to 578 

delete any consumer information bought or sold. 579 

(7) A business, or a service provider acting pursuant to 580 
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its contract with the business or another service provider, is 581 

not required to comply with a consumer’s verified request to 582 

delete the consumer’s personal information if it is necessary 583 

for the business or service provider to maintain the consumer’s 584 

personal information in order to do any of the following: 585 

(a) Complete the transaction for which the personal 586 

information was collected, fulfill the terms of a written 587 

warranty or product recall conducted in accordance with federal 588 

law, provide a good or service requested by the consumer, or 589 

otherwise perform a contract between the business and the 590 

consumer. 591 

(b) Help to ensure security and integrity to the extent 592 

that the use of the consumer’s personal information is 593 

reasonably necessary and proportionate for those purposes. 594 

(c) Debug to identify and repair errors that impair 595 

existing intended functionality. 596 

(d) Exercise free speech, ensure the right of another 597 

consumer to exercise that consumer’s right of free speech, or 598 

exercise another right provided for by law. 599 

(e) Engage in public or peer-reviewed scientific, 600 

historical, or statistical research that conforms or adheres to 601 

all other applicable ethics and privacy laws, when the business’ 602 

deletion of the information is likely to render impossible or 603 

seriously impair the ability to complete such research, if the 604 

consumer has provided informed consent. 605 

(f) Comply with a legal obligation. 606 

(8) Consumers have the right to submit a verified request 607 

for correction of their personal information held by a business 608 

if that information is inaccurate. 609 
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(9) This section may not be construed to require a business 610 

to comply by doing any of the following: 611 

(a) Including any required links and text on the home page 612 

that the business makes available to the public generally, if: 613 

1. The business maintains a separate and additional home 614 

page that is dedicated to consumers in this state and includes 615 

the required links and text; and 616 

2. The business takes reasonable steps to ensure that 617 

consumers in this state are directed to the home page for 618 

consumers in this state and not the home page made available to 619 

the public generally. 620 

(b) Reidentifying or otherwise linking information that is 621 

not maintained in a manner that would be considered personal 622 

information; retaining any personal information about a consumer 623 

if, in the ordinary course of business, that information would 624 

not be retained; maintaining information in identifiable, 625 

linkable, or associable form; or collecting, obtaining, 626 

retaining, or accessing any data or technology in order to be 627 

capable of linking or associating a verifiable consumer request 628 

with personal information. 629 

(10) A consumer may authorize another person to opt out of 630 

the sale of the consumer’s personal information. A business 631 

shall comply with an opt-out request received from a person 632 

authorized by the consumer to act on the consumer’s behalf, 633 

including a request received through a user-enabled global 634 

privacy control, such as a browser plug-in or privacy setting, 635 

device setting, or other mechanism, which communicates or 636 

signals the consumer’s choice to opt out, and may not require a 637 

consumer to make a verified request to opt out of the sale of 638 
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his or her information. 639 

(11) Each business shall establish a designated request 640 

address through which a consumer may submit a request to 641 

exercise his or her rights under this act. 642 

(12)(a) A business that receives a verified request: 643 

1. For a consumer’s personal information shall disclose to 644 

the consumer any personal information about the consumer which 645 

it has collected since July 1, 2022, directly or indirectly, 646 

including through or by a service provider. 647 

2. To correct a consumer’s inaccurate personal information 648 

shall correct the inaccurate personal information. 649 

3. To delete a consumer’s personal information shall delete 650 

such personal information. 651 

(b) A service provider is not required to personally comply 652 

with a verified request received directly from a consumer or a 653 

consumer’s authorized agent to the extent that the service 654 

provider has collected personal information about the consumer 655 

in its role as a service provider. A service provider shall 656 

provide assistance to a business with which it has a contractual 657 

relationship with respect to the business’ response to a 658 

verifiable consumer request, including, but not limited to, by 659 

providing to the business the consumer’s personal information in 660 

the service provider’s possession which the service provider 661 

obtained as a result of providing services to the business. 662 

(c) At the direction of the business, a service provider 663 

shall correct inaccurate personal information or delete personal 664 

information, or enable the business to do the same, and shall 665 

direct any service providers who may have accessed such personal 666 

information from or through the service provider to correct or 667 
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delete the consumer’s personal information, as applicable. 668 

(d) A business shall comply with a verified request 669 

submitted by a consumer to access, correct, or delete personal 670 

information within 30 days after the date the request is 671 

submitted. A business may extend such period by up to 30 days if 672 

the business, in good faith, determines that such an extension 673 

is reasonably necessary. A business that extends the period 674 

shall notify the consumer of the necessity of an extension. 675 

(13) A business shall comply with a consumer’s previous 676 

expressed decision to opt out of the sale of his or her personal 677 

information without requiring the consumer to take any 678 

additional action if: 679 

(a) The business is able to identify the consumer through a 680 

login protocol or any other process the business uses to 681 

identify consumers and the consumer has previously exercised his 682 

or her right to opt out of the sale of his or her personal 683 

information; or 684 

(b) The business is aware of the consumer’s desire to opt 685 

out of the sale of his or her personal information through the 686 

use of a user-enabled global privacy control, such as a browser, 687 

browser instruction, plug-in or privacy setting, device setting, 688 

application, service, or other mechanism, which communicates or 689 

signals the consumer’s choice to opt out. 690 

(14) A business shall make available, in a manner 691 

reasonably accessible to consumers whose personal information 692 

the business collects through its website or online service, a 693 

notice that does all of the following: 694 

(a) Identifies the categories of personal information that 695 

the business collects through its website or online service 696 
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about consumers who use or visit the website or online service 697 

and the categories of third parties with whom the business may 698 

share such personal information. 699 

(b) Provides a description of the process, if applicable, 700 

for a consumer who uses or visits the website or online service 701 

to review and request changes to any of his or her personal 702 

information that is collected through the website or online 703 

service. 704 

(c) Describes the process by which the business notifies 705 

consumers who use or visit the website or online service of 706 

material changes to the notice. 707 

(d) Discloses whether a third party may collect personal 708 

information about a consumer’s online activities over time and 709 

across different websites or online services when the consumer 710 

uses the business’ website or online service. 711 

(e) States the effective date of the notice. 712 

(15) If a request from a consumer is manifestly unfounded 713 

or excessive, in particular because of the request’s repetitive 714 

character, a business may either charge a reasonable fee, taking 715 

into account the administrative costs of providing the 716 

information or communication or taking the action requested, or 717 

refuse to act on the request and notify the consumer of the 718 

reason for refusing the request. The business bears the burden 719 

of demonstrating that any verified consumer request is 720 

manifestly unfounded or excessive. 721 

(16) A business that discloses personal information to a 722 

service provider is not liable under this act if the service 723 

provider receiving the personal information uses it in violation 724 

of the restrictions set forth in the act, provided that, at the 725 
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time of disclosing the personal information, the business does 726 

not have actual knowledge, or reason to believe, that the 727 

service provider intends to commit such a violation. A service 728 

provider is likewise not liable under this act for the 729 

obligations of a business for which it provides services as set 730 

forth in this act. 731 

(17) The rights afforded to consumers and the obligations 732 

imposed on a business in this act may not adversely affect the 733 

rights and freedoms of other consumers. Notwithstanding 734 

subsection (7), a verified request for specific items of 735 

personal information, to delete a consumer’s personal 736 

information, or to correct inaccurate personal information does 737 

not extend to personal information about the consumer which 738 

belongs to, or which the business maintains on behalf of, 739 

another natural person. 740 

Section 6. Section 501.176, Florida Statutes, is created to 741 

read: 742 

501.176 Scope; exclusions.— 743 

(1) The obligations imposed on a business by this act do 744 

not restrict a business’ ability to do any of the following: 745 

(a) Comply with federal, state, or local laws. 746 

(b) Comply with a civil, criminal, or regulatory inquiry or 747 

an investigation, a subpoena, or a summons by federal, state, or 748 

local authorities. 749 

(c) Cooperate with law enforcement agencies concerning 750 

conduct or activity that the business, service provider, or 751 

third party reasonably and in good faith believes may violate 752 

federal, state, or local law. 753 

(d) Exercise or defend legal claims. 754 
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(e) Collect, use, retain, sell, or disclose consumer 755 

information that is de-identified or in the aggregate consumer 756 

information that relates to a group or category of consumers 757 

from which individual consumer identities have been removed. 758 

(f) Collect or sell a consumer’s personal information if 759 

every aspect of that commercial conduct takes place wholly 760 

outside of this state. For purposes of this act, commercial 761 

conduct takes place wholly outside of this state if the business 762 

collected that information while the consumer was outside of 763 

this state, no part of the sale of the consumer’s personal 764 

information occurred in this state, and no personal information 765 

collected while the consumer was in this state is sold. This 766 

paragraph does not permit a business to store, including on a 767 

device, personal information about a consumer when the consumer 768 

is in this state and then to collect that personal information 769 

when the consumer and stored personal information are outside of 770 

this state. 771 

(2) This act does not apply to any of the following: 772 

(a) A business that collects or discloses the personal 773 

information of its employees, owners, directors, officers, job 774 

applicants, interns, or volunteers, so long as the business is 775 

collecting or disclosing such information only to the extent 776 

reasonable and necessary within the scope of the role the 777 

business has in relation to each class of listed individuals. 778 

(b) A business, service provider, or third party that 779 

collects the personal information of an individual: 780 

1. Who applies to, is or was previously employed by, or 781 

acts as an agent of the business, service provider, or third 782 

party, to the extent that the personal information is collected 783 
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and used in a manner related to or arising from the individual’s 784 

employment status; or 785 

2. To administer benefits for another individual and the 786 

personal information is used to administer those benefits. 787 

(c) A business that enters into a contract with an 788 

independent contractor and collects or discloses personal 789 

information about the contractor reasonably necessary to either 790 

enter into or to fulfill the contract when the contracted 791 

services would not defeat the purposes of this act. 792 

(d) Protected health information for purposes of the 793 

federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 794 

1996 and related regulations, and patient identifying 795 

information for purposes of 42 C.F.R. part 2, established 796 

pursuant to 42 U.S.C. s. 290dd-2. 797 

(e) A covered entity or business associate governed by the 798 

privacy, security, and breach notification rules issued by the 799 

United States Department of Health and Human Services in 45 800 

C.F.R. parts 160 and 164, or a program or a qualified service 801 

program defined in 42 C.F.R. part 2, to the extent the covered 802 

entity, business associate, or program maintains personal 803 

information in the same manner as medical information or 804 

protected health information as described in paragraph (d). 805 

(f) Identifiable private information collected for purposes 806 

of research as defined in 45 C.F.R. s. 164.501 conducted in 807 

accordance with the Federal Policy for the Protection of Human 808 

Subjects for purposes of 45 C.F.R. part 46, the good clinical 809 

practice guidelines issued by the International Council for 810 

Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for 811 

Human Use, or the Protection for Human Subjects for purposes of 812 
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21 C.F.R. parts 50 and 56; or personal information used or 813 

shared in research conducted in accordance with one or more of 814 

these standards. 815 

(g) Information and documents created for purposes of the 816 

federal Health Care Quality Improvement Act of 1986 and related 817 

regulations, or patient safety work product for purposes of 42 818 

C.F.R. part 3, established pursuant to 42 U.S.C. s. 299b-21 819 

through 299b-26. 820 

(h) Information that is de-identified in accordance with 45 821 

C.F.R. part 164 and that is derived from individually 822 

identifiable health information, as described in the Health 823 

Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, or 824 

identifiable personal information, consistent with the Federal 825 

Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects or the human subject 826 

protection requirements of the United States Food and Drug 827 

Administration or the good clinical practice guidelines issued 828 

by the International Council for Harmonisation. 829 

(i) Information collected as part of a clinical trial 830 

subject to the Federal Policy for the Protection of Human 831 

Subjects pursuant to good clinical practice guidelines issued by 832 

the International Council for Harmonisation of Technical 833 

Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use or pursuant to 834 

human subject protection requirements of the United States Food 835 

and Drug Administration. 836 

(j) The sale of personal information to or from a consumer 837 

reporting agency if that information is to be reported in or 838 

used to generate a consumer report as defined by 15 U.S.C. s. 839 

1681(a), and if the use of that information is limited by the 840 

federal Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 U.S.C. s. 1681 et seq. 841 
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(k) Personal information collected, processed, sold, or 842 

disclosed pursuant to the federal Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, 15 843 

U.S.C. s. 6801 et seq. and implementing regulations. 844 

(l) Personal information collected, processed, sold, or 845 

disclosed pursuant to the Farm Credit Act of 1971, as amended in 846 

12 U.S.C. s. 2001-2279cc and implementing regulations. 847 

(m) Personal information collected, processed, sold, or 848 

disclosed pursuant to the federal Driver’s Privacy Protection 849 

Act of 1994, 18 U.S.C. s. 2721 et seq. 850 

(n) Education information covered by the federal Family 851 

Educational Rights and Privacy Act, 20 U.S.C. s. 1232g and 34 852 

C.F.R. part 99. 853 

(o) Personal information collected, processed, sold, or 854 

disclosed in relation to price, route, or service as those terms 855 

are used in the federal Airline Deregulation Act, 49 U.S.C. s. 856 

40101 et seq., by entities subject to the federal Airline 857 

Deregulation Act, to the extent the provisions of this act are 858 

preempted by s. 41713 of the federal Airline Deregulation Act. 859 

(p) Vehicle information or ownership information retained 860 

or shared between a new motor vehicle dealer and the vehicle’s 861 

manufacturer if the vehicle or ownership information is shared 862 

for the purpose of effectuating, or in anticipation of 863 

effectuating, a vehicle repair covered by a vehicle warranty or 864 

a recall conducted pursuant to 49 U.S.C. s. 30118-30120, 865 

provided that the new motor vehicle dealer or vehicle 866 

manufacturer with which that vehicle information or ownership 867 

information is shared does not sell, share, or use that 868 

information for any other purpose. As used in this paragraph, 869 

the term “vehicle information” means the vehicle information 870 
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number, make, model, year, and odometer reading, and the term 871 

“ownership information” means the name or names of the 872 

registered owner or owners and the contact information for the 873 

owner or owners. 874 

Section 7. Section 501.177, Florida Statutes, is created to 875 

read: 876 

501.177 Enforcement; Attorney General; rules.— 877 

(1) The Department of Legal Affairs may adopt rules to 878 

implement this section. If the department has reason to believe 879 

that any business, service provider, or other person or entity 880 

is in violation of this act and that proceedings would be in the 881 

public interest, the department may institute an appropriate 882 

legal proceeding against such party. 883 

(2) After the department has notified a business in writing 884 

of an alleged violation, the department may grant the business a 885 

30-day period to cure the alleged violation. The department may 886 

consider the number of violations, the substantial likelihood of 887 

injury to the public, or the safety of persons or property when 888 

determining whether to grant 30 days to cure an alleged 889 

violation. If the business cures the alleged violation to the 890 

satisfaction of the department and provides proof of such cure 891 

to the department, the department may issue a letter of guidance 892 

to the business which indicates that the business will not be 893 

offered a 30-day cure period for any future violations. If the 894 

business fails to cure the violation within 30 days, the 895 

department may bring an action against the business for the 896 

alleged violation. 897 

(3) The trial court, upon a showing that any business, 898 

service provider, or other person or entity is in violation of 899 
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this act, may take any of the following actions: 900 

(a) Issue a temporary or permanent injunction. 901 

(b) Impose a civil penalty of not more than $2,500 for each 902 

unintentional violation or $7,500 for each intentional 903 

violation. Such fines may be tripled if the violation involves a 904 

consumer who is 16 years of age or younger. 905 

(c) Award reasonable costs of enforcement, including 906 

reasonable attorney fees and costs. 907 

(d) Grant such other relief as the court may deem 908 

appropriate. 909 

Section 8. This act shall take effect July 1, 2022. 910 
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I. Summary: 

CS/CS/SB 1734 creates the Florida Privacy Protection Act (Act) to grant Florida’s consumers 
the ability to share their personal information as they wish, in a way that is safe and that they 
understand and control.  
 
The Act generally applies to businesses that collect Florida consumers’ personal information, 
and that either earn 50 percent of their revenue from the sale or sharing of personal information; 
or that buy, sell, or share the personal information of 100,000 or more consumers in a year. 
 
The Act grants consumers the right to:  
 Opt-out of the sale of their personal information;  
 Know what personal information a business has collected about them; 
 Delete their personal information;  
 Correct their personal information; 
 More stringently control the sale of their minor child’s personal information.  
 
Businesses subject to the Act must give consumers notice of their privacy rights, that their 
personal information may be sold and collected, and that the consumer may opt-out of the sale of 
his or her personal information. A consumer’s opt-out would prevent the sale of his or her data to 
third-party data brokers, data profiling procedures, and targeted advertisements based on the 
consumer’s activity at more than one website. Additionally, the Act requires covered businesses 
to implement data security measures to ensure the continued privacy of the personal information 
they hold. 

REVISED:         
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The Florida Department of Legal Affairs has enforcement authority pursuant to the bill.  
 
The bill takes effect on July 1, 2022. 

II. Present Situation: 

Americans are concerned about how much of their data is being collected, and many feel that 
their information is less secure than it used to be.1 Further, 84 percent of Americans say they feel 
very little or no control over the data that is collected about them by both the government and 
private companies.2 Despite this concern—very few read provided privacy policies in full, if at 
all.3  
 
Consumer internet connectivity has increased in recent years, allowing consumer data to be 
collected not only from a personal computer, but also a smartwatch, phone, smart speaker, and 
even a home appliance.4 It is expected that the value of such connected devices and “the 
ecosystem in which they operate” will exceed four trillion dollars per year by 2025.5  
 
Consumer data is most commonly tracked through the placement of ‘cookies’—files that a 
website places in the user’s device—or more sophisticated “fingerprinting” techniques.6 These 
technologies allow websites to, e.g., store a password that a consumer previously entered, but 
also allow websites to follow the consumer’s use patterns at other websites and to tailor their 
activities and advertisements to the consumer as a result of information it gleans.7 Certain 
commercial businesses collect this information and create a consumer profile that describes 
possible interests or characteristics, and ultimately target ads for their products at the consumer.8 

                                                 
1 Brooke Auxier and Lee Rainie, PEW RESEARCH CENTER, Key Takeaways on Americans’ Views About Privacy, Surveillance 
and Data-Sharing (Nov. 15, 2019), https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/11/15/key-takeaways-on-americans-views-
about-privacy-surveillance-and-data-sharing/ (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). See also, Brooke Auxier, Lee Rainie, Monica 
Anderson, Andrew Perrin, Madhu Kumar, and Erica Turner, PEW RESEARCH CENTER, Americans and Privacy: Concerned, 
Confused and Feeling Lack of Control Over their Personal Information at 2 (Nov. 15, 2019), available at 
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/wp-content/uploads/sites/9/2019/11/Pew-Research-
Center_PI_2019.11.15_Privacy_FINAL.pdf (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 
2 Auxier, et. al, Americans and Privacy: Concerned, Confused and Feeling Lack of Control Over their Personal Information 
at 7. 
3 Id. at 5. 
4 See, e.g., Oracle, What is IoT [Internet of Things]?, https://www.oracle.com/internet-of-things/what-is-iot/ (last visited Apr. 
7, 2021). Stephen Mulligan, Wilson Freeman, Chris Linebaugh, Congressional Research Service, Data Protection Law: An 
Overview at 1 (Mar. 25, 2019), https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R45631 (last visited Apr. 7, 2021).  
5 Commissioner Rebecca K. Slaughter, Federal Trade Commission, Raising the Standard: Bringing Security and 
Transparency to the Internet of Things? (July 26, 2018), 
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/1395854/slaughter_-_raising_the_standard_-
_bringing_security_and_transparency_to_the_internet_of_things_7-26.pdf (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 
6 NPR.ORG, Online Trackers Follow our Digital Shadow by ‘Fingerprinting’ Browsers, Devices (Sep. 26, 2016), 
https://www.npr.org/sections/alltechconsidered/2016/09/26/495502526/online-trackers-follow-our-digital-shadow-by-
fingerprinting-browsers-devices (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 
7 Wharton School of Business, University of Pennsylvania, Your Data is Shared and Sold…What’s Being Done About It? 
(Oct. 28, 2019), https://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/data-shared-sold-whats-done/ (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 
8 Max Freedman, BUSINESS NEWS DAILY, How Businesses are Collecting Data (and What They’re Doing With It) (Jun. 17, 
2020), https://www.businessnewsdaily.com/10625-businesses-collecting-data.html (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 

https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/11/15/key-takeaways-on-americans-views-about-privacy-surveillance-and-data-sharing/
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/11/15/key-takeaways-on-americans-views-about-privacy-surveillance-and-data-sharing/
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/wp-content/uploads/sites/9/2019/11/Pew-Research-Center_PI_2019.11.15_Privacy_FINAL.pdf
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/wp-content/uploads/sites/9/2019/11/Pew-Research-Center_PI_2019.11.15_Privacy_FINAL.pdf
https://www.oracle.com/internet-of-things/what-is-iot/
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R45631
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/1395854/slaughter_-_raising_the_standard_-_bringing_security_and_transparency_to_the_internet_of_things_7-26.pdf
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/1395854/slaughter_-_raising_the_standard_-_bringing_security_and_transparency_to_the_internet_of_things_7-26.pdf
https://www.npr.org/sections/alltechconsidered/2016/09/26/495502526/online-trackers-follow-our-digital-shadow-by-fingerprinting-browsers-devices
https://www.npr.org/sections/alltechconsidered/2016/09/26/495502526/online-trackers-follow-our-digital-shadow-by-fingerprinting-browsers-devices
https://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/data-shared-sold-whats-done/
https://www.businessnewsdaily.com/10625-businesses-collecting-data.html
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Other companies—data brokers—collect and sell or share consumer data as their main business 
operation.9  
 
Policy regarding consumer data has two prongs: privacy and security. Data privacy concerns 
how companies collect, use, and disseminate personal information; data security concerns how 
companies protect the personal information they hold from unauthorized access or use and 
respond to such breaches.10 Federal and state governments have addressed data privacy and 
security to a certain extent, largely by targeting specific industries (e.g., healthcare and financial 
institutions) or types of data (such as children’s personal information).11 States have recently 
begun to legislate more comprehensively to protect data privacy.12  
  
Florida Information Protection Act (FIPA)13 

FIPA is a data security measure that requires governmental entities, specific business entities, 
and any third-party agent that holds or processes personal information on behalf of these entities 
to take reasonable measures to protect a consumer’s personal information. Additionally, FIPA 
requires covered business entities14 that are subject to data breaches to attempt to remediate the 
breach by notification to affected consumers in Florida, and in cases where more than 500 
individual’s information was breached—by additional notification to the Department of Legal 
Affairs (DLA).15 If the breach affected more than 1,000 individuals in Florida, the entity must 
also notify credit reporting agencies, with certain exceptions.16  
 
FIPA defines “personal information” as:  
 online account information, such as security questions and answers, email addresses, and 

passwords; and 
 an individual’s first name or first initial and last name, in combination with any one or more 

of the following information regarding him or her: 
o A social security number; 
o A driver license or similar identity verification number issued on a government 

document; 

                                                 
9 Lois Beckett, PROPUBLICA, Everything We Know About What Data Brokers Know About You (June 13, 2014), 
https://www.propublica.org/article/everything-we-know-about-what-data-brokers-know-about-you (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 
10 See, e.g., Andrew Burt and Dan Geer, Data Protection for the Disoriented, From Policy to Practice 9 (2018), available at 
https://www.lawfareblog.com/flat-light-data-protection-disoriented-policy-practice (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 
11 Stephen Mulligan, Wilson Freeman, Chris Linebaugh, Congressional Research Service, Data Protection Law: An 
Overview at 7-8 (Mar. 25, 2019), https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R45631 (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 
12 NCSL, 2020 Consumer Data Privacy Legislation (Jan. 17, 2020), https://www.ncsl.org/research/telecommunications-and-
information-technology/2020-consumer-data-privacy-legislation637290470.aspx (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 
13 Section 501.171, F.S.; Chapter 2014-189, Laws of Fla. (FIPA expanded and updated Florida’s data breach disclosure laws 
contained in s. 817.5681, F.S. (2013), which was adopted in 2005 and repealed in 2014). 
14 A “covered entity” is a sole proprietorship, partnership, corporation, trust, estate, cooperative, association, or other 
commercial entity that acquires, maintains, stores, or uses personal information. Section 501.171(1)(b), F.S. 
15 Florida Office of the Attorney General, How to Protect Yourself: Data Security, 
http://myfloridalegal.com/pages.nsf/Main/53D4216591361BCD85257F77004BE16C (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). Section 
501.171(3)-(4), F.S. 
16 Section 501.171(3)-(6), F.S. 

https://www.propublica.org/article/everything-we-know-about-what-data-brokers-know-about-you
https://www.lawfareblog.com/flat-light-data-protection-disoriented-policy-practice
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R45631
https://www.ncsl.org/research/telecommunications-and-information-technology/2020-consumer-data-privacy-legislation637290470.aspx
https://www.ncsl.org/research/telecommunications-and-information-technology/2020-consumer-data-privacy-legislation637290470.aspx
http://myfloridalegal.com/pages.nsf/Main/53D4216591361BCD85257F77004BE16C
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o A financial account number or credit or debit card number, in combination with any 
required security code, access code, or password that is necessary to permit access to an 
individual’s financial account; or  

o Medical history information or health insurance identification numbers.17 
 
Personal information does not include information: 
 About an individual that a federal, state, or local governmental entity has made publicly 

available; or 
 That is encrypted, secured, or modified to remove elements that personally identify an 

individual or that otherwise renders the information unusable.18 
 

FIPA does not provide a private cause of action, but authorizes the DLA to file charges against 
covered entities under Florida’s Unfair and Deceptive Trade Practices Act (FDUTPA).19 
 
In addition to the remedies provided for under FDUTPA, a covered entity that fails to notify 
DLA, or an individual whose personal information was accessed, of the data breach is liable for a 
civil penalty of $1,000 per day for the first 30 days of any violation; $50,000 for each subsequent 
30-day period of violation; and up to $500,000 for any violation that continues more than 180 
days. These civil penalties apply per breach, not per individual affected by the breach. 
 
Federal Privacy Regulations 

Gramm-Leach Bliley Act (GLBA)20 
The GLBA governs financial institutions’ use and protection of nonpublic personal information 
(NPI).21 A financial institution is any institution that engages in financial activities, such as 
banks, real estate appraisers and title companies, consumer-financing companies, insurance 
underwriters and agents, wire transfer agencies, check cashing stores, and mortgage brokers.22 
 
A financial institution cannot share (1) NPI with non-affiliated third parties unless they notify the 
consumer of their intent to do so and provide a chance to opt-out; and (2) a consumer’s account 
or credit card numbers with third parties for direct marketing. The financial institution must also 
send an annual notice to the consumer that clearly and conspicuously describes the institution’s 
privacy policies and practices.23  
 

                                                 
17 Section 501.171(1)(g)1., F.S.; OAG supra note 15. 
18 Section 501.171(1)(g)2., F.S. 
19 Section 501.171(9), (10), F.S.; OAG supra note 15. 
20 15 U.S.C. §§ 6801-6809. See generally, Stephen Mulligan, Wilson Freeman, Chris Linebaugh, Congressional Research 
Service, Data Protection Law: An Overview pp. 8-10 (Mar. 25, 2019), https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R45631 
(last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 
21 The GLBA defines “nonpublic personal information” as “personally identifiable information” that is not publicly available 
and is either provided by the consumer to a financial institution, resulting from any transaction with the consumer or any 
service performed for the consumer, or otherwise obtained by the financial institution. 15 U.S.C. § 6809(9). 
22 Federal Trade Commission, Financial Institutions and Customer Information: Complying with the Safeguards Rule: Who 
Must Comply?, https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/financial-institutions-customer-information-
complying (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 
23 The notice must specifically include the categories of NPI the financial institution collects and discloses, the types of third 
parties with which it shares NPI, and how it protects consumers’ NPI.   

https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R45631
https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/financial-institutions-customer-information-complying
https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/financial-institutions-customer-information-complying
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The financial institution must also ensure the security and confidentiality of a customer’s (which 
requires an ongoing relationship with the financial institution) NPI by establishing concrete 
security policies, by, e.g., designating an information security program coordinator and 
implementing a risk assessment process.24  
 
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, Federal Trade Commission, and federal banking 
agencies share civil enforcement authority of the GLBA. Certain civil remedies and criminal 
liabilities are available for violations of the data security and protection provisions of the GLBA, 
but there is no private cause of action. 
 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPPA)25 and its Related Rules 
HIPPA requires federal agencies to create national standards to protect sensitive patient health 
information from disclosure without the patient’s consent or knowledge. HIPPA’s two pertinent 
implementing rules are the Privacy Rule and the Security Rule.26  
 
The Privacy Rule addresses the use and disclosure of individual’s protected health information 
(PHI) by covered entities.27, 28 PHI is information, including demographic data, that can be used 
to identify the individual, and that relates to the individual’s:  
 Past, present, or future physical or mental health or physical condition;  
 Health care; or  
 Payment for past, present, or future health care. 
 
A common example of PHI is a patient’s name, address, birth date, or social security number. 
However, PHI does not include de-identified health information or employment-related records. 
 
The Privacy Rule protects PHI that is held or transmitted by a covered entity or its business 
associate by preventing covered entities from disclosing PHI without the patient’s consent or 
knowledge unless it is being used or shared for treatment, payment, or healthcare operations or 
for another exempt purpose.  
 
These covered entities must prominently post an electronic notice and give notice upon a specific 
request to patients regarding the manners in which they use and disclose PHI. A covered entity 
must also provide an accounting of disclosures it has made of a patient’s PHI upon his or her 
request as well as a copy of his or her PHI. 
 
The Security Rule applies to the subset of identifiable health information that a covered entity 
creates, receives, maintains, or transmits in electronic form called “electronic protected health 

                                                 
24 See, 16 C.F.R. § 314.4 
25 42 U.S.C. § 1320. 
26 See generally, Stephen Mulligan, Wilson Freeman, Chris Linebaugh, Congressional Research Service, Data Protection 
Law: An Overview pp. 10-12 (Mar. 25, 2019), https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R45631 (last visited Apr. 7, 
2021). 
27 45 C.F.R. §160 and 164. See also, Department of Health and Human Services, Summary of the HIPPA Privacy Rule, (Jul. 
26, 2013) https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/privacy/laws-regulations/index.html (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 
28 A covered entity is a health plan, health care clearinghouse, health care provider who transmits health information in 
electronic form, and these entities’ business associates. 

https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R45631
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/privacy/laws-regulations/index.html
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information” (e-PHI).29 The Security Rule does not apply to PHI that is transmitted orally or in 
writing. A covered entity must comply with the Security Rule by: 
 Ensuring the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of all e-PHI;  
 Detecting and safeguarding against anticipated threats to the security of the information;  
 Protecting against anticipated impressible uses or disclosures; and 
 Certifying compliance by their workforce. 
 
The Department of Health and Human Services may institute a civil enforcement under HIPPA 
and may seek civil penalties. The Department of Justice may institute criminal proceedings 
against a violator who knowingly obtained or disclosed PHI. There is no private cause of action 
under HIPPA. 
 
Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects (“Common Rule”) 
The Common Rule is promulgated by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and 
governs the ethical conduct of research involving human subjects.30 Twenty federal agencies and 
departments are party to this rule. The Common Rule mandates that researchers protect the 
privacy of subjects and maintain confidentiality of human subject data, among other 
requirements.31 
 
The FDA is a member of the International Council for Harmonisation of Technical Requirements 
for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use, which brings together the regulatory authorities and the 
pharmaceutical industry to develop guidelines for pharmaceutical trials.32 
  
Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA)33 
The FCRA promotes the accuracy, fairness, and privacy of information that consumer reporting 
agencies and their related entities collect.34 The FCRA governs the acts of credit reporting 
agencies (CRAs), entities that furnish information to CRAs (furnishers), and individuals who use 
credit reports issued by CRAs. Specifically, CRAs and their furnishers must adopt methods to 
ensure the information they collect and report is accurate.  
 
Individuals can review the information a CRA has collected on them to ensure that it is accurate, 
and may dispute its accuracy—which triggers a CRA’s and furnisher’s duty to reinvestigate the 
information. Individuals may also request to review the information a CRA has in his or her file, 
the sources of the information, and the identity of those to whom the information was disclosed. 
 

                                                 
29 45 C.F.R. §164.302-318. 
30 21 C.F.R. §§ 50, 60. 
31 See generally, Health and Human Services, Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects (‘Common Rule’) (Mar. 
18, 2016), https://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/regulations-and-policy/regulations/common-rule/index.html (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 
32 International Council for Harmonisation, https://www.ich.org/ (last visited Apr. 6, 2021). 
33 15 U.S.C. §1681. 
34 Consumer Finance Bureau, A Summary of Your Rights Under the Fair Credit Reporting Act (Sept. 18, 2018), 12 CFR 
1022, available at https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/articles/pdf-0096-fair-credit-reporting-act.pdf (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 
See also, Federal Trade Commission, Fair Credit Reporting Act, https://www.ftc.gov/enforcement/statutes/fair-credit-
reporting-act (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 

https://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/regulations-and-policy/regulations/common-rule/index.html
https://www.ich.org/
https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/articles/pdf-0096-fair-credit-reporting-act.pdf
https://www.ftc.gov/enforcement/statutes/fair-credit-reporting-act
https://www.ftc.gov/enforcement/statutes/fair-credit-reporting-act
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A CRA cannot provide information in a consumer report to anyone who does not have a 
specified purpose in the FCRA.35 
 
The FTC and Consumer Finance Protection Bureau share civil enforcement authority of the 
FCRA. A person who willfully obtains consumer information from a CRA under false pretenses 
is subject to criminal prosecution. An individual may also pursue a private right of action if he or 
she was injured by willful or negligent actions.36  
 
Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA)37 
COPPA and its related rules regulate websites’ collection and use of children’s information. The 
operator of a website or online service that is directed to children, or that has actual knowledge 
that it collects children’s personal information (covered entities), must comply with requirements 
regarding data collection and use, privacy policy notifications, and data security.  
 
COPPA defines personal information as individually identifiable information about an individual 
that is collected online, including: 
 A first and last name;  
 A home or other physical address, e-mail address, telephone number, or any other identifier 

that the FCC determines could permit one to contact someone physically or online, such as a 
screen name;  

 A social security number;  
 A persistent identifier that can be used to recognize a user over time and across different 

websites;  
 A photograph, video, or audio file that contains a child’s image or voice; 
 A geolocation information that is sufficient to identify the user’s location; or 
 Information concerning the child or parents that the operator collects from the child and 

combines with any other identifier described above.  
 
A covered entity may not collect a child’s (individual under the age of 13) personal information 
without the prior, verifiable consent of his or her parent.38  
 
COPPA further requires covered entities to:39 
 Give parents direct notice of their privacy policies, including a description of their data 

collection and sharing practices;  
 Post a clear link to their privacy policies on their home page and at each area of their website 

where they collect personal information from children; 

                                                 
35 Permissible purposes include employment, insurance underwriting that involves the consumer, evaluating the consumer’s 
eligibility for licensure or other governmental benefit that considers the applicants financial responsibility or status, or a 
legitimate business need. 15 U.S.C. § 1681b(a).  
36 An individual may record actual damages, attorney’s fees, litigation costs, and in the case of willful violations—statutory 
damages ranging from $100 to $1,000 and punitive costs as the court deems appropriate. 15 U.S.C. § 1681n(a).  
37 16 C.F.R. pt. 312. 
38 15 U.S.C. §§ 6502(a)-(b). 
39 See, Federal Trade Commission, General Questions About the COPPA Rule: What is the Children’s Online Privacy 
Protection Rule?, https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/complying-coppa-frequently-asked-questions-0 
(last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 

https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/complying-coppa-frequently-asked-questions-0
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 Institute procedures to protect the personal information that they hold; 
 Ensure that any third party with which they share collected personal information implements 

the same protection procedures; and 
 Delete children’s personal information after the purpose for its retention has been fulfilled.  
 
Violations of COPPA are deemed an unfair or deceptive act or practice and are therefore 
prosecuted by the FTC. COPPA also authorizes state attorneys general to enforce violations that 
affect residents of their states. There is no criminal prosecution or private right of action 
provided for under COPPA.40 
 
Driver’s Privacy Protection Act (DPPA)41 
The DPPA prohibits state Departments of Motor Vehicle (DMVs) from releasing an individual’s 
personal information obtained by the DMV in connection with a motor vehicle record, subject to 
certain exceptions, such as a legitimate government need. Additionally, the DPPA requires 
DMVs to obtain an individual’s consent to enable the sale or release of personal motor vehicle 
record to a third-party marketer. 
 
Violations of the DPPA are subject to criminal fine. Additionally, a private individual affected 
by the improper disclosure or use of his or her personal information may bring a private civil 
action against the violator.42 
 
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA)43 
FERPA protects the privacy of student’s education records. The law applies to any school that 
receives applicable funds from the U.S. Department of Education. FERPA grants parents certain 
rights respecting their child’s education records, and this privacy right transfers to the student 
when he or she reaches age 18 or attends a post-secondary school. 
 
Schools may disclose, without consent, directory information, such as a student’s name, address, 
telephone number, birthday, place of birth, honors and awards, and dates of attendance. 
However, schools must disclose and allow parents and students to opt out of the disclosure of 
their directory information.  
 
Schools must give an annual notice about rights granted by FERPA to affected parties.44 
 

                                                 
40 Federal Trade Commission, General Questions About the COPPA Rule: COPPA Enforcement, https://www.ftc.gov/tips-
advice/business-center/guidance/complying-coppa-frequently-asked-questions-0 (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 
41 18 U.S.C. §2721. 
42 18 U.S.C. § 2724. See generally, Electronic Privacy Information Center, The Drivers Privacy Protection Act (DPPA) and 
the Privacy of Your State Motor Vehicle Record, https://epic.org/privacy/drivers/ (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 
43 20 U.S.C. §1232(g); 34 C.F.R. § 99. 
44 U.S. Department of Education, Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), (Dec. 15, 2020) 
https://www2.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/ferpa/index.html (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 

https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/complying-coppa-frequently-asked-questions-0
https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/complying-coppa-frequently-asked-questions-0
https://epic.org/privacy/drivers/
https://www2.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/ferpa/index.html
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Federal Trade Commission Act (FTC Act) 
The FTC protects consumer data privacy by acting under Section 5 of the FTC Act, which bars 
unfair and deceptive acts and practices that affect commerce.45 Specifically, the FTC prosecutes 
companies that act unfairly or deceptively when they gather, use, or disclose personal 
information in a manner that contradicts their posted privacy policy or other statements, or fail to 
implement reasonable data security safeguards.46  
 
For example, the FTC prosecuted both Sears and Upromise for drafting misleading privacy 
policies that did not fully disclose the extent to which a consumer’s online browsing would be 
tracked.47  
 
The FTC generally cannot seek civil penalties for violations of the FTC Act, but may asses civil 
monetary penalties for repeated offenses.48 There is no private right of action granted under the 
FTC Act. 
 
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)—European Union 

The GDPR protects individual personal data and restricts entities’ use of personal data, 
especially those that exercise overall control over the purpose and means of processing personal 
data (controllers) or that process data on behalf of, or at the instruction of controllers 
(processors).49 A controller or processor is required to comply with the GDPR if it has activity in 
the European Union—even a minimal one, and regardless of where the data processing occurs.50 
 
Personal data is defined as any information that relates to an identified or identifiable person, and 
can include names, identification numbers, location data, cookies, and any other information 
through which an individual can be directly or indirectly identified.51 A processor and controller 
must receive express consent from an individual before they can collect or process his or her 

                                                 
45 15 U.S.C. § 1681. Federal Trade Commission, Privacy and Security Enforcement, https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/media-
resources/protecting-consumer-privacy/privacy-security-enforcement (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 
46 Stephen Mulligan, Wilson Freeman, Chris Linebaugh, CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE, Data Protection Law: An 
Overview p. 30-35 (Mar. 25, 2019), https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R45631 (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 
47 See, e.g., Federal Trade Commission, Membership Reward Service Upromise Penalized for Violating FTC Order (Mar. 17, 
2017) Stephen Mulligan, Wilson Freeman, Chris Linebaugh, Congressional Research Service, Data Protection Law: An 
Overview p. 42 (Mar. 25, 2019), https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R45631 (last visited Apr. 7, 2021); and 
Complaint In the Matter of Sears Holdings Mgmt Co., No. C-4264 (F.T.C. Aug. 31, 2009). 
48 Federal Trade Commission, FTC’s Use of Its Authorities to Protect Consumer Privacy and Security at 4 (2020), available 
at https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/reports/reports-response-senate-appropriations-committee-report-116-111-
ftcs-use-its-authorities-resources/p065404reportprivacydatasecurity.pdf (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 
49 See generally, Stephen Mulligan, Wilson Freeman, Chris Linebaugh, CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE, Data 
Protection Law: An Overview p. 42 (Mar. 25, 2019), https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R45631 (last visited Apr. 
7, 2021). 
50 GDPR, art. 3. 
51 GDPR, art. 4(1). See, U.K. Information Commissioner’s Office, Guide to General Data Protection Regulation: What is 
Personal Data?, https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-
gdpr/key-definitions/what-is-personal-data/ (last visited Apr. 7, 2021).  

https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/media-resources/protecting-consumer-privacy/privacy-security-enforcement
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/media-resources/protecting-consumer-privacy/privacy-security-enforcement
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R45631
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R45631
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/reports/reports-response-senate-appropriations-committee-report-116-111-ftcs-use-its-authorities-resources/p065404reportprivacydatasecurity.pdf
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/reports/reports-response-senate-appropriations-committee-report-116-111-ftcs-use-its-authorities-resources/p065404reportprivacydatasecurity.pdf
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R45631
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/key-definitions/what-is-personal-data/
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personal data. The language must give a clear choice that is not based on an overbroad or overly 
complex question.52 
 
The GDPR requires entities subject to the GDPR to provide individuals with a report of their 
data that is processed, where it is processed, why it is being processed.53 This report must be 
provided to the individual within one month of his or her request.54  If an individual makes a 
request that an entity correct or delete his or her personal data held by an entity, the entity must 
do so.  
 
State Data Privacy Regulations 

Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act 
In 2008, Illinois became the first state to specifically regulate biometric data with the passage of 
the Biometric Information Privacy Act (BIPA). BIPA puts in place safeguards and procedures 
that relate to the retention, collection, disclosure, and destruction of biometric information and 
specifically protects the biometric information of those in Illinois.  
 
BIPA defines biometric data as a retina or iris scan, fingerprint, voiceprint, or scan of hand or 
face geometry. 
 
Under BIPA, a private entity:55 
 That possesses biometric data must have a written policy that establishes a retention schedule 

and guidelines for permanently destruction of such data;  
 Cannot collect, capture, purchase, receive through trade, or otherwise obtain biometric data 

unless it receives an informed release from the subject.; 
 Cannot profit from a person’s biometric data; 
 Cannot disseminate a person’s biometric data unless the subject consents or provides 

authorization, or the entity is required by law or a valid warrant or subpoena; and  
 Must store, transmit, and protect biometric data with a reasonable standard of care and in a 

manner as or more protective as other confidential and sensitive information. 
 
BIPA provides a private cause of action, with relief including liquidated damages, ranging from 
$1,000 to $5,000 or actual damages (whichever is greater), attorney’s fees and costs, and other 
relief deemed appropriate by a court.56 
 
The Illinois Supreme Court found that an individual need not allege an actual injury or adverse 
effect, beyond violation of their rights under BIPA, to qualify as an aggrieved party. Therefore, 
anyone whose biometric data is affected by a violation of BIPA may seek liquidated damages or 

                                                 
52 U.K. Information Commissioner’s Office, Guide to General Data Protection Regulation: Consent, https://ico.org.uk/for-
organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/lawful-basis-for-
processing/consent/ (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 
53 Mark Kaelin, TECHREPUBLIC, GDPR: A Cheat Sheet (May 23, 2019), https://www.techrepublic.com/article/the-eu-general-
data-protection-regulation-gdpr-the-smart-persons-guide/ (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 
54 GDPR, arts. 12(3), 15. 
55 740 Ill. Comp. Stat. 14/10, 14/15 (2008). 
56 740 Ill. Comp. Stat. 14/20 (2008). 

https://www.techrepublic.com/article/the-eu-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr-the-smart-persons-guide/
https://www.techrepublic.com/article/the-eu-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr-the-smart-persons-guide/
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injunctive relief under BIPA.57 Court documents also tend to support the notion that an individual 
in Illinois has a valid cause of action if their biometric data is taken without consent by a private 
entity, including out-of-state entities, but it is subject to a finding of fact.58 
 
California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) and California Privacy Rights Act (CPRA) 
The CCPA defines personal information as that which identifies, relates to, describes, or is 
capable of being associated with or could reasonably be linked, directly or indirectly, with a 
particular consumer or household.59 The CCPA grants consumers greater control over their 
personal information by, among other provisions, creating the following consumer rights, to: 
 Know about the personal information that a business collects, specifically about the 

consumer, and how it is used and shared;  
 Delete collected personal information with some exceptions;  
 Opt-out of the sale of personal information; and  
 Be treated equally by covered businesses, whether or not an individual has exercised a right 

granted by the CCPA. 
 
Additionally, the CCPA requires business to give consumers certain notices that explain their 
privacy practices and provide certain mechanisms to allow consumers to opt-out or exercise 
other rights regarding their personal information. 
 
The CCPA applies to for-profit businesses that do business in California and that meet any of the 
following requirements:  
 Have a gross annual revenue of over $25 million;  
 Buy, receive, or sell the personal information of 50,000 or more California residents, 

households, or devices; or  
 Derive 50 percent or more of their annual revenue from selling California residents’ personal 

information. 
 
The CPRA, which was approved by voters in a 2020 statewide ballot measure and takes effect on 
January 1, 2023, amends and expands upon the CCPA.  
 
The CPRA broadens consumers’ rights by allowing them to: 
 Prevent businesses from sharing their personal information (CCPA prevents businesses from 

selling it);  
 Correct their inaccurate personal information; and 
 Limit a business’ use of their sensitive personal information, which includes information 

such as a consumer’s geolocation, race, ethnicity, religion, genetic data, private 
communications, sexual orientation, and specific health information; 

 
The CPRA redefines businesses subject to the law to include those that buy, sell, or share the 
personal information of 100,000 or more consumers or households; this reduces its applicability 

                                                 
57 Rosenbach v. Six Flags Entertainment Corporation, 2019 IL 123186.  
58 Rivera v. Google, Inc., 238 F.Supp.3d 1088 (N.D. Ill. 2017); In re Facebook Biometric Information Privacy Litigation, 185 
F.Supp.3d 1155 (N.D. Cal. (2016).; Norberg v. Shutterfly, Inc., 152 F.Supp.3d 1103 (N.D. Ill. 2015). 
59 Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.140(O)(1). 
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to small and mid-size businesses. However, CPRA also now applies to businesses that not only 
sell personal information, but also ones that share it; it is unclear to what extent this will enlarge 
the businesses captured by the regulation. Additionally, the CPRA now prohibits sharing of data 
between different entities that make up a joint venture. 

 
The CPRA creates a privacy regulator with implementation and enforcement authority relating to 
the CCPA and CPRA. The CPRA also increases penalties by allowing civil penalties for the theft 
of consumer login information and increasing the maximum penalties for violations that concern 
consumers under the age of 16. 
 
The CPRA also provides that a business that collects personal information cannot retain a 
consumer’s personal information or sensitive personal information for longer than is reasonably 
necessary.60  
 
CCPA and the Federal Airline Deregulation Act 
The federal Airline Deregulation Act expressly preempts state laws that relate to a price, route, 
or service of an air carrier.61 California brought an action against Delta Airlines for a violation of 
the CCPA because the airline failed to disclose a privacy policy on its mobile application despite 
the fact that it collected personally identifiable information about its consumers. This action 
failed, however, on the basis that the CCPA was preempted by the Airline Deregulation Act.62 
 
Virginia Consumer Data Protection Act 
The Virginia Consumer Data Protection Act (Virginia Act) takes effect on January 1, 2023. The 
Virginia act grants consumers the right to access, correct, delete, obtain a copy of, and opt out of 
the processing of their personal data for the purposes of targeted advertising.63 The Virginia Act 
defines “consumer” only as a natural person who is a resident of Virginia and acts only in an 
individual or household context.64 
 
Businesses are subject to the Virginia Act if they operate in Virginia and either (1) control or 
process personal data of 100,000 or more consumers or (2) derive over 50 percent of their gross 
revenue from the sale of personal data and control or process personal data of at least 25,000 
consumers.65 
 
The Virginia Act exempts specific entities that are otherwise regulated by specific federal law, 
including those regulated by the GLBA and HIPAA. The Virginia Act also exempts Virginia 

                                                 
60 Mario Meeks, JDSUPRA, The CPRA’s Storage Limitation Requirement is Coming—Practical Tips for Shoring Up Your 
Record Retention Practices to Comply (Feb. 18, 2021), https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/the-cpra-s-storage-limitation-
9898179/ (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 
61 49 U.S.C.A. § 41713. 
62 Harris v. Delta Air Lines, Inc., 247 Cal. App. 4th 884, 202 Cal. Rptr. 3d 395 (2016). See also, Heather Zachary and Allison 
Trzop, Online Consumer Privacy: Airlines Under Scrutiny, (Jul. 29, 2014) 
https://www.wilmerhale.com/en/insights/publications/online-consumer-privacy-airlines-under-scrutiny (last visited Apr. 7, 
2021). 
63 Va. Code Ann. § 59.1-573 (2020). 
64 Va. Code Ann. § 59.1-571 (2020). 
65 Va. Code Ann. § 59.1-572 A (2020).  

https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/the-cpra-s-storage-limitation-9898179/
https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/the-cpra-s-storage-limitation-9898179/
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public entities, nonprofit organizations, and higher education institutions.66 In a similar vein, the 
Virginia Act exempts specific personal information, where the collection and use thereof is 
otherwise regulated by FCRA, FERPA, and COPPA.67  
 
The Virginia Attorney General has exclusive enforcement authority of the Virginia Act.68  
 

69 

III. Effect of Proposed Changes: 

CS/CS/SB 1734 creates the Florida Privacy Protection Act (Act) to grant Florida’s consumers 
the ability to share their personal information as they wish, in a way that is safe and that they 
understand and can control. The bill grants specific rights to consumers, and regulates businesses 
that collect, sell, or share personal information about consumers. 
 
For purposes of the bill, a consumer is a person who is in Florida for a purpose that is not 
temporary or transitory. The term specifically excludes nonresidents. A person can be an 
individual, business, or other organization or group of persons who act in concert. 

                                                 
66 Va. Code Ann. § 59.1-572 B (2020). 
67 Va. Code Ann. § 59.1-572 C (2020). 
68 See generally, Kurt Hunt and Matthew Diaz, JDSUPRA, Virginia Becomes 2nd State to Adopt a Comprehensive Consumer 
Data Privacy Law (Mar. 8, 2021), https://www.natlawreview.com/article/virginia-becomes-2nd-state-to-adopt-
comprehensive-consumer-data-privacy-law (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 
69 Briana Falcon and Devika Kornbacher, JDSUPRA, Virginia is for Lovers…of Data Privacy (Feb. 15, 2021), 
https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/virginia-is-for-lovers-of-data-privacy-3879845/ (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 

https://www.natlawreview.com/article/virginia-becomes-2nd-state-to-adopt-comprehensive-consumer-data-privacy-law
https://www.natlawreview.com/article/virginia-becomes-2nd-state-to-adopt-comprehensive-consumer-data-privacy-law
https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/virginia-is-for-lovers-of-data-privacy-3879845/
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Personal Information 

The bill defines personal information as information that identifies, relates to, describes, is 
reasonably capable of being associated with, or could reasonably be linked, directly or indirectly, 
with a particular consumer or household, such as a consumer’s: 
 First and last name;  
 Home or other physical address that includes the name of a street and city or town;  
 E-mail address or phone number;  
 Social security number;  
 Identifier, such as an alias, unique personal identifier, online identifier, Internet protocol (IP) 

address, account name, driver license number, passport number, or similar identifier;  
 Biometric information,70 such as DNA or fingerprints or any other biometric information that 

a business collects about the consumer without his or her knowledge;  
 Internet or other electronic network activity information, including but not limited to, 

browsing and search history, and information regarding a consumer’s interaction with a 
website, application, or advertisement;  

 Audio, electronic, visual, thermal, olfactory, geolocation, or similar information;  
 Professional or employment-related information;  
 Education information, defined as only information that is not publicly available;  
 Information that may serve as a probabilistic identifier71 concerning him or her which is 

collected from the consumer through a website, online service, or some other means by the 
business and is maintained by the business in combination with an identifier that, when used 
with the information, identifies the consumer; 

 Characteristics of protected classifications under state or federal law;  
 Commercial information, including records of personal property, purchased or considered 

products or services, or other purchasing and shopping habits; and 
 Geolocation data.  
 
The bill further defines personal information as any inferences drawn from the above 
information regarding the consumer that can be compiled to create a consumer profile that 
reflects his or her preferences, characteristics, psychological trends, predispositions, behavior, 
attitudes, intelligence, abilities, and aptitudes. This list is not exhaustive of information that may 
constitute personal information. 

 
However, the bill specifies that the definition of personal information does not include:  
 Information obtained from public records, including information that is lawfully made 

available from federal, state, or local governmental records;  

                                                 
70 The bill defines “biometric information” as “an individual’s physiological, biological, or behavioral characteristics, 
including an individual’s deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), which can be used, singly or in combination with each other or with 
other identifying data, to establish individual identity. The term includes, but is not limited to, imagery of the iris, retina, 
fingerprint, face, hand, or palm; vein patterns; voice recordings from which an identifier template, such as a faceprint, a 
minutiae template, or a voice print, can be extracted; keystroke patterns or rhythms; gait patterns or rhythms; and sleep, 
health, or exercise data that contain identifying information.” 
71 The bill defines a “probabilistic identifier” as the identification of a consumer or a device to a degree of certainty … based 
on categories of personal information included in or similar to a person’s personal information. 
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 Information that was made available to the general public by either the consumer or widely 
distributed media and that the collecting business has a reasonable basis to believe is lawfully 
available; 

 Information that is truthful and that is a matter of public concern; and 
 De-identified consumer information or aggregate consumer information that relates to a 

group or category of consumers from which individual consumer identities have been 
removed. 

 
Information is de-identified if it: 
 Cannot reasonably identify, relate to, describe, or be associated with or linked to a particular 

consumer or device;  
 Contains data that the business has taken reasonable measures to ensure cannot be 

reidentified;  
 Contains data that the business publicly commits to maintain and use in a de-identified 

fashion and that it will not attempt to reidentify; and 
 Contains data that the business contractually prohibits downstream recipients from 

attempting to reidentify. 
 
Aggregate consumer information, like de-identified information, has had individual consumer 
identities removed from it and cannot be linked to any consumer or household—but it relates to a 
group or category of consumers as a whole, rather than to a particular consumer. 
 
Consumer Rights Based on the Sale of Personal Information 

Generally, the bill allows a consumer whose personal information is collected and sold by a 
business to opt-out of that sale. A business sells a consumer’s personal information when it sells, 
rents, releases, discloses, disseminates, makes available, transfers, or otherwise communicates 
personal information to a third party. The bill excludes from the definition of “sell:” 
 A business-to-business disclosure for a business purpose; 
 A business’ disclosure of personal information to a third party who processes the personal 

information on behalf of the disclosing business; or 
 A business’ disclosure of personal information to another business or third party for the 

provision of a good or service requested by the consumer.  
 
Therefore, a consumer’s rights generally vest when his or her personal information is both 
collected and somehow provided to another entity, unless done so for a business purpose or to 
finalize the transaction requested by the consumer.  
 
The rights afforded to consumers and obligations imposed may not adversely affect the rights 
and freedoms of other consumers.  
 
Minor’s Right to Opt-In to the Sale of Personal Information 
The bill prohibits a business from selling a consumer’s information if he or she is younger than 
13 years old, unless the business received a parent or guardian’s consent. If a business received a 
verified consent in accordance with the the federal Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act 
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rule, it is deemed to have obtained consent under the Act, though this does not appear to be the 
exclusive method by which a business can receive a parent or guardian’s consent.  
 
Similarly, a business may not sell the personal information of an individual who is between the 
ages of 13 and 16 unless he or she affirmatively opts-in. This “opt-in” right does not prevent 
businesses from collecting the individual personal information of consumers under the age of 16. 
 
A business is deemed to have actual knowledge of its consumers’ ages if it willfully disregards 
such information, and therefore is subject to penalty under the bill if it fails to institute some 
method to determine its consumers’ ages. However, what specifically constitutes “willful 
disregard” of this information will likely need to be determined by a trier of fact. 
 
The bill also requires a business that will process a child’s sensitive data to comply with the 
federal COPPA Rule to do so.  
 
Right to Opt Out of the Sale of Personal Information  
The bill creates a “right to opt out of the sale,” which allows a consumer who is 16 years old, or 
older to instruct a business that sells personal information not to sell his or her personal 
information. Additionally, a business is prohibited from processing a consumer’s sensitive data 
unless it has the consumer’s consent to do so. 
 
A business that sells a consumer’s information must post a notice to consumers that (1) their 
information may be sold, and (2) they have the right to opt out of such a sale. It is unclear how 
this notice must be given. Additionally, these businesses that sell consumer personal information 
must post a clear and conspicuous link with the specific title “Do Not Sell My Personal 
Information” on their homepages to enable the consumer or an authorized actor to opt out of the 
sale of the consumer’s personal information. Alternately, a covered business may maintain a 
separate and additional home page that is dedicated to providing Florida consumers with the 
required privacy information, if it takes reasonable steps to direct Florida consumers to that 
specialized webpage. It is unclear whether a business can meet the more general notice of sale of 
a consumer’s personal information requirement by posting the specific “Do Not Sell My 
Personal Information” link, or whether the two notice requirements are separate. 
 
The business may not require a consumer to create an account, or to use the verified request 
process to submit his or her opt-out request. A consumer’s opt-out request may also be made by 
an authorized third-party or through a user-enabled global privacy control, e.g., a browser plug-
in or privacy setting. A business must stop selling the consumer’s personal information as soon 
as reasonably possible, but within no more than 2 days after it receives an opt-out request.  
 
There are multiple provisions in the bill that dictate the duration of a consumer’s opt-out request. 
One provision dictates that the consumer’s opt-out binds the business until the consumer 
subsequently provides express authorization for the sale of his or her personal information. 
Another states that once a consumer opts out, the business must comply without requiring any 
additional consumer action if it can identify the consumer through a login protocol or similar 
process, or if the business is made aware of the consumer’s continued opt-out preference by a 
user-enabled global privacy control, such as a browser plug-in or privacy setting. Yet another 
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allows a business to prompt the consumer to re-authorize his or her opt-out 12 months after the 
business’ initial receipt of the consumer preference.  
 
Targeted Advertisements and Profiling 
The right to opt-out includes a right to opt-out of the processing of one’s data for the purposes of 
profiling and targeted advertising.  
 
Profiling is defined as the automated processing that a business performs on a consumer’s 
personal data that will evaluate or predict things about the consumer’s economic situation, 
health, personal preferences, interests, reliability, behavior, location, or movements.  
 
Targeted advertising is distinct from profiling in result—that it ultimately leads to the display of 
an advertisement to the consumer based on the profiling of his or her personal data obtained from 
a broad array of the consumer’s activities, including activity on other business’ websites or 
applications. As defined by the bill, targeted advertising does not include nonpersonalized 
advertising that is based only on the consumer’s personal information derived from the 
consumer’s current interaction with the business—excluding the consumer’s precise geolocation.  
 
A consumer may trigger this specific portion of the right to opt-out at any time, but it is unclear 
whether he or she must also execute the broader opt-out right to enable the targeted 
advertisement and profiling opt-out.  
 
A business can offer additional benefits to consumers who participate in targeted advertisements 
or profiling processes. For example, a business can offer a consumer who participates in targeted 
advertisements, loyalty programs or related enticements free goods or services, and goods or 
services at a different price, rate, level, quality, or selection than that offered to consumers who 
opt out. However, the discount or promotional item must be reasonably related to the value the 
consumer’s data provides to the business and must not be unjust, unreasonable, coercive, or 
usurious.  

 
Right to Know, Edit, or Delete Specific Collected Public Information  
The bill grants consumers several additional rights that revolve around the need to first know 
what a covered business actually holds about the consumer. These rights are the right to know 
the details of one’s personal information held by a business, the right to correct that personal 
information, and the right to have it deleted. A consumer must submit a verified request to 
exercise these rights. While the right to opt-out of the sale of one’s personal information applies 
only where a business collects and sells the consumer’s personal information, these rights apply 
to businesses that have various interactions with consumer personal information. 
 
Verified Requests 
A consumer must make a verified request to exercise his or her rights to know, delete, or correct 
their collected personal information. An opt-out or opt-in request is not required to be made by 
verified request.  

 
A “verified request” is defined as a request that is submitted to a business by one of the 
following:  
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 A consumer;  
 A consumer on behalf of his or her minor child; or 
 A natural person or a person registered with the Secretary of State who is authorized by the 

consumer to act on his or her behalf. 
 
The business must be able to reasonably verify that the request is authentic.  
 
Businesses must establish a designated request address to which consumers may submit their 
verified requests; the address may be either an e-mail address, toll-free phone number, or 
website. It appears that consumers may submit their verified requests to businesses in other 
manners, as a verified request is not defined as one submitted to a business’ designated request 
address. 
 
The covered business is required to respond to the consumer’s verified request to access, correct, 
or delete personal information within 30 days of its submission. The business may take an 
additional 30 days (total of 60 days) to respond if it makes a good faith determination that it is 
reasonably necessary to do so. Any business that extends its response beyond the initial 30-day 
timeframe must notify the requesting consumer of the extension.  
 
If the business deems the consumer request manifestly unfounded or excessive—especially 
where the consumer’s request is overly repetitive, the business may either refuse to comply or 
charge a reasonable fee for the services requested. The fee must take into account administrative 
cost of the work required to respond. If a business refuses to respond, it must notify the 
consumer of the underlying reason. It is the business’ burden to demonstrate that the consumer’s 
verified request was unfounded or burdensome. 

 
Right to an Accounting of One’s Personal Information Held by a Covered Business 
A consumer has the right to request an accounting of certain information from a covered 
business.72 This information includes: 
 The categories sources from which the business collected the consumer’s personal 

information;  
 The specific items of personal information the business collected about the consumer;  
 The categories third parties to whom the business sold the personal information.  
 
The corresponding business obligation requires that the business provide “any personal 
information about the consumer which it has collected, directly or indirectly…”. Another portion 
of the bill requires the business to comply with a consumer’s request to “access” personal 
information. A separate section of the bill obligates businesses that control the collection of a 
consumer’s personal information that will be used for any purpose other than a business purpose 
to inform consumers of the purposes for which it collects or uses personal information, as 

                                                 
72 It is unclear to what businesses consumers have the right to submit this request. The right is created in a subsection that 
obligates “businesses required to comply with this section.” However, there is no general statement of required compliance 
within the section. Other subsections within the section apply to businesses that sell consumer information, so this right may 
also only apply to businesses that sell a consumer’s information. 
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applicable to each category of personal information it collects or uses. These specific businesses 
must also inform its consumers whether it will sell their personal information.  
It is therefore unclear whether a business must give consumer all the information that he or she 
has the right to request. 
 
A service provider is not required to personally comply with a verified request. It is obligated to 
provide any personal information it obtained as a result of its performance under a contract with 
a business to said business in order to help the business respond to a verified request for 
information. 
 
Because the law cannot be applied retroactively, a business is required to disclose only the 
information it collected about a consumer on or after July 1, 2022. 
 
Right to Delete Personal Information 
A consumer may submit a verified request that a covered business that sells his or her 
information delete it. After the business receives such a request, it must delete the information, 
and instruct any third party that bought or received the consumer’s personal information to delete 
the information. Additionally, any service provider that received the consumer’s personal 
information must also delete it pursuant to notification of a verified request from the contracting 
business that disclosed the personal information. 

 
A business and service provider are not required to delete a consumer’s personal information 
pursuant to his or her request where it is necessary to maintain to: 
 Complete the transaction, provide the good or service, or perform a contract, for which the 

personal information was collected;  
 Fulfill the terms of a written warranty or product recall that is conducted in accordance with 

federal law;  
 Ensure the security and integrity of the business, the personal information it holds, or the 

safety of a natural person;  
 Debug and identify repair errors;  
 Exercise free speech or another right provided for by law;  
 Engage in public or peer-reviewed scientific, historical, or statistical research that is 

performed in accordance with applicable ethical standards and privacy laws—only when the 
deletion of the consumer’s personal information would render such research impossible or 
seriously impaired and where the consumer previously provided informed consent; and 

 Comply with a legal obligation. 
 

Where a business has already de-identified the personal information, it cannot be required to 
reidentify it to accommodate a request to delete personal information. 
 
Right to Correct Inaccurate Personal Information 
A consumer may submit a verified request that a covered business correct incorrect personal 
information it holds about him or her. A business and any service provider must correct the 
incorrect information. 
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Business Requirements 

Covered Businesses 
The bill defines a business subject to the Act (covered business) as a sole proprietorship, 
partnership, limited liability company, corporation, association, or any other legal entity that: 
 Is organized or operated for the profit or financial benefit of its shareholders or owners; 
 Does business in Florida;  
 Collects personal information about consumers, or is the entity on behalf of which such 

information is collected;  
 Determines the purpose and means of processing personal information about consumers, 

alone or jointly with others; and 
 Satisfies either of the following thresholds: 

o Annually buys, sells, or shares, the personal information of 100,000 or more consumers, 
households, or devices; or 

o Derives 50 percent or more of its global annual revenues from selling or sharing personal 
information about consumers. 

 
The bill further includes within the definition of a covered business (1) the franchisees or 
franchisors73 of a business that meets the above qualifications, and (2) all of the entities involved 
in a joint venture or partnership, if the business has at least a 40 percent interest therein. To 
prevent the improper sharing of personal information between businesses, the bill prohibits each 
business within the joint venture or partnership from sharing a consumer’s personal information 
with its partner business using the common entity (joint venture or partnership) as a pass 
through. The businesses are permitted to share a consumer’s personal information with the joint 
venture or partnership, however. 
 
The bill specifically excludes from the definition of a joint venture any third party that operates, 
hosts, or manages a website or an online service on behalf of a business or processes information 
on behalf of a business.  

 
Service Providers 
A service provider is a person in an express contractual relationship with a business for which it 
processes personal information that it receives from the business. The contract between the 
parties must prohibit the service provider from: 
 Selling the information;  
 Retaining, using or disclosing the personal information it receives from the business for any 

reason other than that specified in the contract; 
 Combining personal information it receives from or on behalf of the business with any other 

business, or that it collects on its own; and  

                                                 
73 A franchisee or franchisor is “an entity that controls or is controlled by a business and that shares common branding with 
the business.” Control, for purposes in the bill, means the ownership of, or power to vote, more than 50 percent of the 
outstanding shares of any class of voting security of a business or the control in any manner over the election of a majority of 
the directors or individuals who exercise similar functions, or the power to exercise a controlling influence over the 
management of a company.  
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 Retaining, using, or disclosing personal information outside of the direct business 
relationship created by the contract. 

 
A business that collects consumer personal information may disclose it to a service provider 
without notice to, or consent from, the consumer. However, this disclosure must be made for a 
business purpose, pursuant to a contract that obligates the service provider to provide the same 
level of privacy required of the business.   
 
If a service provider discloses personal information in violation of such a contract, the business 
generally cannot be found liable. Conversely, a service provider is not liable for duties and 
obligations assigned to a business under the Act. 

 
Third Parties 
A third party is any person who is neither a business that collects person information from a 
consumer during an intentional interaction with him or her, nor the business’ service provider.  
 
A business may sell collected personal information to a third party, but the business must notify 
the third party of a consumer’s request to delete information that was collected about him or her. 
 
General Business Obligations 
Generally, a business may use consumer personal information for a business purpose, which is 
the business’ or service providers’ operational purposes. The term “business purpose” may also 
encompass any reason for which a business gives proper consumer notice (however, service 
providers are not granted this leeway). The bill provides a non-exhaustive list of permitted 
business purposes, which includes: 
 Auditing related to determining the effectiveness of an advertisement;  
 Ensuring the security and integrity of a network or information system, confidentiality of 

personal information, and physical safety of natural persons;  
 Debugging to identify and repair errors that impair functionality;  
 Short-term, transient use such as for nonpersonalized advertising –if it does not involve 

disclosure of personal information or profiling of the consumer;  
 Performing services on behalf of the business such as fulfilling orders, processing payments, 

providing financing, and providing customer service;  
 Providing advertising and marketing services that exclude targeted advertising, with specific 

limits on the combination of personal information;  
 Undertaking internal research for technological development and demonstration; and 
 Undertaking activities to verify or maintain the quality or safety of a service or device, and to 

provide upgrades for any such service or device.  
 
Any business’ collection, use, retention, or sharing of personal information must be reasonably 
necessary to achieve, and proportionate to the benefit of achieving, the business purpose for 
which the information was collected or processed.  
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Notice of Collection of Personal Information 
Covered businesses must make the following information reasonably accessible to those 
consumers from whom they collect personal information through their website or online service: 
 The categories of personal information that they collect through their websites or online 

services, and the categories of third parties with whom they share this information;  
 The process, if applicable, through which a consumer may review and request changes to the 

personal information collected about him or her through the website or online service;  
 Whether the business allows a third party to collect the consumer’s personal information 

mined from their online activities over time and across different websites or online services 
when the consumer uses the business’ website or online service; and 

 The notice’s effective date and how the business will notify a consumer of material changes 
to the notice. 

 
This notice must be “reasonably accessible.” It does not appear that this requires a business to 
post the notice online.  
 
A similar notice is required for a business that controls the collection of consumer personal 
information that will be used for a non-business purpose. This additional notice must inform 
consumers of each category of personal information the business collects or uses, why it collects 
or uses that information, and whether it may be sold. The business cannot collect or use personal 
information outside of the scope of this notice without first updating the notice to reflect the new 
category and purpose. If, however, the business collects information about, but not directly from, 
the consumer, then it may provide this notice on its homepage or online privacy policy.  
 
Notice of Retention of Personal Information 
Covered businesses are not required to retain consumer personal information, but if they do, they 
must do so only for as long as is reasonably necessary to effectuate the purpose for which they 
collected it. However, a covered business can retain de-identified or aggregate consumer 
information for any amount of time. 
 
A business that collects a consumer’s information for a non-business purpose must inform the 
consumer from whom it collects that it will retain his or her information. This notification must 
include the length of time the business expects to retain the information; if the business does not 
know the duration—it must provide the criteria it will use to determine it.   
 
Employee Education  
The bill requires covered business to educate their employees who handle consumer inquiries 
about the business’ privacy practices and compliance about the bill’s requirements and how to 
counsel consumers to exercise their rights granted under the bill.  

 
Data Security 
A business that collects a consumer’s personal information must implement reasonable security 
procedures and practices to protect the information from unauthorized or illegal access, 
destruction, use, modification, or disclosure. This will apply to a large portion of businesses 
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subject to the bill, as even those that keep collected personal information entirely within their 
business will be required to implement security protections to comply with this provision.  
 
Exclusions  

Section 6 of the bill provides specific exclusions or exemptions from the bill.  
 
The bill does not govern the sale, use, retention, or disclosure of de-identified personal 
information or aggregate consumer information from which individual consumer identities have 
been removed. Additionally, it permits the sale of personal information if every aspect of that 
conduct takes place outside of Florida; the consumer’s information must have been collected  
while he or she was not in Florida, and no part of the resulting sale may have occurred in Florida. 

 
The bill expressly allows covered business to do the following: 
 Comply with federal, state, or local laws;  
 Comply with civil, criminal, or regulatory inquiry or an investigation, a subpoena, or a 

federal, state, or local summons;  
 Cooperate with law enforcement agencies concerning conduct or activity that the business, 

service provider, or third party reasonably and in good faith believes may violate federal, 
state, or local law; and 

 Exercise or defend legal claims.  
 

The bill provides express exemptions for the following types of information: 
 Personal information collected or disclosed by a business in the scope of its role as an 

employer or similar relationship regarding its employees, agents, independent contractors, 
owners, directors, officers, applicants, interns, or volunteers;  

 Personal information collected by a business, service provider, or third party that is used to 
administer benefits for another individual; 

 Health information and patient identifying information collected by a covered entity , 
program, or its businesses associate as governed by HIPPA and its associated rules; 

 Information that has been de-identified in accordance with HIPPA and its associated rules; 
 Information collected as part of a clinical trial or research that is subject to the Federal Policy 

for the Protection of Human Subjects or other specific industry guidelines; 
 Personal information that is sold to or by a consumer reporting agency, for use in or to 

generate a consumer report and limited by the Fair Credit Reporting Act;  
 Personal information collected, processed, sold, or disclosed pursuant to GLBA and its 

implementing regulations; 
 Personal information collected, processed, sold, or disclosed pursuant to the Farm Credit Act 

and its implementing regulations; 
 Personal information collected, processed, sold, or disclosed pursuant to DPPP; 
 Education information covered by FERPA; 
 Personal information that is collected, processed, sold, or disclosed relating to the price, 

route, or service by entities that are subject to the federal Airline Deregulation Act, and only 
to the extent that this Act is preempted by s. 41713 of the federal Airline Deregulation Act; 
and 
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 Vehicle Information or ownership information that is retained by or shared between a new 
motor vehicle dealer and the vehicle’s manufacture, if done so to effectuate a warrantied 
vehicle repair or recall.  

 
Enforcement 

Section 7 grants the Department of Legal Affairs (DLA) authority to enforce the Act. The DLA 
may, at its discretion, bring a civil action against a violator of the Act. The court may: 
 Assess a civil penalty of between $2,500 per unintentional violation and $7,500 per 

intentional violation (which may be tripled if the violation involves a consumer who is 16 
years old or younger);  

 Grant injunctive relief; 
 Award reasonable enforcement costs, including a reasonable attorney fee; and 
 Grant any other relief a court deems proper. 
 
However, prior to bringing such an action, the DLA (1) must notify a business in writing of the 
alleged violation, and (2) may grant the violator a 30-day period to cure the violation. This right 
to cure is not guaranteed, based on mitigating or aggravating factors. Only if the business fails to 
cure the violation within 30 days may the DLA bring a civil action in court.  
 
The bill grants the DLA rulemaking authority to enforce the Act. 
 
Effective Date 

Section 8 of the bill provides that the Act will take effect on July 1, 2022. 

IV. Constitutional Issues: 

A. Municipality/County Mandates Restrictions: 

None. 

B. Public Records/Open Meetings Issues: 

Any public records or open meetings issues are addressed in SB 7064 (2021 Regular 
Session). 

C. Trust Funds Restrictions: 

None. 

D. State Tax or Fee Increases: 

None. 

E. Other Constitutional Issues: 

None. 
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V. Fiscal Impact Statement: 

A. Tax/Fee Issues: 

None. 

B. Private Sector Impact: 

This will likely have wide-ranging impact on how Florida consumers interact with 
websites and internet-connected devices.  
 
Businesses will have to adjust their operations to implement the bill’s notice and privacy 
requirements. Many of the businesses subject to the bill’s requirements may have already 
implemented similar privacy practices based on legislation in California, Illinois, and the 
E.U. 

C. Government Sector Impact: 

The DLA will likely see an increase in prosecutions and other regulatory activity relating 
to the Act.  

VI. Technical Deficiencies: 

It is unclear how a business that controls the collection of a consumer’s personal information 
must provide specific notices to the consumer.  
 
The bill has discordant guidance regarding the duration of a consumer’s opt-out request. These 
conflicting provisions are discussed in the opt-out section of the Effect of Proposed Changes. 
 
It is unclear whether the DLA is required to provide a business that is alleged to have violated 
the Act with a 30-day right to cure before it can institute a civil action against the business. 
The bill appears to allow the DLA to use its discretion when determining whether to allow a 
right to cure, based on aggravating circumstances such as the number of violations, substantial 
likelihood of public injury, or the safety of persons and property. However, elsewhere, the bill 
does not permit the DLA to institute a civil action against the business for an alleged violation 
until the business has failed to cure its violation for 30 days or longer. This ultimately requires 
the DLA to provide a 30-day right to cure in all instances. 

VII. Related Issues: 

None. 

VIII. Statutes Affected: 

This bill creates the following sections of the Florida Statutes:  501.177, 501.172, 501.173, 
501.174, 501.175, 501.176, 501.1745   
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IX. Additional Information: 

A. Committee Substitute – Statement of Substantial Changes: 
(Summarizing differences between the Committee Substitute and the prior version of the bill.) 

CS/CS by Rules on April 6, 2021: 
 Amends the definition of businesses subject to the Act by deleting the revenue 

threshold and increasing the number of a consumer’s, household’s, or device’s 
personal information that a business must buy, sell, or share from 50,000 to 100,000 
per year;  

 Re-defines the term “sale” to exclude the disclosure of personal information between 
businesses for a business purpose and to further exclude loaning or sharing of 
personal information;  

 Clarifies the notice requirements for businesses that collect information about, but not 
directly from, consumers; 

 Obligates a business that receives a consumer request to delete personal information 
to notify any third party that bought or sold the information of the request; 

 Clarifies the methods by which a business can obtain a parent or guardian’s express 
consent for the sale of their minor child’s personal information;  

 Prohibits the processing of a consumer’s sensitive data without consent, or for 
children—without meeting the requirements of the federal COPPA Rule; 

 Limits the information that a consumer has a right to request a reporting of from a 
business to the categories of sources from which the business collects and the 
categories of third parties to which it sells the consumer’s personal information. The 
consumer may still require a full accounting of each piece of personal information 
that the business collected about him or her; 

 Adds exclusions from the Act based on a business’ compliance with specific federal 
privacy provisions; 

 Clarifies that an employer that collects personal information in its role as an employer 
or for the purpose of administering benefits for another individual is excluded from 
the Act; 

 Deletes the private cause of action;  
 Requires the DLA to provide an opportunity for a business in violation of the Act to 

cure its violation;  
 Limits civil penalties obtained for a violation of the Act to $2,500 per unintentional, 

and $7,500 per intentional violation (unless the violation involves a person aged 16 or 
younger, in which case the penalty can be tripled); and 

 Delays the effective date from January 1, 2022 to July 1, 2022. 
 
CS by Commerce and Tourism on March 22, 2021: 
 Re-defines the term “consumer” so that an individual is no longer required to seek or 

acquire a good or service from a business to accrue the rights granted by the bill; 
 Clarifies that information a consumer shares with the public, or truthful information 

that concerns a public matter, is not personal information regulated by the bill; 
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 Broadens the definition of a “business purpose” to include any reason for which a 
business gives proper notice to its consumers, thereby creating a more a flexible 
business purpose; 

 Instills a corresponding business duty to provide an accounting of personal 
information it collects about an individual consumer upon his or her request; 

 Clarifies that a business is required to provide requesting consumers an accounting of 
the personal information the business collected on or after July 1, 2022. 

 Implements a requirement that covered businesses inform consumers of the duration 
they intend to retain personal information, and require that the retention be for no 
longer than reasonably necessary to accomplish the business purpose for which it was 
collected; 

 Requires a covered business to comply with a consumer’s opt-out request within 2 
days, versus 15; 

 Requires a covered business to implement data security measures to protect consumer 
personal information;  

 Excludes specific information from the act, including information subject to 
enumerated federal privacy regulations, information collected or disclosed by an 
employer about its employees in the regular scope of its duties, and information held 
or shared by a car dealer and manufacturer for car repairs, recalls, and maintenance; 
and 

 Delays the effective date to January 1, 2022. 

B. Amendments: 

None. 

This Senate Bill Analysis does not reflect the intent or official position of the bill’s introducer or the Florida Senate. 
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A bill to be entitled 1 

An act relating to consumer data privacy; amending s. 2 

501.171, F.S.; revising the definition of "personal 3 

information" to include additional specified 4 

information to data breach reporting requirements; 5 

creating s. 501.173, F.S.; providing definitions; 6 

providing exceptions; requiring controllers that 7 

collect a consumer's personal data to disclose certain 8 

information regarding data collection and selling 9 

practices to the consumer at or before the point of 10 

collection; specifying that such information may be 11 

provided through a general privacy policy or through a 12 

notice informing the consumer that additional specific 13 

information will be provided upon a certain request; 14 

prohibiting controllers from collecting additional 15 

categories of personal information or using personal 16 

information for additional purposes without notifying 17 

the consumer; requiring controllers that collect 18 

personal information to implement reasonable security 19 

procedures and practices to protect the information; 20 

authorizing consumers to request controllers to 21 

disclose the specific personal information the 22 

controller has collected about the consumer; requiring 23 

controllers to make available two or more methods for 24 

consumers to request their personal information; 25 
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requiring controllers to provide such information free 26 

of charge within a certain timeframe and in a certain 27 

format upon receiving a verifiable consumer request; 28 

specifying requirements for third parties with respect 29 

to consumer information acquired or used; providing 30 

construction; authorizing consumers to request 31 

controllers to delete or correct personal information 32 

the controllers have collected about the consumers; 33 

providing exceptions; specifying requirements for 34 

controllers to comply with deletion or correction 35 

requests; authorizing consumers to opt out of third-36 

party disclosure of personal information collected by 37 

a controller; prohibiting controllers from selling or 38 

disclosing the personal information of consumers 39 

younger than a certain age, except under certain 40 

circumstances; prohibiting controllers from selling or 41 

sharing a consumer's information if the consumer has 42 

opted out of such disclosure; prohibiting controllers 43 

from taking certain actions to retaliate against 44 

consumers who exercise certain rights; providing 45 

applicability; providing that a contract or agreement 46 

that waives or limits certain consumer rights is void 47 

and unenforceable; providing for civil actions and a 48 

private right of action for consumers under certain 49 

circumstances; providing civil remedies; authorizing 50 
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the Department of Legal Affairs to bring an action 51 

under the Florida Unfair or Deceptive Trade Practices 52 

Act and to adopt rules; providing that controllers 53 

must have a specified timeframe to cure any 54 

violations; providing jurisdiction; providing an 55 

effective date. 56 

 57 

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida: 58 

 59 

 Section 1.  Paragraph (g) of subsection (1) of section 60 

501.171, Florida Statutes, is amended to read: 61 

 501.171  Security of confidential personal information.— 62 

 (1)  DEFINITIONS.—As used in this section, the term: 63 

 (g)1.  "Personal information" means either of the 64 

following: 65 

 a.  An individual's first name or first initial and last 66 

name in combination with any one or more of the following data 67 

elements for that individual: 68 

 (I)  A social security number; 69 

 (II)  A driver license or identification card number, 70 

passport number, military identification number, or other 71 

similar number issued on a government document used to verify 72 

identity; 73 

 (III)  A financial account number or credit or debit card 74 

number, in combination with any required security code, access 75 
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code, or password that is necessary to permit access to an 76 

individual's financial account; 77 

 (IV)  Any information regarding an individual's medical 78 

history, mental or physical condition, or medical treatment or 79 

diagnosis by a health care professional; or 80 

 (V)  An individual's health insurance policy number or 81 

subscriber identification number and any unique identifier used 82 

by a health insurer to identify the individual. 83 

 b.  A user name or e-mail address, in combination with a 84 

password or security question and answer that would permit 85 

access to an online account. 86 

 c.  An individual's biometric information as defined in s. 87 

501.173(1). 88 

 2.  The term does not include information about an 89 

individual that has been made publicly available by a federal, 90 

state, or local governmental entity. The term also does not 91 

include information that is encrypted, secured, or modified by 92 

any other method or technology that removes elements that 93 

personally identify an individual or that otherwise renders the 94 

information unusable. 95 

 Section 2.  Section 501.173, Florida Statutes, is created 96 

to read: 97 

 501.173  Consumer data privacy.— 98 

 (1)  DEFINITIONS.—As used in this section, the term: 99 

 (a)  "Aggregate consumer information" means information 100 
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that relates to a group or category of consumers, from which the 101 

identity of an individual consumer has been removed and is not 102 

reasonably capable of being directly or indirectly associated or 103 

linked with, any consumer, household, or device. The term does 104 

not include personal information that has been deidentified. 105 

 (b)  "Biometric information" means an individual's 106 

physiological, biological, or behavioral characteristics, 107 

including an individual's deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), that can 108 

be used, singly or in combination with each other or with other 109 

identifying data, to establish individual identity. The term 110 

includes, but is not limited to, imagery of the iris, retina, 111 

fingerprint, face, hand, palm, vein patterns, and voice 112 

recordings, from which an identifier template, such as a 113 

faceprint, a minutiae template, or a voiceprint, can be 114 

extracted, and keystroke patterns or rhythms, gait patterns or 115 

rhythms, and sleep, health, or exercise data that contain 116 

identifying information. 117 

 (c)  "Collect" means to buy, rent, gather, obtain, receive, 118 

or access any personal information pertaining to a consumer by 119 

any means. The term includes, but is not limited to, actively or 120 

passively receiving information from the consumer or by 121 

observing the consumer's behavior. 122 

 (d)  "Consumer" means a natural person who resides in or is 123 

domiciled in this state, however identified, including by any 124 

unique identifier, who is acting in a personal capacity or 125 
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household context. The term does not include a natural person 126 

acting on behalf of a legal entity in a commercial or employment 127 

context. 128 

 (e)  "Controller" means: 129 

 1.  A sole proprietorship, partnership, limited liability 130 

company, corporation, association, or legal entity that meets 131 

the following requirements: 132 

 a.  Is organized or operated for the profit or financial 133 

benefit of its shareholders or owners; 134 

 b.  Does business in this state; 135 

 c.  Collects personal information about consumers, or is 136 

the entity on behalf of which such information is collected; 137 

 d.  Determines the purposes and means of processing 138 

personal information about consumers alone or jointly with 139 

others; and 140 

 e.  Satisfies at least two of the following thresholds: 141 

 (I)  Has global annual gross revenues in excess of $50 142 

million, as adjusted in January of every odd-numbered year to 143 

reflect any increase in the Consumer Price Index. 144 

 (II)  Annually buys, receives, sells, or shares the 145 

personal information of 50,000 or more consumers, households, or 146 

devices for targeted advertising in conjunction with third 147 

parties or that is not covered by an exception under this 148 

section. 149 

 (III)  Derives 50 percent or more of its global annual 150 
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revenues from selling or sharing personal information about 151 

consumers. 152 

 2.  Any entity that controls or is controlled by a 153 

controller. As used in this subparagraph, the term "control" 154 

means: 155 

 a.  Ownership of, or the power to vote, more than 50 156 

percent of the outstanding shares of any class of voting 157 

security of a controller; 158 

 b.  Control in any manner over the election of a majority 159 

of the directors, or of individuals exercising similar 160 

functions; or 161 

 c.  The power to exercise a controlling influence over the 162 

management of a company. 163 

 (f)  "Deidentified" means information that cannot 164 

reasonably be used to infer information about or otherwise be 165 

linked to a particular consumer, provided that the controller 166 

that possesses the information: 167 

 1.  Takes reasonable measures to ensure that the 168 

information cannot be associated with a specific consumer; 169 

 2.  Publicly commits to maintain and use the information in 170 

deidentified form and not to attempt to reidentify the 171 

information, except that the controller may attempt to 172 

reidentify the information solely for the purpose of determining 173 

whether its deidentification processes satisfy the requirements 174 

of this paragraph; 175 
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 3.  Contractually obligates any recipients of the 176 

information to comply with all the provisions of this paragraph 177 

to avoid reidentifying such information; and 178 

 4.  Implements business processes to prevent inadvertent 179 

release of deidentified information. 180 

 (g)  "Department" means the Department of Legal Affairs. 181 

 (h)  "Device" means a physical object associated with a 182 

consumer or household capable of directly or indirectly 183 

connecting to the Internet. 184 

 (i)  "Homepage" means the introductory page of an Internet 185 

website and any Internet webpage where personal information is 186 

collected. In the case of a mobile application, the homepage is 187 

the application's platform page or download page, a link within 188 

the application, such as the "About" or "Information" 189 

application configurations, or settings page, and any other 190 

location that allows consumers to review the notice required by 191 

subsection (7), including, but not limited to, before 192 

downloading the application. 193 

 (j)  "Household" means a natural person or a group of 194 

people in this state who reside at the same address, share a 195 

common device or the same service provided by a controller, and 196 

are identified by a controller as sharing the same group account 197 

or unique identifier. 198 

 (k)  "Person" means an individual, proprietorship, firm, 199 

partnership, joint venture, syndicate, business trust, company, 200 
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corporation, limited liability company, association, committee, 201 

legal entity, and any other organization or group of persons 202 

acting in concert. 203 

 (l)  "Personal information" means information that 204 

identifies, relates to, or describes a consumer or household, or 205 

is reasonably capable of being directly or indirectly associated 206 

or linked with, a consumer or household. 207 

 1.  The term includes, but is not limited to, the 208 

following: 209 

 a.  Identifiers such as a real name, alias, postal address, 210 

unique identifier, online identifier, internet protocol address, 211 

email address, account name, social security number, driver 212 

license number, passport number, or other similar identifiers. 213 

 b.  Information that identifies, relates to, or describes, 214 

or could be associated with, a particular individual, including, 215 

but not limited to, a name, signature, social security number, 216 

physical characteristics or description, address, telephone 217 

number, passport number, driver license or state identification 218 

card number, insurance policy number, education, employment, 219 

employment history, bank account number, credit card number, 220 

debit card number, or any other financial information, medical 221 

information, or health insurance information. 222 

 c.  Characteristics of protected classifications under 223 

state or federal law. 224 

 d.  Commercial information, including records of personal 225 
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property, products or services purchased, obtained, or 226 

considered, or other purchasing or consuming histories or 227 

tendencies. 228 

 e.  Biometric information. 229 

 f.  Internet or other electronic network activity 230 

information, including, but not limited to, browsing history, 231 

search history, and information regarding a consumer's 232 

interaction with an Internet website, application, or 233 

advertisement. 234 

 g.  Geolocation data. 235 

 h.  Audio, electronic, visual, thermal, olfactory, or 236 

similar information. 237 

 i.  Inferences drawn from any of the information identified 238 

in this paragraph to create a profile about a consumer 239 

reflecting the consumer's preferences, characteristics, 240 

psychological trends, predispositions, behavior, attitudes, 241 

intelligence, abilities, and aptitudes. 242 

 2.  The term does not include consumer information that is: 243 

 a.  Consumer employment contact information, which includes 244 

a position name or title, employment qualifications, emergency 245 

contact information, business telephone number, business 246 

address, business electronic mail address, business facsimile 247 

number, employee benefit information, and similar information 248 

used solely in an employment context. 249 

 b.  Deidentified or aggregate consumer information. 250 
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 c.  Publicly and lawfully available information reasonably 251 

believed to be made available to the public in a lawful manner 252 

and without legal restrictions: 253 

 (I)  From federal, state, or local government records. 254 

 (II)  By a widely distributed media source. 255 

 (III)  By the consumer or by someone to whom the consumer 256 

disclosed the information unless the consumer has purposely and 257 

effectively restricted the information to a certain audience on 258 

a private account. 259 

 260 

This sub-subparagraph does not include biometric information 261 

collected by a controller about a consumer without the 262 

consumer's consent. 263 

 (m)  "Probabilistic identifier" means the identification of 264 

a consumer or a device to a degree of certainty of more probable 265 

than not based on any categories of personal information 266 

included in, or similar to, the categories listed under 267 

paragraph (l). 268 

 (n)  "Processing" means any operation or set of operations 269 

that are performed on personal information or on sets of 270 

personal information, whether or not by automated means. 271 

 (o)  "Processor" means a sole proprietorship, partnership, 272 

limited liability company, corporation, association, or other 273 

legal entity that is organized or operated for the profit or 274 

financial benefit of its shareholders or other owners, that 275 
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processes information on behalf of a controller and to which the 276 

controller discloses a consumer's personal information pursuant 277 

to a written contract, provided that the contract prohibits the 278 

entity receiving the information from retaining, using, or 279 

disclosing the personal information for any purpose other than 280 

for the specific purpose of performing the services specified in 281 

the contract for the controller, or as otherwise permitted by 282 

this section. 283 

 (p)  "Pseudonymize" means the processing of personal 284 

information in a manner that renders the personal information no 285 

longer attributable to a specific consumer without the use of 286 

additional information, provided that the additional information 287 

is kept separately and is subject to technical and 288 

organizational measures to ensure that the personal information 289 

is not attributed to an identified or identifiable consumer. 290 

 (q)  "Research" means scientific, systematic study and 291 

observation, including, but not limited to, basic research or 292 

applied research that is in the public interest and that adheres 293 

to all other applicable ethics and privacy laws or studies 294 

conducted in the public interest in the area of public health. 295 

Research with personal information that may have been collected 296 

from a consumer in the course of the consumer's interactions 297 

with a controller's service or device for other purposes must 298 

be: 299 

 1.  Subsequently pseudonymized and deidentified, or 300 
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deidentified and in the aggregate, such that the information 301 

does not reasonably identify, relate to, or describe, or is not 302 

capable of being directly or indirectly associated or linked 303 

with, a particular consumer. 304 

 2.  Made subject to technical safeguards that prohibit 305 

reidentification of the consumer to whom the information may 306 

pertain. 307 

 3.  Subject to business processes that specifically 308 

prohibit reidentification of the information. 309 

 4.  Made subject to business processes to prevent 310 

inadvertent release of deidentified information. 311 

 5.  Protected from any reidentification attempts. 312 

 6.  Used solely for research purposes that are compatible 313 

with the context in which the personal information was collected 314 

and not used for any commercial purpose. 315 

 7.  Subjected by the controller conducting the research to 316 

additional security controls that limit access to the research 317 

data to only those individuals necessary to carry out the 318 

research purpose. 319 

 (r)  "Sell" means to sell, rent, release, disclose, 320 

disseminate, make available, transfer, or otherwise communicate 321 

orally, in writing, or by electronic or other means, a 322 

consumer's personal information by a controller to another 323 

controller or a third party for monetary or other valuable 324 

consideration. 325 
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 (s)  "Share" means to share, rent, release, disclose, 326 

disseminate, make available, transfer, or access a consumer's 327 

personal information for advertising or marketing. The term 328 

includes: 329 

 1.  Allowing a third party to use or advertise or market to 330 

a consumer based on a consumer's personal information without 331 

disclosure of the personal information to the third party. 332 

 2.  Monetary transactions, nonmonetary transactions, and 333 

transactions for other valuable consideration between a 334 

controller and a third party for advertising or marketing for 335 

the benefit of a controller. 336 

 (t)  "Targeted advertising" means marketing to a consumer 337 

or displaying an advertisement to a consumer when the 338 

advertisement is selected based on personal information used to 339 

predict such consumer's preferences or interests. 340 

 (u)  "Third party" means a person who is not a controller 341 

or processor. 342 

 (v)  "Unique identifier" means a persistent identifier that 343 

can be used to recognize a consumer, a family, or a device that 344 

is linked to a consumer or family, over time and across 345 

different services, including, but not limited to, a device 346 

identifier; an Internet Protocol address; cookies, beacons, 347 

pixel tags, mobile ad identifiers, or similar technology; 348 

customer number, unique pseudonym, or user alias; telephone 349 

numbers, or other forms of persistent or probabilistic 350 
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identifiers that can be used to identify a particular consumer, 351 

family, or device that is linked to a consumer or family. As 352 

used in this paragraph, the term "family" means a custodial 353 

parent or guardian and any minor children of whom the parent or 354 

guardian has custody, or a household. 355 

 (w)  "Verifiable consumer request" means a request that is 356 

made by a consumer, by a parent or guardian on behalf of a 357 

consumer who is a minor child, or by a natural person or a 358 

person authorized by the consumer to act on the consumer's 359 

behalf, that the controller can reasonably verify pursuant to 360 

rules adopted by the department to be the consumer entitled to 361 

exercise certain rights with respect to personal information 362 

collected by the controller. A controller is not obligated to 363 

provide information to the consumer if the consumer or a person 364 

authorized to act on the consumer's behalf does not provide 365 

verification of identity or verification of authorization to act 366 

with the permission of the consumer. A verifiable consumer 367 

request is made when requested through an established account 368 

using the controller's established security features to access 369 

the account through communication features offered to consumers. 370 

 (2)  EXCEPTIONS.— 371 

 (a)  This section does not restrict the ability of any 372 

controller, processor, or third party to do any of the 373 

following: 374 

 1.  Collect and transmit personal information that is 375 
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necessary for the sole purpose of sharing such personal 376 

information with a financial service provider to facilitate 377 

short term, transactional payment processing for the purchase of 378 

products or services. 379 

 2.  Comply with federal, state, or local laws. 380 

 3.  Comply with a civil, criminal, or regulatory inquiry, 381 

investigation, subpoena, or summons by federal, state, or local 382 

authorities. 383 

 4.  Cooperate with law enforcement agencies concerning 384 

conduct or activity that the controller, processor, or third 385 

party reasonably and in good faith believes may violate federal, 386 

state, or local law. 387 

 5.  Exercise legal rights or privileges. 388 

 6.  Collect, use, retain, sell, share, or disclose 389 

deidentified personal information or aggregate consumer 390 

information. 391 

 (b)  This section does not apply to: 392 

 1.  Personal information used or collected by a controller 393 

or processor pursuant to a written contract between the 394 

controller and processor that complies with the requirements of 395 

this section. Such information cannot be sold, shared, or 396 

disclosed to another person unless otherwise authorized under 397 

this section. 398 

 2.  Personal information used by a controller or processor 399 

to advertise or market products or services that are produced or 400 
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offered directly by the controller or processor. Such 401 

information may not be sold, shared, or disclosed to another 402 

person unless otherwise authorized under this section. 403 

 3.  Personal information collected by a controller of a 404 

natural person acting in the role of a job applicant, employee, 405 

owner, director, officer, contractor, volunteer, or intern of 406 

the controller, to the extent the personal information is 407 

collected and used solely within the context of the person's 408 

role or former role with the controller. For purposes of this 409 

subparagraph, personal information includes employee benefit 410 

information. 411 

 4.  Protected health information for purposes of the 412 

federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 413 

1996 and related regulations, and patient identifying 414 

information for purposes of 42 C.F.R. part 2, established 415 

pursuant to 42 U.S.C. s. 290dd-2. 416 

 5.  A covered entity or business associate governed by the 417 

privacy, security, and breach notification rules issued by the 418 

United States Department of Health and Human Services in 45 419 

C.F.R. parts 160 and 164, or a program or a qualified service 420 

program as defined in 42 C.F.R. part 2, to the extent the 421 

covered entity, business associate, or program maintains 422 

personal information in the same manner as medical information 423 

or protected health information as described in subparagraph 4., 424 

and as long as the covered entity, business associate, or 425 
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program does not use personal information for targeted 426 

advertising in conjunction with third parties and does not sell 427 

or share personal information to a third party unless such sale 428 

or sharing is covered by an exception under this section. 429 

 6.  Identifiable private information collected for purposes 430 

of research as defined in 45 C.F.R. s. 164.501 conducted in 431 

accordance with the Federal Policy for the Protection of Human 432 

Subjects for purposes of 45 C.F.R. part 46, the good clinical 433 

practice guidelines issued by the International Council for 434 

Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for 435 

Human Use, or the Protection for Human Subjects for purposes of 436 

21 C.F.R. parts 50 and 56, or personal information that is used 437 

or shared in research conducted in accordance with one or more 438 

of these standards. 439 

 7.  Information and documents created for purposes of the 440 

federal Health Care Quality Improvement Act of 1986 and related 441 

regulations, or patient safety work product for purposes of 42 442 

C.F.R. part 3, established pursuant to 42 U.S.C. s. 299b-21 443 

through 299b-26. 444 

 8.  Information that is deidentified in accordance with 45 445 

C.F.R. part 164 and derived from individually identifiable 446 

health information as described in the Health Insurance 447 

Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, or identifiable 448 

personal information, consistent with the Federal Policy for the 449 

Protection of Human Subjects or the human subject protection 450 
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requirements of the United States Food and Drug Administration. 451 

 9.  Information used only for public health activities and 452 

purposes as described in 45 C.F.R. s. 164.512. 453 

 10.  Personal information collected, processed, sold, or 454 

disclosed pursuant to the federal Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 455 

U.S.C. s. 1681 and implementing regulations. 456 

 11.  Nonpublic personal information collected, processed, 457 

sold, or disclosed pursuant to the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, 15 458 

U.S.C. s. 6801 et seq., and implementing regulations. 459 

 12.  A financial institution as defined in the Gramm-Leach-460 

Bliley Act, 15 U.S.C. s. 6801 et seq., to the extent the 461 

financial institution maintains personal information in the same 462 

manner as nonpublic personal information as described in 463 

subparagraph 11., and as long as such financial institution does 464 

not use personal information for targeted advertising in 465 

conjunction with third parties and does not sell or share 466 

personal information to a third party unless such sale or 467 

sharing is covered by an exception under this section. 468 

 13.  Personal information collected, processed, sold, or 469 

disclosed pursuant to the federal Driver's Privacy Protection 470 

Act of 1994, 18 U.S.C. s. 2721 et. seq. 471 

 14.  Education information covered by the Family 472 

Educational Rights and Privacy Act, 20 U.S.C. s. 1232(g) and 34 473 

C.F.R. part 99. 474 

 15.  Information collected as part of public or peer-475 
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reviewed scientific or statistical research in the public 476 

interest. 477 

 (3)  PRIVACY POLICY FOR PERSONAL INFORMATION.— 478 

 (a)  A controller that collects personal information about 479 

consumers shall maintain an online privacy policy, make such 480 

policy available from its homepage, and update the information 481 

at least once every 12 months unless the privacy policy has not 482 

changed and an update is not reasonably required. The online 483 

privacy policy must include the following information: 484 

 1.  Any Florida-specific consumer privacy rights. 485 

 2.  A list of the categories of personal information the 486 

controller collects or has collected about consumers. 487 

 3.  Of the categories identified in subparagraph 2., a list 488 

that identifies which categories of personal information the 489 

controller sells or shares or has sold or shared about 490 

consumers. If the controller does not sell or share personal 491 

information, the controller shall disclose that fact. 492 

 4.  The right to request deletion or correction of certain 493 

personal information. 494 

 5.  The right to opt-out of the sale or sharing to third 495 

parties. 496 

 (b)  A consumer has the right to request that a controller 497 

disclose to the consumer the categories of personal information 498 

the controller collects from or about consumers. Such request 499 

does not need to be a verified consumer request. 500 
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 (c)  A controller that collects personal information shall, 501 

at or before the point of collection, inform consumers of the 502 

categories of personal information to be collected and the 503 

purposes for which the categories of personal information will 504 

be used. A controller that does not collect personal information 505 

directly from the consumer does not need to provide a notice at 506 

collection to the consumer if it does not sell or share the 507 

consumer's personal information. 508 

 (d)  A controller may not collect additional categories of 509 

personal information or use personal information collected for 510 

additional purposes without providing the consumer with notice 511 

consistent with this section. 512 

 (e)  A controller that collects a consumer's personal 513 

information shall implement and maintain reasonable security 514 

procedures and practices appropriate to the nature of the 515 

personal information to protect the personal information from 516 

unauthorized or illegal access, destruction, use, modification, 517 

or disclosure. A controller must require any processors to 518 

implement and maintain the same or similar security procedures 519 

and practices for personal information. 520 

 (f)  A controller shall adopt and implement a retention 521 

schedule that prohibits the use or retention of personal 522 

information by the controller or processor after the 523 

satisfaction of the initial purpose for which such information 524 

was collected or obtained, after the expiration or termination 525 
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of the contract pursuant to which the information was collected 526 

or obtained, or 2 years after the consumer's last interaction 527 

with the controller. This paragraph does not apply to personal 528 

information used or retained for the following purposes: 529 

 1.  Detection of security threats or incidents; protection 530 

against malicious, deceptive, fraudulent, unauthorized, or 531 

illegal activity or access; or prosecution of those responsible 532 

for such activity or access. 533 

 2.  Compliance with a legal obligation, including any 534 

federal retention laws. 535 

 3.  As reasonably needed for the protection of the 536 

controller's interests related to existing disputes, legal 537 

action, or governmental investigations. 538 

 4.  Assuring the physical security of persons or property. 539 

 (4)  CONSUMER RIGHT TO REQUEST COPY OF PERSONAL DATA 540 

COLLECTED, SOLD, OR SHARED.— 541 

 (a)  A consumer has the right to request that a controller 542 

that collects personal information about the consumer disclose 543 

the personal information that has been collected, sold, or 544 

shared by or on behalf of the controller. 545 

 (b)  A consumer has the right to request that a controller 546 

that collects personal information about the consumer to 547 

disclose the following to the consumer: 548 

 1.  The specific pieces of personal information that have 549 

been collected about the consumer. 550 
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 2.  The categories of sources from which it collected the 551 

consumer's personal information. 552 

 3.  The purpose for collecting, selling, or sharing the 553 

consumer's personal information. 554 

 4.  The categories of third parties which the controller 555 

shares the consumer's personal information. 556 

 (c)  A controller that collects personal information about 557 

a consumer shall disclose the information specified in paragraph 558 

(b) to the consumer upon receipt of a verifiable consumer 559 

request. 560 

 (d)  A consumer has the right to request that a controller 561 

that sells or shares personal information about the consumer to 562 

disclose to the consumer: 563 

 1.  The categories of personal information about the 564 

consumer the controller sold or shared. 565 

 2.  The categories of third parties to which the personal 566 

information about the consumer was sold or shared. 567 

 3.  The categories of personal information about the 568 

consumer that the business disclosed to a processor. 569 

 (e)  A controller that sells or shares personal information 570 

about consumers shall disclose the information specified in 571 

paragraph (d) to the consumer upon receipt of a verifiable 572 

consumer request. 573 

 (f)  This subsection does not require a controller to do 574 

the following: 575 
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 1.  Retain any personal information about a consumer 576 

collected for a single one-time transaction if, in the ordinary 577 

course of business, that information about the consumer is not 578 

retained. 579 

 2.  Reidentify or otherwise link any data that, in the 580 

ordinary course of business, is not maintained in a manner that 581 

would be considered personal information. 582 

 (g)  To comply with this subsection, a controller shall, in 583 

a form that is reasonably accessible to consumers, make 584 

available two or more methods for submitting verifiable consumer 585 

requests, including, but not limited to, a toll-free number and, 586 

if the controller maintains an Internet website, a link on the 587 

homepage of the website. The controller may not require the 588 

consumer to create an account with the controller in order to 589 

make a verifiable consumer request. 590 

 (h)  The controller shall deliver the information required 591 

or act on the request in this subsection to a consumer free of 592 

charge within 45 days after receiving a verifiable consumer 593 

request. The response period may be extended once by 45 594 

additional days when reasonably necessary, while taking into 595 

account the complexity of the consumer's requests, provided the 596 

controller informs the consumer of any such extension within the 597 

initial 45-day response period along with the reason for the 598 

extension. The information must be delivered in a readily usable 599 

format that allows the consumer to transmit the information from 600 
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one person to another person without hindrance. 601 

 (i)  A controller may provide personal information to a 602 

consumer at any time, but may not be required to provide 603 

personal information to a consumer more than twice in a 12-month 604 

period. 605 

 (j)  This subsection does not apply to personal information 606 

relating solely to households. 607 

 (5)  RIGHT TO HAVE PERSONAL INFORMATION DELETED OR 608 

CORRECTED.— 609 

 (a)  A consumer has the right to request that a controller 610 

delete any personal information about the consumer which the 611 

controller has collected from the consumer. 612 

 (b)  A controller that receives a verifiable consumer 613 

request to delete the consumer's personal information shall 614 

delete the consumer's personal information from its records and 615 

direct any processors to delete such information. 616 

 (c)  A controller or a processor acting pursuant to its 617 

contract with the controller may not be required to comply with 618 

a consumer's request to delete the consumer's personal 619 

information if it is reasonably necessary for the controller or 620 

processor to maintain the consumer's personal information to do 621 

any of the following: 622 

 1.  Complete the transaction for which the personal 623 

information was collected. 624 

 2.  Fulfill the terms of a written warranty or product 625 
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recall conducted in accordance with federal law. 626 

 3.  Provide a good or service requested by the consumer, or 627 

reasonably anticipated to be requested within the context of a 628 

controller's ongoing business relationship with the consumer, or 629 

otherwise perform a contract between the controller and the 630 

consumer. 631 

 4.  Detect security incidents, protect against malicious, 632 

deceptive, fraudulent, or illegal activity; or prosecute those 633 

responsible for that activity. 634 

 5.  Debug to identify and repair errors that impair 635 

existing intended functionality. 636 

 6.  Engage in public or peer-reviewed scientific, 637 

historical, or statistical research in the public interest that 638 

adheres to all other applicable ethics and privacy laws when the 639 

controller's deletion of the information is likely to render 640 

impossible or seriously impair the achievement of such research, 641 

if the consumer has provided informed consent. 642 

 7.  Enable solely internal uses that are reasonably aligned 643 

with the expectations of the consumer based on the consumer's 644 

relationship with the controller. 645 

 8.  Comply with a legal obligation. 646 

 9.  As reasonably needed to protect the controller's 647 

interests against existing disputes, legal action, or 648 

governmental investigations. 649 

 10.  Otherwise internally use the consumer's personal 650 
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information in a lawful manner that is compatible with the 651 

context in which the consumer provided the information. 652 

 (d)  A consumer has the right to make a request to correct 653 

inaccurate personal information to a controller that maintains 654 

inaccurate personal information about the consumer, while taking 655 

into account the nature of the personal information and the 656 

purposes of the processing of the personal information. A 657 

controller that receives a verifiable consumer request to 658 

correct inaccurate personal information shall use commercially 659 

reasonable efforts to correct the inaccurate personal 660 

information as directed by the consumer and direct any 661 

processors to correct such information. If a controller 662 

maintains a self-service mechanism to allow a consumer to 663 

correct certain personal information, the controller may require 664 

the consumer to correct their own personal information through 665 

such mechanism. 666 

 (6)  RIGHT TO OPT-OUT OF THE SALE OR SHARING OF PERSONAL 667 

INFORMATION.— 668 

 (a)  A consumer has the right at any time to direct a 669 

controller not to sell or share the consumer's personal 670 

information to a third-party. This right may be referred to as 671 

the right to opt-out. 672 

 (b)  A controller that sells or shares personal information 673 

to third parties shall provide notice to consumers that this 674 

information may be sold and shared and that consumers have the 675 
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right to opt-out of the sale or sharing of their personal 676 

information. 677 

 (c)  Notwithstanding paragraph (a), a controller may not 678 

sell or share the personal information of a minor consumer if 679 

the controller has actual knowledge that the consumer is not 16 680 

years of age or older. However, if a consumer who is between 13 681 

and 16 years of age, or if the parent or guardian of a consumer 682 

who is 12 years of age or younger, has affirmatively authorized 683 

the sale or sharing of such consumer's personal information, 684 

then a controller may sell or share such information in 685 

accordance with this section. A controller that willfully 686 

disregards the consumer's age is deemed to have actual knowledge 687 

of the consumer's age. This right may be referred to as the 688 

right to opt-in. A controller that complies with the verifiable 689 

parental consent requirements of the Children's Online Privacy 690 

Protection Act, 15 U.S.C. s. 6501 et seq., shall be deemed 691 

compliant with any obligation to obtain parental consent. 692 

 (d)  A controller that has received direction prohibiting 693 

the sale or sharing of the consumer's personal information or 694 

that has not received consent to sell or share a minor 695 

consumer's personal information is prohibited from selling or 696 

sharing the consumer's personal information immediately after 697 

its receipt of such direction, unless the consumer subsequently 698 

provides express authorization for the sale or sharing of the 699 

consumer's personal information. 700 
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 (e)  A controller does not sell or share personal 701 

information when: 702 

 1.  The controller discloses personal information to 703 

another controller, a processor, or a government entity for the 704 

purpose of responding to an alert of a present risk of harm to a 705 

person or property, detecting security incidents, protecting 706 

against malicious, deceptive, fraudulent, or illegal activity, 707 

or prosecuting those responsible for that activity. 708 

 2.  A consumer uses or directs the controller to 709 

intentionally disclose personal information or uses the 710 

controller to intentionally interact with a third party. An 711 

intentional interaction occurs when the consumer intends to 712 

interact with the third party, via one or more deliberate 713 

interactions. Hovering over, muting, pausing, or closing a given 714 

piece of content does not constitute a consumer's intent to 715 

interact with a third party. 716 

 3.  The controller uses or shares an identifier for a 717 

consumer who has opted out of the sale or sharing of the 718 

consumer's personal information for the purposes of alerting 719 

third parties that the consumer has opted out of the sale or 720 

sharing of the consumer's personal information. 721 

 4.  The controller uses or shares with a processor personal 722 

information of a consumer that is necessary to perform a 723 

contracted purpose if both of the following conditions are met: 724 

 a.  The controller has provided notice that the personal 725 
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information of the consumer is being used or shared in its 726 

privacy policy. 727 

 b.  The processor does not further collect, sell, share, or 728 

use the personal information of the consumer except as necessary 729 

to perform the contracted purpose. 730 

 5.  The controller transfers to a third party the personal 731 

information of a consumer as an asset that is part of a merger, 732 

acquisition, bankruptcy, or other transaction in which the third 733 

party assumes control of all or part of the controller, provided 734 

that information is used or shared consistently with this 735 

section. If a third party materially alters how it uses or 736 

shares the personal information of a consumer in a manner that 737 

is materially inconsistent with the promises made at the time of 738 

collection, it shall provide prior notice of the new or changed 739 

practice to the consumer. The notice must be sufficiently 740 

prominent and robust to ensure that consumers can easily 741 

exercise choices consistent with this section. 742 

 (7)  FORM TO OPT-OUT OF SALE OR SHARING OF PERSONAL 743 

INFORMATION.— 744 

 (a)  A controller shall: 745 

 1.  In a form that is reasonably accessible to consumers, 746 

provide a clear and conspicuous link on the controller's 747 

Internet homepage, entitled "Do Not Sell or Share My Personal 748 

Information," to an Internet webpage that enables a consumer, or 749 

a person authorized by the consumer, to opt-out of the sale or 750 
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sharing of the consumer's personal information. A controller may 751 

not require a consumer to create an account in order to direct 752 

the controller not to sell the consumer's personal information. 753 

 2.  In a form that is reasonably accessible to consumers, 754 

include a description of a consumer's rights along with a 755 

separate link to the "Do Not Sell or Share My Personal 756 

Information" Internet webpage in: 757 

 a.  Its online privacy policy or policies. 758 

 b.  Any Florida-specific consumer privacy rights. 759 

 3.  Ensure that all individuals responsible for handling 760 

consumer inquiries about the controller's privacy practices or 761 

the controller's compliance with this section are informed of 762 

all requirements in subsection (3) and this subsection and how 763 

to direct consumers to exercise such rights. 764 

 4.  For consumers who opt-out of the sale or sharing of 765 

their personal information, refrain from selling or sharing 766 

personal information collected by the controller about the 767 

consumer. 768 

 5.  For consumers who opted-out of the sale or sharing of 769 

their personal information, respect the consumer's decision to 770 

opt-out for at least 12 months before requesting that the 771 

consumer authorize the sale of the consumer's personal 772 

information. 773 

 6.  Use any personal information collected from the 774 

consumer in connection with the submission of the consumer's 775 
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opt-out request solely for the purposes of complying with the 776 

opt-out request. 777 

 (b)  This subsection does not require a controller to 778 

include the required links and text on the homepage that the 779 

controller makes available to the public generally, if the 780 

controller maintains a separate and additional homepage that is 781 

dedicated to Florida consumers and that includes the required 782 

links and text, and the controller takes reasonable steps to 783 

ensure that Florida consumers are directed to such homepage. 784 

 (c)  A consumer may authorize another person to opt-out of 785 

the sale or sharing of the consumer's personal information on 786 

the consumer's behalf, and a controller shall comply with an 787 

opt-out request received from a person authorized by the 788 

consumer to act on the consumer's behalf, pursuant to rules 789 

adopted by the department. 790 

 (8)  DISCRIMINATION AGAINST CONSUMERS WHO EXERCISE PRIVACY 791 

RIGHTS.— 792 

 (a)1.  A controller may not discriminate against a consumer 793 

who exercised any of the consumer's rights under this section. 794 

Discrimination under this subparagraph includes, but is not 795 

limited to: 796 

 a.  Denying goods or services to the consumer. 797 

 b.  Charging different prices or rates for goods or 798 

services, including through the use of discounts or other 799 

benefits or imposing penalties. 800 
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 c.  Providing a different level or quality of goods or 801 

services to the consumer. 802 

 d.  Suggesting that the consumer will receive a different 803 

price or rate for goods or services or a different level or 804 

quality of goods or services. 805 

 2.  This paragraph does not prohibit a controller from 806 

charging a consumer a different price or rate, or from providing 807 

a different level or quality of goods or services to the 808 

consumer, if that difference is reasonably related to the value 809 

provided to the controller by the consumer's data or is related 810 

to a consumer's voluntary participation in a bona fide loyalty, 811 

rewards, premium features, discounts, or club card program. 812 

 (b)1.  A controller may offer financial incentives, 813 

including payments to consumers as compensation, for the 814 

collection, sale, share, or deletion of personal information. 815 

 2.  A controller may offer a different price, rate, level, 816 

or quality of goods or services to the consumer if the price or 817 

difference is directly related to the value provided to the 818 

controller by the consumer's personal information or is related 819 

to a consumer's voluntary participation in a bona fide loyalty, 820 

rewards, premium features, discounts, or club card program. 821 

 3.  A controller that offers any financial incentives shall 822 

notify consumers of the financial incentives. 823 

 4.  A controller may enter a consumer into a financial 824 

incentive program only if the consumer gives the controller 825 
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prior consent that clearly describes the material terms of the 826 

financial incentive program. The consent may be revoked by the 827 

consumer at any time. 828 

 5.  A controller may not use financial incentive practices 829 

that are unjust, unreasonable, coercive, or usurious in nature. 830 

 (c)  A controller may offer, and a consumer may voluntarily 831 

participate in, a bona fide loyalty, rewards, premium features, 832 

discounts, or club card program. 833 

 (9)  CONTRACTS AND ROLES.— 834 

 (a)  Any contract between a controller and a processor 835 

must: 836 

 1.  Prohibit the processor from selling or sharing the 837 

personal information; 838 

 2.  Prohibit the processor from retaining, using, or 839 

disclosing the personal information other than for the purposes 840 

specified in the contract with the controller; 841 

 3.  Prohibit the processor from combining the personal 842 

information that the processor receives from or on behalf of the 843 

controller with personal information that it receives from or on 844 

behalf of another person or that the processor collects from its 845 

own interaction with the consumer, provided that the processor 846 

may combine personal information to perform any purpose 847 

specified in the contract and such combination is reported to 848 

the controller; 849 

 4.  Govern the processor's personal information processing 850 
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procedures with respect to processing performed on behalf of the 851 

controller, including processing instructions, the nature and 852 

purpose of processing, the type of information subject to 853 

processing, the duration of processing, and the rights and 854 

obligations of both the controller and processor; 855 

 5.  Require the processor to return or delete all personal 856 

information under the contract to the controller as requested by 857 

the controller at the end of the provision of services, unless 858 

retention of the information is required by law; and 859 

 6.  Upon request of the controller, require the processor 860 

to make available to the controller all information in its 861 

possession under the contract to demonstrate compliance with 862 

this section. 863 

 (b)  Determining whether a person is acting as a controller 864 

or processor with respect to a specific processing of data is a 865 

fact-based determination that depends upon the context in which 866 

personal information is to be processed. The contract between a 867 

controller and processor must reflect their respective roles and 868 

relationships related to handling personal information. 869 

Irrespective of the terms of the arrangement or contract, the 870 

consumer may exercise his or her rights against a controller or 871 

a processor that does not act in accordance with the terms of 872 

the contract with the controller. A processor that continues to 873 

adhere to a controller's instructions with respect to a specific 874 

processing of personal information remains a processor. 875 
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 (c)  A third party may not sell or share personal 876 

information about a consumer that has been sold or shared to the 877 

third party by a controller unless the consumer has received 878 

explicit notice from the third party and is provided an 879 

opportunity to opt-out by the third party. 880 

 (d)  A third party or a processor must require any 881 

subcontractor to meet the same obligations of such third party 882 

or processor with respect to personal information. 883 

 (e)  A third party or processor or any subcontractor 884 

thereof who violates any of the restrictions imposed upon it 885 

under this section is liable or responsible for any failure to 886 

comply with this section. A controller that discloses personal 887 

information to a third party or processor in compliance with 888 

this section is not liable or responsible if the person 889 

receiving the personal information uses it without complying 890 

with the restrictions under this section, provided that at the 891 

time of disclosing the personal information, the controller does 892 

not have actual knowledge or reason to believe that the person 893 

intends to not comply with this section. 894 

 (f)  Any provision of a contract or agreement of any kind 895 

that waives or limits in any way a consumer's rights under this 896 

section, including, but not limited to, any right to a remedy or 897 

means of enforcement, is deemed contrary to public policy and is 898 

void and unenforceable. This section does not prevent a consumer 899 

from declining to request information from a controller, 900 
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declining to opt-out of a controller's sale or sharing of the 901 

consumer's personal information, or authorizing a controller to 902 

sell or share the consumer's personal information after 903 

previously opting out. 904 

 (10)  CIVIL ACTIONS; PRIVATE RIGHT OF ACTION.— 905 

 (a)  A Florida consumer may bring a civil action against a 906 

controller, processor, or person pursuant to this section only 907 

for the following: 908 

 1.  Failure to protect a consumer's nonencrypted and 909 

nonredacted personal information or e-mail address, in 910 

combination with a password or security question and answer that 911 

would allow access to the consumer's account, and is subject to 912 

an unauthorized access and exfiltration, theft, or disclosure as 913 

a result of a violation of the duty to implement and maintain 914 

reasonable security procedures and practices. 915 

 2.  Failure to delete or correct a consumer's personal 916 

information pursuant to this section after receiving a 917 

verifiable consumer request or directions to delete or correct 918 

from a controller unless the controller, processor, or person 919 

qualifies for an exception to the requirements to delete or 920 

correct under this section. 921 

 3.  Continuing to sell or share a consumer's personal 922 

information after the consumer chooses to opt-out pursuant to 923 

this section or selling or sharing the personal information of a 924 

consumer age 16 or younger without obtaining consent as required 925 
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by this section. 926 

 (b)  A court may grant the following relief to a consumer: 927 

 1.  Damages in an amount not less than $100 and not greater 928 

than $750 per consumer per incident or actual damages, whichever 929 

is greater. 930 

 2.  Injunctive or declaratory relief. 931 

 (c)  Upon prevailing, the consumer shall recover reasonable 932 

attorney fees and costs. 933 

 (d)  Any action under this subsection may be brought only 934 

by or on behalf of a Florida consumer. 935 

 (e)  Except as authorized under this subsection and 936 

subsection (11), liability for a tort, contract claim, or 937 

consumer protection claim which inures to the benefit of a 938 

consumer does not arise from the failure of a controller, 939 

processor or person to comply with this section and evidence of 940 

such may only be used to prove a cause of action under this 941 

subsection or subsection (11). 942 

 (11)  ENFORCEMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION.— 943 

 (a)  A violation of this section is an unfair and deceptive 944 

trade practice actionable under part II of chapter 501 solely by 945 

the department. If the department has reason to believe that any 946 

controller, processor, or person is in violation of this 947 

section, the department may bring an action against such 948 

controller, processor, or person for an unfair or deceptive act 949 

or practice. For the purpose of bringing an action pursuant to 950 
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this section and ss. 501.211 and 501.212(4) do not apply. Civil 951 

penalties may be tripled if the violation involves a consumer 952 

who the controller, processor, or person has actual knowledge is 953 

16 years of age or younger. 954 

 (b)  After the department has notified a controller, 955 

processor, or person in writing of an alleged violation, the 956 

department may in its discretion grant a 45-day period to cure 957 

the alleged violation. The department may consider the number of 958 

violations, the substantial likelihood of injury to the public, 959 

or the safety of persons or property when determining whether to 960 

grant 45 days to cure. If the violation is cured to the 961 

satisfaction of the department and proof is provided to the 962 

department, the department may issue a letter of guidance that 963 

indicates that the controller, processor, or person will not be 964 

offered a 45-day cure period for any future violations. If the 965 

controller, processor, or person fails to cure the violation 966 

within 45 days, the department may bring an action against the 967 

controller, processor, or person for the alleged violation. 968 

 (c)  This subsection does not affect the private right of 969 

action provided in subsection (10). 970 

 (d)  The department may adopt rules to implement this 971 

section. 972 

 (12)  JURISDICTION.—For purposes of bringing an action in 973 

accordance with subsections (10) and (11), any person that meets 974 

the definition of controller as defined in this section that 975 
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collects, sells, or shares the personal information of Florida 976 

consumers, is conclusively presumed to be both engaged in 977 

substantial and not isolated activities within this state and 978 

operating, conducting, engaging in, or carrying on a business, 979 

and doing business in this state, and is therefore subject to 980 

the jurisdiction of the courts of this state. 981 

 Section 3.  This act shall take effect July 1, 2022. 982 
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Senator Bradley moved the following:

1 Senate Amendment to Amendment (891990) 

2

3 Delete lines 404 - 573

4 and insert:

5 (6) Consumers have the right to submit a verified request 

6 that personal information that has been collected from the 

7 consumer be deleted. Consumers have the right to submit a 

8 verified request for correction of their personal information 

9 held by a controller if that information is inaccurate, taking 

10 into account the nature of the personal information and the 

11 purpose for processing the consumer’s personal information.
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12 (7) A controller, or a processor acting pursuant to its 

13 contract with the controller or another processor, is not 

14 required to comply with a consumer’s verified request to delete 

15 the consumer’s personal information if it is necessary for the 

16 controller or processor to maintain the consumer’s personal 

17 information in order to do any of the following:

18 (a) Complete the transaction for which the personal 

19 information was collected, fulfill the terms of a written 

20 warranty or product recall conducted in accordance with federal 

21 law, provide a good or service requested by the consumer, or 

22 otherwise perform a contract between the business and the 

23 consumer.

24 (b) Help to ensure security and integrity to the extent 

25 that the use of the consumer’s personal information is 

26 reasonably necessary and proportionate for those purposes.

27 (c) Debug to identify and repair errors that impair 

28 existing intended functionality.

29 (d) Exercise free speech, ensure the right of another 

30 consumer to exercise that consumer’s right of free speech, or 

31 exercise another right provided for by law.

32 (e) Engage in public or peer-reviewed scientific, 

33 historical, or statistical research that conforms or adheres to 

34 all other applicable ethics and privacy laws, when the business’ 

35 deletion of the information is likely to render impossible or 

36 seriously impair the ability to complete such research, if the 

37 consumer has provided informed consent.

38 (f) Comply with a legal obligation.

39 (8) This section may not be construed to require a 

40 controller to comply by reidentifying or otherwise linking 
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41 information that is not maintained in a manner that would be 

42 considered personal information; retaining any personal 

43 information about a consumer if, in the ordinary course of 

44 business, that information would not be retained; maintaining 

45 information in identifiable, linkable, or associable form; or 

46 collecting, obtaining, retaining, or accessing any data or 

47 technology in order to be capable of linking or associating a 

48 verifiable consumer request with personal information.

49 (9) A consumer may authorize another person to opt out of 

50 the sale of the consumer’s personal information. A controller 

51 shall comply with an opt-out request received from a person 

52 authorized by the consumer to act on the consumer’s behalf, 

53 including a request received through a user-enabled global 

54 privacy control, such as a browser plug-in or privacy setting, 

55 device setting, or other mechanism, which communicates or 

56 signals the consumer’s choice to opt out, and may not require a 

57 consumer to make a verified request to opt out of the sale of 

58 his or her information.

59 (10) Each controller shall establish a designated request 

60 address through which a consumer may submit a request to 

61 exercise his or her rights under this act.

62 (11)(a) A controller that receives a verified request:

63 1. For a consumer’s personal information shall disclose to 

64 the consumer any personal information about the consumer which 

65 it has collected since January 1, 2023, directly or indirectly, 

66 including through or by a processor.

67 2. To correct a consumer’s inaccurate personal information 

68 shall correct the inaccurate personal information, taking into 

69 account the nature of the personal information and the purpose 
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70 for processing the consumer’s personal information.

71 3. To delete a consumer’s personal information shall delete 

72 such personal information collected from the consumer.

73 (b) A processor is not required to personally comply with a 

74 verified request received directly from a consumer, but the 

75 processor must notify a controller of such a request within 10 

76 days after receiving the request. The time period required for a 

77 controller to comply with a verified request as provided in 

78 paragraph (d) commences beginning from the time the processor 

79 notifies the controller of the verified request. A processor 

80 shall provide reasonable assistance to a controller with which 

81 it has a contractual relationship with respect to the 

82 controller’s response to a verifiable consumer request, 

83 including, but not limited to, by providing to the controller 

84 the consumer’s personal information in the processor’s 

85 possession which the processor obtained as a result of providing 

86 services to the controller.

87 (c) At the direction of the controller, a processor shall 

88 correct inaccurate personal information or delete personal 

89 information, or enable the controller to do the same.

90 (d) A controller shall comply with a verified request 

91 submitted by a consumer to access, correct, or delete personal 

92 information within 45 days after the date the request is 

93 submitted. A controller may extend such period by up to 45 days 

94 if the controller, in good faith, determines that such an 

95 extension is reasonably necessary. A controller that extends the 

96 period shall notify the consumer of the necessity of an 

97 extension.

98 (e) A consumer’s rights under this subsection do not apply 
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99 to pseudonymous information in cases where the controller is 

100 able to demonstrate that all information necessary to identify 

101 the consumer is kept separate at all times and is subject to 

102 effective technical and organizational controls that prevent the 

103 controller from accessing or combining such information.

104 (12) A controller shall comply with a consumer’s previous 

105 expressed decision to opt out of the sale of his or her personal 

106 information without requiring the consumer to take any 

107 additional action if the controller is able to identify the 

108 consumer through a login protocol or any other process the 

109 controller uses to identify consumers and the consumer has 

110 previously exercised his or her right to opt out of the sale of 

111 his or her personal information.

112 (13) A controller shall make available, in a manner 

113 reasonably accessible to consumers whose personal information 

114 the controller collects through its website or online service, a 

115 notice that does all of the following:

116 (a) Identifies the categories of personal information that 

117 the controller collects through its website or online service 

118 about consumers who use or visit the website or online service 

119 and the categories of third parties to whom the controller may 

120 disclose such personal information.

121 (b) Provides a description of the process, if applicable, 

122 for a consumer who uses or visits the website or online service 

123 to review and request changes to any of his or her personal 

124 information that is collected from the consumer through the 

125 website or online service.

126 (c) Describes the process by which the controller notifies 

127 consumers who use or visit the website or online service of 
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128 material changes to the notice.

129 (d) Discloses whether a third party may collect personal 

130 information about a consumer’s online activities over time and 

131 across different websites or online services when the consumer 

132 uses the controller’s website or online service.

133 (e) States the effective date of the notice.

134 (14) If a request from a consumer is manifestly unfounded 

135 or excessive, in particular because of the request’s repetitive 

136 character, a controller may either charge a reasonable fee, 

137 taking into account the administrative costs of providing the 

138 information or communication or taking the action requested, or 

139 refuse to act on the request and notify the consumer of the 

140 reason for refusing the request. The controller bears the burden 

141 of demonstrating that any verified consumer request is 

142 manifestly unfounded or excessive.

143 (15) A controller that discloses personal information to a 

144 processor is not liable under this act if the processor 

145 receiving the personal information uses it in violation of the 

146 restrictions set forth in the act, provided that, at the time of 

147 disclosing the personal information, the controller does not 

148 have actual knowledge or reason to believe that the processor 

149 intends to commit such a violation. A processor is likewise not 

150 liable under this act for the obligations of a controller for 

151 which it processes personal information as set forth in this 

152 act.

153 (16) A controller or processor that discloses personal 

154 information to a third-party controller or processor in 

155 compliance with the requirements of this act is not in violation 

156 of this chapter if the third-party controller or processor that 
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157 receives and processes such personal information is in violation 

158 of this act, provided that, at the time of disclosing the 

159 personal information, the disclosing controller or processor did 

160 not have actual knowledge that the recipient intended to commit 

161 a violation. A third-party controller or processor that violates 

162 this act, or violates the terms of a contractual agreement with 

163 a controller or processor which results in a violation of this 

164 act, is deemed to have violated the requirements of this act and 

165 is subject to the enforcement actions otherwise provided against 

166 a controller pursuant to s. 501.177. A third-party controller or 

167 processor receiving personal information from a controller or 

168 processor in compliance with the requirements of this act is not 

169 in violation of this act for noncompliance of the controller or 

170 processor from which it receives such personal data.

171 (17) The rights afforded to consumers and the obligations 

172 imposed on a controller in this act may not adversely affect the 

173 rights and freedoms of other consumers. Notwithstanding 

174 subsection (7), a verified request for specific items of
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Senator Bradley moved the following:

1 Senate Amendment (with title amendment)

2

3 Delete everything after the enacting clause

4 and insert:

5 Section 1. Section 501.172, Florida Statutes, is created to 

6 read:

7 501.172 Short title.—This act may be cited as the “Florida 

8 Privacy Protection Act.”

9 Section 2. Section 501.173, Florida Statutes, is created to 

10 read:

11 501.173 Purpose.—This act recognizes that privacy is an 
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12 important right, and consumers in this state should have the 

13 ability to share their personal information as they wish, in a 

14 way that is safe and that they understand and control.

15 Section 3. Section 501.174, Florida Statutes, is created to 

16 read:

17 501.174 Definitions.—As used in ss. 501.172-501.177, unless 

18 the context otherwise requires, the term:

19 (1) “Affiliate” means a legal entity that controls, is 

20 controlled by, or is under common control with another legal 

21 entity or shares common branding with another legal entity. For 

22 the purposes of this subsection, the term “control” or 

23 “controlled” means the ownership of, or the power to vote, more 

24 than 50 percent of the outstanding shares of any class of voting 

25 security of a company; control in any manner over the election 

26 of a majority of the directors or of individuals exercising 

27 similar functions; or the power to exercise controlling 

28 influence over the management of a company.

29 (2) “Aggregate consumer information” means information that 

30 relates to a group or category of consumers from which 

31 individual consumer identities have been removed and which is 

32 not linked or reasonably linkable to any consumer, including 

33 through a device. The term does not include one or more 

34 individual consumer records that have been de-identified.

35 (3) “Authenticate” means verifying through reasonable means 

36 that the consumer entitled to exercise his or her consumer 

37 rights under this act is the same consumer exercising such 

38 consumer rights with respect to the personal information at 

39 issue.

40 (4) “Biometric information” means personal information 
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41 generated by automatic measurements of characteristics of an 

42 individual’s physiological, behavioral, or biological 

43 characteristics, including an individual’s DNA, which identifies 

44 an individual. The term does not include a physical or digital 

45 photograph; a video or audio recording or data generated 

46 therefrom; or information collected, used, or stored for health 

47 care treatment, payment, or operations under the Health 

48 Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996.

49 (5) “Business purpose” means the use of personal 

50 information for the controller’s operational, administrative, 

51 security, or other purposes allowed for under this act, or for 

52 any notice-given and consumer-approved purposes or for the 

53 processor’s operational purposes, provided that the use of the 

54 personal information is consistent with the requirements of this 

55 act.

56 (6)“Child” means a natural person younger than 13 years of 

57 age.

58 (7) “Collects,” “collected,” or “collection” means buying, 

59 renting, gathering, obtaining, receiving, or accessing by any 

60 means any personal information pertaining to a consumer, either 

61 actively or passively or by observing the consumer’s behavior.

62 (8) “Consumer” means a natural person who resides in this 

63 state to the extent he or she is acting in an individual or 

64 household context. The term does not include any other natural 

65 person who is a nonresident or a natural person acting in a 

66 commercial or employment context.

67 (9) “Controller” means a sole proprietorship, a 

68 partnership, a limited liability company, a corporation, or an 

69 association or any other legal entity that meets the following 
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70 requirements:

71 (a) Is organized or operated for the profit or financial 

72 benefit of its shareholders or owners;

73 (b) Does business in this state or provides products or 

74 services targeted to the residents of this state;

75 (c) Determines the purposes and means of processing 

76 personal information about consumers, alone or jointly with 

77 others; and

78 (d) Satisfies either of the following thresholds:

79 1. During a calendar year, controls the processing of the 

80 personal information of 100,000 or more consumers who are not 

81 covered by an exception under this act; or

82 2. Controls or processes the personal information of at 

83 least 25,000 consumers who are not covered by an exception under 

84 this act and derives over 50 percent or more of its global 

85 annual revenues from selling personal information about 

86 consumers.

87 (10) “De-identified” means information that cannot 

88 reasonably identify or be linked directly to a particular 

89 consumer, or a device that is linked to such consumer, if the 

90 controller or a processor that possesses such information on 

91 behalf of the controller:

92 (a) Has taken reasonable measures to ensure the information 

93 could not be associated with an individual consumer;

94 (b) Commits to maintain and use the information in a de-

95 identified fashion without attempting to reidentify the 

96 information; and

97 (c) Contractually prohibits downstream recipients from 

98 attempting to reidentify the information.
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99 (11) “Designated request address” means an e-mail address, 

100 a toll-free telephone number, or a website established by a 

101 controller through which a consumer may submit a verified 

102 request to the controller.

103 (12) “Intentional interaction” or “intentionally 

104 interacting” means the consumer intends to interact with or 

105 disclose personal information to a person through one or more 

106 deliberate interactions, including visiting the person’s website 

107 or purchasing a good or service from the person. The term does 

108 not include hovering over, muting, pausing, or closing a given 

109 piece of content.

110 (13) “Non-targeted advertising” means:

111 (a) Advertising based solely on a consumer’s activities 

112 within a controller’s own, or its affiliate’s, websites or 

113 online applications;

114 (b) Advertisements based on the context of a consumer’s 

115 current search query, visit to a website, or online application;

116 (c) Advertisements directed to a consumer in response to 

117 the consumer’s request for information or feedback; or

118 (d) Processing personal information solely for measuring or 

119 reporting advertising performance, reach, or frequency.

120 (14) “Personal information” means:

121 (a) Information that identifies or is linked or reasonably 

122 linkable to an identified or identifiable consumer.

123 (b) The term does not include:

124 1. Information about a consumer that is lawfully made 

125 available through federal, state, or local governmental records;

126 2. Information that a controller has a reasonable basis to 

127 believe is lawfully made available to the general public by the 
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128 consumer or from widely distributed media unless the consumer 

129 has restricted the information to a specific audience; or

130 3. Consumer information that is de-identified or aggregate 

131 consumer information.

132 (15) “Precise geolocation data” means information from 

133 technology, such as global positioning system level latitude and 

134 longitude coordinates or other mechanisms, that directly 

135 identifies the specific location of a natural person with 

136 precision and accuracy within a radius of 1,750 feet. The term 

137 does not include the information generated by the transmission 

138 of communications or any information generated by or connected 

139 to advanced utility metering infrastructure systems or equipment 

140 for use by a utility.

141 (16) “Process” or “processing” means any operation or set 

142 of operations performed on personal information or on sets of 

143 personal information, whether or not by automated means.

144 (17) “Processor” means a natural or legal entity that 

145 processes personal data on behalf of, and at the direction of, a 

146 controller.

147 (18) “Profiling” means any form of automated processing 

148 performed on personal data to evaluate, analyze, or predict 

149 personal aspects related to an identified or identifiable 

150 natural person’s economic situation, health, personal 

151 preferences, interests, reliability, behavior, location, or 

152 movements. The term does not include processing personal 

153 information solely for the purpose of measuring or reporting 

154 advertising performance, reach, or frequency.

155 (19) “Pseudonymous information” means personal information 

156 that cannot be attributed to a specific natural person without 
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157 the use of additional information, provided that such additional 

158 information is kept separate at all times and is subject to 

159 appropriate technical and organizational measures to ensure that 

160 the personal data is not attributed to or combined with other 

161 personal data that may enable attribution to an identified or 

162 identifiable natural person.

163 (20) “Security and integrity” means the ability of a:

164 (a) Network or information system, device, website, or 

165 online application to detect security incidents that compromise 

166 the availability, authenticity, integrity, and confidentiality 

167 of stored or transmitted personal information;

168 (b) Controller to detect security incidents; resist 

169 malicious, deceptive, fraudulent, or illegal actions; and help 

170 prosecute those responsible for such actions; and

171 (c) Controller to ensure the physical safety of natural 

172 persons.

173 (21) “Sell” means to transfer or make available a 

174 consumer’s personal information by a controller to a third party 

175 in exchange for monetary or other valuable consideration, 

176 including nonmonetary transactions and agreements for other 

177 valuable consideration between a controller and a third party 

178 for the benefit of a controller. The term does not include any 

179 of the following:

180 (a) The disclosure, for a business purpose, of a consumer’s 

181 personal information to a processor that processes the 

182 information for the controller.

183 (b) The disclosure by a controller for the purpose of 

184 providing a product or service requested or approved by a 

185 consumer, or the parent of a child, of the consumer’s personal 
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186 information to a third-party entity.

187 (c) The disclosure or transfer of personal information to 

188 an affiliate of the controller.

189 (d) The disclosure of personal information for purposes of 

190 nontargeted advertising.

191 (e) The disclosure or transfer of personal information to a 

192 third party as an asset that is part of a proposed or actual 

193 merger, acquisition, bankruptcy, or other transaction in which 

194 the third party assumes control of all or part of the 

195 controller’s assets.

196 (f) The controller disclosing personal information to a law 

197 enforcement or other emergency processor for the purposes of 

198 providing emergency assistance to the consumer.

199 (22) “Sensitive data” means a category of personal 

200 information that includes any of the following:

201 (a) Racial or ethnic origin, religious beliefs, mental or 

202 physical health diagnosis, sexual orientation, or citizenship or 

203 immigration status.

204 (b) Biometric information, including genetic information, 

205 processed for the purpose of uniquely identifying a natural 

206 person.

207 (c) Personal information collected from a known child.

208 (d) Precise geolocation data.

209 (23) “Targeted advertising” means displaying an 

210 advertisement to a consumer when the advertisement is selected 

211 based on personal information obtained from the consumer’s 

212 activities over time and across nonaffiliated websites or online 

213 applications to predict such consumer’s preferences or 

214 interests. The term does not include any of the following:
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215 (a) Non-targeted advertising.

216 (b) Advertisements based on the context of a consumer’s 

217 current search query or visit to a website.

218 (c) Advertising directed to a consumer in response to the 

219 consumer’s request for information or feedback.

220 (d) Processing personal data solely for measuring or 

221 reporting advertising performance, reach, or frequency.

222 (24) “Third party” means a person who is not any of the 

223 following:

224 (a) The controller with which the consumer intentionally 

225 interacts and which collects personal information from the 

226 consumer as part of the consumer’s interaction with the 

227 controller.

228 (b) A processor that processes personal information on 

229 behalf of and at the direction of the controller.

230 (c) An affiliate of the controller.

231 (25) “Verified request” means a request submitted by a 

232 consumer or by a consumer on behalf of the consumer’s minor 

233 child for which the controller has reasonably verified the 

234 authenticity of the request. The term includes a request made 

235 through an established account using the controller’s 

236 established security features to access the account through 

237 communication features offered to consumers. The term does not 

238 include a request in which the consumer or a person authorized 

239 to act on the consumer’s behalf does not provide verification of 

240 identify or verification of authorization to act with the 

241 permission of the consumer, and the controller is not required 

242 to provide information for such a request.

243 Section 4. Section 501.1745, Florida Statutes, is created 
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244 to read:

245 501.1745 General duties of controllers that collect 

246 personal information.—

247 (1) A controller that controls the collection of a 

248 consumer’s personal information that will be used for any 

249 purpose other than a business purpose, at or before the point of 

250 collection, shall inform consumers of the purposes for which 

251 personal information is collected or used and whether that 

252 information is sold. A controller may not collect additional 

253 categories of personal information, or use collected personal 

254 information for additional purposes that are incompatible with 

255 the disclosed purpose for which the personal information was 

256 collected, without providing the consumer with notice consistent 

257 with this section. A controller that collects personal 

258 information about, but not directly from, consumers may provide 

259 the required information on its Internet home page or in its 

260 online privacy policy.

261 (2) A controller’s collection, use, and retention of a 

262 consumer’s personal information must be reasonably necessary to 

263 achieve the purposes for which the personal information was 

264 collected or processed. Such information may not be further 

265 processed in a manner that is incompatible with those purposes 

266 without notice to the consumer or be transferred or made 

267 available to a third party in a manner inconsistent with the 

268 requirements of this act.

269 (3) A controller that collects a consumer’s personal 

270 information shall implement reasonable security procedures and 

271 practices appropriate to the nature of the personal information 

272 to protect the personal information from unauthorized or illegal 
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273 access, destruction, use, modification, or disclosure.

274 (4) A controller that collects a consumer’s personal 

275 information and discloses it to a processor shall enter into a 

276 contractual agreement with such processor which obligates the 

277 processor to comply with applicable obligations under this act 

278 and which prohibits downstream recipients from selling personal 

279 information or retaining, using, or disclosing the personal 

280 information. If a processor engages any other person to assist 

281 it in processing personal information for a business purpose on 

282 behalf of the controller, or if any other person engaged by the 

283 processor engages another person to assist in processing 

284 personal information for that business purpose, the processor or 

285 person must notify the controller of that engagement and the 

286 processor must prohibit downstream recipients from selling the 

287 personal information or retaining, using, or disclosing the 

288 personal information.

289 (5) A controller may not process sensitive data concerning 

290 a consumer without obtaining the consumer’s consent or, in the 

291 case of the processing of sensitive data obtained from a known 

292 child, without processing such data for the purpose of 

293 delivering a product or service requested by the parent of such 

294 child, or in accordance with the federal Children’s Online 

295 Privacy Protection Act, 15 U.S.C. s. 6501 et. seq. and 

296 regulations interpreting this act

297 (6) Determining whether a person is acting as a controller 

298 or processor with respect to a specific activity is a fact-based 

299 determination that depends upon the context in which personal 

300 information is processed. A processor that continues to adhere 

301 to a controller’s instructions with respect to a specific 
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302 processing of personal information remains a processor.

303 Section 5. Section 501.175, Florida Statutes, is created to 

304 read:

305 501.175 Use of personal information; third parties; other 

306 rights.—

307 (1)(a) A consumer has the right at any time to direct a 

308 controller that sells personal information about the consumer 

309 not to sell the consumer’s personal information. This right may 

310 be referred to as the right to opt out of the sale.

311 (b) A consumer has the right at any time to opt out of the 

312 processing of the consumer’s personal information for purposes 

313 of targeted advertising or profiling. A controller shall provide 

314 a clear and conspicuous link on the controller’s Internet home 

315 page, titled “Do Not Advertise To Me,” to a web page that 

316 enables a consumer to opt out of targeted advertising or 

317 profiling. However, this paragraph may not be construed to 

318 prohibit the controller that collected the consumer’s personal 

319 information from:

320 1. Offering a different price, rate, level, quality, or 

321 selection of goods or services to a consumer, including offering 

322 goods or services for no fee, if the consumer has opted out of 

323 targeted advertising, profiling, or the sale of his or her 

324 personal information; or

325 2. Offering a loyalty, reward, premium feature, discount, 

326 or club card program.

327 (c) A controller that charges or offers a different price, 

328 rate, level, quality, or selection of goods or services to a 

329 consumer who has opted out of targeted advertising, profiling, 

330 or the sale of his or her personal information, or that offers 
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331 goods or services for no fee, shall ensure that such charge or 

332 offer is not unjust, unreasonable, coercive, or usurious.

333 (2) A controller that sells consumers’ personal information 

334 shall provide notice to consumers that the information may be 

335 sold and that consumers have the right to opt out of the sale of 

336 their personal information.

337 (3) A controller that sells consumers’ personal information 

338 and that has received direction from a consumer not to sell the 

339 consumer’s personal information or, in the case of a minor 

340 consumer’s personal information, has not received consent to 

341 sell the minor consumer’s personal information, is prohibited 

342 from selling the consumer’s personal information after the 

343 controller receives the consumer’s direction, unless the 

344 consumer subsequently provides express authorization for the 

345 sale of the consumer’s personal information. A controller that 

346 is able to authenticate the consumer, for example, by the 

347 consumer logging in, or that is otherwise reasonably able to 

348 authenticate the consumer’s request must comply with the 

349 consumer’s request to opt out. The controller may not require 

350 the consumer to declare privacy preferences every time the 

351 consumer visits the controller’s website or uses the 

352 controller’s online services.

353 (4)(a) A controller may not sell the personal information 

354 collected from consumers that the controller has actual 

355 knowledge are younger than 16 years of age, unless:

356 1. The consumer, in the case of consumers between 13 and 16 

357 years of age, has affirmatively authorized the sale of the 

358 consumer’s personal information; or

359 2. The consumer’s parent or guardian, in the case of 
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360 consumers who are younger than 13 years of age, has 

361 affirmatively authorized such sale.

362 (b) This right may be referred to as the right to opt in.

363 (c) A business that willfully disregards the consumer’s age 

364 is deemed to have actual knowledge of the consumer’s age.

365 (d) A controller that complies with the verifiable parental 

366 consent requirements of the Children’s Online Privacy Protection 

367 Act, 15 U.S.C. s. 6501 et seq., and accompanying regulations, or 

368 is providing a product or service requested by a parent or 

369 guardian, shall be deemed compliant with any obligation to 

370 obtain parental consent.

371 (5) A controller that is required to comply with this 

372 section shall:

373 (a) Provide a clear and conspicuous link on the 

374 controller’s Internet home page, titled “Do Not Sell My Personal 

375 Information,” to a web page that enables a consumer to opt out 

376 of the sale of the consumer’s personal information. A business 

377 may not require a consumer to create an account in order to 

378 direct the business not to sell the consumer’s information.

379 (b) Ensure that all individuals responsible for handling 

380 consumer inquiries about the controller’s privacy practices or 

381 the controller’s compliance with this section are informed of 

382 all requirements of this section and how to direct consumers to 

383 exercise their rights.

384 (c) For consumers who exercise their right to opt out of 

385 the sale of their personal information, refrain from selling 

386 personal information the controller collected about the consumer 

387 as soon as reasonably possible but no longer than 10 business 

388 days after receiving the request to opt out.
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389 (d) Use any personal information collected from the 

390 consumer in connection with the submission of the consumer’s 

391 opt-out request solely for the purposes of complying with the 

392 opt-out request.

393 (e) For consumers who have opted out of the sale of their 

394 personal information, respect the consumer’s decision to opt out 

395 for at least 12 months before requesting that the consumer 

396 authorize the sale of the consumer’s personal information.

397 (f) Ensure that consumers have the right to submit a 

398 verified request for certain information from a controller, 

399 including the categories of sources from which the consumer’s 

400 personal information was collected, the specific items of 

401 personal information it has collected about the consumer, and 

402 the categories of any third parties to whom the personal 

403 information was sold.

404 (6) A controller, or a processor acting pursuant to its 

405 contract with the controller or another processor, is not 

406 required to comply with a consumer’s verified request to delete 

407 the consumer’s personal information if it is necessary for the 

408 controller or processor to maintain the consumer’s personal 

409 information in order to do any of the following:

410 (a) Complete the transaction for which the personal 

411 information was collected, fulfill the terms of a written 

412 warranty or product recall conducted in accordance with federal 

413 law, provide a good or service requested by the consumer, or 

414 otherwise perform a contract between the business and the 

415 consumer.

416 (b) Help to ensure security and integrity to the extent 

417 that the use of the consumer’s personal information is 
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418 reasonably necessary and proportionate for those purposes.

419 (c) Debug to identify and repair errors that impair 

420 existing intended functionality.

421 (d) Exercise free speech, ensure the right of another 

422 consumer to exercise that consumer’s right of free speech, or 

423 exercise another right provided for by law.

424 (e) Engage in public or peer-reviewed scientific, 

425 historical, or statistical research that conforms or adheres to 

426 all other applicable ethics and privacy laws, when the business’ 

427 deletion of the information is likely to render impossible or 

428 seriously impair the ability to complete such research, if the 

429 consumer has provided informed consent.

430 (f) Comply with a legal obligation.

431 (7) Consumers have the right to submit a verified request 

432 that personal information that has been collected from the 

433 consumer be deleted. Consumers have the right to submit a 

434 verified request for correction of their personal information 

435 held by a controller if that information is inaccurate, taking 

436 into account the nature of the personal information and the 

437 purpose for processing the consumer’s personal information.

438 (8) This section may not be construed to require a 

439 controller to comply by reidentifying or otherwise linking 

440 information that is not maintained in a manner that would be 

441 considered personal information; retaining any personal 

442 information about a consumer if, in the ordinary course of 

443 business, that information would not be retained; maintaining 

444 information in identifiable, linkable, or associable form; or 

445 collecting, obtaining, retaining, or accessing any data or 

446 technology in order to be capable of linking or associating a 
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447 verifiable consumer request with personal information.

448 (9) A consumer may authorize another person to opt out of 

449 the sale of the consumer’s personal information. A controller 

450 shall comply with an opt-out request received from a person 

451 authorized by the consumer to act on the consumer’s behalf, 

452 including a request received through a user-enabled global 

453 privacy control, such as a browser plug-in or privacy setting, 

454 device setting, or other mechanism, which communicates or 

455 signals the consumer’s choice to opt out, and may not require a 

456 consumer to make a verified request to opt out of the sale of 

457 his or her information.

458 (10) Each controller shall establish a designated request 

459 address through which a consumer may submit a request to 

460 exercise his or her rights under this act.

461 (11)(a) A controller that receives a verified request:

462 1. For a consumer’s personal information shall disclose to 

463 the consumer any personal information about the consumer which 

464 it has collected since January 1, 2023, directly or indirectly, 

465 including through or by a processor.

466 2. To correct a consumer’s inaccurate personal information 

467 shall correct the inaccurate personal information, taking into 

468 account the nature of the personal information and the purpose 

469 for processing the consumer’s personal information.

470 3. To delete a consumer’s personal information shall delete 

471 such personal information collected from the consumer.

472 (b) A processor is not required to personally comply with a 

473 verified request received directly from a consumer, but the 

474 processor must notify a controller of such a request within 10 

475 days after receiving the request. The time period required for a 
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476 controller to comply with a verified request as provided in 

477 paragraph (d) commences beginning from the time the processor 

478 notifies the controller of the verified request. A processor 

479 shall provide reasonable assistance to a controller with which 

480 it has a contractual relationship with respect to the 

481 controller’s response to a verifiable consumer request, 

482 including, but not limited to, by providing to the controller 

483 the consumer’s personal information in the processor’s 

484 possession which the processor obtained as a result of providing 

485 services to the controller.

486 (c) At the direction of the controller, a processor shall 

487 correct inaccurate personal information or delete personal 

488 information, or enable the controller to do the same.

489 (d) A controller shall comply with a verified request 

490 submitted by a consumer to access, correct, or delete personal 

491 information within 45 days after the date the request is 

492 submitted. A controller may extend such period by up to 45 days 

493 if the controller, in good faith, determines that such an 

494 extension is reasonably necessary. A controller that extends the 

495 period shall notify the consumer of the necessity of an 

496 extension.

497 (e) A consumer’s rights under this subsection do not apply 

498 to pseudonymous information in cases where the controller is 

499 able to demonstrate that all information necessary to identify 

500 the consumer is kept separate at all times and is subject to 

501 effective technical and organizational controls that prevent the 

502 controller from accessing or combining such information.

503 (12) A controller shall comply with a consumer’s previous 

504 expressed decision to opt out of the sale of his or her personal 
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505 information without requiring the consumer to take any 

506 additional action if the controller is able to identify the 

507 consumer through a login protocol or any other process the 

508 controller uses to identify consumers and the consumer has 

509 previously exercised his or her right to opt out of the sale of 

510 his or her personal information.

511 (13) A controller shall make available, in a manner 

512 reasonably accessible to consumers whose personal information 

513 the controller collects through its website or online service, a 

514 notice that does all of the following:

515 (a) Identifies the categories of personal information that 

516 the controller collects through its website or online service 

517 about consumers who use or visit the website or online service 

518 and the categories of third parties to whom the controller may 

519 disclose such personal information.

520 (b) Provides a description of the process, if applicable, 

521 for a consumer who uses or visits the website or online service 

522 to review and request changes to any of his or her personal 

523 information that is collected from the consumer through the 

524 website or online service.

525 (c) Describes the process by which the controller notifies 

526 consumers who use or visit the website or online service of 

527 material changes to the notice.

528 (d) Discloses whether a third party may collect personal 

529 information about a consumer’s online activities over time and 

530 across different websites or online services when the consumer 

531 uses the controller’s website or online service.

532 (e) States the effective date of the notice.

533 (14) If a request from a consumer is manifestly unfounded 
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534 or excessive, in particular because of the request’s repetitive 

535 character, a controller may either charge a reasonable fee, 

536 taking into account the administrative costs of providing the 

537 information or communication or taking the action requested, or 

538 refuse to act on the request and notify the consumer of the 

539 reason for refusing the request. The controller bears the burden 

540 of demonstrating that any verified consumer request is 

541 manifestly unfounded or excessive.

542 (15) A controller that discloses personal information to a 

543 processor is not liable under this act if the processor 

544 receiving the personal information uses it in violation of the 

545 restrictions set forth in the act, provided that, at the time of 

546 disclosing the personal information, the controller does not 

547 have actual knowledge or reason to believe that the processor 

548 intends to commit such a violation. A processor is likewise not 

549 liable under this act for the obligations of a controller for 

550 which it processes personal information as set forth in this 

551 act.

552 (16) A controller or processor that discloses personal 

553 information to a third-party controller or processor in 

554 compliance with the requirements of this act is not in violation 

555 of this chapter if the third-party controller or processor that 

556 receives and processes such personal information is in violation 

557 of this act, provided that, at the time of disclosing the 

558 personal information, the disclosing controller or processor did 

559 not have actual knowledge that the recipient intended to commit 

560 a violation. A third-party controller or processor that violates 

561 this act, or violates the terms of a contractual agreement with 

562 a controller or processor which results in a violation of this 
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563 act, is deemed to have violated the requirements of this act and 

564 is subject to the enforcement actions otherwise provided against 

565 a controller pursuant to s. 501.177. A third-party controller or 

566 processor receiving personal information from a controller or 

567 processor in compliance with the requirements of this act is not 

568 in violation of this act for noncompliance of the controller or 

569 processor from which it receives such personal data.

570 (17) The rights afforded to consumers and the obligations 

571 imposed on a controller in this act may not adversely affect the 

572 rights and freedoms of other consumers. Notwithstanding 

573 subsection (6), a verified request for specific items of 

574 personal information, to delete a consumer’s personal 

575 information, or to correct inaccurate personal information does 

576 not extend to personal information about the consumer which 

577 belongs to, or which the controller maintains on behalf of, 

578 another natural person.

579 Section 6. Section 501.176, Florida Statutes, is created to 

580 read:

581 501.176 Applicability; exclusions.—

582 (1) The obligations imposed on a controller or processor by 

583 this act do not restrict a controller’s or processor’s ability 

584 to do any of the following:

585 (a) Comply with federal, state, or local laws, rules, or 

586 regulations.

587 (b) Comply with a civil, criminal, or regulatory inquiry or 

588 an investigation, a subpoena, or a summons by federal, state, 

589 local, or other governmental authorities.

590 (c) Cooperate with law enforcement agencies concerning 

591 conduct or activity that the controller or processor reasonably 
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592 and in good faith believes may violate federal, state, or local 

593 laws, rules, or regulations.

594 (d) Exercise, investigate, establish, prepare for, or 

595 defend legal claims.

596 (e) Collect, use, retain, sell, or disclose consumer 

597 personal information to:

598 1. Conduct internal research to develop, improve, or repair 

599 products, services, or technology;

600 2. Effectuate a product recall or provide a warranty for 

601 products or services;

602 3. Identify or repair technical errors that impair existing 

603 or intended functionality;

604 4. Perform internal operations that are reasonably aligned 

605 with the expectations of the consumer or reasonably anticipated 

606 based on the consumer’s existing relationship with the 

607 controller or are otherwise compatible with processing data in 

608 furtherance of the provision of a product or service 

609 specifically requested by a consumer or a parent of a child, or 

610 the performance of a contract to which the consumer is a party;

611 5. Provide a product or service specifically requested by a 

612 consumer or a parent of a child; perform a contract to which the 

613 consumer or parent is a party, including fulfilling the terms of 

614 a written warranty; or take steps at the request of the consumer 

615 before entering into a contract;

616 6. Take steps to protect an interest that is essential for 

617 the life or physical safety of the consumer or of another 

618 natural person, and where the processing cannot be manifestly 

619 based on another legal basis;

620 7. Prevent, detect, protect against, or respond to security 
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621 incidents, identity theft, fraud, harassment, malicious or 

622 deceptive activities, or any illegal activity, and prosecute 

623 those responsible for that activity;

624 8. Preserve the integrity or security of information 

625 technology systems;

626 9. Investigate, report, or prosecute those responsible for 

627 any illegal, malicious, harmful, deceptive, or otherwise harmful 

628 activities;

629 10. Engage in public or peer-reviewed scientific or 

630 statistical research in the public interest that adheres to all 

631 other applicable ethics and privacy laws and, if applicable, is 

632 approved, monitored, and governed by an institutional review 

633 board, or similar independent oversight entity that determines 

634 if the information is likely to provide substantial benefits 

635 that do not exclusively accrue to the controller, if the 

636 expected benefits of the research outweigh the privacy risks, 

637 and if the controller has implemented reasonable safeguards to 

638 mitigate privacy risks associated with research, including any 

639 risks associated with reidentification; or

640 11. Assist another controller, processor, or third party 

641 with any of the obligations under this subsection.

642 (2) This act does not apply to any of the following:

643 (a) A controller that collects, processes, or discloses the 

644 personal information of its employees, owners, directors, 

645 officers, beneficiaries, job applicants, interns, or volunteers, 

646 so long as the controller is collecting or disclosing such 

647 information only to the extent reasonable and necessary within 

648 the scope of the role the controller has in relation to each 

649 class of listed individuals. For purposes of this section the 
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650 term “personal information” includes employment benefit 

651 information.

652 (b) Personal information that is part of a written or 

653 verbal communication or a transaction between the controller or 

654 processor and the consumer, where the consumer is a natural 

655 person who is acting as an employee, owner, director, officer, 

656 or contractor of a company, partnership, sole proprietorship, 

657 non-profit, or government agency and whose communications or 

658 transaction with the business occur solely within the context of 

659 the business conducting due diligence regarding, or providing or 

660 receiving a product or service to or from such company, 

661 partnership, sole proprietorship, non-profit, or government 

662 agency.

663 (c) A business, service provider, or third party that 

664 collects the personal information of an individual:

665 1. Who applies to, is or was previously employed by, or 

666 acts as an agent of the business, service provider, or third 

667 party, to the extent that the personal information is collected 

668 and used in a manner related to or arising from the individual’s 

669 employment status; or

670 2. To administer benefits for another individual and the 

671 personal information is used to administer those benefits.

672 (d) A business that enters into a contract with an 

673 independent contractor and collects or discloses personal 

674 information about the contractor reasonably necessary to either 

675 enter into or to fulfill the contract when the contracted 

676 services would not defeat the purposes of this act.

677 (e) Protected health information for purposes of the 

678 federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 
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679 1996 and related regulations, and patient identifying 

680 information for purposes of 42 C.F.R. part 2, established 

681 pursuant to 42 U.S.C. s. 290dd-2.

682 (f) A covered entity or business associate governed by the 

683 privacy, security, and breach notification rules issued by the 

684 United States Department of Health and Human Services in 45 

685 C.F.R. parts 160 and 164, or a program or a qualified service 

686 program defined in 42 C.F.R. part 2, to the extent the covered 

687 entity, business associate, or program maintains personal 

688 information in the same manner as medical information or 

689 protected health information as described in paragraph (e).

690 (g) Identifiable private information collected for purposes 

691 of research as defined in 45 C.F.R. s. 164.501 which is 

692 conducted in accordance with the Federal Policy for the 

693 Protection of Human Subjects for purposes of 45 C.F.R. part 46, 

694 the good clinical practice guidelines issued by the 

695 International Council for Harmonisation of Technical 

696 Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use, or the 

697 Protection for Human Subjects for purposes of 21 C.F.R. parts 50 

698 and 56; or personal information used or shared in research 

699 conducted in accordance with one or more of these standards, or 

700 another applicable protocol.

701 (h) Information and documents created for purposes of the 

702 federal Health Care Quality Improvement Act of 1986 and related 

703 regulations, or patient safety work product for purposes of 42 

704 C.F.R. part 3, established pursuant to 42 U.S.C. s. 299b-21 

705 through 299b-26.

706 (i) Information that is de-identified in accordance with 45 

707 C.F.R. part 164 and that is derived from individually 
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708 identifiable health information, as described in the Health 

709 Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, or 

710 identifiable personal information, consistent with the Federal 

711 Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects or the human subject 

712 protection requirements of the United States Food and Drug 

713 Administration or the good clinical practice guidelines issued 

714 by the International Council for Harmonisation.

715 (j) Information collected as part of a clinical trial 

716 subject to the Federal Policy for the Protection of Human 

717 Subjects pursuant to good clinical practice guidelines issued by 

718 the International Council for Harmonisation of Technical 

719 Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use or pursuant to 

720 human subject protection requirements of the United States Food 

721 and Drug Administration, or another protocol.

722 (k) Personal information collected, processed, sold, or 

723 disclosed pursuant to the federal Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 

724 U.S.C. s. 1681 et seq.

725 (l) Personal information collected, processed, sold, or 

726 disclosed pursuant to, or a financial institution to the extent 

727 regulated by, the federal Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, 15 U.S.C. s. 

728 6801 et seq. and implementing regulations.

729 (m) Personal information collected, processed, sold, or 

730 disclosed pursuant to the Farm Credit Act of 1971, as amended in 

731 12 U.S.C. s. 2001-2279cc and implementing regulations.

732 (n) Personal information collected, processed, sold, or 

733 disclosed pursuant to the federal Driver’s Privacy Protection 

734 Act of 1994, 18 U.S.C. s. 2721 et seq.

735 (o) Education information covered by the federal Family 

736 Educational Rights and Privacy Act, 20 U.S.C. s. 1232g and 34 
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737 C.F.R. part 99.

738 (p) Personal information collected, processed, sold, or 

739 disclosed in relation to price, route, or service as those terms 

740 are used in the federal Airline Deregulation Act, 49 U.S.C. s. 

741 40101 et seq., by entities subject to the federal Airline 

742 Deregulation Act, to the extent this act is preempted by s. 

743 41713 of the federal Airline Deregulation Act.

744 (q) Vehicle information or ownership information retained 

745 or shared between a new motor vehicle dealer, distributor, or 

746 the vehicle’s manufacturer if the vehicle or ownership 

747 information is shared for the purpose of effectuating, or in 

748 anticipation of effectuating, a vehicle repair covered by a 

749 vehicle warranty or a recall conducted pursuant to 49 U.S.C. s. 

750 30118-30120, provided that the new motor vehicle dealer, 

751 distributor, or vehicle manufacturer with which that vehicle 

752 information or ownership information is shared does not sell, 

753 share, or use that information for any other purpose. As used in 

754 this paragraph, the term “vehicle information” means the vehicle 

755 identification number, make, model, year, and odometer reading, 

756 and the term “ownership information” means the name or names of 

757 the registered owner or owners and the contact information for 

758 the owner or owners.

759 Section 7. Section 501.177, Florida Statutes, is created to 

760 read:

761 501.177 Enforcement; Attorney General; preemption.—

762 (1) The Department of Legal Affairs may adopt rules to 

763 implement this section. If the department has reason to believe 

764 that any controller, processor, or other person or entity is in 

765 violation of this act and that proceedings would be in the 
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766 public interest, the department may institute an appropriate 

767 legal proceeding against such party.

768 (2) After the department has notified a controller in 

769 writing of an alleged violation of this act, the Attorney 

770 General may at his her discretion, before initiating a 

771 proceeding under this section, grant the controller a 30-day 

772 period to cure the alleged violation. The Attorney General may 

773 consider the number of violations, the substantial likelihood of 

774 injury to the public, or the safety of persons or property when 

775 determining whether to grant 30 days to cure an alleged 

776 violation. If the controller cures the alleged violation to the 

777 satisfaction of the Attorney General and provides proof of such 

778 cure to the Attorney General, the Attorney General may either 

779 extend the cure period or issue a letter of guidance to the 

780 controller which indicates that the controller will not be 

781 offered a 30-day cure period for any future violations. If the 

782 controller fails to cure the violation within 30 days, the 

783 Attorney General may bring an action against the controller for 

784 the alleged violation.

785 (3) The trial court, upon a showing that any controller, 

786 processor, or other person or entity is in violation of this 

787 act, may take any of the following actions:

788 (a) Issue a temporary or permanent injunction.

789 (b) Impose a civil penalty of not more than $2,500 for each 

790 violation.

791 (c) Award reasonable costs of enforcement, including 

792 reasonable attorney fees and costs.

793 (4) This act is a matter of statewide concern and 

794 supersedes and preempts to the state all rules, regulations, 
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795 codes, ordinances, and other laws adopted by a city, county, 

796 city and county, municipality, or local agency regarding the 

797 collection, processing, or sale of consumers’ personal 

798 information by a controller or processor.

799 (5) Any reference to federal law or statute in this act 

800 shall be deemed to include any accompanying rules or regulations 

801 or exemptions thereto. Further, this enactment is declaratory of 

802 existing law.

803 Section 8. This act shall take effect July 1, 2023.

804

805 ================= T I T L E  A M E N D M E N T ================

806 And the title is amended as follows:

807 Delete everything before the enacting clause

808 and insert:

809 A bill to be entitled

810 An act relating to consumer data privacy; creating s. 

811 501.172, F.S.; providing a short title; creating s. 

812 501.173, F.S.; providing a purpose; creating s. 

813 501.174, F.S.; defining terms; creating s. 501.1745, 

814 F.S.; requiring controllers that collect consumer 

815 personal information to provide certain information to 

816 the consumer; requiring such collection, use, and 

817 retention of such information to meet certain 

818 requirements; requiring controllers to implement 

819 reasonable security procedures and practices; 

820 prohibiting controllers from processing certain 

821 sensitive consumer data under certain circumstances; 

822 creating s. 501.175, F.S.; providing that consumers 

823 have the right to opt out of the sale and processing 
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824 of their personal information by controllers; proving 

825 requirements for a controller to comply with such a 

826 request under certain circumstances; prohibiting 

827 controllers from selling the personal information of 

828 consumers younger than a specified age without express 

829 authorization from the consumer or the consumer’s 

830 parent or guardian under certain circumstances; 

831 providing that controllers that willfully disregard a 

832 consumer’s age are deemed to have actual knowledge of 

833 the consumer’s age; providing requirements for 

834 controllers to comply with a consumer’s right to opt 

835 out; providing exceptions; providing that consumers 

836 have the right to submit a verified request for the 

837 deletion or correction of their personal information; 

838 providing construction; providing that consumers may 

839 authorize other persons to opt out of the sale of the 

840 consumer’s personal information on the consumer’s 

841 behalf; requiring controllers to establish designated 

842 request addresses; providing requirements for 

843 controllers to comply with verified consumer requests; 

844 authorizing businesses to charge consumers a 

845 reasonable fee for manifestly unfounded or excessive 

846 requests, or to refuse to complete a request under 

847 certain circumstances; providing that controllers and 

848 processors are not liable for certain actions; 

849 providing that third-party controllers or processors 

850 are liable for violating the act or the terms of 

851 certain contractual agreements, thereby resulting in a 

852 violation; providing that a consumer’s rights and the 
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853 obligations of a controller may not adversely affect 

854 the rights and freedoms of other consumers; creating 

855 s. 501.176, F.S.; providing applicability; providing 

856 exceptions; creating s. 501.177, F.S.; authorizing the 

857 Department of Legal Affairs to adopt rules and to 

858 bring appropriate legal proceedings for violations 

859 under certain circumstances; authorizing the Attorney 

860 General to grant controllers an opportunity to cure 

861 violations when given notice by the department; 

862 providing civil remedies and penalties for violations; 

863 preempting the regulation of the collection, 

864 processing, or sale of consumers’ personal information 

865 by a controller or processor to the state; providing 

866 applicability; providing an effective date.
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SUMMARY ANALYSIS 
Florida, like most states, has laws requiring businesses to disclose to consumers when a breach of security 
occurs that affects a consumer’s personal information. In 2014, Florida passed the Florida Information 
Protection Act (FIPA) that requires commercial and government entities which store or maintain a Floridian’s 
personal information to take reasonable measures to protect such information and report data breaches. 
 
The bill adds “biometric data” to the definition of “personal information” in FIPA. Thus, entities in possession of 
fingerprints, DNA, and other biological or physiological identifying information must take reasonable measures 
to protect the biometric data and report data breaches. 
 
Due to the growth in the Internet and specifically the growth in companies whose entire business model is the 
collection of personal information for the purpose of selling targeted advertising, many countries and states 
have adopted or updated their laws relating to the collection and use of personal information. Specifically, the 
European Union, and states like California, Virginia and Illinois, have enacted data privacy regulations to 
protect personal information and give consumers more control over how their information is used.  
 
The bill requires certain controllers to publish a privacy policy for personal information. 
 
The bill defines “personal information” as information that identifies, relates to, or describes a particular 
consumer or household, or is reasonably capable of being directly or indirectly associated or linked with, a 
particular consumer or household. The term does not include public information that is readily available to the 
public from government records, certain employee information, or deidentified or aggregate information. 
 
The bill gives consumers certain rights related to personal information collected by a controller, including: 

 The right to access personal information collected, 
 The right to delete or correct personal information, and 
 The right to opt-out of the sale or sharing of personal information.  

 
The bill requires controllers to comply with certain consumer requests and make certain information available 
on the controller’s website.  
 
The bill allows the Department of Legal Affairs to bring an action against, and collect civil penalties from, a 
controller, processor, or person who violates these requirements. Consumers whose personal information has 
been breached, sold, or shared after opting-out, or retained after a request to delete or correct may also bring 
a cause of action against the controller, processor, or person in certain limited circumstances.  
 
The bill has no fiscal impact on local governments, and an indeterminate fiscal impact on state government. 
 
The bill has an effective date of July 1, 2022.  
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FULL ANALYSIS 

I.  SUBSTANTIVE ANALYSIS 
 
A. EFFECT OF PROPOSED CHANGES: 

 
Florida Information Protection Act – Current Situation 
 
In 2014, Florida passed the Florida Information Protection Act (FIPA).1 FIPA requires commercial 
covered entities2 and government entities which hold personal information to take reasonable 
measures to protect such information and report data breaches to affected consumers.3 
 
FIPA defines “personal information” as:  

 online account information, such as security questions and answers, email addresses and 
passwords; 

 an individual’s first name or first initial and last name in combination with any one or more of the 
following: 

o A social security number; 
o A driver license or similar identity verification number issued on a government 

document; 
o A financial account number or credit or debit card number, in combination with any 

required security code, access code, or password that is necessary to permit access to 
an individual’s financial account; 

o Any medical history information; or 
o An individual’s health insurance identification numbers.4 

 
Personal information does not include information: 

 about an individual that has been made publicly available by a federal, state, or local 
governmental entity; or 

 that is encrypted, secured, or modified to remove elements that personally identify an individual 
or that otherwise renders the information unusable.5 

 
If a breach of personal information occurs, notice must be given to each individual in this state whose 
personal information was accessed as a result of the breach. If the breach affected 500 or more 
individuals in this state, the covered entity must also provide notice to the Department of Legal Affairs 
(DLA). If the breach affected more than 1,000 individuals at a single time, credit reporting agencies 
must be notified of such breach, with certain exceptions.6  
 
FIPA expressly does not provide a private cause of action, but does authorize enforcement actions by 
DLA under Florida’s Unfair and Deceptive Trade Practices Act (FDUTPA) against covered entities for 
any statutory violations.7 
 
In addition to the remedies provided for under FDUTPA, a covered entity that fails to notify DLA, or an 
individual whose personal information was accessed, of the data breach is liable for a civil penalty not 
to exceed $500,000: 

 In the amount of $1,000 for each day up to the first 30 days following any violation, thereafter, 
$50,000 for each subsequent 30-day period or portion thereof for up to 180 days. 

 If the violation continues for more than 180 days, in an amount not to exceed $500,000. 
                                                 
1 S. 501.171, F.S.; Fla. SB 1524 (2014) (FIPA expanded and updated Florida’s data breach disclosure laws contained in s. 817.5681, 
F.S. (2013), which was adopted in 2005 and repealed in 2014.) 
2 “Covered entity” means a sole proprietorship, partnership, corporation, trust, estate, cooperative, association, or other commercial 
entity that acquires, maintains, stores, or uses personal information. S. 501.171(1)(b), F.S. 
3 Florida Office of the Attorney General, How to Protect Yourself: Data Security, 
http://myfloridalegal.com/pages.nsf/Main/53D4216591361BCD85257F77004BE16C (last visited Mar. 24, 2021). 
4 Id.; S. 501.171(1)(g)1., F.S. 
5 S. 501.171(1)(g)2., F.S. 
6 S. 501.171(3)-(6), F.S. 
7 S. 501.171(9), (10), F.S.; OAG supra note 3. 

http://myfloridalegal.com/pages.nsf/Main/53D4216591361BCD85257F77004BE16C
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The civil penalties for failure to notify apply per breach and not per individual affected by the breach. 
 
Florida Deceptive and Unfair Trade Practices Act 
 
FDUTPA is a consumer and business protection measure that prohibits unfair methods of competition, 
unconscionable acts or practices, and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in trade or commerce.8 
FDUTPA is based on federal law.9  
 
DLA or the Office of the State Attorney (SAO) may bring actions when it is in the public interest on 
behalf of consumers or governmental entities.10 SAO may enforce violations of the FDUTPA if the 
violations take place in its jurisdiction. DLA has enforcement authority if the violation is multi-
jurisdictional, the state attorney defers in writing, or the state attorney fails to act within 90 days after a 
written complaint is filed.11 In certain circumstances, consumers may also file suit through private 
actions.12 
 
DLA and the SAO have powers to investigate FDUTPA claims, which include:13 

 administering oaths and affirmations,  
 subpoenaing witnesses or matter, and  
 collecting evidence. 

 
DLA and the State Attorney, as enforcing authorities, may seek the following remedies: 

 declaratory judgments, 
 injunctive relief, 
 actual damages on behalf of consumers and businesses, 
 cease and desist orders, and 
 civil penalties of up to $10,000 per willful violation.14 

 
FDUTPA may not be applied to certain entities in certain circumstances, including:15 

• Any person or activity regulated under laws administered by The Office of Insurance Regulation 
or The Department of Financial Services; or 

• Banks, credit unions, and savings and loan associations regulated by the Office of Financial 
Regulation or federal agencies. 

 
Florida Information Protection Act – Effect of the Bill 
 
The bill adds “biometric data” to the definition of “personal information.”  
 
“Biometric data” is defined as an individual's physiological, biological, or behavioral characteristics, 
including an individual's deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), that can be used, singly or in combination with 
each other or with other identifying data, to establish individual identity. The term includes, but is not 
limited to, imagery of the iris, retina, fingerprint, face, hand, palm, vein patterns, and voice recordings, 

                                                 
8 Ch. 73-124, L.O.F., and s. 501.202, F.S. 
9 D. Matthew Allen, et. al., The Federal Character of Florida’s Deceptive and Unfair Trade Practices Act, 65 U. MIAMI L. REV. 1083 
(Summer 2011). 
10 S. 501.207(1)(c) and (2), F.S.; see s. 501.203(2), F.S. (defining “enforcing authority” and referring to the office of the state attorney if 
a violation occurs in or affects the judicial circuit under the office’s jurisdiction; or the Department of Legal Affairs if the violation occurs 
in more than one circuit; or if the office of the state attorney defers to the department in writing; or fails to act within a specified period.); 
see also David J. Federbush, FDUTPA for Civil Antitrust: Additional Conduct, Party, and Geographic Coverage; State Actions for 
Consumer Restitution, 76 FLORIDA BAR JOURNAL 52, Dec. 2002 (analyzing the merits of FDUPTA and the potential for deterrence of 
anticompetitive conduct in Florida), available at 
http://www.floridabar.org/divcom/jn/jnjournal01.nsf/c0d731e03de9828d852574580042ae7a/99aa165b7d8ac8a485256c8300791ec1!Op
enDocument&Highlight=0,business,Division* (last visited on Mar. 24, 2021). 
11 S. 501.203(2), F.S. 
12 S. 501.211, F.S. 
13 S. 501.206(1), F.S. 
14 Ss. 501.207(1), 501.208, and 501.2075, F.S. Civil Penalties are deposited into general revenue. Enforcing authorities may also 
request attorney fees and costs of investigation or litigation. S. 501.2105, F.S. 
15 S. 501.212(4), F.S. 

http://www.floridabar.org/divcom/jn/jnjournal01.nsf/c0d731e03de9828d852574580042ae7a/99aa165b7d8ac8a485256c8300791ec1!OpenDocument&Highlight=0,business,Division*
http://www.floridabar.org/divcom/jn/jnjournal01.nsf/c0d731e03de9828d852574580042ae7a/99aa165b7d8ac8a485256c8300791ec1!OpenDocument&Highlight=0,business,Division*
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from which an identifier template, such as a faceprint, a minutiae template, or a voiceprint, can be 
extracted, and keystroke patterns or rhythms, gait patterns or rhythms, and sleep, health, or exercise 
data that contain identifying information. 
 
The bill includes biometric data in FIPA’s definition of “personal information” so that covered entities are 
required to notify the affected individual, the DLA, and credit reporting agencies of a breach of such 
information. The bill also provides that DLA may bring a FDUTPA action against a covered entity which 
fails to notify DLA of or an individual affected by a breach of biometric information.  
 
Consumer Data Privacy – Current Situation 
 
Consumer Data 
 
As technologies that capture and analyze data proliferate, so, too, do businesses' abilities to 
contextualize consumer data. Businesses use it for a range of purposes, including better understanding 
of day-to-day operations, making more informed business decisions and learning about their 
customers.16 
 
From consumer behavior to predictive analytics, companies regularly capture, store, and analyze large 
amounts of quantitative and qualitative data on their consumer base every day. Some companies have 
built an entire business model around consumer data, whether the companies are selling personal 
information to a third party or creating targeted ads.17  
 
Generally, the types of consumer data that businesses collect are:18 

• Personal data, which includes personally identifiable information, such as Social Security 
numbers and gender, as well as identifiable information, including IP address, web browser 
cookies, and device IDs; 

• Engagement data, which details how consumers interact with a business's website, mobile 
apps, social media pages, emails, paid ads and customer service routes; 

• Behavioral data, which includes transactional details such as purchase histories, product usage 
information, and qualitative data; and 

• Attitudinal data. This data type encompasses metrics on consumer satisfaction, purchase 
criteria, product desirability and more. 

 
General Data Protection Regulation (European Union) 
 
In 2016, The European Union passed a broad data privacy law that addressed several areas of 
consumer rights and data protection called the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).19 The law 
became effective in 2018 and unified the regulatory approach to data privacy across the European 
Union. The GDPR has since become a model for other data privacy laws in other countries, including 
Chile, Japan, Brazil, South Korea, Argentina, and Kenya.20  
 
Under the GDPR, personal data is anything that allows a person to be identified. Under GDPR, 
individuals, organizations, and companies that are either 'controllers' or 'processors' of personal data 
are covered by the law. Controllers exercise overall control over the purposes and means of processing 
personal data.  Processors act on behalf of, and only on the instructions of, the relevant controller.21 
 
Before processing or collecting any personal data, any business must ask for explicit permission from 
the subject or person. The request must use clear language.  

                                                 
16 Max Freedman, How Businesses Are Collecting Data (And What They’re Doing With It), Business News Daily (Jun. 17, 2020) 
https://www.businessnewsdaily.com/10625-businesses-collecting-data.html (last visited Mar. 24, 2021).  
17 Id. 
18 Id. 
19 European Data Protection Supervisor, The History of the General Data Protection Regulation, https://edps.europa.eu/data-
protection/data-protection/legislation/history-general-data-protection-regulation_en (last visited Mar. 24, 2021).  
20 Id. 
21 Wired, What is the GDPR? The summary guide to GDPR compliance in the UK, https://www.wired.co.uk/article/what-is-gdpr-uk-eu-
legislation-compliance-summary-fines-2018 (last visited Mar. 24, 2021). 

https://www.businessnewsdaily.com/10625-businesses-collecting-data.html
https://edps.europa.eu/data-protection/data-protection/legislation/history-general-data-protection-regulation_en
https://edps.europa.eu/data-protection/data-protection/legislation/history-general-data-protection-regulation_en
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/what-is-gdpr-uk-eu-legislation-compliance-summary-fines-2018
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/what-is-gdpr-uk-eu-legislation-compliance-summary-fines-2018
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The provisions of the GDPR specifically ban the use of long documents filled with legalese - hiding 
permissions within Terms and Conditions or a Privacy Policy will not meet the requirements. Consent 
must be given for a specific purpose and must be requested separately from other documents and 
policy statements. 22 
 
The GDPR requires companies to provide, at the data subject's request, confirmation as to whether 
personal data pertaining to them is being processed, where it is being processed, and for what 
purpose. Companies must also be able to provide, free of charge, a copy of the personal data being 
processed in an electronic format.23 
 
Under the GDPR, companies must erase all personal data when asked to do so by the data subject. At 
that point, the company must cease further dissemination of the data, and halt all processing. Valid 
conditions for erasure include situations where the data is no longer relevant, or the original purpose 
has been satisfied, or merely a data subject's subsequent withdrawal of consent.24 
 
The GDPR requires companies to provide mechanisms for a data subject to receive any previously 
provided personal data in a commonly used and machine-readable format.25  
 
California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) and California Privacy Rights Act (CPRA) 
 
The California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018 (CCPA) was passed to give consumers more control over 
the personal information that businesses collect. This landmark law in the United States granted new 
privacy rights for California consumers, including:26 

• The right to know about the personal information a business collects, specifically about the 
consumer, and how it is used and shared; 

• The right to delete personal information collected with some exceptions; 
• The right to opt-out of the sale of personal information; and 
• The right to non-discrimination for exercising the CCPA rights. 

 
The CCPA applies to for-profit businesses that do business in California that also meet any of the 
following:27 

• Have a gross annual revenue of over $25 million; 
• Buy, receive, or sell the personal information of 50,000 or more California residents, 

households, or devices; or 
• Derive 50 percent or more of their annual revenue from selling California residents’ personal 

information. 
 
Businesses are required to give consumers certain notices explaining their privacy practices and 
provide certain mechanisms to allow consumers to exercise their rights.28  
 
The law is largely enforced by the Attorney General, and businesses are subject to fines for violating 
the law. Consumers may only bring a cause of action against a business if certain categories of 
personal information tied to their name have been stolen in a nonencrypted and nonredacted form.29 As 
of July 2020, approximately 50 suits had been filed pursuant to this provision.30 
 

                                                 
22 TechRepublic, GDPR: A cheat sheet, https://www.techrepublic.com/article/the-eu-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr-the-smart-
persons-guide/ (last visited Mar. 24, 2021). 
23 Id. 
24 Id. 
25 Id. 
26 State of California Department of Justice, Office of the Attorney General, California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), 
https://oag.ca.gov/privacy/ccpa (last visited Mar. 24, 2021).  
27 Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.140. 
28 Cal. Civ. Code §§ 1798.130, 1798.135. 
29 Cal. Civ. Code §§ 1798.150, 1798.155. 
30 Holland & Knight LLP, Litigating the CCPA in Court, https://www.hklaw.com/en/insights/publications/2020/07/litigating-the-ccpa-in-
court (last visited Mar. 24, 2021).  

https://www.techrepublic.com/article/the-eu-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr-the-smart-persons-guide/
https://www.techrepublic.com/article/the-eu-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr-the-smart-persons-guide/
https://oag.ca.gov/privacy/ccpa
https://www.hklaw.com/en/insights/publications/2020/07/litigating-the-ccpa-in-court
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The California Privacy Rights Act (CPRA) passed in 2020 as a statewide proposition, though it is not 
effective until January 1, 2023. The CPRA amends and expands the CCPA. Specifically dealing with 
certain areas of concern with the CCPA and it also created a new agency to handle complaints and 
enforcement. The CPRA changes the CCPA in the following ways:31 

• Allowing consumers to:  
o prevent businesses from sharing personal information;  
o correct inaccurate personal information; and  
o limit businesses’ use of “sensitive personal information”—including precise geolocation; 

race; ethnicity; religion; genetic data; private communications; sexual orientation; and 
specified health information; 

• Establishing California Privacy Protection Agency to additionally enforce and implement 
consumer privacy laws and impose fines; 

• Changing criteria for which businesses must comply with laws by: 
o Doubling the CCPA’s threshold number of consumers or households from 50,000 to 

100,000, resulting in reduced applicability of the law to small and midsize businesses; 
o Expanding applicability to businesses that generate most of their revenue from sharing 

personal information, not just selling it; and 
o Extending the definition to joint ventures or partnerships composed of businesses that 

each have at least a 40 percent interest. 
• Prohibiting businesses’ retention of personal information for longer than reasonably necessary; 
• Tripling maximum penalties for violations concerning consumers under age 16; and 
• Authorizing civil penalties for theft of consumer login information. 

  
Virginia Consumer Data Protection Act 
 
On March 2, 2021, the Virginia Consumer Data Protection Act (VCDPA) was signed into law.32 The 
VCDPA, which will not become effective until January 1, 2023, borrows heavily from CCPA and 
GDPR.33 Because Virginia was able to benefit from the experience of businesses that have spent the 
better part of the last five years implementing GDPR or CCPA, the Virginia law is less prescriptive and 
more straightforward than its predecessors, and potentially may be a lighter implementation task for 
companies.34 
 
Generally, with regard to personal data, the VCDPA grants consumers the right to: 

 access,  
 correct,  
 delete,  
 obtain a copy of, and  
 to opt-out of the processing of personal data for the purposes of targeted advertising.  

 
VCDPA contains exceptions for certain types of data and information governed by federal law. It 
provides that the Attorney General has exclusive authority to enforce violations of the law, and does not 
provide a private cause of action to consumers. VCDPA applies to persons conducting business in the 
state that either: 

• control or process personal data of at least 100,000 consumers or  
• derive over 50 percent of gross revenue from the sale of personal data and control or process 

personal data of at least 25,000 consumers.35  
 

                                                 
31 Ballotpedia, California Proposition 24, Consumer Personal Information Law and Agency Initiative (2020), 
https://ballotpedia.org/California_Proposition_24,_Consumer_Personal_Information_Law_and_Agency_Initiative_(2020) (last visited 
Mar. 24, 2021).  
32 JDSupra, Virginia’s Consumer Data Protection Act Has assed: What’s in It?, https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/virginia-s-consumer-
data-protection-act-1577777/ (last visited Mar. 24, 2021).  
33 Sidley Austin LLP, East Coast Meet West Coast: Enter the Virginia Consumer Data Privacy Protection Act, 
https://www.sidley.com/en/insights/newsupdates/2021/03/east-coast-meets-west-coast-enter-the-virginia-consumer-data-protection-act 
(last visited Mar. 24, 2021).  
34 Id. 
35 Virginia’s Legislative Information System, Bill Summary for SB 1392, https://lis.virginia.gov/cgi-bin/legp604.exe?211+sum+SB1392S 
(last visited Mar. 24, 2021).  

https://ballotpedia.org/California_Proposition_24,_Consumer_Personal_Information_Law_and_Agency_Initiative_(2020)
https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/virginia-s-consumer-data-protection-act-1577777/
https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/virginia-s-consumer-data-protection-act-1577777/
https://www.sidley.com/en/insights/newsupdates/2021/03/east-coast-meets-west-coast-enter-the-virginia-consumer-data-protection-act
https://lis.virginia.gov/cgi-bin/legp604.exe?211+sum+SB1392S
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 Comparison of The GDPR, CCPA as amended by the CPRA, and VCDPA 
 

36 
  
 Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act 
 

In 2008, Illinois adopted the Biometric Information Privacy Act (BIPA), which puts in place safeguards 
and procedures relating to the retention, collection, disclosure, and destruction of biometric information 
and specifically protects the biometric information of those in the state. It was the first state law in the 
U.S. to specifically regulate biometrics.   
 
Under BIPA, a private entity:37 

 in possession of biometric data (defined as retina or iris scan, fingerprint, voiceprint, or scan of 
hand or face geometry) must have a written policy establishing a retention schedule and 
guidelines for permanently destroying such data;  

 may not collect, capture, purchase, receive through trade, or otherwise obtain biometric data 
unless it informs the subject that the data is being stored and the manner of storage, and 
receives a written release from the subject; 

 may not profit from a person’s biometric data; 
 may not disseminate a person’s biometric data unless the subject consents, is authorized by the 

subject, or is required by law or a valid warrant or subpoena; and  
 must store, transmit, and protect biometric data with a reasonable standard of care and in a 

manner as or more protective as other confidential and sensitive information. 
 
BIPA provides a private cause of action, with relief including:38 

 liquidated damages of $1,000 or actual damages, whichever is greater, against a private entity 
that negligently violates BIPA; 

                                                 
36 JDSupra, Virginia Is For Lovers…Of Data Privacy, https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/virginia-is-for-lovers-of-data-privacy-3879845/ 
(last visited Mar. 24, 2021).  
37 740 Ill. Comp. Stat. 14/10, 14/15 (2008). 
38 740 Ill. Comp. Stat. 14/20 (2008). 

https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/virginia-is-for-lovers-of-data-privacy-3879845/
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 liquidated damages of $5,000 or actual damages, whichever is greater, against a private entity 
that intentionally or recklessly violates BIPA; 

 reasonable attorneys' fees and costs; and 
 other relief, including an injunction, as the court deems appropriate. 

 
Because Illinois granted a private cause of action for violations of BIPA, there have been several 
lawsuits claiming damages for privacy and use violations, and Illinois courts have upheld the law. On 
January 25, 2019, the Illinois Supreme Court found that an individual does not need to allege an actual 
injury or adverse effect, beyond violation of their rights under BIPA, to qualify as an aggrieved party. 
Therefore, anyone whose biometric data is affected by a violation of BIPA may seek liquidated 
damages or injunctive relief under the Act.39 Court documents also tend to support the notion that an 
individual in Illinois has a valid cause of action if their biometric data is taken without consent by a 
private entity, including out-of-state entities, but it is subject to a finding of fact.40 

 
Federal Laws Addressing Data Privacy 
 
While there is no broad federal law addressing data privacy, there are several laws that address the 
need to keep certain data private or protected in various industries. 
 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
 
The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA)41 is a federal law that required 
the creation of national standards to protect sensitive patient health information from being disclosed 
without the patient’s consent or knowledge. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) 
issued the HIPAA Privacy Rule42 to implement the requirements of HIPAA. The HIPAA Security Rule 
protects a subset of information covered by the Privacy Rule.43 
 
HIPAA’s Privacy Rule protects all "individually identifiable health information" held or transmitted by a 
covered entity or its business associate, in any form or media, whether electronic, paper, or oral. The 
Privacy Rule calls this information "protected health information (PHI)" from being disclosed without the 
patient’s consent or knowledge.44 
 
“Individually identifiable health information” is information, including demographic data, that relates to:45 

• the individual’s past, present or future physical or mental health or condition, 
• the provision of health care to the individual, or 
• the past, present, or future payment for the provision of health care to the individual. 

 
The Privacy Rule excludes from protected health information employment records that a covered entity 
maintains in its capacity as an employer and education and certain other records subject to, or defined 
in, the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act.46 20 U.S.C. §1232g. 
 
The Security Rule applies to the subset of identifiable health information a covered entity creates, 
receives, maintains, or transmits in electronic form, and is called “electronic protected health 
information” (e-PHI). The Security Rule does not apply to PHI transmitted orally or in writing. To comply 
with the Security Rule, all covered entities must do the following:47 

• Ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of all electronic protected health information, 
• Detect and safeguard against anticipated threats to the security of the information, 

                                                 
39 Rosenbach v. Six Flags Entertainment Corporation, 2019 IL 123186.  
40 Rivera v. Google, Inc., 238 F.Supp.3d 1088 (N.D. Ill. 2017).; In re Facebook Biometric Information Privacy Litigation, 185 F.Supp.3d 
1155 (N.D. Cal. (2016).; Norberg v. Shutterfly, Inc., 152 F.Supp.3d 1103 (N.D. Ill. 2015). 
41 42 U.S.C. § 1320. 
42 45 C.F.R. §§ 160 and 164. 
43 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), 
https://www.cdc.gov/phlp/publications/topic/hipaa.html (last visited Mar. 24, 2021). 
44 Id. 
45 45 C.F.R. § 160.103. 
46 20 U.S.C. § 1232(g). 
47 CDC, supra note 42. 

https://www.cdc.gov/phlp/publications/topic/hipaa.html
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• Protect against anticipated impermissible uses or disclosures, and 
• Certify compliance by their workforce.  

 
“Covered entities” who must abide by the Privacy Rule and the Security Rule are:48 

• health plans,  
• healthcare providers,  
• healthcare clearinghouses, and 
• business associates. 

 
Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects 
 
The Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects, or the “Common Rule,” is a rule promulgated 
by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA).49 The Common Rule governs the ethical conduct of 
research involving human subjects. Fifteen federal agencies and departments are party to this rule, 
which first came into effect in 1981. The Common Rule has not been substantively updated since 
1991.50 Among other requirements, the Common Rule mandates that researchers protect the privacy of 
subjects and maintain confidentiality of human subject data.51 
 
The FDA is a member of the International Council for Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for 
Pharmaceuticals for Human Use, which brings together the regulatory authorities and pharmaceutical 
industry to develop guidelines for pharmaceutical trials.52 
 
The Fair Credit Reporting Act 
 
The Fair Credit Reporting Act53 (FCRA) protects information collected by consumer reporting agencies 
such as credit bureaus, medical information companies and tenant screening services. Information in a 
consumer report cannot be provided to anyone who does not have a purpose specified in the FCRA. 
Companies that provide information to consumer reporting agencies also have specific legal 
obligations, including the duty to investigate disputed information. In addition, users of the information 
for credit, insurance, or employment purposes must notify the consumer when an adverse action is 
taken on the basis of such reports.54 
 
The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act 
 
The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act55 requires financial institutions, such as companies that offer consumers 
financial products or services like loans, financial or investment advice, mortgages, or insurance, to 
explain their information-sharing practices to their customers and to safeguard sensitive data.56  
 
The law requires that financial institutions protect information collected about individuals; it does not 
apply to information collected in business or commercial activities.  
 
In certain situations, consumers of a financial institution have opt-out rights from having their nonpublic 
personal information shared with third parties.57  

                                                 
48 45 C.F.R. §§ 160.102, 160.103. 
49 21 C.F.R. §§ 50, 60. 
50 Association of Public and Land-Grant Universities, The “Common Rule” Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects, 
https://www.aplu.org/projects-and-initiatives/research-science-and-technology/common-
rule/#:~:text=The%20Federal%20Policy%20for%20the,been%20substantively%20updated%20since%201991. (last visited Mar. 24, 
2021).  
51 The University of Chicago, University Data Usage Guide, Sensitive Identifiable Human Subject Research Data, 
https://dataguide.uchicago.edu/sensitive-identifiable-human-subject-research-data (last visited Mar. 24, 2021).  
52 International Council for Harmonisation, Welcome to the ICH Official Website, https://www.ich.org/ (last visited Mar. 24, 2021).  
53 15 U.S.C. § 1681. 
54 The Federal Trade Commission, Fair Credit Reporting Act, https://www.ftc.gov/enforcement/statutes/fair-credit-reporting-act (last 
visited Mar. 24, 2021).  
55 15 U.S.C. § 6801. 
56 The Federal Trade Commission, Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/privacy-and-
security/gramm-leach-bliley-act (last visited Mar. 24, 2021).  

https://www.aplu.org/projects-and-initiatives/research-science-and-technology/common-rule/#:~:text=The%20Federal%20Policy%20for%20the,been%20substantively%20updated%20since%201991
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Driver’s Privacy Protection Act 
 
The Driver’s Privacy Protection Act of 1994 (DPPA)58 protects the privacy of personal information 
assembled by state departments of motor vehicles (DMVs). 
 
The DPPA prohibits the release or use by any state DMV (or any officer, employee, or contractor 
thereof) of personal information about an individual obtained by the DMV in connection with a motor 
vehicle record, subject to certain exceptions, such as for legitimate government needs. It sets penalties 
for violations and makes violators liable on a civil action to the individual to whom the released 
information pertains.59 
 
DPPA also requires states to get permission from individuals before their personal motor vehicle record 
may be sold or released to third-party marketers.60 
 
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act 
 
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA)61 protects the privacy of student education 
records. The law applies to all schools that receive funds under an applicable program of the U.S. 
Department of Education. FERPA gives parents certain rights with respect to their children's education 
records. These rights transfer to the student when they reaches the age of 18 or attends a school beyond 
the high school level. 
 

Schools may disclose, without consent, "directory" information such as a student's name, address, 
telephone number, date and place of birth, honors and awards, and dates of attendance. However, 
schools must tell parents and eligible students about directory information and allow parents and 
eligible students a reasonable amount of time to request that the school not disclose directory 
information about them. Schools must notify parents and eligible students annually of their rights under 
FERPA.62 
 
Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) 
 
The Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA)63 and its related rules regulate websites’ 
collection and use of children’s information. The operator of a website or online service that is directed 
to children, or that has actual knowledge that it collects children’s personal information (covered 
entities), must comply with requirements regarding data collection and use, privacy policy notifications, 
and data security.  
 
A covered entity may not collect a child’s (individual under the age of 13) personal information without 
the prior, verifiable consent of his or her parent.64  
 
COPPA requires covered entities to:65 

• Give parents direct notice of their privacy policies, including a description of their data collection 
and sharing practices;  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
57 International Association of Privacy Processionals, In Brief: The Financial Privacy Requirements of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, 
https://iapp.org/media/pdf/knowledge_center/brief_requirements_GLBA.pdf (last visited Mar. 24, 2021).  
58 18 U.S.C. § 2721. 
59 Electronic Privacy Information Center, The Drivers Privacy Protection Act (DPPA) and the Privacy of Your State Motor Vehicle 
Record, https://epic.org/privacy/drivers/ (last visited Mar. 24, 2021).  
60 Id. 
61 20 U.S.C. § 1232(g); 34 C.F.R. § 99. 
62 United States Department Of Education, Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), 
https://www2.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/ferpa/index.html (last visited Mar. 24, 2021). 
63 16 C.F.R. pt. 312. 
64 15 U.S.C. §§ 6502(a)-(b). 
65 See, Federal Trade Commission, General Questions About the COPPA Rule: What is the Children’s Online Privacy 
Protection Rule?, https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/complying-coppa-frequently-asked-questions-
0 (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 

https://iapp.org/media/pdf/knowledge_center/brief_requirements_GLBA.pdf
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• Post a clear link to their privacy policies on their home page and at each area of their website 
where they collect personal information from children; 

• Institute procedures to protect the personal information that they hold; 
• Ensure that any third party with which they share collected personal information implements the 

same protection procedures; and 
• Delete children’s personal information after the purpose for its retention has been fulfilled.  

 
Violations of COPPA are deemed an unfair or deceptive act or practice and are therefore prosecuted by 
the FTC. COPPA also authorizes state attorneys general to enforce violations that affect residents of 
their states. There is no criminal prosecution or private right of action provided for under COPPA.66 
 
Consumer Data Privacy – Effect of the Bill 
 
Overview 
 
The bill creates certain consumer rights related to personal information, including: 

 The right to access personal information collected specific to the individual consumer, 
 The right to delete or correct personal information, and 
 The right to opt-out of the sale of sharing of personal information to third parties.  

 
The bill defines “personal information” as information that identifies, relates to, or describes a particular 
consumer or household, or is reasonably capable of being directly or indirectly associated or linked 
with, a particular consumer or household. The term does not include public information from 
government records; or deidentified or aggregate consumer information. 

 
A controller that receives a verifiable consumer request to access, delete, correct, or opt-out must 
comply with such consumer request, with certain exceptions.  
 
Controllers may share personal information with a processor, even if a consumer has “opted-out,” if the 
processor processes information for a controller pursuant to a written contract which limits how the 
processor uses such information. 
  
DLA may bring a FDUTPA action against a controller, processor, or person who violates the provisions 
of the bill, and such controller, processor, or person  may be subject to certain civil penalties.  

 
Definitions 
 
The bill includes the following definitions: 

 “Aggregate consumer information”. 
 "Biometric information". 
 "Collect".  
 "Consumer" means a natural person who resides in or is domiciled in this state, however 

identified, including by any unique identifier. 
 "Controller", which means  

o A sole proprietorship, partnership, limited liability company, corporation, association, or 
legal entity that meets the following requirements: 

 Is organized or operated for the profit or financial benefit of its shareholders or 
owners; 

 Does business in this state; 
 Collects personal information about consumers, or is the entity on behalf of 

which such information is collected; 
 Determines the purposes and means of processing personal information about 

consumers alone or jointly with others; and 
 Satisfies two or more of the following thresholds: 

                                                 
66 Federal Trade Commission, General Questions About the COPPA Rule: COPPA Enforcement, https://www.ftc.gov/tips-
advice/business-center/guidance/complying-coppa-frequently-asked-questions-0 (last visited Apr. 7, 2021). 
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 Has global annual gross revenues in excess of $25 million, as adjusted in 
January of every odd-numbered year to reflect any increase in the 
Consumer Price Index. 

 Annually buys, receives, sells, or shares the personal information of 
50,000 or more consumers, households, or devices for targeted 
advertising in conjunction with third parties or that is not covered by an 
exception. 

 Derives 50 percent or more of its global annual revenues from selling or 
sharing personal information about consumers. 

o Any entity that controls or is controlled by controller. As used in this definition, the term 
“control” means: 

 Ownership of, or the power to vote, more than 50 percent of the outstanding 
shares of any class of voting security of a controller; 

 Control in any manner over the election of a majority of the directors, or of 
individuals exercising similar functions; or 

 The power to exercise a controlling influence over the management of a 
company. 

 “Deidentified”. 
 “Department”. 
 “Device”. 
 “Homepage”. 
 “Household”. 
 "Personal information", which means information that identifies, relates to, or describes a 

particular consumer or household, or is reasonably capable of being directly or indirectly 
associated or linked with, a particular consumer or household. The term does not include 
consumer information that is: 

o Publicly and lawfully made available. 
o Deidentified or aggregate consumer information. 
o Employment information. 

 "Probabilistic identifier".  
 "Sell", which means to sell, rent, release, disclose, disseminate, make available, transfer, or 

otherwise communicate orally, in writing, or by electronic or other means, a consumer's 
personal information by a controller to another controller or a third party for monetary or other 
valuable consideration. 

 "Processor", which means a sole proprietorship, partnership, limited liability company, 
corporation, association, or other legal entity that is organized or operated for the profit or 
financial benefit of its shareholders or other owners, that processes information on behalf of a 
controller and to which the controller discloses a consumer's personal information pursuant to a 
written contract, provided that the contract prohibits the entity receiving the information from 
retaining, using, or disclosing the personal information for any purpose other than for the 
specific purpose of performing the services specified in the contract for the controller, or as 
otherwise permitted. 

 “Research”. 
 "Pseudonymize". 
 "Share", which means to share, rent, release, disclose, disseminate, make available, transfer, or 

access a consumer's personal information for advertising. The term includes: 
o Allowing a third party to use or advertise to a consumer based on a consumer's personal 

information without disclosure of the personal information to the third party. 
o Monetary transactions, nonmonetary transactions, and transactions for other valuable 

consideration between a controller and a third party for advertising for the benefit of a 
controller. 

 “Targeted advertising”. 
 "Third party".  
 "Unique identifier".  
 "Verifiable consumer request".  
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Exceptions 
 
The bill does not restrict any controller's or third party's ability to do any of the following: 

 Collect and transmit personal information that is necessary for the sole purpose of sharing 
such personal information with a financial service provider to facilitate short term, 
transactional payment processing for the purchase of products or services.  

 Comply with federal, state, or local laws. 
 Comply with a civil, criminal, or regulatory inquiry, investigation, subpoena, or summons by 

federal, state, or local authorities. 
 Cooperate with law enforcement agencies concerning conduct or activity that the controller, 

processor, or third party reasonably and in good faith believes may violate federal, state, or 
local law. 

 Exercise legal rights or privileges. 
 Collect, use, retain, sell, or disclose deidentified personal information or aggregate consumer 

information. If a controller uses deidentified information, the controller must: 
o Implement technical safeguards that prohibit reidentification of the consumer to 

whom the information may pertain; 
o Implement business processes that specifically prohibit reidentification of the 

information; 
o Implement business processes to prevent inadvertent release of deidentified 

information; and 
o Not attempt to reidentify the information. 

 
This bill does not apply to: 

 Personal information used or collected by a controller or processor pursuant to a written 
contract between the controller and processor. Such information cannot be sold, shared, or 
disclosed to another person unless otherwise permitted. 

 Personal information used by a controller or processor to advertise or market products or 
services that are produced or offered directly by the controller or processor as long as 
personal information is not sold, shared, or disclosed to another party outside the consumer’s 
direct interaction with the controller or processor. 

 Personal information collected by a controller of a natural person acting in the role of a job 
applicant, employee, owner, director, officer, contractor, volunteer, or intern of the controller, 
to the extent the personal information is collected and used solely within the context of the 
person’s role or former role with the controller. 

 Protected health information for purposes of HIPAA and related regulations, and patient 
identifying information for purposes of 42 C.F.R. Part 2, established pursuant to 42 U.S.C. s. 
290dd-2.  

 A covered entity or business associate governed by the privacy, security, and breach 
notification rules issued by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services in 45 C.F.R. 
parts 160 and 164, or a program or a qualified service program defined in 42 C.F.R. part 2, to 
the extent the covered entity, business associate, or program maintains personal information 
in the same manner as medical information or protected health information and as long as 
the covered entity, business associate, or program does not use personal information for 
targeted advertising in conjunction with third parties and does not sell or share personal 
information to a third party unless such sale or sharing is covered by an exception.  

 Identifiable private information collected for purposes of research as defined in 45 C.F.R. s. 
164.501, conducted in accordance with the Federal Policy for the Protection of Human 
Subjects for purposes of 45 C.F.R. part 46, the good clinical practice guidelines issued by the 
International Council for Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for 
Human Use, the Protection for Human Subjects for purposes of 21 C.F.R. Parts 50 and 56; 
or personal information used or shared in research conducted in accordance with one or 
more of these standards.  

 Information and documents created for purposes of the federal Health Care Quality 
Improvement Act of 1986 and related regulations, or patient safety work product for purposes 
of 42 C.F.R. part 3, established pursuant to 42 U.S.C. s. 299b-21 through 299b-26. 
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 Information that is deidentified in accordance with 45 C.F.R. part 164 and that is derived from 
individually identifiable health information, as described in HIPAA, or identifiable personal 
information, consistent with the Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects or the 
human subject protection requirements of the FDA. 

 Information used only for public health activities and purposes as described in 45 C.F.R. s. 
164.512. 

 Personal information collected, processed, sold, or disclosed pursuant to the federal Fair 
Credit Reporting Act, 15 U.S.C. s. 1681 and implementing regulations.  

 Nonpublic personal information collected, processed, sold, or disclosed pursuant to the 
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, 15 U.S.C. s. 6801 et seq. and implementing regulations. 

 A financial institution as defined in the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, 15 U.S.C. s. 6801 et seq. to 
the extent the financial institution maintains personal information in the same manner as 
nonpublic personal information, and as long as such financial institution does not use 
personal information for targeted advertising in conjunction with third parties and does not 
sell or share personal information to a third party unless such sale or sharing is covered by 
an exception. 

 Personal information collected, processed, sold, or disclosed pursuant to the federal Driver's 
Privacy Protection Act of 1994, 18 U.S.C. s. 2721 et. seq. 

 Education information covered by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, 20 U.S.C. 
s. 1232(g) and 34 C.F.R. part 99. 

 Information collected as part of public or peer-reviewed scientific or statistical research in the 
public interest. 

 
Privacy Policies 
 
The bill requires a controller that collects personal information about consumers to maintain an online 
privacy policy, make such policy available from its homepage, and update the information at least once 
every 12 months unless the privacy policy has not changed and an update is not reasonably required. 
The online privacy policy must include the following information: 

 Any Florida-specific consumer privacy rights. 
 A list of the categories of personal information the controller collects or has collected about 

consumers. 
 Of the categories identified, a list that identifies which categories of personal information the 

controller sells or shares or has sold or shared about consumers. If the controller does not sell 
or share personal information, the controller must disclose that fact. 

 The right to request deletion or correction of certain personal information. 
 The right to opt-out of the sale or sharing to third parties 

 
The bill provides that a consumer has the right to request that a controller disclose to the consumer the 
categories of personal information the controller collects from or about consumers, and such request 
does not need to be a verified consumer request. 

  
The bill requires a controller that collects personal information to, at or before the point of collection, 
inform consumers of the categories of personal information to be collected and the purposes for which 
the categories of personal information will be used. A controller that does not collect personal 
information directly from the consumer does not need to provide a notice at collection to the consumer 
if it does not sell or share the consumer’s personal information. 

  
The bill provides that a controller may not collect additional categories of personal information or use 
personal information collected for additional purposes without providing the consumer with notice 
consistent with the requirements of the bill. 

  
The bill provides that a controller that collects a consumer's personal information must implement and 
maintain reasonable security procedures and practices appropriate to the nature of the personal 
information to protect the personal information from unauthorized or illegal access, destruction, use, 
modification, or disclosure. A controller must require any processors to implement and maintain the 
same or similar security procedures and practices for personal information.  
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The bill requires a controller to adopt and implement a retention schedule that prohibits the use or 
retention of personal information by the controller or processor: after the satisfaction of the initial 
purpose for which such information was collected or obtained; after the expiration or termination of the 
contract pursuant to which the information was collected or obtained; or 2 years after the consumer's 
last interaction with the controller. The required retention schedule does not apply to personal 
information used or retained for the following purposes: 

• Detection of security threats or incidents; protection against malicious, deceptive, fraudulent, 
unauthorized, or illegal activity or access; or prosecution of those responsible for such activity 
or access. 

• Compliance with a legal obligation, including any federal retention laws. 
• As reasonably needed for the protection of the controller's interests related to existing disputes, 

legal action, or governmental investigations. 
 
Consumer Right to Request Personal Information Collected, Sold, or Shared 
 
The bill provides that a consumer has the right to request that a controller that collects personal 
information about the consumer disclose the personal information that has been collected, sold, or 
shared by or on behalf of the controller. 
 
The bill provides that a consumer has the right to request that a controller that collects personal 
information about the consumer to disclose the following to the consumer: 

• The specific pieces of personal information that have been collected about the consumer. 
• The categories of sources from which it collected the consumer's personal information. 
• The purpose for collecting, selling, or sharing the consumer's personal information. 
• The categories of third parties which the controller shares the consumer's personal information. 

 
The bill provides that a consumer has the right to request that a controller that sells or shares personal 
information about the consumer to disclose to the consumer: 

• The categories of personal information about the consumer the controller sold or shared. 
• The categories of third parties to which the personal information about the consumer was sold 

or shared. 
• The categories of personal information about the consumer that the controller disclosed to a 

processor. 
 
The bill requires a controller that collects, sells, or shares personal information about consumers to 
disclose the requested information to the consumer upon receipt of a verifiable consumer request. 
 
The bill provides that a controller is not required to do the following: 

• Retain any personal information about a consumer collected for a single one-time transaction 
if, in the ordinary course of business, that information about the consumer is not retained. 

• Reidentify or otherwise link any data that, in the ordinary course of business, is not maintained 
in a manner that would be considered personal information. 

 
The bill requires a controller to, in a form that is reasonably accessible to consumers, make available 
two or more methods for submitting verifiable consumer requests, including, but not limited to, a toll-
free number and, if the controller maintains an Internet website, a link on the homepage of the website. 
The controller may not require the consumer to create an account with the controller in order to make a 
verifiable consumer request. 
 
The bill requires the controller to deliver the information required or act on the request for information to 
a consumer free of charge within 45 days after receiving a verifiable consumer request. The response 
period may be extended once by 45 additional days when reasonably necessary, while taking into 
account the complexity of the consumer's requests, provided the controller informs the consumer of 
any such extension within the initial 45-day response period along with the reason for the extension. 
The information must be delivered in a readily usable format that allows the consumer to transmit the 
information from one person to another person without hindrance. 
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A controller may provide personal information to a consumer at any time, but may not be required to 
provide personal information to a consumer more than twice in a 12-month period. 
 
Such requirements to disclose information do not apply to personal information relating solely to 
households. 
 
Consumer Right to Correct or Delete Personal Information 
 
The bill provides that consumer has the right to request that a controller delete any personal 
information about the consumer which the controller has collected from the consumer. 
 
The bill requires a controller that receives a verifiable consumer request from a consumer to delete the 
consumer's personal information to delete the consumer's personal information from its records and 
direct any processors to delete the such information, unless it is reasonably necessary for the controller 
or processor to maintain the consumer's personal information to do any of the following: 

• Complete the transaction for which the personal information was collected. 
• Fulfill the terms of a written warranty or product recall conducted in accordance with federal 

law. 
• Provide a good or service requested by the consumer, or reasonably anticipated within the 

context of a controller’s ongoing business relationship with the consumer, or otherwise perform 
a contract between the controller and the consumer. 

• Detect security incidents, protect against malicious, deceptive, fraudulent, or illegal activity; or 
prosecute those responsible for that activity. 

• Debug to identify and repair errors that impair existing intended functionality. 
• Engage in public or peer-reviewed scientific, historical, or statistical research in the public 

interest that adheres to all other applicable ethics and privacy laws when the controller’s 
deletion of the information is likely to render impossible or seriously impair the achievement of 
such research, if the consumer has provided informed consent. 

• Enable solely internal uses that are reasonably aligned with the expectations of the consumer 
based on the consumer's relationship with the controller. 

• Comply with a legal obligation. 
• As reasonably needed to protect the controller’s interests against existing legal disputes, legal 

action, or governmental investigations. 
• Otherwise internally use the consumer's personal information in a lawful manner that is 

compatible with the context in which the consumer provided the information. 
 
The bill provides that a consumer has the right to request a controller that maintains inaccurate 
personal information about the consumer to correct the inaccurate personal information, taking into 
account the nature of the personal information and the purposes of the processing of the personal 
information. A controller that receives a verifiable consumer request to correct inaccurate personal 
information must use commercially reasonable efforts to correct the inaccurate personal information as 
directed by the consumer and direct any processors to correct such information. If a controller 
maintains a self-service mechanism to allow a consumer to correct certain personal information, the 
controller may require the consumer to correct their own personal information through such 
mechanism. 
 
Consumer Right to Opt-Out of the Sale or Sharing of Personal Information  
 
The bill provides that a consumer has the right at any time to direct a controller that sells or shares 
personal information about the consumer to third parties to not sell or share the consumer's personal 
information. This right may be referred to as the right to opt-out. 
 
The bill requires that a controller that sells or shares personal information to third parties to provide 
notice to consumers that this information may be sold and shared and that consumers have the right to 
opt-out of the sale or sharing of their personal information. 
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The bill provides that a a controller may not sell or share the personal information of a minor consumer 
if the controller has actual knowledge that the consumer is not 16 years of age or older. However, if the 
consumer who is between 13 and 16 years of age, or if the parent or guardian of a consumer who is 12 
years of age or younger, has affirmatively authorized the sale or sharing of such consumer's personal 
information, then a controller may sell or share such information. A controller that willfully disregards 
the consumer's age is deemed to have actual knowledge of the consumer's age. This right may be 
referred to as the right to opt-in. A controller that complies with the verifiable parental consent 
requirements of COPPA is be deemed compliant with any obligation to obtain parental consent.  
 
The bill provides that a controller that has received direction from a consumer prohibiting the sale or 
sharing of the consumer's personal information or that has not received consent to sell or share a minor 
consumer's personal information is prohibited from selling or sharing the consumer's personal 
information after its receipt of the consumer's direction, unless the consumer subsequently provides 
express authorization for the sale or sharing of the consumer's personal information. 

 
The bill provides that a controller does not sell or share personal information when: 

 The controller discloses personal information to another controller, a processor, or a 
government entity for the purpose of responding to an alert of a present risk of harm to a 
person or property, detecting security incidents, protecting against malicious, deceptive, 
fraudulent, or illegal activity, or prosecuting those responsible for that activity. 

 A consumer uses or directs the controller to intentionally disclose personal information or uses 
the controller to intentionally interact with a third party. An intentional interaction occurs when 
the consumer intends to interact with the third party, via one or more deliberate interactions. 
Hovering over, muting, pausing, or closing a given piece of content does not constitute a 
consumer's intent to interact with a third party. 

 The controller uses or shares an identifier for a consumer who has opted-out of the sale or 
sharing of the consumer's personal information for the purposes of alerting third parties that the 
consumer has opted-out of the sale or sharing of the consumer's personal information. 

 The controller uses or shares with a processor personal information of a consumer that is 
necessary to perform a contracted purpose if both of the following conditions are met: 

o The controller has provided notice that the personal information of the consumer is 
being used or shared in its terms and conditions. 

o The processor does not further collect, sell, share, or use the personal information of 
the consumer except as necessary to perform the contracted purpose. 

 The controller transfers to a third party the personal information of a consumer as an asset that 
is part of a merger, acquisition, bankruptcy, or other transaction in which the third party 
assumes control of all or part of the controller. If a third party materially alters how it uses or 
shares the personal information of a consumer in a manner that is materially inconsistent with 
the promises made at the time of collection, it must provide prior notice of the new or changed 
practice to the consumer. The notice must be sufficiently prominent and robust to ensure that 
existing consumers can easily exercise their choices consistently with the bill. 

 
Form to Opt-Out of the Sale or Sharing of Personal Information  
 
The bill requires a controller to: 

 In a form that is reasonably accessible to consumers, provide a clear and conspicuous link on 
the controller’s Internet homepage, entitled "Do Not Sell or Share My Personal Information," to 
an Internet webpage that enables a consumer, or a person authorized by the consumer, to opt-
out of the sale or sharing of the consumer's personal information. A controller may not require 
a consumer to create an account in order to direct the controller not to sell the consumer's 
personal information. 

 In a form that is reasonably accessible to consumers, include a description of a consumer's 
rights along with a separate link to the "Do Not Sell or Share My Personal Information" Internet 
webpage in: 

o Its online privacy policy or policies, and 
o Any Florida-specific consumer privacy rights. 
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 Ensure that all individuals responsible for handling consumer inquiries about the controller’s 
privacy practices or the controller’s compliance with certain provisions are informed of all 
requirements and how to direct consumers to exercise certain rights. 

 For consumers who opt-out of the sale or sharing of their personal information, refrain from 
selling or sharing personal information collected by the controller about the consumer. 

 For consumers who opted-out of the sale or sharing of their personal information, respect the 
consumer's decision to opt-out for at least 12 months before requesting that the consumer 
authorize the sale of the consumer's personal information. 

 Use any personal information collected from the consumer in connection with the submission of 
the consumer's opt-out request solely for the purposes of complying with the opt-out request. 

  
The bill does not require a controller to include the required links and text on the homepage that the 
controller makes available to the public generally, if the controller maintains a separate and additional 
homepage that is dedicated to Florida consumers, and the controller takes reasonable steps to ensure 
that Florida consumers are directed to the homepage for Florida consumers. 
  
The bill allows a consumer to authorize another person to opt-out of the sale or sharing of the 
consumer's personal information on the consumer's behalf, and a controller must comply with an opt-
out request received from a person authorized by the consumer to act on the consumer's behalf, 
pursuant to rules adopted by DLA. 
 
Discrimination Against Consumers Who Exercise Their Rights 
 
The bill provides that a controller may not discriminate against a consumer who exercised any of the 
consumer's rights provided for in the bill. Discrimination includes, but is not limited to: 

 Denying goods or services to the consumer. 
 Charging different prices or rates for goods or services, including through the use of discounts 

or other benefits or imposing penalties. 
 Providing a different level or quality of goods or services to the consumer. 
 Suggesting that the consumer will receive a different price or rate for goods or services or a 

different level or quality of goods or services. 
 
The bill does not prohibit a controller from charging a consumer a different price or rate, or from 
providing a different level or quality of goods or services to the consumer, if that difference is 
reasonably related to the value provided to the controller by the consumer's data or is related to a 
consumer’s voluntary participation in a bona fide loyalty, rewards, premium features, discounts, or club 
card program. 
  
The bill provides that a controller may: 

 Offer financial incentives, including payments to consumers as compensation, for the 
collection, sale, or deletion of personal information; and 

 Offer a different price, rate, level, or quality of goods or services to the consumer if the price or 
difference is directly related to the value provided to the controller by the consumer's personal 
information or is related to a consumer’s voluntary participation in a bona fide loyalty, rewards, 
premium features, discounts, or club card program. 

 
A controller that offers any financial incentives must notify consumers of the financial incentives and 
may enter a consumer into a financial incentive program only if the consumer gives the controller prior 
consent that clearly describes the material terms of the financial incentive program. The consent may 
be revoked by the consumer at any time. 
 
The bill provides that a controller may not use financial incentive practices that are unjust, 
unreasonable, coercive, or usurious in nature. 
 
Contracts and Roles  
 
The bill requires that any contract between a controller and a processor must: 
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• Prohibit the processor from selling or sharing the personal information; 
• Prohibit the processor from retaining, using, or disclosing the personal information other than 

for the purposes specified in the contract with the controller;  
• Prohibit the processor from combining the personal information that the processor receives 

from or on behalf of the controller with personal information that it receives from or on behalf of 
another person or that the processor collects from its own interaction with the consumer, 
provided that the processor may combine personal information to perform any purpose 
specified in the contract and such combination is reported to the controller; 

• Govern the processor’s personal information processing procedures with respect to processing 
performed on behalf of the controller, including processing instructions, the nature and purpose 
of processing, the type of information subject to processing, the duration of processing, and the 
rights and obligations of both the controller and processor; 

• Require the processor to return or delete all personal information under the contract to the 
controller as requested by the controller at the end of the provision of services, unless retention 
of the information is required by law; and 

• Upon request of the controller, require the processor to make available to the controller all 
information in its possession under the contract to demonstrate compliance. 

 
The bill provides that determining whether a person is acting as a controller or processor with respect 
to a specific processing of data is a fact-based determination that depends upon the context in which 
personal information is to be processed. The contract between a controller and processor must reflect 
their respective roles and relationships related to handling personal information. Irrespective of the 
terms of the arrangement or contract, the consumer may exercise his or her rights against a controller 
or a processor that does not act in accordance with the terms of the contract with the controller. A 
processor that continues to adhere to a controller's instructions with respect to a specific processing of 
personal information remains a processor. 
 
The bill provides that a third party may not sell or share personal information about a consumer that 
has been sold or shared to the third party by a controller unless the consumer has received explicit 
notice from the third party and is provided an opportunity to opt-out by the third party. 
 
The bill requires a third party or a processor to require any subcontractor to meet the same obligations 
of such third party or processor with respect to personal information. 
 
The bill provides that a third party or processor or any subcontractor thereof who violates any of the 
restrictions imposed upon it is liable or responsible for any failure to comply with the requirements of 
the bill. A controller that discloses personal information to a third party or processor in compliance with 
the bill is not liable or responsible if the person receiving the personal information uses it without 
complying with the requirements of the bill, if the controller does not have actual knowledge or reason 
to believe that the person intends to not comply. 
 
The bill provides that any provision of a contract or agreement of any kind that waives or limits in any 
way a consumer's rights under the bill, including, but not limited to, any right to a remedy or means of 
enforcement, is deemed contrary to public policy and is void and unenforceable. This provision of the 
bill does not prevent a consumer from declining to request information from a controller, declining to 
opt-out of a controller’s sale or sharing of the consumer's personal information, or authorizing a 
controller to sell or share the consumer's personal information after previously opting-out.  
 
Private Causes of Action 
 
The bill allows a Florida consumer to bring a civil action against a controller, processor, or person for 
the following: 

 Failure to protect a consumer’s nonencrypted and nonredacted personal information or e-mail 
address, in combination with a password or security question and answer that would allow 
access to the consumer’s account, and is subject to an unauthorized access and exfiltration, 
theft, or disclosure as a result of a controller's violation of the duty to implement and maintain 
reasonable security procedures and practices; 
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• Failure to delete or correct a consumer’s personal information after receiving a verifiable 
consumer request, unless the controller qualifies for an exception to requirements to delete or 
correct; or  

 Continuing to sell or share a consumer’s personal information after the consumer chooses to 
opt-out. 

 
The bill allows a court to grant the following relief to a consumer: 

 Damages in an amount not less than $100 and not greater than $750 per consumer per 
incident, or actual damages, whichever is greater. 

 Injunctive or declaratory relief. 
 Upon prevailing in a civil action, the consumer may recover reasonable attorney’s fees and 

costs.  
 
Except as authorized under the private cause of action or the DLA enforcement provisions, liability for a 
tort, contract claim or consumer protection claim which inures to the benefit of a consumer does not 
arise from the failure of a controller, processor or person to comply with the requirements of the bill and 
evidence of such may only be used to prove such a private or DLA cause of action. 
 
Enforcement and Implementation 
 
If DLA has reason to believe that any controller, processor, or person is in violation of the requirements 
of the bill, DLA may bring an action against such controller, processor, or person for an unfair or 
deceptive act or practice under FDUTPA. A consumer may not bring an action under FDUTPA under 
the bill. DLA is permitted to bring an action against: 

• Any person or activity regulated under laws administered by The Office of Insurance Regulation 
or The Department of Financial Services; and 

• Banks, credit unions, and savings and loan associations regulated by the Office of Financial 
Regulation or federal agencies.  

 
Civil penalties may be tripled if the violation involves a consumer who the controller, processor or 
person has actual knowledge is 16 years of age or younger. 
 
After the DLA has notified a controller, processor, or person in writing of an alleged violation, the DLA 
may, in its discretion, grant the controller, processor, or person a 45-day period to cure the alleged 
violation. The DLA may consider the number of violations, the substantial likelihood of injury to the 
public, or the safety of persons or property when determining whether to grant 45 days to cure. If the 
controller, processor, or person cures the alleged violation to the satisfaction of the DLA and provides 
proof to the DLA, the DLA may issue a letter of guidance to the controller, processor, or person that 
indicates that the controller, processor, or person will not be offered a 45-day cure period for any future 
violations. If the controller, processor, or person fails to cure the violation to the satisfaction of the DLA 
within 45 days, the DLA may bring an action against the controller, processor, or person for the alleged 
violation.  
 
DLA may adopt rules to implement the bill. 
 
The bill provides an effective date of July 1, 2022. 
 

B. SECTION DIRECTORY: 
 
Section 1: Amends s. 501.171, F.S.; relating to FIPA and what kind of breached information 

triggers notification requirements. 
Section 2: Creates s. 501.173, F.S., relating to consumer data privacy rights and requirements for 

controllers who collect personal information.  
Section 3: Provides an effective date. 
 

II.  FISCAL ANALYSIS & ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT 
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A. FISCAL IMPACT ON STATE GOVERNMENT: 
 
1. Revenues: 

There may be an increase from civil penalties collected by DLA.  
 

2. Expenditures: 
There may be an increase of regulatory costs to DLA from implementing and enforcing the bill.  
 

B. FISCAL IMPACT ON LOCAL GOVERNMENTS: 
 
1. Revenues: 

None. 
 

2. Expenditures: 
None. 
 

C. DIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACT ON PRIVATE SECTOR: 
The bill will require certain businesses in possession of personal information to implement mechanisms 
to effectuate the requirements of the bill, and such implementation will have a fiscal impact on such 
businesses. However, many of the businesses subject to the bill’s requirements have already 
implemented similar privacy practices based on protections required in other states and countries.  
 
It may increase protections provided for personal information that may save consumers the expense of 
dealing with stolen personal information used to commit financial crimes. Some 15 million consumers 
are victims of identity theft or fraud a year. Identity theft and fraud costs consumers more than $15 
billion a year.  
 

D. FISCAL COMMENTS: 
None.  
 

III.  COMMENTS 
 

A. CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES: 
 

 1. Applicability of Municipality/County Mandates Provision: 
Not applicable. This bill does not appear to affect county or municipal governments. 
 

 2. Other: 
None. 
 

B. RULE-MAKING AUTHORITY: 
 
DLA is given rulemaking authority in the bill to implement the bill.  
 

C. DRAFTING ISSUES OR OTHER COMMENTS: 
None. 
 

IV.  AMENDMENTS/ COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE CHANGES 
 
On March 10, 2021, the Regulatory Reform Subcommittee adopted five amendments and reported the bill 
favorably as a committee substitute. The committee substitute: 
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• Clarifies the definition of “third party,” 
• Clarifies the definition for “unique identifier” by including “linked to a consumer or family” used 

elsewhere in the bill, 
• Allows consumers to self-correct information if the business provides a mechanism, 
• Clarifies that business records may be retained for an existing legal dispute, 
• Provides that businesses and service providers are not required to delete personal information under 

certain circumstances, 
• Clarifies that certain intentional actions do not qualify as selling personal information,  
• Removes requirements that certain provisions be included in a third party contract, 
• Removes duplicate provisions, 
• Clarifies the time period for complying with a consumer request,  
• Adds the words “business associate” to conform to another provision in the bill, and 
• Adds applicants, interns, and volunteers to the list of types of employees under the employer exception. 

 
On March 23, 2021, the Civil Justice & Property Rights Subcommittee adopted seven amendments and 
reported the bill favorably as a committee substitute. The committee substitute: 

• Removes duplicative language related to business purposes;  
• Broadens the definition of “publicly and lawfully available;” 
• Clarifies that a business does not need to annually update their privacy policy if there have not been 

any changes; 
• Requires a business that collects a consumer’s personal information to implement and maintain 

reasonable security procedures and practices; 
• Clarifies the exceptions for medical information; 
• Clarifies the exception for information related to consumer report; 
• Adds an exception for transactional uses of information for payment purposes;   
• Adds an exception for first party advertising;  
• Allows a consumer to bring a civil action against and receive relief from a business for: 

o Continuing to sell or share personal information after opting-out; and 
o Failing to delete or correct information under certain circumstances; and 

• Allows the Attorney General to grant a discretionary 30-day period to cure for minor violations.  
 
On April 14, 2021, the Commerce Committee adopted a strike-all and reported the bill favorably as a 
committee substitute. The committee substitute: 

• Changes the effective date to July 1, 2022; 
• Changes terminology of “business” to “controller”, and “service provider” to “processor”; 
• Requires controllers to meet two thresholds, instead of one, to qualify as a controller; 
• Increases the controller revenue threshold to $50 million gross revenues annually, from $25 million; 
• Provides that the controller threshold of dealing in 50,000 or more consumers’ personal information is 

limited to personal information that is used for targeted advertising in conjunction with third parties or 
that is not covered by an exception; 

• Removed the definitions of “business purpose” and “commercial purpose”; 
• Clarifies the roles and contract requirements between a controller and processor; 
• Clarifies who may bring a private cause of action; 
• Clarifies the jurisdiction to bring claims in Florida courts; 
• Clarifies the exceptions for financial institutions, healthcare entities, and personal information related to 

the Fair Credit Reporting Act; 
• Clarifies that enforcement by the Department of Legal Affairs is under the Florida Unfair or Deceptive 

Trade Practices Act; 
• Provides that the definition of “consumer” to exclude a person in an employment context, and “personal 

information” to exclude employment contact information; and 
• Makes several clarifying changes to structure, format, grammar, and intent. 

 
This analysis is drafted to the committee substitute as passed by the Commerce Committee. 
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A bill to be entitled 1 

An act relating to telephone solicitation; amending s. 2 

501.059, F.S.; defining terms; prohibiting certain 3 

telephonic sales calls without the prior express 4 

written consent of the called party; removing 5 

provisions authorizing the use of certain automated 6 

telephone dialing systems; providing a rebuttable 7 

presumption for certain calls made to any area code in 8 

this state; providing a cause of action for aggrieved 9 

called parties; authorizing a court to increase an 10 

award for willful and knowing violations; amending s. 11 

501.616, F.S.; prohibiting a commercial telephone 12 

seller or salesperson from using automated dialing or 13 

recorded messages to make certain commercial telephone 14 

solicitation phone calls; revising the timeframe 15 

during which a commercial telephone seller or 16 

salesperson may make commercial solicitation phone 17 

calls; prohibiting commercial telephone sellers or 18 

salespersons from making a specified number of 19 

commercial telephone solicitation phone calls to a 20 

person over a specified timeframe; prohibiting 21 

commercial telephone sellers or salespersons from 22 

using certain technology to conceal their true 23 

identity; providing criminal penalties; reenacting s. 24 

501.604, F.S., relating to exemptions to the Florida 25 

Telemarketing Act, to incorporate the amendment made 26 

to s. 501.616, F.S., in a reference thereto; 27 

reenacting s. 648.44(1)(c), F.S., relating to 28 

prohibitions regarding bail bond agent telephone 29 
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solicitations, to incorporate the amendment made to s. 30 

501.616, F.S., in a reference thereto; providing an 31 

effective date. 32 

  33 

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida: 34 

 35 

Section 1. Present paragraphs (a) through (e) and (f) 36 

through (i) of subsection (1) and present subsections (10), 37 

(11), and (12) of section 501.059, Florida Statutes, are 38 

redesignated as paragraphs (b) through (f) and (i) through (l), 39 

and subsections (11), (12), and (13), respectively, new 40 

paragraphs (a), (g), and (h) are added to subsection (1), a new 41 

subsection (10) is added to that section, and subsection (8) of 42 

that section is amended, to read: 43 

501.059 Telephone solicitation.— 44 

(1) As used in this section, the term: 45 

(a) “Called party” means a person who is the regular user 46 

of the telephone number that receives a telephonic sales call. 47 

(g) “Prior express written consent” means a written 48 

agreement that: 49 

1. Bears the signature of the called party; 50 

2. Clearly authorizes the person making or allowing the 51 

placement of a telephonic sales call by telephone call, text 52 

message, or voicemail transmission to deliver or cause to be 53 

delivered to the called party a telephonic sales call using an 54 

automated system for the selection or dialing of telephone 55 

numbers, the playing of a recorded message when a connection is 56 

completed to a number called, or the transmission of a 57 

prerecorded voicemail; 58 
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3. Includes the telephone number to which the signatory 59 

authorizes a telephonic sales call to be delivered; and 60 

4. Includes a clear and conspicuous disclosure informing 61 

the called party that: 62 

a. By executing the agreement, the called party authorizes 63 

the person making or allowing the placement of a telephonic 64 

sales call to deliver or cause to be delivered a telephonic 65 

sales call to the called party using an automated system for the 66 

selection or dialing of telephone numbers or the playing of a 67 

recorded message when a connection is completed to a number 68 

called; and 69 

b. He or she is not required to directly or indirectly sign 70 

the written agreement or to agree to enter into such an 71 

agreement as a condition of purchasing any property, goods, or 72 

services. 73 

(h) “Signature” includes an electronic or digital 74 

signature, to the extent that such form of signature is 75 

recognized as a valid signature under applicable federal law or 76 

state contract law. 77 

(8)(a) A No person may not shall make or knowingly allow a 78 

telephonic sales call to be made if such call involves an 79 

automated system for the selection or dialing of telephone 80 

numbers or the playing of a recorded message when a connection 81 

is completed to a number called without the prior express 82 

written consent of the called party. 83 

(b) Nothing herein prohibits the use of an automated 84 

telephone dialing system with live messages if the calls are 85 

made or messages given solely in response to calls initiated by 86 

the persons to whom the automatic calls or live messages are 87 
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directed or if the telephone numbers selected for automatic 88 

dialing have been screened to exclude any telephone subscriber 89 

who is included on the department’s then-current “no sales 90 

solicitation calls” listing or any unlisted telephone number, or 91 

if the calls made concern goods or services that have been 92 

previously ordered or purchased. 93 

(c) It shall be unlawful for any person who makes a 94 

telephonic sales call or causes a telephonic sales call to be 95 

made to fail to transmit or cause not to be transmitted the 96 

originating telephone number and, when made available by the 97 

telephone solicitor’s carrier, the name of the telephone 98 

solicitor to any caller identification service in use by a 99 

recipient of a telephonic sales call. However, it is shall not 100 

be a violation to substitute, for the name and telephone number 101 

used in or billed for making the call, the name of the seller on 102 

behalf of which a telephonic sales call is placed and the 103 

seller’s customer service telephone number, which is answered 104 

during regular business hours. If a telephone number is made 105 

available through a caller identification service as a result of 106 

a telephonic sales call, the solicitor must ensure that 107 

telephone number is capable of receiving telephone calls and 108 

must connect the original call recipient, upon calling such 109 

number, to the telephone solicitor or to the seller on behalf of 110 

which a telephonic sales call was placed. For purposes of this 111 

section, the term “caller identification service” means a 112 

service that allows a telephone subscriber to have the telephone 113 

number and, where available, the name of the calling party 114 

transmitted contemporaneously with the telephone call and 115 

displayed on a device in or connected to the subscriber’s 116 
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telephone. 117 

(c)(d) It shall be unlawful for any person who makes a 118 

telephonic sales call or causes a telephonic sales call to be 119 

made to intentionally alter the voice of the caller in an 120 

attempt to disguise or conceal the identity of the caller in 121 

order to defraud, confuse, or financially or otherwise injure 122 

the recipient of a telephonic sales call or in order to obtain 123 

personal information from the recipient of a telephonic sales 124 

call which may be used in a fraudulent or unlawful manner. 125 

(d) There is a rebuttable presumption that a telephonic 126 

sales call made to any area code in this state is made to a 127 

Florida resident or to a person in this state at the time of the 128 

call. 129 

(10)(a) A called party who is aggrieved by a violation of 130 

this section may bring an action to: 131 

1. Enjoin such violation. 132 

2. Recover actual damages or $500, whichever is greater. 133 

(b) If the court finds that the defendant willfully or 134 

knowingly violated this section or rules adopted pursuant to 135 

this section, the court may, in its discretion, increase the 136 

amount of the award to an amount equal to not more than three 137 

times the amount available under paragraph (a). 138 

Section 2. Subsections (6) and (7) of section 501.616, 139 

Florida Statutes, are amended to read: 140 

501.616 Unlawful acts and practices.— 141 

(6) A commercial telephone seller or salesperson may not 142 

make any of the following types of phone calls, including calls 143 

made through automated dialing or recorded messages: 144 

(a) A commercial telephone solicitation phone call before 8 145 
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a.m. or after 8 9 p.m. local time in at the called person’s time 146 

zone location. 147 

(b) More than three commercial telephone solicitation phone 148 

calls from any number to a person over a 24-hour period on the 149 

same subject matter or issue, regardless of the phone number 150 

used to make the call. 151 

(7) A commercial telephone seller or salesperson making a 152 

commercial telephone solicitation call may not: 153 

(a) Intentionally act to prevent transmission of the 154 

telephone solicitor’s name or telephone number to the party 155 

called when the equipment or service used by the telephone 156 

solicitor is capable of creating and transmitting the telephone 157 

solicitor’s name or telephone number. 158 

(b) Use technology that deliberately displays a different 159 

caller identification number than the number the call is 160 

originating from to conceal the true identity of the caller. A 161 

commercial telephone seller or salesperson who makes a call 162 

using such technology commits a misdemeanor of the second 163 

degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083. 164 

Section 3. For the purpose of incorporating the amendment 165 

made by this act to section 501.616, Florida Statutes, in a 166 

reference thereto, section 501.604, Florida Statutes, is 167 

reenacted to read: 168 

501.604 Exemptions.—The provisions of this part, except ss. 169 

501.608 and 501.616(6) and (7), do not apply to: 170 

(1) A person engaging in commercial telephone solicitation 171 

where the solicitation is an isolated transaction and not done 172 

in the course of a pattern of repeated transactions of like 173 

nature. 174 
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(2) A person soliciting for religious, charitable, 175 

political, or educational purposes. A person soliciting for 176 

other noncommercial purposes is exempt only if that person is 177 

soliciting for a nonprofit corporation and if that corporation 178 

is properly registered as such with the Secretary of State and 179 

is included within the exemption of s. 501(c)(3) or (6) of the 180 

Internal Revenue Code. 181 

(3) A person who does not make the major sales presentation 182 

during the telephone solicitation and who does not intend to, 183 

and does not actually, complete or obtain provisional acceptance 184 

of a sale during the telephone solicitation, but who makes the 185 

major sales presentation and completes the sale at a later face-186 

to-face meeting between the seller and the prospective purchaser 187 

in accordance with the home solicitation provisions in this 188 

chapter. However, if a seller, directly following a telephone 189 

solicitation, causes an individual whose primary purpose it is 190 

to go to the prospective purchaser to collect the payment or 191 

deliver any item purchased, this exemption does not apply. 192 

(4) A licensed securities, commodities, or investment 193 

broker, dealer, or investment adviser, when soliciting within 194 

the scope of his or her license, or a licensed associated person 195 

of a securities, commodities, or investment broker, dealer, or 196 

investment adviser, when soliciting within the scope of his or 197 

her license. As used in this section, “licensed securities, 198 

commodities, or investment broker, dealer, or investment 199 

adviser” means a person subject to license or registration as 200 

such by the Securities and Exchange Commission, by the Financial 201 

Industry Regulatory Authority or other self-regulatory 202 

organization as defined by the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 203 
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15 U.S.C. s. 78l, or by an official or agency of this state or 204 

of any state of the United States. As used in this section, 205 

“licensed associated person of a securities, commodities, or 206 

investment broker, dealer, or investment adviser” means an 207 

associated person registered or licensed by the Financial 208 

Industry Regulatory Authority or other self-regulatory 209 

organization as defined by the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 210 

15 U.S.C. s. 78l, or by an official or agency of this state or 211 

of any state of the United States. 212 

(5) A person primarily soliciting the sale of a newspaper 213 

of general circulation. 214 

(6) A book, video, or record club or contractual plan or 215 

arrangement: 216 

(a) Under which the seller provides the consumer with a 217 

form which the consumer may use to instruct the seller not to 218 

ship the offered merchandise. 219 

(b) Which is regulated by the Federal Trade Commission 220 

trade regulation concerning “use of negative option plans by 221 

sellers in commerce.” 222 

(c) Which provides for the sale of books, records, or 223 

videos which are not covered under paragraph (a) or paragraph 224 

(b), including continuity plans, subscription arrangements, 225 

standing order arrangements, supplements, and series 226 

arrangements under which the seller periodically ships 227 

merchandise to a consumer who has consented in advance to 228 

receive such merchandise on a periodic basis. 229 

(7) A supervised financial institution or parent, 230 

subsidiary, or affiliate thereof operating within the scope of 231 

supervised activity. As used in this section, “supervised 232 
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financial institution” means a commercial bank, trust company, 233 

savings and loan association, mutual savings bank, credit union, 234 

industrial loan company, consumer finance lender, commercial 235 

finance lender, or insurer, provided that the institution is 236 

subject to supervision by an official or agency of this state, 237 

of any state, or of the United States. For the purposes of this 238 

exemption, “affiliate” means a person who directly, or 239 

indirectly through one or more intermediaries, controls or is 240 

controlled by, or is under common control with, a supervised 241 

financial institution. 242 

(8) Any licensed insurance broker, agent, customer 243 

representative, or solicitor when soliciting within the scope of 244 

his or her license. As used in this section, “licensed insurance 245 

broker, agent, customer representative, or solicitor” means any 246 

insurance broker, agent, customer representative, or solicitor 247 

licensed by an official or agency of this state or of any state 248 

of the United States. 249 

(9) A person soliciting the sale of services provided by a 250 

cable television system operating under authority of a franchise 251 

or permit. 252 

(10) A business-to-business sale where: 253 

(a) The commercial telephone seller has been lawfully 254 

operating continuously for at least 3 years under the same 255 

business name and has at least 50 percent of its dollar volume 256 

consisting of repeat sales to existing businesses; 257 

(b) The purchaser business intends to resell or offer for 258 

purposes of advertisement or as a promotional item the property 259 

or goods purchased; or 260 

(c) The purchaser business intends to use the property or 261 
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goods purchased in a recycling, reuse, remanufacturing, or 262 

manufacturing process. 263 

(11) A person who solicits sales by periodically publishing 264 

and delivering a catalog of the seller’s merchandise to 265 

prospective purchasers, if the catalog: 266 

(a) Contains a written description or illustration of each 267 

item offered for sale. 268 

(b) Includes the business address or home office address of 269 

the seller. 270 

(c) Includes at least 20 pages of written material and 271 

illustrations and is distributed in more than one state. 272 

(d) Has an annual circulation by mailing of not less than 273 

150,000. 274 

(12) A person who solicits contracts for the maintenance or 275 

repair of goods previously purchased from the person making the 276 

solicitation or on whose behalf the solicitation is made. 277 

(13) A commercial telephone seller licensed pursuant to 278 

chapter 516 or part III of chapter 520. For purposes of this 279 

exemption, the seller must solicit to sell a consumer good or 280 

service within the scope of his or her license and the completed 281 

transaction must be subject to the provisions of chapter 516 or 282 

part III of chapter 520. 283 

(14) A telephone company subject to chapter 364, or 284 

affiliate thereof or its agents, or a telecommunications 285 

business that is regulated by the Florida Public Service 286 

Commission, or a Federal Communications Commission licensed 287 

cellular telephone company or other bona fide radio 288 

telecommunication services provider. For the purposes of this 289 

exemption, “affiliate” means a person who directly, or 290 
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indirectly through one or more intermediaries, controls or is 291 

controlled by, or is under common control with, a telephone 292 

company subject to chapter 364. 293 

(15) A person who is licensed pursuant to chapter 497 and 294 

who is soliciting within the scope of the license. 295 

(16) An issuer or a subsidiary of an issuer that has a 296 

class of securities which is subject to s. 12 of the Securities 297 

Exchange Act of 1934, 15 U.S.C. s. 78l, and which is either 298 

registered or exempt from registration under paragraph (A), 299 

paragraph (B), paragraph (C), paragraph (E), paragraph (F), 300 

paragraph (G), or paragraph (H) of subsection (g)(2) of that 301 

section. 302 

(17) A business soliciting exclusively the sale of 303 

telephone answering services provided that the telephone 304 

answering services will be supplied by the solicitor. 305 

(18) A person soliciting a transaction regulated by the 306 

Commodity Futures Trading Commission if the person is registered 307 

or temporarily licensed for this activity with the Commodity 308 

Futures Trading Commission under the Commodity Exchange Act, 7 309 

U.S.C. ss. 1 et seq., and the registration or license has not 310 

expired or been suspended or revoked. 311 

(19) A person soliciting the sale of food or produce as 312 

defined in chapter 500 or chapter 504 if the solicitation 313 

neither intends to result in, or actually results in, a sale 314 

which costs the purchaser in excess of $500. 315 

(20) A person who is registered pursuant to part XI of 316 

chapter 559 and who is soliciting within the scope of the 317 

registration. 318 

(21) A person soliciting business from prospective 319 
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consumers who have an existing business relationship with or who 320 

have previously purchased from the business enterprise for which 321 

the solicitor is calling, if the solicitor is operating under 322 

the same exact business name. 323 

(22) A person who has been operating, for at least 1 year, 324 

a retail business establishment under the same name as that used 325 

in connection with telemarketing, and both of the following 326 

occur on a continuing basis: 327 

(a) Either products are displayed and offered for sale or 328 

services are offered for sale and provided at the business 329 

establishment. 330 

(b) A majority of the seller’s business involves the buyer 331 

obtaining such products or services at the seller’s location. 332 

(23) A person who is a registered developer or exchange 333 

company pursuant to chapter 721 and who is soliciting within the 334 

scope of the chapter. 335 

(24) Any person who has been lawfully providing 336 

telemarketing sales services continuously for at least 5 years 337 

under the same ownership and control and who derives 75 percent 338 

of its gross telemarketing sales revenues from contracts with 339 

persons exempted in this section. 340 

(25) A person licensed pursuant to chapter 475 and who is 341 

soliciting within the scope of the chapter. 342 

(26) A publisher, or an agent of a publisher by written 343 

agreement, who solicits the sale of his or her periodical or 344 

magazine of general, paid circulation. The term “paid 345 

circulation” shall not include magazines that are only 346 

circulated as part of a membership package or that are given as 347 

a free gift or prize from the publisher or agent of the 348 
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publisher by written agreement. 349 

(27) A person who is a licensed operator or an 350 

identification cardholder as defined in chapter 482, and who is 351 

soliciting within the scope of the chapter. 352 

(28) A licensee, or an affiliate of a licensee, regulated 353 

under chapter 560, the Money Transmitters’ Code, for foreign 354 

currency exchange services. 355 

Section 4. For the purpose of incorporating the amendment 356 

made by this act to section 501.616, Florida Statutes, in a 357 

reference thereto, paragraph (c) of subsection (1) of section 358 

648.44, Florida Statutes, is reenacted to read: 359 

648.44 Prohibitions; penalty.— 360 

(1) A bail bond agent or temporary bail bond agent may not: 361 

(c) Initiate in-person or telephone solicitation after 9:00 362 

p.m. or before 8:00 a.m., in the case of domestic violence 363 

cases, at the residence of the detainee or the detainee’s 364 

family. Any solicitation not prohibited by this chapter must 365 

comply with the telephone solicitation requirements in ss. 366 

501.059(2) and (4), 501.613, and 501.616(6). 367 

Section 5. This act shall take effect July 1, 2021. 368 
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I. Summary: 

CS/SB 1120 requires all sales telephone calls, text messages, and direct-to-voicemail 
transmissions to have the receiving consumer’s prior express written consent if the call will be 
made using an automated machine to dial the recipient’s phone number or will play a recorded 
message upon connection with the recipient. 
 
The bill creates a rebuttable presumption that a sales call made to a Florida area code is made 
either to a Florida resident or to a person in this state at the time of the call. 
 
The bill creates a private right of action to enforce the provisions in the bill. An aggrieved party 
may petition a court to enjoin the violating party. A prevailing plaintiff may recover the greater 
sum of either their actual monetary damages or $500, plus attorney fees and costs. Additionally, 
a court may increase damages by up to three times, for a willful or knowing violation. 
 
The bill amends the Florida Telemarketing Act to prohibit telephone sellers or salespersons from 
calling consumers outside of the hours between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. in the consumer’s time zone 
and prohibits telephone sellers or salespersons from contacting consumer on the same subject 
matter more than three times in a 24-hour period. The bill also clarifies that calls made through 
an automated dialer or recorded message are subject to the same prohibitions. 
 
The bill is effective July 1, 2021. 

REVISED:         
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II. Present Situation: 

Unsolicited Phone Calls 

Consumers are often inundated with unwanted calls. In fiscal year 2020, the Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC) received 293,071 complaints from Florida consumers about unwanted 
telephone calls.1 The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) reports that unwanted calls 
constitute their top consumer complaint.2 Unwanted calls can come in many forms, including 
robocalls3, which use an “automatic telephone dialing system,”4 referred to as an autodialer, and 
play a recorded message upon connection with the consumer; “spoofing” or “spoofed calls,” 
which transmit falsified information to a consumer’s caller ID to disguise the solicitor’s identity; 
and unwanted telemarketing calls.5 
 
State and federal action to combat these issues are limited because there are legitimate and legal 
uses of this technology. For example, a doctor’s office may legally use a robocall to remind one 
of an upcoming appointment.6 Additionally, some solicitors act outside the scope of federal or 
state enforcement authority. 
 
Federal Law 

Telephone Consumer Protection Act7 
The Telephone Consumer Protection Act of 1991 (TCPA) protects U.S. consumers from 
unwanted communications by restricting the use of autodialers, prerecorded sales messages, and 
unsolicited sales calls, text messages, or faxes.  
 
The TCPA prohibits telephone solicitations that: 
 Are made to residences before 8 a.m. and after 9 p.m.; 

                                                 
1 Federal Trade Commission, Do Not Call Data Book 2020 (Oct. 2020), 
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/reports/national-do-not-call-registry-data-book-fiscal-year-
2020/dnc_data_book_2020.pdf (last visited Apr. 16, 2021). 
2 Federal Communications Commission, Stop Unwanted Calls and Texts (Mar. 2, 2021), 
https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/stop-unwanted-calls-and-texts (last visited Apr. 16, 2021). 
3 “At the FCC, we use the term ‘robocalls’ to refer not to just prerecorded calls but also autodialed calls, regardless of 
whether the call is live or prerecorded.” Stopping Fraudulent Robocall Scams: Can More Be Done?, Hearing Before the 
S. Subcomm. on Consumer Protection, Product Safety, and Insurance of the Comm. on Commerce, Science, and 
Transportation, 130th Cong. (July 10, 2013) (Statement of Eric J. Bash, Associate Chief, Enforcement Bureau, Federal 
Communications Commission) https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/CHRG-113shrg85765/pdf/CHRG-113shrg85765.pdf 
(last visited Apr. 16, 2021). 
4 An “automatic telephone dialing system” or “autodialer” is equipment that has the capacity to produce or store phone 
numbers using a random or sequential number generator, and to call those phone numbers. 47 U.S.C. § 227(a)(1). 
5 “Fraudsters have also further exploited caller ID spoofing, which induces the consumer to pick up the phone, while at the 
same time enabling the scammer to hide its identity and location.” Stopping Fraudulent Robocall Scams, Hearing, supra at n. 
3 (Statement of Lois Greisman, Associate Director, Division of Marketing Practices, Bureau of Consumer Protection, Federal 
Trade Commission). 
6 Federal Communication Commission, Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau, Report on Robocalls (Feb. 2019), CG 
Docket No. 17-59, https://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-issues-report-illegal-robocalls (last visited Apr. 16, 2021). See also, 
Federal Communications Commission, Stop Unwanted Calls and Texts--Spoofing, (Mar. 2, 2021) 
https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/stop-unwanted-calls-and-texts (last visited Apr. 16, 2021). 
7 47 U.S.C. § 227. See also, 47 CFR § 64.1200 (2012). 

https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/reports/national-do-not-call-registry-data-book-fiscal-year-2020/dnc_data_book_2020.pdf
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/reports/national-do-not-call-registry-data-book-fiscal-year-2020/dnc_data_book_2020.pdf
https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/stop-unwanted-calls-and-texts
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/CHRG-113shrg85765/pdf/CHRG-113shrg85765.pdf
https://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-issues-report-illegal-robocalls
https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/stop-unwanted-calls-and-texts
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 Fail to provide the consumer with the solicitor’s identity, including his or her true phone 
number via caller identification service,8 and an opportunity to opt out of the current call, and 
all future calls, made by that solicitor;  

 Send pre-recorded messages to a residential line without the consumer’s prior express 
consent;9 and 

 Use an autodialer or pre-recorded messages to a cellular, emergency, or hospital room line 
without prior express consent. Any telemarketing calls made to a cellular telephone number 
require written prior express consent; all others require either oral or written consent.10 This 
specific provision does not apply to residential phone lines.11  

 
The TCPA’s protections extend to text messaging in the same manner that they apply to 
telephone calls.12  
 
The TCPA defines autodialers as “equipment which has the capacity—(A) to store or produce 
telephone numbers to be called, using a random or sequential number generator; and (B) to dial 
such numbers.”13 The U.S. Supreme Court recently limited the effect of the TCPA by clarifying 
that it only regulates autodialers that have the capacity either to store, or to produce, a telephone 
number using a random or sequential number generator.14 This limits the TCPA’s regulations to 
the now obsolete sequential number dialer style of autodialer, versus the predictive dialing 
technology that most businesses use today.15 
 
The TCPA grants a private right of action to pursue actual monetary damages or up to $500 per 
violation.16 State attorneys general and the FCC also have jurisdiction to investigate and file civil 
claims based on violations of the TCPA.17 
 

                                                 
8 47 C.F.R. § 64.1601(e). See also, Federal Communications Commission, Public Notice: FCC’s Caller ID Rules for 
Telemarketers Become Effective (Jan. 29, 2004) https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DA-04-206A1.pdf (last 
visited Apr. 16, 2021).  
9 See also, 47 CFR § 64.1200(a)(7)(i)(B), (b)(3). Certain calls made to a residential line, such as those by a tax-exempt  
nonprofit organization or calls that are subject to HIPPA may be made without prior express consent.  
10 FCC, 2015 TCPA Declaratory Ruling and Order, 30 FCC Rcd at 7999, para. 4 (Jun. 18, 2015). 
11 In 2015, language was added to the TCPA to allow robocalls and autodialed calls to cell phones for the purpose of 
collecting a debt owed to the U.S. government. See 47 U.S.C. § 227(b)(1)(A)(iii). This provision was severed from the by the 
U.S. Supreme Court in 2020 based on their finding that it was a content-specific speech regulation in violation of the first 
amendment. The Court left the TCPA’s prohibition of robocalls and autodialed calls to cell phones intact. Barr v. American 
Assc. Of Political Consultants, Inc., 140 S. Ct. 2335 (2020). See also, 47 CFR § 64.1200(f)(8). 
12 FCC, 2015 TCPA Declaratory Ruling and Order, 30 FCC Rcd at 7999, para. 2 (Jun. 18, 2015); FCC, FCC Strengthens 
Consumer Protections Against Unwanted Calls and Texts (Jun. 18, 2015) 
https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-333993A1.pdf (last visited Apr. 16, 2021).  
13 47 U.S.C. § 227(b)(1)(A). 
14 Facebook, Inc. v. Duguid, 141 S. Ct. 193 (2020).  
15 Amanda Shanor, SCOTUSblog, Supreme Court Sides with Facebook in Narrowing the Federal Robocall Ban (Apr. 1, 
2021), https://www.scotusblog.com/2021/04/supreme-court-sides-with-facebook-in-narrowing-the-federal-robocall-ban/ (last 
visited Apr. 16, 2021). 
16 47 U.S.C. § 227 (c)(5). 
17 47 U.S.C. § 227 (f). 

https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DA-04-206A1.pdf
https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-333993A1.pdf
https://www.scotusblog.com/2021/04/supreme-court-sides-with-facebook-in-narrowing-the-federal-robocall-ban/
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Federal Do Not Call Program18 
The FTC, in concert with the FCC, administers the National Do Not Call Program.19 Telephone 
solicitors may not contact a consumer who participates in the National Do Not Call Program, 
unless the calls are:20 
 Made with a consumer’s prior, express permission; 
 Informational in nature, such as those made to convey a utility outage, school closing, or 

flight information; or 
 Made by a tax-exempt organization.  
 
Truth in Caller ID Act21 
The Truth in Caller ID Act of 2009 protects consumers by prohibiting any person from 
transmitting misleading or inaccurate caller ID information with the intent to defraud, cause 
harm, or wrongfully obtain anything of value. The FCC investigates and prosecutes violations of 
the act under its rules.22 The FCC has taken enforcement actions totaling $450 million in fines, in 
recent years against telemarketers for call spoofing violations—of note, the FCC imposed its 
largest fine ever against a Florida-based timeshare marketing operation.23  
 
To protect individual privacy concerns, an individual caller may still request to hide his or her 
phone number when making a call.24  
 
Florida Law 

Florida Telemarketing Act25 
The Florida Telemarketing Act (Telemarketing Act), requires commercial telephone sellers, 
usually a business entity, and their individual salespersons to obtain a license from the 
Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services (department). An applicant for licensure as a 
commercial telephone seller must submit, among other information:26  
 Its criminal, civil, and administrative disciplinary background; 
 All phone numbers from which the applicant will solicit business and the physical address at 

which the phones will be located; 
 The script it will use during a solicitation, or any informational literature it will provide to a 

consumer; and 

                                                 
18 See, 15 U.S.C. § 6101. 
19 Federal Communications Commission, Stop Unwanted Calls and Texts (Mar. 2, 2021), 
https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/stop-unwanted-calls-and-texts (last visited Apr. 16, 2021). 
20 47 U.S.C. § 227(a)(4); See also, 47 C.F.R. § 64.1200 (2012). 
21 47 U.S.C. § 227 (e). 
22 See, 47 CFR § 64. 
23 Federal Communications Commission, The FCC’s Push to Combat Robocalls & Spoofing, https://www.fcc.gov/spoofed-
robocalls (last visited Apr. 16, 2021). See also, Federal Communications Commission, FCC Fines Massive Neighbor 
Spoofing Robocall Operation $120 Million (May 10, 2018) https://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-fines-massive-neighbor-
spoofing-robocall-operation-120-million (last visited Apr. 16, 2021). 
24 47 CFR § 64.1601. 
25 Part IV of ch. 501, F.S. 
26 Section 501.605, F.S. 

https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/stop-unwanted-calls-and-texts
https://www.fcc.gov/spoofed-robocalls
https://www.fcc.gov/spoofed-robocalls
https://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-fines-massive-neighbor-spoofing-robocall-operation-120-million
https://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-fines-massive-neighbor-spoofing-robocall-operation-120-million
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 A bond, letter of credit, or certificate of deposit to serve as security in any future case of 
fraud, breach of contract, financial failure, or violation by the licensee. 

 
As part of their licensure, individual salespersons, who are hired by commercial telephone sellers 
to act as their salespersons, undergo a similar review of their criminal, civil, administrative or 
regulatory disciplinary history, but they are not required to post a bond, letter of credit, or 
certificate of deposit.27  
 
Many solicitors are exempt from licensure under the Telemarketing Act, including religious, 
charitable, political, or educational organizations that have a s. 501(c)(3) or (6) exemption from 
the Internal Revenue Code; licensed securities, commodities, or investment brokers and dealers; 
and newspaper or cable television sellers, among others.28 
 
Licensed telephone sellers and solicitors must identify themselves to the consumer within 30 
seconds of the beginning of the phone call.29 To ensure that the department can conduct thorough 
investigations, when needed, a licensed telephone seller must also maintain copies of their 
business records for at least 2 years—including all of the names and telephone numbers that they 
contacted.30 
 
All telephone sellers and solicitors, whether exempt or not, are prohibited from calling 
consumers outside of the hours between 8:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m., local time, in the called 
person’s time zone.31 Additionally, all solicitors must allow their name or telephone number to 
be transmitted to the consumer if the equipment they use is capable.32 This prevents solicitors 
from “spoofing’ a different number or otherwise blocking their caller identification to induce a 
consumer to answer the phone.33 
 
Florida Do Not Call Act 
Do Not Call List 
The department also administers the Florida Do Not Call Act (also called the “Do Not Call 
List”), which prohibits unsolicited phone calls and text messages.34 Residents who do not wish to 
receive sales calls may request to have their residential, mobile, or paging device telephone 
number included on the department’s list.35  
 
A communication is unsolicited, and therefore prohibited under the Do Not Call List, unless the 
contact is made: 
 At the consumer’s request; 

                                                 
27 Section 501.607, F.S. 
28 See, s. 501.604, F.S. 
29 Section 501.613, F.S. 
30 Section 501.6175, F.S. 
31 Section 501.616(6). See also, s. 501.604, F.S., which provides a general exemption from the Telemarketing Act, “except ss. 
501.608 and 501.616(6) and (7).” 
32 Section 501.616(7), F.S. 
33 Section 501.616(7), F.S. 
34 See, s. 501.059, F.S. Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services, Florida Do Not Call, 
https://www.fdacs.gov/Consumer-Resources/Florida-Do-Not-Call (last visited Apr. 16, 2021). 
35 Section 501.059(3)-(4), F.S. 

https://www.fdacs.gov/Consumer-Resources/Florida-Do-Not-Call
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 By a charitable or political organization that is seeking donations;  
 As part of a survey, or for the purpose of research seeking an opinion; 
 In connection with an existing debt or contract for which payment is due; or 
 By a newspaper publisher, or his or her agent or employee, in connection with the publisher’s 

business.36 
 
Continued Solicitations 
Section 501.059, F.S., further prohibits a telephone solicitor37 from calling, text messaging, 
sending a direct voicemail transmission, or using automated telephone equipment to contact any 
consumer who has previously communicated to the solicitor that he or she does not wish to 
receive a telephone call, whether or not he or she is part of the Do Not Call List. However, this 
prohibition applies only to calls made by or on behalf of a seller who offers goods or services or 
a charity that solicits a charitable contribution. 
 
Automated Dialers and Recorded Messages 
Section 501.059(8), F.S., prohibits solicitations via telephone calls, text messages, and direct-to-
voicemail transmissions if the communication is initiated with an automated system that selects 
or dials the telephone numbers (autodialer), or if the communication plays a recorded message 
upon connection with the consumer. Autodialed calls and recorded messages are permitted if (1) 
they are in response to a call that the consumer initiated, (2) the person initiating the call screens 
out unlisted telephone numbers and numbers that are on the Do Not Call list, or (3) made 
regarding goods or services that the consumer previously purchased.  
 
This section also prevents call spoofing (in cases of solicitation calls), where a telephone call, 
text message, or direct-to-voicemail transmission does not transmit the correct originating 
telephone number; and fraudulent attempts to disguise the caller’s identity in order to defraud, 
confuse, or otherwise injure the call’s recipient. 
 
Penalties 
A telephone solicitor who violates the provisions of the Florida Do Not Call Act is subject to a 
civil penalty with a maximum fine of $10,000 per violation, or an administrative fine with a 
maximum of $1,000 per violation, in addition to attorney’s fees and costs.38 The act does not 
provide for a private cause of action. The Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services and 
the Office of the Attorney General have exclusive enforcement authority. 

III. Effect of Proposed Changes: 

Section 1 amends s. 501.059, F.S., to require any person making a sales call using an autodialer 
or playing a recorded message upon connection with the consumer to obtain signed prior express 
written consent from the consumer. 
 
The bill defines the terms “called party,” “prior express written consent,” and “signature.” 
 

                                                 
36 Section 501.059(1)(h), F.S. 
37 Section 501.059(1)(f), F.S., defines a ‘telephone solicitor’ as a natural person or business that does business in this state by 
making or causing to be made a telephone sales call.  
38 Section 501.059(9), F.S. 
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Under the bill, “called party” means a person who is the regular user of the telephone number 
receiving telephonic sales calls. 
 
“Prior express written consent” is defined by the bill to mean a written agreement that has the 
signature of the called party; authorizes the person making the call, text, or voicemail to deliver it 
using an automated system or recorded message; includes the number authorized to be contacted; 
and includes a clear and conspicuous disclosure informing the called party that they are: 
 Authorizing the call to be made using an automated system or recorded message; and 
 Not required to sign the written agreement as a condition of purchasing any property, goods, 

or services. 
 
“Signature” means an electronic or digital signature recognized as valid under applicable federal 
or state contract law. 
 
The bill deletes the provision authorizing the use of automated telephone dialing systems when: 
 The call is made in response to calls initiated by the called party; 
 The number called has been screened to exclude numbers on the DACS “no sales solicitation 

calls” list or any unlisted telephone number; or 
 The call concerns goods or services previously purchased by the called party. 
 
A rebuttable presumption is created by the bill, that a sales call made to any area code in the state 
is made to a Florida resident or a person in the state at the time of the call. 
 
The bill provides a private cause of action for violations to s. 501.059, F.S., which allow the 
aggrieved party to obtain an injunction and recover their actual monetary damages or $500, 
whichever is greater. It authorizes a court to increase the award for willful and knowing 
violations and revises the attorney fees and costs provision from being available to the prevailing 
party to only being available in favor of a prevailing plaintiff. 
 
Section 2 amends s. 501.616(6), F.S., to reduce the hours during which telephone sellers and 
salespersons may call consumers. Currently, telephone sellers and salespersons may solicit 
between 8 a.m. and 9 p.m. local time in the consumer’s location. The bill permits solicitations 
during 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. in the consumer’s time zone. 
 
The bill further prohibits telephone sellers and salespersons from calling a consumer more than 
three times over a 24-hour period about the same subject matter. This prohibition applies, 
regardless of the phone number a telephone seller or salesperson uses to call the consumer. 
 
The bill also applies these prohibitions to a commercial telephone seller or salesperson’s use of 
an automated dialer or recorded message. 
 
The provisions of the bill will apply to licensed telephone sellers and salespersons, and those 
entities who solicit under the s. 501.604, F.S., licensure exemptions of the Telemarketing Act. 
  
Sections 3 and 4 reenact ss. 501.604 and 648.44(1)(c), F.S., respectively, to incorporate the 
changes made to s. 501.616, F.S. 
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Section 5 provides that the bill takes effect July 1, 2021. 

IV. Constitutional Issues: 

A. Municipality/County Mandates Restrictions: 

None. 

B. Public Records/Open Meetings Issues: 

None. 

C. Trust Funds Restrictions: 

None. 

D. State Tax or Fee Increases: 

None. 

E. Other Constitutional Issues: 

Federal Preemption 

The TCPA expressly permits state regulations that impose more restrictive intrastate 
requirements or regulations on, or which prohibit:  
 The use of telephone facsimile machines or other electronic devices to send 

unsolicited advertisements;  
 The use of automatic telephone dialing systems;  
 The use of artificial or prerecorded voice messages; or 
 The making of telephone solicitations.39  
 
In fact, it expressly disclaims a complete preemption of state laws that govern the 
regulation of unsolicited sales calls and the improper use of prerecorded messages 
claims.40 A Florida district court of appeal determined that Florida’s regulation of 
recorded messages and autodialers, although more stringent than the TCPA, was not 
preempted by the federal law because Congress had indicated that the TCPA was the 
“‘minimum necessary to protect the public against the harm caused by’ automated dialing 
machines.”41 The Court further reasoned that “[e]ven though it [Congress] recognized 
that states might not have jurisdiction over interstate communications, Congress thus 
provided language that specifically allows states to impose more restrictive measures in 
this area.”42 

                                                 
39 47 U.S.C. § 227(e). 
40 47 U.S.C. § 227(g)(6). See also, TSA Stores, Inc. v. Dep’t. of Ag. And Consumer Servs., 957 So.2d 25, 28 (Fla. 5th DCA 
2007). 
41 TSA Stores, Inc. v. Dep’t. of Ag. And Consumer Servs., 957 So.2d 25, 30 (Fla. 5th DCA 2007), quoting S. Rep. No. 102-178 
at 5 (1991). 
42 Id. at 31, citing FreeEats.Com, Inc. v. Indiana, 2006 WL 3025810 (S.D.Ind. Oct. 24, 2006). 
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Additionally, the TCPA clearly contemplates that state attorneys general or other 
designated state official has authority to bring civil actions on behalf of the state’s 
residents to enjoin calls that violate the TCPA and to recover damages.43 
 
Commercial Speech Regulations 

In Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, the 
Supreme Court held that commercial speech should receive First Amendment 
protections.44 The Court based its opinion on the public’s right to receive a free flow of 
commercial information.45 Although commercial speech does receive protection, it is 
below the protection provided to completely protected speech, and states retain the ability 
to regulate commercial speech that is inherently misleading or that has proven to be 
misleading in practice.46   
  
In Central Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp. v. Public Service Commission of New York, the 
Supreme Court established a four-part test for analyzing the limitations of advertising 
regulations.47 Under the Central Hudson test, a state must show that any commercial 
speech regulation is aimed at regulating lawful and “non-misleading” commercial speech 
in service of a substantial state interest, in a manner that directly advances that interest, 
and that is no more extensive than necessary to serve that interest.48 Although 
commercial speech regulations must meet the Central Hudson test, in Bates v. State Bar 
of Arizona, the Supreme Court held that reasonable time, place, and manner restrictions 
on advertising are authorized if the content or subject matter is not regulated.49 
 
Content-Based Speech Regulations 

A government may impose reasonable time, place, and manner restrictions on speech. 
However, Content-based laws are subject to strict scrutiny.50 A law is a content-based 
regulation of speech if it, on its face, draws distinctions based on the message a speaker 
conveys or singles out specific subject matter for differential treatment.51  
 
A 2015 amendment to the TCPA allowed robocalls and prerecorded messages to be made 
to cellphone users to collect government debt. The U.S. Supreme Court determined this 
to be an invalid, content-based regulation of speech. The Court invalidated the 2015 
amendment that allowed the government debt collection calls, and left the overall ban on 
robocalls and prerecorded messages intact.52 
 

                                                 
43 47 U.S.C. § 227 (g). 
44 See Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, 96 S. Ct. 1817 (1976).  
45 Id.  
46 See In re R.M.J., 102 S. Ct. 929 (1982).  
47 See Central Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp. v. Public Service Commission of New York, 100 S. Ct. 2343 (1980).  
48 Id.  
49 See Bates v. State Bar of Arizona, 97 S. Ct. 2691 (1977).  
50 Id. 
51 Reed v. Town of Gilbert, 576 U.S. 155, 163-169, 135 S. Ct. 2218 (2015). 
52 Barr v. American Association of Political Consultants, Inc., 140 S. Ct. 2335, 2345-2346 (2020). 
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Commerce Clause 

A state law that has the practical effect of regulating commerce that occurs entirely 
outside of the State’s borders is invalid under the Commerce Clause of the of the U.S. 
Constitution, regardless of its intent to reach outside of the state’s borders.53 Conversely, 
the dormant commerce clause prohibits states from enacting laws that unduly burden 
interstate commerce.54  
 
A Florida law that prohibited persons from causing false information to be displayed on 
the call recipient’s caller ID system was found to regulate commerce wholly outside of 
Florida by making it impossible for parties to use or offer caller ID spoofing services 
anywhere.55 The Court reasoned that the law affected interstate commerce because the 
increased use of mobile phones and call forwarding make it impossible to be certain 
where the parties one calls are located.  
 

For example, a business located in New York might place a call, 
using caller ID spoofing services, to a telephone number with an 
Ohio area code. Because of call forwarding and the mobility of 
cellular telephones, the recipient of that call might be present in 
Florida, and the New York business would be criminally liable for 
violating [the law] when they called the Ohio telephone number. 
… The logical consequence of this impossibility is that Plaintiffs 
are unable to offer caller ID spoofing services anywhere in the 
country without risking criminal liability under Florida’s statute.56  

 
It is unclear whether the bill’s presumption regarding Florida area codes will have an 
effect on interstate commerce to an extent that has the practical effect of regulating 
commerce outside of Florida’s borders.  

V. Fiscal Impact Statement: 

A. Tax/Fee Issues: 

None. 

B. Private Sector Impact: 

Businesses that make telephonic sales calls, text messages, or direct-to-voicemail 
transmissions either with an autodialer or for the purpose of playing a recorded message 
to a Florida consumer or to a phone with a Florida-based area code may have to adjust 
their businesses to accommodate this restriction.  

                                                 
53 Healy v. Beer Institute, Inc., 491 U.S. 324, 332 (1989). See also, U.S. CONST. art. 1 § 8, cl. 3.  
54 Pike v. Bruce Church, Inc., 397 U.S. 137, 90 S.Ct. 844 (1970). 
55 Taltech Systems, Inc. v. McCollum, 2009 WL 10626585 (S.D. Fla. July 16, 2009). 
56 Id. 
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C. Government Sector Impact: 

The bill adds prohibited acts to the Florida Telemarketing Act. The department, as 
enforcing authority of the act, estimates that is may see an increase in consumer 
complaints and prosecutions as a result; it also states that it will be required to expand its 
rulemaking to allow for implementation of these changes. The department states that this 
may result in an indeterminate costs to the department.57 

VI. Technical Deficiencies: 

None. 

VII. Related Issues: 

None. 

VIII. Statutes Affected: 

This bill substantially amends sections 501.059 and 501.616, F.S. 
 
This bill reenacts the following sections of the Florida Statutes ss. 501.604 and 648.44, F.S.   

IX. Additional Information: 

A. Committee Substitute – Statement of Substantial Changes: 
(Summarizing differences between the Committee Substitute and the prior version of the bill.) 

CS by Regulated Industries on March 9, 2021: 
The Committee Substitute: 
 Amends s. 501.059, F.S., relating to Telephone solicitation. 
 Defines the terms “called party,” “prior express written consent,” and “signature.” 
 Prohibits sales calls without prior express written consent of the called party. 
 Removes the provision of law authorizing the use of automated telephone dialing 

systems under certain circumstances. 
 Provides a rebuttable presumption that a sales call made to any area code in the state 

is made to a Florida resident or a person in the state at the time of the call. 
 Provides a cause of action, which allows the aggrieved party to obtain an injunction 

and recover their actual monetary damages or $500, whichever is greater. 
 Authorizes a court to increase the award for willful and knowing violations. 
 Revises the attorney fees and costs provision to be in favor of a prevailing plaintiff. 

B. Amendments: 

None. 

                                                 
57 Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services, SB 1120 Agency Analysis (Feb. 24, 2021) (on file with the Senate 
Committee on Commerce and Tourism). 
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This Senate Bill Analysis does not reflect the intent or official position of the bill’s introducer or the Florida Senate. 
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 1 

An act relating to racketeering; amending s. 895.02, 2 

F.S.; revising the definition of the term 3 

“racketeering activity” to include certain actions 4 

relating to wild animal life, freshwater aquatic life, 5 

or marine life; providing an effective date. 6 

  7 

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida: 8 

 9 

Section 1. Paragraph (a) of subsection (8) of section 10 

895.02, Florida Statutes, is amended, and a new paragraph (c) is 11 

added to that subsection, to read: 12 

895.02 Definitions.—As used in ss. 895.01-895.08, the term: 13 

(8) “Racketeering activity” means to commit, to attempt to 14 

commit, to conspire to commit, or to solicit, coerce, or 15 

intimidate another person to commit: 16 

(a) Any crime that is chargeable by petition, indictment, 17 

or information under the following provisions of the Florida 18 

Statutes: 19 

1. Section 210.18, relating to evasion of payment of 20 

cigarette taxes. 21 

2. Section 316.1935, relating to fleeing or attempting to 22 

elude a law enforcement officer and aggravated fleeing or 23 

eluding. 24 

3. Chapter 379, relating to the illegal sale, purchase, 25 

collection, harvest, capture, or possession of wild animal life, 26 

freshwater aquatic life, or marine life, and related crimes. 27 

4. Section 403.727(3)(b), relating to environmental 28 

control. 29 
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5.4. Section 409.920 or s. 409.9201, relating to Medicaid 30 

fraud. 31 

6.5. Section 414.39, relating to public assistance fraud. 32 

7.6. Section 440.105 or s. 440.106, relating to workers’ 33 

compensation. 34 

8.7. Section 443.071(4), relating to creation of a 35 

fictitious employer scheme to commit reemployment assistance 36 

fraud. 37 

9.8. Section 465.0161, relating to distribution of 38 

medicinal drugs without a permit as an Internet pharmacy. 39 

10.9. Section 499.0051, relating to crimes involving 40 

contraband, adulterated, or misbranded drugs. 41 

11.10. Part IV of chapter 501, relating to telemarketing. 42 

12.11. Chapter 517, relating to sale of securities and 43 

investor protection. 44 

13.12. Section 550.235 or s. 550.3551, relating to 45 

dogracing and horseracing. 46 

14.13. Chapter 550, relating to jai alai frontons. 47 

15.14. Section 551.109, relating to slot machine gaming. 48 

16.15. Chapter 552, relating to the manufacture, 49 

distribution, and use of explosives. 50 

17.16. Chapter 560, relating to money transmitters, if the 51 

violation is punishable as a felony. 52 

18.17. Chapter 562, relating to beverage law enforcement. 53 

19.18. Section 624.401, relating to transacting insurance 54 

without a certificate of authority, s. 624.437(4)(c)1., relating 55 

to operating an unauthorized multiple-employer welfare 56 

arrangement, or s. 626.902(1)(b), relating to representing or 57 

aiding an unauthorized insurer. 58 
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20.19. Section 655.50, relating to reports of currency 59 

transactions, when such violation is punishable as a felony. 60 

21.20. Chapter 687, relating to interest and usurious 61 

practices. 62 

22.21. Section 721.08, s. 721.09, or s. 721.13, relating to 63 

real estate timeshare plans. 64 

23.22. Section 775.13(5)(b), relating to registration of 65 

persons found to have committed any offense for the purpose of 66 

benefiting, promoting, or furthering the interests of a criminal 67 

gang. 68 

24.23. Section 777.03, relating to commission of crimes by 69 

accessories after the fact. 70 

25.24. Chapter 782, relating to homicide. 71 

26.25. Chapter 784, relating to assault and battery. 72 

27.26. Chapter 787, relating to kidnapping or human 73 

trafficking. 74 

28.27. Chapter 790, relating to weapons and firearms. 75 

29.28. Chapter 794, relating to sexual battery, but only if 76 

such crime was committed with the intent to benefit, promote, or 77 

further the interests of a criminal gang, or for the purpose of 78 

increasing a criminal gang member’s own standing or position 79 

within a criminal gang. 80 

30.29. Former s. 796.03, former s. 796.035, s. 796.04, s. 81 

796.05, or s. 796.07, relating to prostitution. 82 

31.30. Chapter 806, relating to arson and criminal 83 

mischief. 84 

32.31. Chapter 810, relating to burglary and trespass. 85 

33.32. Chapter 812, relating to theft, robbery, and related 86 

crimes. 87 
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34.33. Chapter 815, relating to computer-related crimes. 88 

35.34. Chapter 817, relating to fraudulent practices, false 89 

pretenses, fraud generally, credit card crimes, and patient 90 

brokering. 91 

36.35. Chapter 825, relating to abuse, neglect, or 92 

exploitation of an elderly person or disabled adult. 93 

37.36. Section 827.071, relating to commercial sexual 94 

exploitation of children. 95 

38.37. Section 828.122, relating to fighting or baiting 96 

animals. 97 

39.38. Chapter 831, relating to forgery and counterfeiting. 98 

40.39. Chapter 832, relating to issuance of worthless 99 

checks and drafts. 100 

41.40. Section 836.05, relating to extortion. 101 

42.41. Chapter 837, relating to perjury. 102 

43.42. Chapter 838, relating to bribery and misuse of 103 

public office. 104 

44.43. Chapter 843, relating to obstruction of justice. 105 

45.44. Section 847.011, s. 847.012, s. 847.013, s. 847.06, 106 

or s. 847.07, relating to obscene literature and profanity. 107 

46.45. Chapter 849, relating to gambling, lottery, gambling 108 

or gaming devices, slot machines, or any of the provisions 109 

within that chapter. 110 

47.46. Chapter 874, relating to criminal gangs. 111 

48.47. Chapter 893, relating to drug abuse prevention and 112 

control. 113 

49.48. Chapter 896, relating to offenses related to 114 

financial transactions. 115 

50.49. Sections 914.22 and 914.23, relating to tampering 116 
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with or harassing a witness, victim, or informant, and 117 

retaliation against a witness, victim, or informant. 118 

51.50. Sections 918.12 and 918.13, relating to tampering 119 

with jurors and evidence. 120 

(c) Any violation of Title 68, Florida Administrative Code, 121 

relating to the illegal sale, purchase, collection, harvest, 122 

capture, or possession of wild animal life, freshwater aquatic 123 

life, or marine life, and related crimes. 124 

Section 2. This act shall take effect upon becoming a law. 125 
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COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE - Substantial Changes 

 

I. Summary: 

CS/SB 776 amends the definition of “racketeering activity” in the Florida RICO (Racketeer 
Influenced and Corrupt Organization) Act to include violations of ch. 379, F.S., and Title 68, 
F.A.C., relating to the illegal sale, purchase, take, or possession of wild animal life, freshwater 
aquatic life, or marine life, and related crimes. Chapter 379, F.S., and Title 68, F.A.C., are 
implemented by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC). The effect of 
this change is that it will allow such unlawful acts to be prosecuted as racketeering if the 
commission of the acts constitutes racketeering. A criminal violation of the Florida RICO Act is 
a first degree felony. The Act also provides for civil remedies. 
 
The FWC estimates the bill will have an indeterminate impact on the commission. The 
Legislature’s Office of Economic and Demographic Research preliminarily estimates that the bill 
will have a “positive insignificant” prison bed impact, meaning an increase of 10 or fewer prison 
beds. See Section V. Fiscal Impact. 
 
The bill takes effect upon becoming a law. 
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II. Present Situation: 

Under Article IV, section 9, of the State Constitution, the FWC exercises the regulatory and 
executive powers of the state concerning wild animal life, freshwater aquatic life, and marine 
life.1 The FWC implements ch. 379, F.S., and rules adopted in Title 68,2 F.A.C.3 
 
License fees for taking wild animal life, freshwater aquatic life, and marine life and penalties for 
violating FWC regulations are prescribed by general law.4 Further, the FWC’s exercise of 
executive powers in the area of planning, budgeting, personnel management, and purchasing are 
provided by law.5 The Legislature may also enact laws in aid of the FWC that are not 
inconsistent with its constitutionally-conferred powers, except for special laws or general laws of 
local application relating to hunting or fishing.6 
 
Section 379.401, F.S., details FWC’s four-tier system for penalties and violations, civil penalties 
for noncriminal infractions, criminal penalties, and suspension and forfeiture of licenses and 
permits.7 Level One violations are considered the least serious while Level Four violations are 
considered the most serious.8 
 
Level Two Violations  

Examples of a Level Two violation include: 
 Violating rules or orders of the commission relating to seasons or time periods for the taking 

of wildlife, freshwater fish, or saltwater fish; 
 Violating rules or orders of the commission relating to restricted hunting areas, critical 

wildlife areas, or bird sanctuaries; 
 Violating rules or orders of the commission relating to tagging requirements for wildlife and 

fur-bearing animals; 
 Violating rules or orders of the commission relating to the use of dogs for the taking of 

wildlife; 
 Violating rules or orders of the commission which are not otherwise classified; and 
 Violating rules or orders of the commission prohibiting the unlawful use of traps, unless 

otherwise provided by law.9 
 

                                                 
1 FLA. CONST. art. IV, s. 9. 
2 Title 68 is also referred to as “chapter 68.” 
3 “The rules of the FWC have the force of a legislative act, and the Legislature is prohibited from adopting statutes that 
conflict with those rules.” Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission v. Daws, 256 So.3d 907, 917 (Fla. 1st DCA 
2018) (citations omitted), review denied, 2018 WL 6605838 (Fla. 2018). 
4 FLA. CONST. art. IV, s. 9. 
5 Id. 
6 Id. 
7 Information in this analysis relating to level violations and penalties was reproduced from Bill Analysis and Fiscal Impact 
Statement (CS/CS/SB 688) (Feb. 20, 2020), Florida Senate, available at 
https://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2020/688/Analyses/2020s00688.rc.PDF (last visited Feb. 8, 2021). 
8 Section 379.401, F.S. 
9 Section 379.401(2)(a), F.S. 

https://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2020/688/Analyses/2020s00688.rc.PDF
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The penalties for Level Two violations are as follows: 
 

Level Two Violation Degree of Offense Fine or 
Incarceration License Restrictions 

First offense 2nd Degree Misdemeanor10 Max: $500 or 
Max: 60 days None 

Second offense within 
three years of previous 
Level Two violation (or 

higher) 

1st Degree Misdemeanor11 Min: $250; Max: $1,000 
Max: one year None 

Third offense within five 
years of two previous 

Level Two violations (or 
higher) 

1st Degree Misdemeanor12 Min: $500; Max: $1,000 
Max: one year 

Suspension of license for 
one year 

Fourth offense within 10 
years of three previous 

Level Two violations (or 
higher) 

1st Degree Misdemeanor13  Min: $750; Max $1,000 
or Max: one year 

Suspension of license for 
three years 

 
Level Three Violations 

Examples of a Level Three violation include: 
 The illegal sale or possession of alligators; 
 The taking of game, freshwater fish, or saltwater fish while a required license is suspended or 

revoked; and 
 The illegal taking and possession of deer and wild turkey.14 
 
The penalties for a Level Three violation are as follows: 
 

Level Three 
Violation Degree of Offense Fine or 

Incarceration License Restrictions 

First offense 1st Degree Misdemeanor15 Max: $1,000 
Max: one year None 

Second offense within 10 
years of a previous Level 

Three violation (or 
higher) 

1st Degree Misdemeanor16 Min: $750; Max: $1,000 
Max: one year 

Suspension of license or 
permit for up to three 

years 

Fishing, hunting, or 
trapping on a suspended 

or revoked license, 
s. 379.354(17), F.S. 

1st Degree Misdemeanor Mandatory $1,00017 
Max: one year 

May not acquire license or 
permit for five years 

 

                                                 
10 Section 379.401(2)(b)1., F.S. 
11 Section 379.401(2)(b)2., F.S. 
12 Section 379.401(2)(b)3., F.S. 
13 Section 379.401(2)(b)4., F.S. 
14 Section 379.401(3), F.S. 
15 Section 379.401(3)(b)1., F.S. 
16 Section 379.401(3)(b)2., F.S. 
17 Section 379.401(3)(b)3., F.S. 
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Level Four Violations  

Examples of a Level Four violation include: 
 The making, forging, counterfeiting, or reproduction of a recreational license or the 

possession of same without authorization from the commission; 
 The sale of illegally-taken deer or wild turkey; 
 The unlawful killing, injuring, possessing, or capturing of alligators or other crocodilia or 

their eggs; 
 The intentional killing or wounding of any species designated as endangered, threatened, or 

of special concern; and 
 The killing of any Florida or wild panther.18 
 
The penalties for Level Four Violations are as follows: 
 

Level Four 
Violation Degree of Offense Fine or 

Incarceration License Restrictions 

First offense19 3rd Degree Felony Max: $5,000 
Max: Five Years None 

 
Florida RICO Act  

The “Florida RICO (Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organization) Act” is the short title for 
ss. 895.01-895.06, F.S.20 “Racketeering activity” means committing, attempting to commit, 
conspiring to commit, or soliciting, coercing, or intimidating another person to commit any of a 
number of offenses listed in the definition.21 
 
Section 895.03, F.S., provides that it is unlawful for any person: 
 Who with criminal intent has received any proceeds derived, directly or indirectly, from a 

pattern of racketeering activity or through the collection of an unlawful debt22 to use or 
invest, whether directly or indirectly, any part of such proceeds, or the proceeds derived from 
the investment or use thereof, in the acquisition of any title to, or any right, interest, or equity 
in, real property or in the establishment or operation of any enterprise.23 

 Through a pattern of racketeering activity or through the collection of an unlawful debt, to 
acquire or maintain, directly or indirectly, any interest in or control of any enterprise or real 
property. 

                                                 
18 Section 379.401(4)(a), F.S. 
19 Section 379.401(4)(b), F.S. 
20 Section 895.01, F.S. 
21 Section 895.02(1), F.S. These offenses include violations of specified Florida laws (e.g., Medicaid fraud, kidnapping, 
human trafficking, and drug offenses) as well as any conduct defined as “racketeering activity” under 18 U.S.C. s. 1961(1). 
22 Section 895.02(2), F.S., defines an “unlawful debt” as any money or other thing of value constituting principal or interest 
of a debt that is legally unenforceable in this state in whole or in part because the debt was incurred or contracted in violation 
of specified Florida laws (e.g., various gambling offenses) as well as any gambling activity in violation of federal law or in 
the business of lending money at a rate usurious under state or federal law. 
23 Section 895.02(3), F.S., defines “enterprise” as any individual, sole proprietorship, partnership, corporation, business trust, 
union chartered under the laws of this state, or other legal entity, or any unchartered union, association, or group of 
individuals associated in fact although not a legal entity; and it includes illicit as well as licit enterprises and governmental, as 
well as other, entities. A criminal gang as defined in s. 874.03, F.S., constitutes an enterprise. 
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 Employed by, or associated with, any enterprise to conduct or participate, directly or 
indirectly, in such enterprise through a pattern of racketeering activity or the collection of an 
unlawful debt. 

 To conspire or endeavor to violate any of the previously-described activity. 24 
 
Section 895.04, F.S., provides that a conviction for engaging in the above activities results in a 
first degree felony.25 
 
In addition to criminal penalties under s. 895.04, F.S., s. 895.05, F.S., imposes civil liability for 
violations of the Florida RICO Act, including forfeiture to the state of all property, including 
money, used in the course of, intended for use in the course of, derived from, or realized through 
conduct in violation of the act.26 
 
Trafficking in Wild Animal Life, Freshwater Aquatic Life, or Marine Life 

The FWC describes the problem of trafficking in wild animal life, freshwater aquatic life, or 
marine life: 
 

There is a significant black-market trade in Florida’s wildlife, freshwater aquatic life, and 
marine life. This includes live wildlife and aquatic species, including captive wildlife, as 
well as eggs, products, and parts thereof. Trafficking in wild species is the fourth most 
profitable transnational crime behind the drug trade, arms trade, and human trafficking. 
Criminal organizations are often involved in more than one illegal trade. 
  
Factors such as overexploitation/harvest, increased regulation, and global trends, mean 
that law enforcement agencies must look broadly at the variety of wildlife and aquatic life 
subject to exploitation and illegal commercialization. Marine life species targeted for 
trafficking has included corals, live rock, sea cucumbers, reef fish, shrimp, ornamental 
aquarium fish, and lobsters. Wildlife targeted for trafficking has included live animals 
such as freshwater turtles, federal Endangered Species Act (ESA) and the Convention on 
International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) listed 
species (i.e., sharks, sea turtles [including eggs]) and parts thereof, cervids, captive 
wildlife (monkeys, tigers, venomous/non venomous reptiles and tegus), black bears (gall 
bladders, paws), and alligators (including eggs). Wildlife, freshwater aquatic life, and 
marine life are trafficked for many reasons; the species or parts thereof that are being 
trafficked are usually determined by the consumer demand at the time. For these reasons, 
it is important that anti-racketeering efforts are not limited to one category of animal life 
or type of species. 
 
Species listed under the ESA and CITES, and Florida’s listed endangered and threatened 
species, are of particular concern as illegal collection and trafficking are significant 
factors in the further decline of these species. However, less regulated species are often 
some of the most exploited and are harvested in large numbers. Illegal wildlife markets 

                                                 
24 Section 895.03(4), F.S. 
25 A first degree felony is generally punishable by up to 30 years in state prison and a fine not exceeding $10,000. Sections 
775.082 and 775.083, F.S. 
26 Section 895.05(2), F.S. 
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sometimes follow a “boom and bust” cycle. Wildlife, freshwater aquatic life, and marine 
life will be exploited until the species is over harvested and declines to the extent the 
species are difficult to acquire or special protections are placed on the species. Once one 
species has followed this “boom and bust” cycle, markets will shift to a new species and 
so on. 
 
In addition, trafficking involves offenses beyond illegal take or sale of species. Efforts to 
launder trafficked wildlife and aquatic life may involve the falsification of records, 
licenses, and documents and concealment of sources of acquisition as related crimes that 
further the criminal enterprise.27 

 
Prosecution of Trafficking in Wild Animal Life, Freshwater Aquatic Life, or Marine Life 

In October of 2020, the FWC announced that a group of suspects were charged with 
racketeering, money laundering, scheming to defraud, “and other organized criminal laws 
involving an elaborate organized enterprise to smuggle Florida’s wildlife to interstate and 
international buyers.”28 The smuggling involved illegally trapping flying squirrels, but FWC 
investigators also learned that the “Florida suspects were dealing in multiple species of poached 
animals. Protected freshwater turtles and alligators were illegally taken and laundered through 
other seemingly legitimate licensed businesses. Documents were falsified concealing the true 
source of the wildlife.”29 
 
The FWC notes some of the problems arising from current prosecution of trafficking in wild 
animal life, freshwater aquatic life, or marine life: 
 

Individuals associated with wildlife trafficking are difficult to deter [from] exploiting fish 
and wildlife without the appropriate charges. While there are a variety of laws that 
protect wildlife and even a few that protect against the illegal sale of wildlife in Florida, 
the current laws protecting against the illegal tak[ing], possession, purchase, and sale of 
wildlife and aquatic life are primarily misdemeanors and typically only result in small 
fines and probation when traffickers are convicted. These laws do little to affect the 
criminal organizations engaged in trafficking. 
 
To combat organized crime, Florida’s RICO (Racketeer Influence and Corrupt 
Organization) Act makes it unlawful for a person to engage in a pattern of criminal 
activity to acquire, establish, operate, maintain, or control, or be associated with or 
employed by an enterprise, or conspire to do so. Currently, there are no predicate 
offenses under Florida’s RICO Act specifically related to the illegal trafficking of 
wildlife and aquatic life.30 

                                                 
27 Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC), Senate Bill 776 Legislative Bill Analysis (Feb. 8, 2021), 
available at https://www.flsenate.gov/Committees/Show/CJ/MeetingPacket/5050/9012_MeetingPacket_5050.pdf. (See p. 
247). 
28 FWC, FWC uncovers a transnational wildlife trafficking operation in Florida (Oct. 19, 2020), 
https://myfwc.com/news/all-news/trafficking-case-1020/ (last visited Feb. 19, 2021). 
29 Id. 
30 FWC, Senate Bill 776 Legislative Bill Analysis (Feb. 8, 2021), available at 
https://www.flsenate.gov/Committees/Show/CJ/MeetingPacket/5050/9012_MeetingPacket_5050.pdf. (See p. 248). 

https://www.flsenate.gov/Committees/Show/CJ/MeetingPacket/5050/9012_MeetingPacket_5050.pdf
https://myfwc.com/news/all-news/trafficking-case-1020/
https://www.flsenate.gov/Committees/Show/CJ/MeetingPacket/5050/9012_MeetingPacket_5050.pdf
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The Office of Statewide Prosecution has assisted the FWC in prosecution of theft of alligators 
and alligator eggs by prosecuting these acts under RICO.31 The RICO prosecution relies on theft, 
a predicate RICO offense.32 However, the office notes that defense counsel has challenged the 
prosecution, “arguing there could be no theft of wildlife from the State as the State did not own 
the wildlife. The case is currently being challenged on appeal.”33 
 
The FWC has provided the following reasons for adding violations of ch. 379, F.S., and Title 68, 
F.A.C., and related crimes, as predicate Florida RICO offenses: 
 

The bill “does not enlarge any crimes related to wildlife or aquatic life, but makes these 
existing crimes prosecutable under RICO. The inclusion of crimes under Chapter 379, 
F.S., and Title 68, F.A.C., as predicate offenses under RICO would provide a powerful 
tool in the effort to combat wildlife trafficking and disrupt a highly profitable illegal 
trade. Prosecuting these cases under RICO would enable the State of Florida to pursue 
asset forfeiture which would greatly undermine the profitability of these criminal 
enterprises. Florida’s legitimate businesses and its citizens who rely on natural resources 
for a living as well as recreational experiences would see a positive impact. The 
disruption of wildlife trafficking would also assist with the prevention and mitigation of 
communicable infectious diseases that originate from wildlife. Finally, the amendment to 
RICO would allow Florida to address wildlife trafficking crimes that do not have a 
federal nexus.”34 

III. Effect of Proposed Changes: 

The bill amends the definition of “racketeering activity” in s. 895.02(8), F.S., of the Florida 
RICO Act to include violations of ch. 379, F.S., and Title 68, F.A.C., relating to the illegal sale, 
purchase, take, or possession of wild animal life, freshwater aquatic life, or marine life,35 and 
related crimes. Chapter 379, F.S., and Title 68, F.A.C., are implemented by the FWC. The effect 
of this change is that it will allow such unlawful acts to be prosecuted as racketeering if the 
commission of the acts constitutes racketeering. A criminal violation of the Florida RICO Act is 
a first degree felony. The Act also provides for civil remedies. 

                                                 
31 RE: FWC Proposed Legislation (undated memo), Kelly A. McKnight, Assistant Statewide Prosecutor, Office of Statewide 
Prosecution, Office of the Attorney General, available at 
https://www.flsenate.gov/Committees/Show/CJ/MeetingPacket/5050/9012_MeetingPacket_5050.pdf. (See p. 253). 
Section 895.02(8)(a)32., F.S. 
32 Section 895.02(8)(a)32., F.S. 
33 RE: FWC Proposed Legislation (undated memo), Kelly A. McKnight, Assistant Statewide Prosecutor, Office of Statewide 
Prosecution, Office of the Attorney General, available at 
https://www.flsenate.gov/Committees/Show/CJ/MeetingPacket/5050/9012_MeetingPacket_5050.pdf. (See p. 253). 
34 FWC, Senate Bill 776 Legislative Bill Analysis (Feb. 8, 2021), available at 
https://www.flsenate.gov/Committees/Show/CJ/MeetingPacket/5050/9012_MeetingPacket_5050.pdf. (See p. 248). 
35 The FWC notes that “[i]t is critical that the amendment’s language address the enumerated crimes under both Chapter 379, 
F.S., and Title 68, F.A.C. There are many crimes related to wildlife trafficking that are offenses under the Commission’s 
regulations, but that do not have a companion statutory offense under Chapter 379, F.S. Violations of these offenses have a 
prescribed penalty in statute, but the offense itself is articulated and charged under the regulations of Title 68, F.A.C. In 
addition, criminal organizations often utilize related crimes (i.e., mislabeling, falsifying documents or records, hiding sources 
of acquisitions, etc.) to conceal and further illegal activity. For this reason, prosecutors need the ability to pursue racketeering 
charges for related crimes under the laws and rules of the Commission.” Id. 

https://www.flsenate.gov/Committees/Show/CJ/MeetingPacket/5050/9012_MeetingPacket_5050.pdf
https://www.flsenate.gov/Committees/Show/CJ/MeetingPacket/5050/9012_MeetingPacket_5050.pdf
https://www.flsenate.gov/Committees/Show/CJ/MeetingPacket/5050/9012_MeetingPacket_5050.pdf
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The bill takes effect upon becoming a law. 

IV. Constitutional Issues: 

A. Municipality/County Mandates Restrictions: 

The bill does not appear to require cities and counties to expend funds or limit their 
authority to raise revenue or receive state-shared revenues as specified by Article VII, 
s. 18, of the State Constitution. 

B. Public Records/Open Meetings Issues: 

None. 

C. Trust Funds Restrictions: 

None. 

D. State Tax or Fee Increases: 

None. 

E. Other Constitutional Issues: 

None identified. 

V. Fiscal Impact Statement: 

A. Tax/Fee Issues: 

None. 

B. Private Sector Impact: 

None. 

C. Government Sector Impact: 

The FWC estimates the bill will have an indeterminate impact on the commission.36 
 
The Legislature’s Office of Economic and Demographic Research (EDR) preliminarily 
estimates that the bill will have a “positive insignificant” prison bed impact, meaning an 
increase of 10 or fewer prison beds.37 
 
The EDR provides the following additional information relevant to its estimate: 

                                                 
36 Id. 
37 The EDR estimate requested by the Senate Committee on Criminal Justice is available at 
https://www.flsenate.gov/Committees/Show/CJ/MeetingPacket/5050/9012_MeetingPacket_5050.pdf. (See p. 256). 

https://www.flsenate.gov/Committees/Show/CJ/MeetingPacket/5050/9012_MeetingPacket_5050.pdf
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Per [Florida Department of Law Enforcement or] FDLE, there were 436 
misdemeanor arrests in CY 2019, with 114 guilty/convicted and 61 adjudications 
withheld under Chapter 379, and there were 337 arrests in CY 2020, with 48 
guilty/convicted and 40 adjudications withheld. For felony violations, in CY 
2019, there were 37 arrests, with 28 guilty/convicted and 14 adjudications 
withheld. In CY 2020, there were 80 arrests, with 4 guilty/convicted and 8 
adjudications withheld. Per [Department of Corrections or] DOC, there was one 
new commitment to prison in FY 18-19 and one new commitment to prison in FY 
19-20 for felony violations associated with Chapter 379. 
 

Per DOC, in FY 18-19, there were 82 new commitments to prison under s. 895.03, F.S. 
In FY 19-20, there were 58 new commitments. Given that under current statute there are 
a large number of offenses where these felonies could apply, including offenses that have 
a high volume of commitments each year, the additions of Chapter 379 and violations of 
Title 68 are not expected to have a significant impact on prison beds.38 

VI. Technical Deficiencies: 

None. 

VII. Related Issues: 

None. 

VIII. Statutes Affected: 

This bill substantially amends section 895.02 of the Florida Statutes.   

IX. Additional Information: 

A. Committee Substitute – Statement of Substantial Changes: 
(Summarizing differences between the Committee Substitute and the prior version of the bill.) 

CS by Criminal Justice on February 16, 2021: 
The committee substitute revises the description of predicate offenses being added to the 
definition of “racketeering activity” in the Florida RICO Act to indicate that 
“racketeering activity” includes violations of ch. 379, F.S., and Title 68, F.A.C., relating 
to the illegal sale, purchase, take, or possession of wild animal life, freshwater aquatic 
life, or marine life, and related crimes. 

B. Amendments: 

None. 

This Senate Bill Analysis does not reflect the intent or official position of the bill’s introducer or the Florida Senate. 

                                                 
38 Id. 
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HB 0007 Civil Liability for Damages Relating to COVID-19 by McClure

Civil Liability for Damages Relating to COVID-19: Provides requirements for civil action based on 
COVID-19-related claim; provides that plaintiff has burden of proof in such action; provides statute of 
limitations. Effective Date: upon becoming a law

 No Current CommitteeCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

03/22/2021 SENATE Received; Referred to Rules

Compare

SB 0072 Civil Liability for Damages Relating to COVID-19 (Brandes)

HB 1617 Public Emergencies and Assistance (Jenne)

HB 0021 Construction Defects by Andrade

Construction Defects: Revises cause of action requirements for statutory civil actions relating to certain 
violations; requires that person submit construction defect claim to warranty provider before serving 
notice of claim; provides requirements for claimant & warranty provider; provides that certain actions do 
not constitute admission of liability & may not be admissible in action; revises provisions relating to 
construction defects & notice of claim requirements; authorizes claimant to request that independent 
qualified third party make repairs; tolls statute of limitations in certain circumstances; requires claimant 
to notify mortgagee or assignee within specified timeframe after service of notice of construction defect 
claim; requires claimant to send second notice within specified timeframe under certain circumstances. 
Effective Date: July 1, 2021

 House Judiciary CommitteeCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

03/10/2021 HOUSE Now in Judiciary Committee

Compare

SB 0270 Construction Defects (Perry)

SB 0072 Civil Liability for Damages Relating to COVID-19 by Brandes

Civil Liability for Damages Relating to COVID-19; Specifying requirements for civil actions based on 
COVID-19-related claims; requiring the court to make certain determinations in such actions; providing 
that plaintiffs have the burden of proof in such actions; providing preliminary procedures for civil actions 
based on COVID-19-related claims; requiring COVID-19-related claims to commence within specified 
timeframes, etc. Effective Date: Upon becoming a law

 No Current CommitteeCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

03/29/2021 Approved by Governor; Chapter No. 2021-001

Compare

HB 0007 Civil Liability for Damages Relating to COVID-19 (McClure)

SB 0074 COVID-19-related Claims Against Health Care Providers (Brandes)

HB 1617 Public Emergencies and Assistance (Jenne)

HB 7005
Civil Liability for Covid-19-related Claims Against Certain Health Care Providers (Health & 
Human Services Committee)

SB 0094 Water Storage North of Lake Okeechobee by Brodeur

Water Storage North of Lake Okeechobee; Requiring the South Florida Water Management District to 
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request that the United States Army Corps of Engineers seek congressional approval of a project 
implementation report for the Lake Okeechobee Watershed Restoration Project by a specified date; 
requiring the district, in partnership with the corps, to expedite the development and implementation of 
aquifer storage and recovery wells; requiring the district to expedite implementation of the aquifer 
storage and recovery science plan developed by the district and the corps, etc. Effective Date: Upon 
becoming a law

 Senate AppropriationsCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

03/02/2021 SENATE Now in Appropriations

Compare

SB 2516 Water Storage North of Lake Okeechobee (Appropriations)

HB 0115 Local Licensing by Fabricio

Local Licensing: Authorizes individuals who hold valid, active local licenses to work within scope of such 
licenses in any local government jurisdiction without needing to meet additional licensing requirements; 
provides local governments have disciplinary jurisdiction over licensees; requires local governments to 
forward any disciplinary orders to licensee's original licensing jurisdiction for further action; requires 
DBPR to create & maintain local licensing information system. Effective Date: October 1, 2021

 House Regulatory Reform SubcommitteeCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

02/05/2021 HOUSE Withdrawn prior to introduction

HB 0217 Conservation Area Designations by Hunschofsky

Conservation Area Designations: Designates Southeast Florida Coral Reef Ecosystem Conservation 
Area as Kristin Jacobs Coral Reef Ecosystem Conservation Area; directs DEP to erect suitable 
markers. Effective Date: July 1, 2021

 No Current CommitteeCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

04/07/2021 HOUSE Enrolled Text (ER) Filed

Identical

SB 0588
Conservation Area Designations/Kristin Jacobs Coral Reef Ecosystem Conservation Area 
(Book)

SB 0256 Discrimination in Labor and Employment by Stewart

Discrimination in Labor and Employment; Creating the “Senator Helen Gordon Davis Fair Pay 
Protection Act”; prohibiting an employer from providing less favorable employment opportunities to 
employees based on their sex; prohibiting an employer from engaging in certain activities relating to 
wages and benefits; prohibiting an employer from requiring employees to sign certain waivers and 
documents, etc. Effective Date: 7/1/2021

 Senate Commerce and TourismCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

12/21/2020 SENATE Referred to Commerce and Tourism; Judiciary; Rules

Compare

HB 1077 Employee Wage and Salary History (Woodson)

Identical

HB 0107 Discrimination in Labor and Employment (Thompson)

SB 0270 Construction Defects by Perry
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Construction Defects; Defining the term “material violation”; requiring that a person submit a 
construction defect claim to the warranty provider before bringing a cause of action; requiring that a 
claimant submit a construction defect claim to the warranty provider before serving a notice of claim; 
authorizing a person served with a copy of a notice of claim to perform a reasonable inspection of the 
property subject to the claim; requiring, instead of authorizing, a person served with a notice to serve a 
copy of the notice to specified persons under certain circumstances, etc. Effective Date: 7/1/2021

 Senate Community AffairsCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

02/16/2021 SENATE Now in Community Affairs

Compare

HB 0021 Construction Defects (Andrade)

SB 0304 Wage and Employment Benefits Requirements by Taddeo

Wage and Employment Benefits Requirements; Repealing provisions relating to restrictions on the 
establishment of minimum wage and employment benefits requirements by political subdivisions, etc. 
Effective Date: 7/1/2021

 Senate Commerce and TourismCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

01/11/2021 SENATE Referred to Commerce and Tourism; Community Affairs; Rules

Identical

HB 6031 Wage and Employment Benefits Requirements (Smith (C))

SB 0338 Specialty Contracting Services by Gruters

Specialty Contracting Services; Revising the types of buildings for which individuals who are not 
required to obtain certain registrations or certifications may perform contracting services without a local 
license under certain circumstances; authorizing certain persons under the supervision of specified 
licensed contractors to perform certain specialty contracting services for commercial or residential 
swimming pools, hot tubs or spas, or interactive water features; providing that such supervision does 
not require a direct contract between those persons, etc. Effective Date: 7/1/2021

 Senate Community AffairsCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

03/09/2021 SENATE Now in Community Affairs

Similar

HB 1431 Swimming Pool Specialty Contracting Services (McClure)

SB 0344 Legislative Review of Occupational Regulations by Diaz

Legislative Review of Occupational Regulations; Citing this act as the "Occupational Regulation Review 
Act"; establishing a schedule for the systematic review of occupational regulatory programs, etc. 
Effective Date: Upon becoming a law

 Senate AppropriationsCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

03/19/2021 SENATE Now in Appropriations

Compare

HB 0717 Consumer Protection (Clemons)

SB 1598 Consumer Protection (Gruters)

Similar

HB 0471 Legislative Review of Occupational Regulations (Rizo)
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SB 0364 Discrimination on the Basis of Personal Health Information by Gruters

Discrimination on the Basis of Personal Health Information; Prohibiting business and governmental 
entities that require individuals to present driver licenses and identification cards for specified purposes 
from taking certain actions on the basis of individuals’ vaccination status and proof of immunity from any 
virus; prohibiting public accommodations from discriminating against individuals on the basis of 
vaccination or immunity status, etc. Effective Date: 7/1/2021

 Senate Commerce and TourismCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

01/11/2021
SENATE Referred to Commerce and Tourism; Governmental Oversight and 
Accountability; Rules

SB 0384 Unlawful Employment Practices by Rodriguez (A)

Unlawful Employment Practices; Expanding the list of unlawful employment practices to include certain 
actions against employees and job applicants with medical needs related to pregnancy; requiring 
employers to provide a written notice of certain rights relating to pregnancy to employees and to post 
such notice in conspicuous places on the premises; requiring the Florida Commission on Human 
Relations to develop certain education and outreach programs, etc. Effective Date: 7/1/2021

 Senate Commerce and TourismCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

01/11/2021
SENATE Referred to Commerce and Tourism; Governmental Oversight and 
Accountability; Rules

Compare

HB 1245 Employment Practices for Family and Medical Leave (Nixon)

SB 1596 Employment Practices for Family and Medical Leave (Cruz)

Similar

HB 0581 Unlawful Discrimination Against Pregnant Employees (Joseph)

HB 0471 Legislative Review of Occupational Regulations by Rizo

Legislative Review of Occupational Regulations: Establishes schedule for systematic review & repeal of 
occupational regulatory programs; provides for reversion of certain unexpended funds & refund of 
certain unencumbered revenue of repealed program; preempts regulation of occupation to state if 
occupation's regulatory program has been repealed through this act. Effective Date: upon becoming a 
law

 House Regulatory Reform SubcommitteeCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

02/08/2021 HOUSE Now in Regulatory Reform Subcommittee

Compare

HB 0717 Consumer Protection (Clemons)

SB 1598 Consumer Protection (Gruters)

Similar

SB 0344 Legislative Review of Occupational Regulations (Diaz)

SB 0588
Conservation Area Designations/Kristin Jacobs Coral Reef Ecosystem Conservation Area by 
Book

Conservation Area Designations/Kristin Jacobs Coral Reef Ecosystem Conservation Area; Designating 
the Southeast Florida Coral Reef Ecosystem Conservation Area as the Kristin Jacobs Coral Reef 
Ecosystem Conservation Area; directing the Department of Environmental Protection to erect suitable 
markers, etc. Effective Date: 7/1/2021
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 Senate AppropriationsCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

04/07/2021 SENATE Read Second Time; Substituted for HB 0217; Laid on Table, Refer to HB 0217

Identical

HB 0217 Conservation Area Designations (Hunschofsky)

HB 0717 Consumer Protection by Clemons

Consumer Protection: Removes provision requiring department to automatically convert registrations of 
approved registered insurance agencies to insurance agency licenses; prohibits entity from unlicensed 
activity as adjusting firm unless entity complies with specified requirement; authorizes department to 
disapprove use of insurance agency names containing words "Medicare" or "Medicaid"; revises 
timeframe in which insured or claimant may cancel public adjuster's contract to adjust claim without 
penalty or obligation; specifies requirements for written estimates of loss provided by public adjusters to 
claimants or insureds; revises timeframe in which insurer must begin investigation after receipt of proof 
of loss statements; requires insurer to keep records of adjusters interacting with policyholders; requires 
insurer to include specified notices when providing damage estimates or claim payments. Effective 
Date: upon becoming a law

 No Current CommitteeCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

04/27/2021 HOUSE Laid on Table

Compare

HB 0305 Insurance (Rommel)

SB 0344 Legislative Review of Occupational Regulations (Diaz)

HB 0471 Legislative Review of Occupational Regulations (Rizo)

Similar

SB 1598 Consumer Protection (Gruters)

SB 0854 Minimum Wage Rate by Brandes

Minimum Wage Rate; Proposing an amendment to the State Constitution to authorize the Legislature to 
provide a reduced minimum wage rate for prisoners in the state correctional system, for employees 
convicted of a felony, for employees under 21 years of age, and for other hard-to-hire employees, etc.

 Senate Commerce and TourismCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

02/04/2021 SENATE Referred to Commerce and Tourism; Appropriations; Rules

Similar

HB 1485 Minimum Wage Rate (Gregory)

HB 0857 Commercial Telephone Solicitation by Morales

Commercial Telephone Solicitation: Prohibits commercial telephone seller or salesperson from using 
automated dialing or recorded messages to make certain commercial telephone solicitation phone calls; 
revises timeframe during which commercial telephone seller or salesperson may make commercial 
solicitation phone calls; prohibits commercial telephone sellers or salespersons from making specified 
number of commercial telephone solicitation phone calls to person over specified timeframe. Effective 
Date: July 1, 2021

 House Regulatory Reform SubcommitteeCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

02/22/2021 HOUSE Now in Regulatory Reform Subcommittee

Compare
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SB 1120 Telephone Solicitation (Gibson)

HB 1307 Telephone Solicitation (Beltran)

HB 0969 Consumer Data Privacy by McFarland

Consumer Data Privacy: Requires collectors to provide notice to consumers about data collection & 
selling practices; provides consumers right to request data be disclosed, deleted, or corrected & to opt-
in or opt-out of sale or sharing of such data; provides nondiscrimination measures, methods for 
requesting data & opting-in or opting-out of sale or sharing of such data, private cause of action, 
enforcement, & jurisdiction. Effective Date: July 1, 2022

 No Current CommitteeCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

04/21/2021 SENATE Received; Referred to Rules

Compare

SB 1734 Consumer Data Privacy (Bradley)

Linked

HB 0971 Pub.Rec./Consumer Data Privacy (McFarland)

HB 0971 Pub.Rec./Consumer Data Privacy by McFarland

Pub.Rec./Consumer Data Privacy: Provides exemption from public records requirements for information 
relating to investigations by DLA & law enforcement agencies of certain data privacy violations; provides 
for future legislative review & repeal of exemption; provides statement of public necessity. Effective 
Date: on the same date that CS/CS/CS/HB 969 or similar legislation takes effect

 No Current CommitteeCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

04/21/2021 SENATE Received; Referred to Rules

Similar

SB 7064
Public Records/Investigations by the Department of Legal Affairs (Commerce and 
Tourism)

Linked

HB 0969 Consumer Data Privacy (McFarland)

SB 1120 Telephone Solicitation by Gibson

Telephone Solicitation; Prohibiting certain telephonic sales calls without the prior express written 
consent of the called party; removing provisions authorizing the use of certain automated telephone 
dialing systems; providing a cause of action for aggrieved called parties; prohibiting a commercial 
telephone seller or salesperson from using automated dialing or recorded messages to make certain 
commercial telephone solicitation phone calls, etc. Effective Date: 7/1/2021

 No Current CommitteeCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

04/27/2021 HOUSE Read Second Time; Placed on Third Reading, 04/28/21

Compare

HB 0857 Commercial Telephone Solicitation (Morales)

SB 1682 Telephone Solicitation (Gruters)

Similar

HB 1307 Telephone Solicitation (Beltran)
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HB 1225 Implementation of the Recommendations of the Blue-Green Algae Task Force by Goff-Marcil

Implementation of the Recommendations of the Blue-Green Algae Task Force: Requires DEP to 
implement stormwater system inspection & monitoring program; requires owners of onsite sewage 
treatment & disposal systems to have system periodically inspected; requires department to administer 
inspection program pursuant to certain standards, procedures, & requirements; provides for rulemaking; 
provides requirements for basin management action plans; provides notices requirements for certain 
notices of intent to implement pollution reduction measures; provides that verification of certain 
programs must have been completed by specified date to be presumed to be in compliance with state 
water quality standards; requires DEP to provide all records promptly & in unadulterated form. Effective 
Date: July 1, 2021

 House Environment, Agriculture & Flooding SubcommitteeCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

02/28/2021 HOUSE Now in Environment, Agriculture & Flooding Subcommittee

Similar

SB 1522 Implementation of the Recommendations of the Blue-Green Algae Task Force (Stewart)

HB 1307 Telephone Solicitation by Beltran

Telephone Solicitation: Prohibits telephonic sales calls without prior express written consent of called 
party; provides requirements for written consent agreements; provides that called party may revoke 
express written consent; provides rebuttable presumption for telephonic sales calls made to specified 
area codes; removes requirement that telephone numbers be excluded from calls made by automated 
telephone dialing systems with live messages; prohibits commercial telephone solicitation phone calls. 
Effective Date: July 1, 2021

 No Current CommitteeCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

04/27/2021 HOUSE Laid on Table

Compare

HB 0857 Commercial Telephone Solicitation (Morales)

SB 1682 Telephone Solicitation (Gruters)

Similar

SB 1120 Telephone Solicitation (Gibson)

SB 1522 Implementation of the Recommendations of the Blue-Green Algae Task Force by Stewart

Implementation of the Recommendations of the Blue-Green Algae Task Force; Citing this act as the 
“Implementation of Governor DeSantis’ Blue-Green Algae Task Force Recommendations Act”; requiring 
owners of onsite sewage treatment and disposal systems to have the system periodically inspected, 
beginning on a specified date; requiring the Department of Health to administer the inspection program; 
requiring the department to implement program standards, procedures, and requirements; providing for 
rulemaking; requiring new or revised basin management action plans to include an identification and 
prioritization of certain spatially focused projects, etc. Effective Date: 7/1/2021

 Senate AppropriationsCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

04/08/2021 SENATE Now in Appropriations

Similar

HB 1225
Implementation of the Recommendations of the Blue-Green Algae Task Force (Goff-
Marcil)

SB 1594 Public Records/Inspector of the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services by Cruz

Public Records/Inspector of the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services; Exempting personal 
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identifying and location information of certain current or former inspectors of the Department of 
Agriculture and Consumer Services, and personal identifying and location information of spouses and 
children of such personnel, from public records requirements; providing for future legislative review and 
repeal of the exemption; providing a statement of public necessity, etc. Effective Date: 7/1/2021

 Senate Governmental Oversight and AccountabilityCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

03/12/2021 SENATE Now in Governmental Oversight and Accountability

Similar

HB 1539 Pub. Rec./Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services (Jenne)

SB 1598 Consumer Protection by Gruters

Consumer Protection; Deleting authorization for consumer reporting agencies to charge a fee for 
reissuing or providing a new unique personal identifier to a consumer; revising a requirement for 
persons licensed or authorized by the Department of Financial Services or the Office of Insurance 
Regulation to respond to the department’s Division of Consumer Services regarding consumer 
complaints; deleting a fee for adjusting firm licenses; authorizing the department to disapprove the use 
of insurance agency names containing the word “Medicare” or “Medicaid”; revising the timeframes in 
which an insured or a claimant may cancel a public adjuster’s contract to adjust a claim without penalty 
or obligation; revising disclosure requirements for certain classes of insurance before being eligible for 
export under the Surplus Lines Law, etc. Effective Date: Except as otherwise expressly provided in this 
act, this act shall take effect upon becoming a law

 No Current CommitteeCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

04/27/2021 HOUSE Read Second Time; Placed on Third Reading, 04/28/21

Compare

HB 0305 Insurance (Rommel)

SB 0344 Legislative Review of Occupational Regulations (Diaz)

HB 0471 Legislative Review of Occupational Regulations (Rizo)

Similar

HB 0717 Consumer Protection (Clemons)

SB 1634 Public Records/Aquaculture/Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services by Brodeur

Public Records/Aquaculture/Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services; Providing a public 
records exemption for certain aquaculture records held by the Department of Agriculture and Consumer 
Services; providing that the records may be disclosed to other governmental entities under certain 
circumstances; providing for retroactive application of the exemption; providing for future legislative 
review and repeal under the Open Government Sunset Review Act; providing a statement of public 
necessity, etc. Effective Date: 7/1/2021

 No Current CommitteeCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

04/27/2021 HOUSE Read Second Time; Placed on Third Reading, 04/28/21

Similar

HB 1399 Pub. Rec./Aquaculture Records (Learned)

SB 1646 Background Screening by Powell

Background Screening; Prohibiting employers from excluding applicants from an initial interview for 
employment under certain conditions; providing a civil penalty for violations of the act; requiring the 
Department of Economic Opportunity to enforce the act, etc. Effective Date: 7/1/2021

 Senate Commerce and TourismCurrent Committee of Reference:
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Actions

03/04/2021 SENATE Referred to Commerce and Tourism; Criminal Justice; Rules

Compare

SB 1026 Background Screening (Bracy)

Identical

HB 1331 Conviction History of an Applicant for Employment (Casello)

SB 1682 Telephone Solicitation by Gruters

Telephone Solicitation; Prohibiting certain telephonic sales calls without the prior express written 
consent of the called party; removing provisions authorizing the use of certain automated telephone 
dialing systems; authorizing a court to increase an award for willful and knowing violations, etc. Effective 
Date: 7/1/2021

 Senate Regulated IndustriesCurrent Committee of Reference:

Actions

03/30/2021 SENATE Now in Regulated Industries

Compare

SB 1120 Telephone Solicitation (Gibson)

HB 1307 Telephone Solicitation (Beltran)
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